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Page 4.

In the book the research in the region of the unipolar

electrical machines with the liquid-metal current pickup, which

obtained wide acceptance in the series/row of new areas of

technology, is generalized in recent years. Classification,

principles of theory, calculation methods and comparison of different

types of acyclic machines, are given, results of tests, examples of

calculation are given.

The book is intended for the engineers and scientific workers,

who develop/process and who use the electrical machines and other

devices/equipment of the high values of direct current, and also for

the students and graduate students, who specialize in the electrical

machines. It can be useful for the workers of electrochemical

industry, for experimental physicists and power engineers, who deal

concerning the liquid-metal heat-transfer agents.
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Page 5.

Preface.

Acyclic machines with the liquid-metal current pickup in recent

years began to receive wide acceptance in different regions of

technology and scientific research. In spite of the fact that these

machines passed the large way of historical development, their theory

and methods of design are up to now worked out insufficiently.

Numerous periodical articles are dedicated in essence to the

description of the separate types of acyclic machines, created in

different countries. The use/application of liquid-metal current

pickup made it possible to considerably improve the characteristics

-of acyclic machines, stipulated the large progress in their

construction/design, revealed the new possibilities of technical use.

While in the Soviet, so in the foreign literature is absent any

complete research in the region of acyclic machines. In this book the

attempt to complete the existing gap/spacing is done.

The book contains the bases of theory, calculation and

experimental study of different acyclic machines with the

liquid-metal contacts: cylindrical and disk, with the hollow rotor,

p.. p
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machines without the ferromagnetic circuit, the unipolar electric

motors. Are examined questions of the classification of acyclic

machines, their electromagnetic field, calculation of magnetic

circuit taking into account the leakage fluxes, armature reaction and

its compensation, determination of main sizes/dimensions, comparison

of the varieties of acyclic machines indicated.

Page 6.

Results of experimental research and examples of calculation are

given. The large part of the materials is original and reflects

. independent research of the authors.

The book is written on the basis of the results of the

scientific research work, conducted by the authors over a number of

years in the Moscow Aviation Institute named Sergo Ordzhonikidze.

The work on the book was distributed as follows: b hapter 6 was

written by the authors together; Ohapters 1-4 and 9 were written by

Cand. of tech. sciences B. L. Aliyevskiy; chapters 5, 7 and 10 were

written together by the doctor of tech. sciences, Prof. A. I.

Bertinov and B. L. Aliyevskiy; chapter 8 was written by eng. S. R.

Troitsky. B. L. Aliyevskiy and S. R. Troitsky wrote appendix. The

general/common/total editing of the book was led by Prof. A. I.

(
4IW
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Bert inov.

4 The book is the first experiment of the generalization of works

on acyclic machines. The authors with the appreciation will take all

critical observations, which request to send to an address: Moscow

Zh-114, Shlyuzovaya nab., d. 10, publishing house "Energiya".

The authors express their gratitude to the reviewer of the book

of Cand. of tech. sciences, docent V. I. Radin for the useful

observations.
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Page 7.

Chapter One.

SURVEY OF CONTEMPORARY STATE AND CLASSIFICATION OF UNIPOLAR

ELECTRICAL MACHINES.

1.1. Development and the application of acyclic machines..

First electrical acyclic machines (UM) of direct current, which

are simplest electric motor and generator, were constructed by P.

. Barlow (1824) and M. Faraday (1831) (1-3].

Schematically these machines are shown in Fig. 1-1 and 8-1. In

the 80's of past century A. Forbst worked out double-disk UM with

electromagnetic excitation [4]. Then non-polar dynamo (UG) with

hollow rotor [5] proposed A. Ler.

In detail the history of the first development period of UM is

presented in the dissertation work of B. I. Ugrimov (1910), made

under Prof. E. Arnold's management/manual [6].

The first industrial standards of UG were constructed according

..4
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to the projects of J. Neggerat (1904), B. Ugrimov (1908) and B. Lyamm

(1912). The device/equipment of these machines is described in [6-8].

Development of UM followed the path of improvement of UG, and

only in the latter/last 20 years are noted attempts at the
development of unipolar-electric motors (tJD) and special forms of UM,

in particular unipolar converters (UP).

In 1934 the firm Westinghouse constructed UG with the power of

1125 kW on 150 kA, 7.5 V for welding large-diameter the steel tubes

according to the impedance method. This generator (Fig. 1-2) was

operated for 25 years (9]. On the international exhibition in 1937 in.

Paris was demonstrated the compensated UM of A. Puarson with the

massive cylindrical armature (Fig. 1-3), intended for purposes of

electrolysis [10].

Page 8.

Development of UM in the USSR is connected with the names of the

engineers I. P. Ivanov and B. V. Kostin, on projects of which at the

Yaroslavl Electrical Machinery Plant (YaEMZ) were made UG for

electrolytic industry [101. In 1939 the department of physical

sciences of the AS USSR together with Glavelektroprom at YaEMZ

convoked conference on UM (and to the use/application of permanent
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magnets in the electric machine construction) with the participation

of the most visible scientist-electricians: the academicians K. I.

Shenfer, V. F. Mitkevich, M. P. Kostenko, V. S. Kulebakin, the

corresponding members G. N. Petrov, A. N. Larionov et al. In its

solutions the conference noted the need for setting scientific

research works in the region of UG. The facts of the military years

of 1941-1945 stirred their timely realization.

!
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/ 2

.I.
a)

Fig. 1-1. First unipolar electrical machines. a) P. Barlow's engine;

b) M. Faraday's generator; 1 - armature; 2 - inductor; 3 - current

pickup (mercury cells or solid brush).

-1
- _ ' ,,-

Fig. 1-2. Fig. 1-3.

Fig. 1-2. The general view of homopolar generator (UG) for the

electric welding of firm Westinghouse on 150 kA, 7.5 V. 1 -

generator; 2 - electric servomotor.

Fig. 1-3. Diagram of compensated UG of A. Puarson for the

electrolysis. 1 - stator; 2 - rotor with the expansion; 3 - pole face

winding; 4 - excitation winding; 5 - brush end-type current pickup.

0B
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Page 9.

The successes in the development of the collector (bipolar)

machines of direct current made irrational the use/application of UM

with the voltages/stresses 110 V and above. Up to Thirties it was

approximately/exemplarily considered that UM are not of practical use

[4]. However, with the low voltage and the high currents they compete

with the commutator machines according to the weight and energy

indices.

,,
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In recent decade UM survive the period of lift. Is explained

this by the development of the new regions of technology and

scientific research - atomic power engineering, the charged particle

accelerators, physics of plasma, and also by the successes in the

region of liquid-metal heat-transfer agents. The study of the

properties of liquid metals and alloys made it possible to use them

in the slide contact of current-tap apparatus of UM. This stipulated

the considerable progress in the construction/design of machines, it

widened the sphere of their use/application, since during the

liquid-metal current pickup are most noticeable advantages of UM over

commutator machines with the high currents.

Non-polars dynamo found use as the supplies of power of the

electromagnetic conduction pumps, moving liquid metal in the heat

transfer systems of atomic reactors [11, 12], for the feed of the

electromagnets of accelerators during the creation of strong magnetic

fields [13].

Electromagnetic pumps are the ideal users of electric power of

UG of direct current with the significant magnitude of current and

the low voltage. Fig. 1-4 and 1-5 show the examples to

construction/design of UG for the feed of pumps [14, 15]. UG are used

also during the electrolysis for obtaining of aluminum and chlorine,

where for the feed of electrolytic lines is required current 150 kA,

.
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respectively with voltage/stress 400 and 134 V. In this case the

aggregate/unit of six UG, mounted on the shaft of steam turbine (Fig.

1-6), is applied. Each of UG, constructed by firm General Electric,

gives current 150 kA with 67 V.

16
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Fig. 1-5. Construction/design of UG with sodium-potassium contact for

the feed of electromagnetic pumps. 1 - rotor; 2 - stator; 3 - field

coil; 4 - liquid metal of contact; 5 - current tap; 6 - compensative

busbar; 7 - contact cylinder (Cu).

Page 11.

During the operation for obtaining aluminum all six UG are

connected electrically consecutively/serially, for obtaining chlorine

they are connected in series in pairs. Fig. 1-7 shows the

** * .
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device/equipment of UG of firm General Electric.

Group of four similar UG (Fig. 1-8b) is applied by USAF [United

States Air Force] for the feed of the inductive coil of arc wind

tunnel. Generators are combined on the diagram, given in Fig. l-8a,

which provides the power of 100000 kW and current 1100 kA with the

voltage/stress 90 V (each generator it gives 550 kA with 45 V in the

impulse/momentum/pulse. With the help of the arc discharge of coil in
the tube obtain air-stream velocities more than 20 numbers of Mach

for model test of rockets and space vehicles [16-18].

% 
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Fig. 1-6. The general view of aggregate/unit of six UG with the steam

turbine for the feed of the line of electrolytic baths

(general/common/total voltage/stress 400 V, current 150000 A).

23

44

Fig. 1-7. Device/equipment of UG of firm General Electric of Company

with the power of 10 MW, 67 V, 150 kA. 1 - movable electrode of the

sodium-potassium current pickup; 2 - stator; 3 - field coil; 4 -

stationary electrode of current pickup; 5 - main bearing; 6 - thrust

bearing; 7 - elastic coupling; 8 - multiplexing; 9- rotor; 10, 11-

discharge busbars, cooled by sodium-potassium alloy (NaK).

Page 12.
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Fig. 1-9 presents UG of firm Allis Chalmers on 1800 kW, by 60 kA

with the voltage/stress 30 V, utilized for the guarantee with

electric power of different physical research.

-,i Giant four-disk UG with the frame magnetic system is constructed

in 1956-1962 in the physical institute of Australian national

university (Canberra), under M. Olifant's management/manual [19-21).

Non-polar dynamo in the impulse/momentum/pulse develops power

1.44.10' kW and gives current 1.8-10' a with the voltage/stress 800

V, this generator is intended for the feed of proton accelerator on

ib 10 GeV. The schematic of the construction/design of this machine is -_

given in Fig. 1-10.

Fig. 1-11 shows the device/equipment of UG of highest technical

school Graz (Austria), intended for the research targets.

Some fundamental technical data of foreign and Soviet UG are

given in Table 1-1.

From-able 1-1 it is evident that propagation received the

generators over a wide range of power, moreover are used UM of the

different construction/design: with the cylindrical massive and

KSI

o* !
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hollow rotors, with the disk rotors, without the ferromagnetic

circuit of inductor. All generators, released in recent years, have

liquid-metal current pickup and are implemented without the windings

on the rotor.

t4

.1Z
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a.-'

Fig. 1-8. Generators for the feed of the arc wind tunnel of the USAF.

a) the diagram of connection of the group of four UG; b) appearance

of UG.

Page 13.

Besides those indicated in table 1-1, in different research

centers and at universities of the USA, according to the data [13],

is operated the series/row of UG to the currents 30.103-1.5.10' a

(more than 10' a - in the impulse/momentum/pulse).

Homopolar generator with the mercury high-speed/high-velocity

*contact in 1906-1910 was worked out and investigated by Prof. B. I.

i I Ugrimov, moreover the speed, achieved/reached by it in the slide
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contact, which comprises more than 300 m/s, was not exceeded, until

now. However, the knife contact proposed by B. I. Ugrimov was not

* suitable for the continuous operation due to the high consumption of

mercury from the evaporation on the knife (on the order of 14 g/h)

and it was not adapted for the transmission of high currents [10].

Mercury contact for UM in the USSR is investigated by Yu. Yu.

Kaunas [22], by whom the recommendations for calculating the optimum

sizes/dimensions of circular type contact are given.

Since 1959 in the Moscow Aviation Institute of name Sergo

- ' Ordzhonikidze is conducted the research of UM, as a result of which

are worked out the principles of theory and calculation procedure of

UM of different types and is constructed experimental UG with the

mercury contacts for the current 4000 a.

General view of experimental UG, prepared in MAI, is given in

Fig. 1-12.

High-speed UM because of the absence of commutation difficulties

can be used in the reversible electric drive. It is proposed to use a

gyroeffect of rotor UG for the stabilization of attitude of the axis

of ship or submarine, electrical energy of generator is intended for

the feed of onboard users, charging of storage batteries [23].

4
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"' S

Fig. 1-9. The general view of UG of firm Allis Chalmers for the feed

of electrophysical equipment with a power of 1800 kW, 30 V, 60 kA

with sodium-potassium current pickup.
7

I "

Fig. 1-10. Diagram of construction/design pulse UG of the institute

of physics of Australian national university. I - disks of lower

*rotor; 2 - disks of upper rotor; 3 - insulation spacers; 4 - field

coil; 5 - frame magnetic circuit of stator; 6 - liquid-metal (NaK)

jet-edge contacts; 7 - rotor shaft; 8 - pole of stator; flow of

excitation (diameter of rotor disks -3.6 m, the distance between the
P

poles -1.56 in).
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Pages 14-17.

- Table 1-1. Basic data of some homopolar generators (using the

published materials).
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Key: (1). Designer, country, firm, the year of issue. (2). Neggerat,

USA, General Electric, 1904. (3). Ugrimov, Russia, 1908. (4). Lyamm,

USA, Westinghouse, 1912. (5). Westinghouse, USA, 1934. (6). Puarson,

France, 1937. (7). Ivanov, USSR, YaEMZ, 1933-1939. (8). Kostin, USSR,

YaEMZ, 1939. (9). Mozzherin, USSR, IEI, 1939. (10). USA, 1949. (11).

Schtrou and Schroeder, USA, 1951. (12). Kaunas, USSR, KPI, 1954.

(13). Watt, USA, 1956. (14). General Electric Company, USA, 1958.

(15). USSR, IEFA, 1959. (16). Allis Chalmers, USA, 1960. (17).

Klaudi, Austria, 1961. (18). Pulen, France, 1961. (19). Olifant,

etc., Australia, 1962. (20). France, 1962. (21). USSR, MAI, 1963.

(22). Construction/design of generator armature. (23). Cylindrical

with bar winding. (24). Disk. (25). Cylindrical massive with the

expansion. (26). Cylindrical massive flat. (27). Cylindrical hollow.

(28). Disk (without the ferromagnetic inductor). (29). Disk conical.

(30). Cylindrical with the insertion/immersion into the contact

liquid. (31). Disk (with four disks). (32). Cylindrical hollow

(without the ferromagnetic inductor). (32a). Power, current is

voltage/stress, the speed of rotation, efficiency. (33). kW. (34).

in. (35). r/min. (36). Type of current pickup, the speed in the

contact. (37). Brush. (38). Liquid-metal mercury. (39). m/s. (40).

Brush, brush from the set of copper plates. (41). Brush with the

low motor carbons. (42). Brush with the end-type location of brushes.

(43). Liquid-metal mercury. (44). Liquid-metal on the base of

0% <-
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eutectic NaK. (45). Liquid-metal on base of NaK. (46). Liquid-metal

on the base of mercury-indium alloy. (47). Liquid-metal. (48).

Mode/conditions of the work of generator. (49). Prolonged. (50).

Pulse. (51). Designation/purpose, literary source. (52). For the

electrolysis. (53). For the feed of incandescent lamps. (54). Overall

use/application. (55). For tube welding. (56). Experimental. (57).

For the feed of synchrocyclotron. (58). For the feed of betatron.

(59). For the feed of electromagnetic pump. (60). For the feed of arc

wind tunnel. (61). For the electrolysis in obtaining of aluminum and

chlorine. (62). For the test bench. (63). For the thermonuclear

research. (64). For the feed of synchrocyclotron eand research in

physics of plasma. (65). For obtaining the strong fields (to 10 T).

Page 18.

Some questions of use/application of UM are examined in survey

works (24-26], and also in [128].

To unipolar electric motor was up to now devoted insignificant

number of works. Articles (27, 28] are known only. Between those UD

can find use in the special devices/equipment, for example, for the

drive of hydraulic pumps with the pumping over of liquid metals [29).

From the special-purpose UM it is possible to note those
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invented in the USSR: UG of alternating current (30], UG of periodic

impulses/momenta/pulses for electrosparking [31),

unipolar-one-armature converters of alternating current into constant

[32], unipolar amplidyne [33], unipolar pulse generator of arbitrary

form [34], etc.
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Fig. 1-11. Device/equipment of UG of highest technical school (Graz,

Austria). 1 - magnetic circuit of rotor; 2 - excitation winding; 3 -_

magnetic circuit of stator; 4 - mercury central contact; 5 - current

changing busbar; 6 - compensative current-deflecting copper busbar; 7

- copper conductor of rotor; 8 - shaped slit ring terminal; 9 -

channel for the collection of mercury; 10 - cooling water channel of

rotor.
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Page 19.

Let us note that to UM of alternating current and

unipolar-single-armature converter abroad were given out patents [35

and 36] are considerably later than their invention in the USSR.

Unipolar micromachines are applied as tachogenerators [37, 38),

the sensors of slip during testing of induction machines [39), in the

electrical measuring technology during the determination of one

resistor/resistance [40). Are known also unipolar electromagnetic

couplings [41), converters of turning moment [42), electromechanical

,. storage batteries/accumulators [43) and other forms of special UM. In

.4 more detail in this book they are not examined also for the

familiarization with them one should be converted to the literature

indicated.

1.2. Fundamental requirements for non-polars dynamo of low voltage.
'4

'_ The requirements, presented by the main groups of users to the

electric power sources of large values of the direct current of low

voltage, are reduced in essence to the following.

m' .

.4'
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Conduction pumps need current 10-103 with the voltage/stress

0.5-3 V. For decreasing the losses in the supplying busbars the power

supply must be established/installed as near as possible to the pump.

The transported metal can have high temperature and possess

radioactivity; therefore of the source efficiency during the

increased heatings and resistance to possible radioactive irradiation

is required. It must have prolonged service life, a sufficient

reliability, to be simple by the construction/design and in the

operation and to have low cost/value.
.
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Fig. 1-12. The general view of generator MAI (overall dimensions

355x320x385 mm).

Page 20.

For the movable objects are necessary small over-all payload ratio

(to the unit of power) and the overall sizes.

For the magnet windings of accelerators and installations for

the creation of strong magnetic fields are required the currents to

10' A with the voltage/stress from ones to 10-100 V. By the special

features/peculiarities of power supply must large overload capacity,

operating speed, possibility reserve and give up during the short

time interval considerable energy.

qI
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Electrolytic baths and lines consume currents 10'-101 A with the

voltage/stress from 6-12 to 100 V. The requirements of the absence of

the pulsations of voltage/stress, the ease of a change in the

polarity, the minimum one-time expenditures during the construction

of installations, buildings, current inputs,

efficiency/cost-effectiveness and operations are specific.

Rectifying installations, all possible straight/direct

converters of different forms of energy can serve as the fundamental

types of the sources of high currents into the electrical [44], the

batteries of chemical elements, dynamo generators (collector and

unipolar).

The sources, which directly convert thermal, nuclear, solar

energy, into the electrical, are at present developed insufficiently.

Chemical sources are bulky and way. Commutator machines of low

voltage with the high currents possess a number of

deficiencies/lacks. The uses/applications of special transformers

require rectifying installations, ripple filters, have run-aways

characteristic; their advantage consists in the absence of movable

electrical contacts.

.. '
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Uiipolar direct-current generators satisfy the majority of the

requirements indicated. According to the data [45] their cost/value

lower than cost/value of the corresponding rectifying installations

for the electrolysis to 25%. Furthermore, UG are free from the

pulsations of voltage/stress. The absence of insulation and windings

on the armature determines their resistance to overloadings. The

solid rotors of generators are used as the flywheels, which reserve

the kinetic energy, converted into the energy of the

impulse/momentum/pulse of electric current with the feed of

accelerators.

Page 21.

Advantages of UG over the appropriate bipolar machines are: the

absence of collector/receptacle from the copper plates, the

possibility of applying the liquid-metal current pickup, which

allows/assumes high ones current density and the relative rate in the

contact and ensuring reliable work with the high currents, double use

of active materials simultaneously as conductors and magnetic

circuits and smaller over-all payload ratio with the low voltages,

greater efficiency as a result of the absence of the losses into

steel to hysteresis and eddy currents and of decrease in the

mechanical and electrical losses in the liquid-metal contact of

current-tap apparatus, simplicity of construction/design as a result

I.-
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of a small quantity of parts, high heat resistance and life, a

savings of nonferrous metal (copper), the smaller cost/value of

machine and easy servicing.

Collector generators cannot satisfactorily 4ork with the

voltage/stress 0.5-1 V, since a voltage drop across their brushes has

the same order. Acyclic machines with the liquid-metal current pickup

recommended well themselves with these voltages/stresses. The

improvement of liquid-metal contact and the use/application of new

magnetic materials open/disclose further paths to an improvement in

*' the parameters of UM.

Use of UG of low voltage with the high currents is extremely M

urgent. In particular, UG are the most adequate/approaching supply of

power of the pumps of direct current, which obtained propagation in

practice, at present. In spite of the available traditions in the

development of UG, their practical possibilities are mastered by our

technology insufficiently. Meanwhile is of undoubted interest the use

of these generators in the regions of industry and scientific

research indicated.

The use/application of UD is promising in connection with the

development of the thermoelectric generators, which give the low

voltage of feed (46].
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1.3. Short survey/coverage of literature on the study of non-polars

dynamo.

Considerable experimental design work in the region of UG at

present is mainly done in the USA. However, judging by the published

literature, designing-theoretical and experimental research of UM

abroad lags behind the development of their constructions/designs.

Are selected only the works of D. Vatt [14, 47, 48], dedicated to the

research of UG with the hollow rotor and the liquid contact, and the

works of P. Klaudi [49, 50] on the basis of the theory of

liquid-metal contact and some laws governing the calculation of

machines.

Page 22.

Article [51] is dedicated to the calculation of the fundamental

parameters of armature UG with the winding on the rotor. Experimental

research of the contact properties of mercury-indium alloy in

connection with current pickup of UM is stated in works [46, 52].

The series/row of theoretical questions is more fully

investigated by Soviet scientists. In B. I. Ugrimov's dissertation

-

N.
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[6] are given the theory and calculation of knife liquid-metal

contact for for the disk UM and are given the results of experiments

with the contact with the electrodes of various forms. Ye. G. Komar's

article [53] is'dedicated to calculation of cylindrical UM with the

rod at the armature. cylindrical machines with the brush current

pickup they are investigated in the work of I. P. Ivanov and B. V.

Kostin [10, 54). In article [54) some calculated relationships/ratios

of the generator, which has rotor with the expansion, are given. The

dissertation work of Yu. Yu. Kaunas £22) is dedicated to the research

of hydrodynamics of circular mercury contact for UG. Work gives

expressions for sizing of contact and power losses in the current

pickup. In the works of V. G. Mozzherin [55-57] is given study of

generator with the hollow nonmagnetic cylindrical rotor and the "ray""

magnetic system of inductor. In articles [55, 56) are presented the

elements of the calculation of generator and is made more precise

"machine constant" Arnold by the introduction of the coefficients,

which characterize the use of a contact surface of current pickup.

The phenomenon of armature reaction UG is partially investigated

by B. S. Khlusevich £58); however, the method proposed by them of the

graph-analytic account of the demagnetizing effect of mag. force of

armature is bulky and little suitable in the engineering practice. In

the work of B. S. Khlusevich is carried out also the first

theoretical studies of UM of alternating current [59). The number of
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questions of theory and calculation of UG is illuminated in [128).

Non-polars dynamo of periodic impulses/momenta/pulses are examined in

the book of A. L. Lifshitz and I. S. Rogachev [31).

Works in the region of UM are conducted in different countries

(-USSR, Poland, Rumania, Hungary, USA, France, Australia, FRG,

Austria, Japan, etc.), about which the vast patent and periodical

'J literature of recent years testifies. In spite of a large number of

published works on UM, systematic studies according to theory and

calculation of different forms of UM, including UG, is absent. The

majority of articles carries descriptive character. Existing

knowledges are incomplete, in separate questions imprecise and

contradictory, sometimes erroneous. In particular, Zh. Pulen [463

considers that the demagnetizing effect of mag. force of armature in

UG is insignificant. However, our calculational-theoretical and

experimental research showed that with the high currents,

characteristic UM, the armature reaction is exhibited very strongly,

Ai especially in the solid rotor.

Page 23.

V'7. One of the associated factors, which influenced the delay of

6. development and use/application of UM, was the absence of the

engineering methodologies of their calculation taking into account

--..-
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the armature reaction, magnetic leakage, distribution of

electromagnetic field. Up to now was not also carried out

classification of UM. The need of solving some of these tasks was

noted even at the Yaroslavl conference in 1939 [10). Since 1959 in

the MAI is conducted the work, dedicated to theory, to calculation,

to the creation of experimental models and to experimental research

of UM with the liquid-metal current pickup. Fundamental tasks in the

process of performing this work they were: the development of common

classification of UM and more detailed classification UG, research of

the distribution of magnetic induction and current density in the

armature of UM and proof and the refinement of the fundamental

calculated relationships/ratios of machines, the development of

theory, methods of quantitative account and compensation for armature!MO

reaction, and also its experimental research in the models and the

samples/specimens of UM, the calculation of magnetic circuit taking

into account leakage fluxes; research of the work of liquid-metal

current pickup of UM, the comparison of the fundamental parameters of

different types of UM, the experimental study of the steady-state and

nonstationary systems of the work of generator with the liquid

contacts. Furthermore, were examined questions of unbalanced magnetic

pull into UM of different construction/design. Are obtained the

systematized engineering methods of calculation (taking into account

the indicated factors) cylindrical UM with the massive and hollow

rotors and disk UM of direct current, and are also given the bases of

I
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calculation of UG without the ferromagnetic circuit. The fundamental

results of research are presented in [60-68].

1.4. Induction of emf in acyclic machine. Determination is mind. Some

electromagnetic paradoxes.

Cylindrical or disc armature of UM (generator) revolves in the

magnetic field of constant/invariable polarity (Fig. 1-13). As is

known, induced emf.

dt dl

In the general case the magnetic flux D=(t, ), engaged with

the duct/contour, formed by the elementary conductor of armature and

by external circuit, is the function of time t and angle of rotation

of rotor 0.

Page 24.

In acyclic machine of direct current with steady-state flow regime in

the time is constant/invariable; therefore
d@O _m- do df

where

d?

Taking into account that a number of armature "turns" w=l, and

' . '.' . ' g .'., ' . G '. . -. ","". .% . . . " " . " " " " " " "
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lowering minus sign, we obtain:

e=w

For the cylindrical machine

22

0

for the disk

2%

4 =-- B, ((P) S o " dcp.
0

With the constant/invariable in the limits of the pole of

magnetic induction in worker const we have respectively:

ea B--DI =nBDl = B, Iv (1-1)

2BIDI-D' (1-2)

8 Cos aCos a
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• 0 oo

-4

- Fig. 1-13. To the induction of emf in acyclic machines. a, d)

cylindrical; b, c) disk.

Page 25.

in expressions (1-1) and (1-2) it is marked: D,tQD.1, a-

geometric dimensions of UM in accordance with Fig. 1-13a, b; n, r/s,

and v - rotational speed and the linear velocity of the surface of

armature

FOOTNOTE *.In this book the international sistem of the units of the

: measurements SI (GOST 9867-61) everywhere is provided. ENDFOOTNOTE.

m',p
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Upon the inclusion/connection of load current UG

eV U

R. +R R.'

where e.,U- emf with the load and voltage/stress of UG;

R., Rh - resistance/resistor of load and circuit of armature of UG.

Direction of flow coincides with the direction of emf and is not

changed during the rotation of armature. Therefore in contrast to the

commutator machines (bipolar, heteropolar), in which the periodic

commutation of current occurs, UM have the second name - acyclic.

The operating principle of acyclic machine is described in [7,

81. It can be also clarified with the help of the following model.

Let us visualize the fabric of railroad, is normal to which directed

uniform magnetic field with the constant induction B.

Generator mode.

Perpendicular to rails the conducting rod is placed and we will

move it along the fabric (on coordinate x) with a constant velocity

v. In the beginning of reading (x-0) between the rails the voltmeter

is included/connected. Then the electrical circuit, which consists of

,%%
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the conducting rod, rails and voltmeter, forms closed the single-turn

changing duct/contour, in.which between the rails and the rod there

are sliding contacts.

Page 26.

If the distance between the rails is equal to 1, then during the

motion of rod and the intersection with it of unit magnetic flux of

field in it will be directed emf, which will measure the voltmeter,

by the value

dt d _ dxd-- --- S(x)=---B x--Blv a--[

where S(x)=Ix-ivar - area of the changing duct/contour;

w-l - number of turns of duct/contour.

Motoring.

If we to the rails conduct to conduct the direct current I from

the independent source, then the conducting rod will be moved along x

with a velocity v under the action of the electromagnetic force,

whose value T3 =Bfl'

From that presented the definition escape/ensues: the

collectorless machine, in which the direction of emf, induced in the

.'

$,
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conductors of armature, and current they remain constant/invariable

relative to these conductors, is called the unipolar (homopolar,

acyclic) machine of direct current.

With UM some electromagnetic paradoxes are connected. Let us

consider the machine,, depicted in Fig. 1-13c. Considering that the

disk of armature and energizing circuit are located in one plane and

after selecting the duct/contour of the integration OVaO, let us

compute emf according to Stokes's theorem [69]:

e-§Edc-I=-rot Eds=O. (1-3)

Actually/really, in the stationary magnetic field B, caused by

direct field current I,. on the basis of the generalized expression of

intensity/strength E of electric field and second equation of Maxwellivt

in the system of cylindrical coordinates r, o, z curl

dBrot E +- I [wBI = 0,

where B=B(t, r, 9);

d d 06OS dr. _6S dt -- 0,

since 3B/3t-O, ar/dt-0 and as a result of the symmetry aB/ae-0; [WB]

=0, since in the plane of drawing (z=0) vectorsi 6 and J- have

the identical direction (they are collinear).

Page 27.
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According to data of the experiment of emf, on the brushes 0 a during

the rotation of the disk
r

t= wS.= (r) r dr #0.

Contradiction is explained by the fact that to the changing

duct/contour they are not applied the theorem of Stokes and equation

of Maxwell, whereas part aO duct/contour of integration 0Va0 is

variable/alternating/variable. For physical reasons the onset of emf

can be explained by the action of field E*= [vB] to the revolving

with the disk electrons. Under the action of this field the electric

current, which creates charges on the circles/circumferences of

current pickups, appears. Field E* in the disk of armature is

-*r compensated by the field of charges; therefore the circulation of

- field ducts/contours OVaO (one part of which is located in the

moving/driving disk, and another is motionless) is different from

zero.

On the basis of expression (1-3) during the contour integration

OVaO for the cylindrical UM (Fig. 1-13d) of emf e-0. However,

experiment shows that with different cases of relative motion of

armature, source of field and circuit with the voltmeter (observer)

of emf of armature e=aB,(z)rdz=/0 (able 1-2).

43

.3



..-. This contradiction can be explained similarly to previous. Table

"i 1-2 shows that in the cases of 2 and 6 unalterable/invariable

ducts/contours e-O.
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Table 1-2. Different cases of relative motion.

ICOOC pochSamemm (a)teKTpOA3U.

LP%.yoq..Ma Uef KY U18 OWaa

0 0

0 0 0
0 e

0 0 u
0 0

Key: (1). Rotational speed. (2). Electromotive force, measured by

voltmeter. (3). cylinder. (4). the source of field. (5). circuit with

the voltmeter.

Page 28.

The principle of the impossibility of prolonged obtaining by constant

emf without the use/application of slide contacts is confirmed thus.

In the works of K. I. Shenfer [10], V. F. Mitkevich (70) are

criticized some stressed-skin constructions of the electrical

machines, incorrectly carried to UM. In them is violated the

-principle indicated, and they either are inefficient or they are the

machines of alternating current. In particular, an increase in the

voltage/stress of UM due to an increase in the number of the "turns"

of armature is possible only with the fulfillment of series

%.. %
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connection of conductors with the help of the slide contacts

(according to the type of the machine of Neggerat).

In order not to encounter similar paradoxes in the examination

of UM (and by some paradoxes in other electromagnetic phenomena), P.

Mun and D. E. Spencer proposed during the solution of such problems

of using the equation of "new electrodynamics" [71], which gives the

results, which coincide with experiment.

Matter in UM concerning the armature in the form of the

revolving cylindrical permanent magnet, magnetized along the

longitudinal axis, is more complicated. For a strict proof of the

reason for the onset of emf, and also for the definition, what part MW

of the circuit of armature (movable or motionless) is the source of

emf, it is proposed to examine phenomena with the help of the theory

of relativity [72, 731. However, as shown in (70), the onset of emf

can be explained, on the basis of the Faraday representations about

the lines of magnetic induction, if we use the concept of the

changing duct/contour and the principle of continuity of magnetic

flux.

In acyclic machines the following curious phenomena are

observed. As shown below (see Chapter 2), during the rotation of

massive cylindrical or disc armature in the stationary axisymmetric

t *. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . V . . Y. V .
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magnetic field in the armature core the eddy currents do not appear.

In the general case according to the equations of the electrodynamics

of continuous media they must appear. Thus, armature of UM presents

exception/elimination from the rule. The resulting magnetic field

with the load of UM to a certain extent is similar to the field of

the system of rectilinear and circular currents, by the specific form

of those oriented. As showed I. Ye. Tamm [722, if the relation. of

these currents represents an irrational number, the lines of the

magnetic induction of the resulting field will be multipoint open and

"tightly" they will fill the surface of torus/Torr (or certain

space). This contradicts physical representation about the lines of

magnetic induction, which are subordinated to the equation of

CW continuity div B=0. V. F. Mitkevich [70] finds the explanation of

-this contradiction in the fact that according to quantum

-representations the value of the relation of currents, apparently,

cannot be expressed by an irrational number.

1.5. The classification of electrical unipolar ones it is machine.

In connection with the propagation of different forms of UM and

an increase in the number of their new modifications appears the need

of conducting the general/common/total classification of these

machines. The worked out classification on the series/row of

fundamental signs/criteria is given in-able 1-3.
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%... 4.

ICapacitive UM of high voltage represent the completely special
region of electromechanical devices/equipment [75].

Acyclic machines of alternating current with the uniform working

gap are characterized by the field of exictation changing in the

time. The laws of a change in this field and voltage/stress on the

armature of machine are determined by frequency and form of the

voltage/stress, applied to the excitation winding. The current

frequency of the armature of these UM does not depend on the

rotational speed. Magnetic system is implemented with the radial
U.

blending. At the armature bar winding is placed. The slide contact of

- current pickup, which is located within the machine, cannot be go

implemented by circular liquid-metal to avoid damping field of

exictation by the short-circuited duct/contour. As an example UM of

alternating current with the periodically changing in the value

working gap serve the generators of unipolar impulses/momenta/pulses

[31]. The armature of machine has bar winding, at the pole of stator

the teeth and pockets are alternated.

I,

Pulse frequency is determined by a number of teeth of inductor

and by the speed of rotation of machine. Special UM with the brushes,

which have rotary or reciprocating displacement/movement over the

U.R

'
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surface of armature, are intended for pulsing of the current of

various forms (34), form and pulse frequency depend on the law of the

motion of brushes.

Different driving circuits of UM are shown in Fig. 1-4. During

the combined excitation (Fig. 1-14c) basic part of the magnetic flux

depends on permanent magnet, the winding of separate excitation is

managing. Similar UM are proposed in [76).

Rotary UM usually have solid metallic armature. For example,

unipolar-single-armature converters UOYaP are exception, where the

* rotor of generator can present the layer of liquid metal. The

progressive/forward UM include according to the operating principle

conductor liquid-metal pumps and flow gauges and conductor

magnetogasdynamic generators and accelerators.

I
we,
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Page 30.

Table 1-3. General/common/total classification of acyclic machines.

(i fPUAKan T=u Maw..

"&A nom-.) HHAYicmmiw~e YMA
EMKOCTHIIle YM

(40A TM~ (a) I1OCTORNHHorO TMK
r lepemew~oro TOKa

1) C paiHoMePubM pa6oqaw 3a3opoM
2) c *13memoKtattMx nO Be-IlwiHHe 3aopoN
3) C AB~IXYUZHMHCS meTmamm

'txeaos6YACjenux (a) C aesm~lm~u ao36y)u1CuuCei
(p) C CaMosoadyWAeHueX

1) napsmeaCbim~
2) nocje~oA'reafi~1
3) cuewuaaHlbI
4) 0rr UOCTONIU~b[X marHUToa (YIVOM)

CC.3 C Ko0MGHnHp0aH~bW so36YMJ~eNImex

ani isopi a C TmePAMMa ueTa.LluqeCKnw NKopem
(% C MKJOCTRbM [IPOSOANUIIM XKopem

* (c) C raswOOpaamimM ONHM0HpHMA xxopem

use. nveu XKC ) Bla=TeAbHlae YM
( L)Mynamejbibie YM

Xapamrp acnoitbaosa- (a) fleseparogbi
H.M I) C 0ppoar"HUM~~ marmnlPOUOAoM

2) 6e3 coeppomarHHTHoro rmart'u'ronpowo~s

( aeucrpoAhuraTe.1.

1 ~) 0 AR0 NOK 0PHhi e npeodP830oMTeAN (YO05M)
2) 9jieKrpomaWHHHhle yemuKTCeim (Y3MY)
3) alwpouangruhe myonu (73M)

* 4) npeo6pa3oaam.,j spauzaiouxero momemt
5) ynnnuiOJiphe M3KPOMSUIM~hl (Tuxorenepampli.

AMUqKH CKO~b)KSHN)

Key: (1). Sign/criterion. (2). Type of machines. (3). Form of field.

(a). Inductive UM. (b). Capacitive UMl. (4). Kind of current. (a).
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Direct current. (b). Alternating current. 1). with the uniform

working gap. 2). with the changing in air-gap clearance. 3). with the

moving/driving brushes. (5). Driving circuit. (a). With separate

excitation. (b). With the self-excitation. 1). parallel. 2).

consecutive. 3). mixed. 4). from the permanent magnets (UMEM). (c).

With the combined excitation. (6). Type of armature. (a). With the

solid metallic armature. (b). With the liquid conducting armature.

(c). With the vapor ionized armature. (7). Motion of armature. (a).

Rotary UM. (b). Progressive/forward UM. (8). Character of use. (a).

Generators. 1). with the ferromagnetic circuit. 2). without the

ferromagnetic magnetooccasion. (b). Electric motors. (c). Special UM.

1). single-armature converters (UOYaP). 2). amplidynes UEMU).'3).

electromagnetic couplings (UEM). 4). the converters of turning

moment. 5). unipolar micromachines (tachogenerators, the sensors of

slip).

Page 31.

The role of armature in them plays moving liquid metal or ionized

conducting gas (plasma). Subsequently these forms of UM in this work

are not examined, just as special UM. The subsequent chapters are

dedicated to the examination of inductive UM of direct current with

the electromagnetic excitation.

KA
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The diagram of the more detailed classification of UG of direct

current with the ferromagnetic circuit of inductor is represented in

Fig. 1-15. With the fundamental signs/criteria of classification they

are selected: 1) the structural/design type of rotor (armature), 2) a

.A number of polar extensions, 3) the presence of devices/equipment for

the compensation for armature reaction, 4) the type of current

pickup.

Varieties of UG, which correspond to this classification, are

schematically represented in Fig. 1-15. Figures 1-15e and f

demonstrate machines with the complete utilization of active length

of cylindrical armature.

The rotor of bipolar machine, shown in Fig. 1-15e, is divided to

two parts by insulation spacer. These parts of the rotor, which are

located under unlike poles, can be connected in series with the help

of the slide contacts for the complete voltage of the generator.

0-4

?.:q
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Fig. 1-14. Driving circuits of UM. a) with separate excitation; b)

with the self-excitation; 1 - parallel; 2 - consecutive; 3 - mixed; 4

- from the permanent magnet; c) with the combined excitation.

- Pages 32-33.

The complete utilization of active length of armature UG (Fig. 1-15f)

is achieved/reached by the installation of further third current

pickup without the distribution of rotor by separator. With the

doubly smaller (half) voltage/stress and at the identical power this

machine has doubly larger current in comparison with UG, represented

in Fig. 1-15e. Generators with the complete utilization of active
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length of armature have smaller over-all payload ratio than UG with

the half use. However, in practice the latter as a result of their

higher reliability due to a smaller number of slide contacts and

simplicity of construction/design frequently are applied.

The rotor expansion of generator (Fig. 1-15b) during the brush

current pickup can be used for the end-type installation of brushes.,

which decreases their vibration in comparison with the same during

the radial installation. Faces of rotor expansion are equipotential.

Hollow rotor of generator (fig. 1-15c) can be fulfilled both of the

magnetic material and nonmagnetic (copper). The latter allows/assumes

higher current density, but considerably increases nonmagnetic

K.i gap/interval in the machine. The selection of the material of rotor

depends on the required parameters of UG.

Disk UG with the magnetic armature have the essential

deficiency/lack, which consists in strong unbalanced magnetic pull of

rotor to the pole of stator with the inequality of gaps along both

sides of disk and asymmetry of leakage fluxes. This fact complicates

the construction/design of the bearing units of machine. For

eliminating the one-sided attraction the use/application of

nonmagnetic disks is expedient. Armature disks can be implemented by

flat/plane ones (equal thickness), with the hyperbolic

profile/airfoil (uniformly strong) at the high peripheral speed and

..
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conical. The latter are little inferior on the strength to

hyperbolic, but are more simple on technology productions. They

ensure more uniform current distribution in the armature, than

flat/plane disks. During the bilateral current pickup on the shaft of

UG of the disk type (Fig. 1-15j) is reduced the diameter of shaft and

increases the active radial length of armature, which contributes to

obtaining by larger emf. However, the appearance of further on

.- movable contact decreases reliability and complicates the
..:

construction/design of machine in comparison with UG, which have

,- one-sided current pickup on the shaft (Fig. 1-15i).

C"

J!

" ,~

'p." e - - o • . o . o . • q .
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Fig. 1-15. Design concepts of UG of direct current. Cylindrical UG:

a) with bar winding on the rotor; b) with the rotor expansion; c)

with the hollow rotor; d) two-pole with half use; e) two-pole with

the complete utilization and the total voltage; f) the same with the

half voltage/stress; g) multiline (2p=4) with the half use; h) the

same with the complete utilization; disk UG with the conical rotors:

i) two-pole with the one-sided current pickup on the shaft; j) the

same with the bilateral current pickup; k) multipole (2p=4) with

series connection of armatures.

Page 34.

rI u ,The compensative and collector shoe gears of different types of

U G are examined below (see Chapter 4 and 5).

On the series/row of unspecific for UM structural/design
machines [77].

Unipolar engines are examined in Chapter 8.

/ ; . . -.. " )-: )-. -', r ) .3 ';o . % .> .o- .-.-. ;* ., ., . " -... "o. .2 ".. ", .V ".,',. . .. . .- '. .'. 4 ....'"."".' "-"..-.-'..-..*"
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rotor. (5). With the complete rotor. (6). With the complete

utilization. (7). With the incomplete use. (8). Flat. (9). With the

expansion. (10). Magnetic. (11). Nonmagnetic. (12). With the total

voltage. (13). With the half voltage/stress. (14). Two-pole (2p=2).

(15). Not compensated. (16). With the brush current pickup. (17).

With the gas current pickup. (18). Disk type. (19). With the

flat/plane disk. (20). With the conical disk. (21). With the

uniformly strong. (22). With the magnetic rotor. (23). With the

nonmagnetic rotor. (24). With the one-sided current pickup on the

shaft. (25). With the bilateral current pickup on the shaft. (26).

Multipole. (27). Compensated. (28). With the liquid-metal current

- pickup. (29). By continuous annular. (30). By zonal jet-edge.

=.

.0".

..
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Page 35.

Chapter Two.

ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD OF ACYCLIC MACHINES.

2.1. Formulation of the problems.

Electromagnetic field of acyclic machines (UM) of direct

N' current, that work in the steady-state mode/conditions,
constantly/invariably in the time has complicated spatial

distribution. This distribution it is necessary to know for studying

of the occurring in the machines electromagnetic processes and

refinement of questions of calculation and construction of UM. The

designing-theoretical study of electromagnetic field of UM consists

of the following: in the limits of the assumptions adopted to find

the mathematically strict solution of the tasks about the

distribution of the magnetic induction B in the magnetic circuit with

the idling and the current densities j in the armature with the load

of machines. Since during the solution of the problems the assumption

will serve as fundamental assumption about the independence of

.- . .. C
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magnetic permeability from the intensity/strength of the resulting

magnetic field, the appearing with the load tangentially directed

' field of transverse armature reaction will not change in the value

thb longitudinal field of exictation, which does not have azimuth

component. The effect of the magnetic field of armature, which is

manifested in the decrease of magnetic permeability of the material

of magnetic circuit and weakening of the flow of excitation due to

the saturation, is considered below (see Chapter 4) approximation

methods.

Let us c6nsider cylindrical UM with the flat massive

C16 ferromagnetic rotor and disk UM with the conical rotor. Let us take

in this case some assumptions, which facilitate the solution of

problems.

These assumptions are enumerated below.

Page 36.

1. The material of magnetic circuit is isotropic. Magnetic
permeability is constant (a=const) and limited, but considerably

exceeds the permeability of vacuum; the specific electrical

conductivity of armature is constant (7-const) and limited (i.e. let

us disregard saturation and consider heating the sections of armature

a..
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uniform).

2. Hysteresis effects are absent, the vectors of induction B and

intensity/strength H of magnetic field lie/rest on one straight line

and coincide in the direction (steady-load condition).

3. Cylindrical UM has uniform in the limits of pole magnetic

field in air gaps (edge effects let us disregard). Magnetic circuit

is limited by cylindrical surfaces with the circular foundations on

faces, the magnetic circuit of machine is symmetrical relative to the

spin axis of rotor and plane of its equator. All sizes/dimensions of

magnetic circuit are known, let us conditionally divide magnetic

circuit in the cylindrical (continuous or hollow) calculated
sections, moreover on some of them we approximately consider field

uniform.

4. The surface of the pole of disk UM, converted to air gaps,

equipotential; magnetic circuit is symmetrical relative to the spin

axis of rotor. We approximately consider direction of flow in the

disk of armature radial.

5. Current pickup of continuous, circular on the base

liquid-metal contact (current distribution in the armature UM

axisymmetric). Currents, caused by Hall emf, let us disregard in view
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of their very low value.

The tasks indicated can be investigated on the basis of the

solution of the system of equations of the electrodynamics of

continuous media, which taking into account the motion of rotor UM in

the magnetic field is reduced to the form

rotH=rot--B=j; (2-I)

rotE L- - + -rot[vB]; (2-2)

divB=O; (2-3)

E=ITJ, (24)
where E=[vB_-vu,__ _ generalized expression of electric intensity

~[78J, introduced by D. Maxwell;

A - vector potential of electromagnetic field (rot A=B);

U'- scalar.potential of electric field;

v - vector of the linear rate of the points of rotor.

Page 37.

Let us show that with the idling UM current in the rotor is

absent. Actually/really external circuit is opened and the component

does not pass current, caused by a potential difference, through-the

I--
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rotor. From equations (2-2) (2-3) it follows that during the rotation

of the solid rotor of cylindrical UM in the stationary magnetic field

rot [vBJ = (BV) v - (vv) B + vVB - BVv = [B] - (vv) B;

rot E =- --+[B, (2-5)

moreover with the meridional symmetry in the system of cylindrical

coordinates r, 0, z the "substantial" derivative dB/dt=0, since

aB/at=0 and aB/80=0. On the basis (2-4) and (2-5) in any cross

section z=const on each circle/circumference r=const of the revolving

cylinder

a' 2= rotjd?=--O,

,. since vectors [cB] form the locked equilateral polygons.

* Consequently, eddy currents are absent. However, in the general case W

of rotating the massive conductor in the magnetic field in it the

eddy currents appear, UM are exception/elimination from the rule.

This is explained by the fact that expression (BV)v= [wB] considers a

change in orientation B with respect to the revolving rotor, and in

UM vectors B are symmetrical relative to rotational axis. More simply

is matter concerning the revolving disc armature UM. Since the

angular velocity vectors w and induction B are collinear, rot j=0. On

the magnetic circuit of stator the currents also do not pass

6=. cylindrical and disk machines. Thus, with the idling UM j=0.

Page 38.

, .
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2.2. Magnetic field in the magnetic circuit with the idling of

cylindrical machine.

Let us introduce the scalar potential of magnetic fieldum-On the

basis of relationship/ratio [69]

rot grad Um=0

and equations (2-1) (2-3) taking into account the adopted assumptions

we have
B-gradU -- U;divB = - VUm = 0,

or in coordinates r, , z
10 dr U --

With meridional symmetry ulda?..O ' auma =o, consequently,

Aux=,,I --, +-' --"" =0. l(2-6)
r .r,

For solving the obtained equation of Laplace (2-6) the

assignment of boundary conditions is necessary. Let us consider

two-pole cylindrical UM (Fig. 2-1a). Magnetic circuit is

conditionally divided in four sections: 1 - rotor; 2, 4 - poles of

stator; 3 - framework of stator. Multipole (2pA4) cylindrical

machines are obtained from the Tegion, shown in Fig. 2-1, with the

appropriate p-multiple addition of similar two-pole regions.

According to the adopted assumptions magnetic induction in working

gap Bs is considered constant/invariable that it is correct, since

usually axial gap length composes approximately/exemplarily half of a

" " radius of rotor UM, i.e., Ix0,5R, and 8<<R.

2, ,r _, 2,"g~ ~cf.'2€ . ., 2 2.,' 2 g ,'-.'' :",,',.-',-'.'. . -.'',. 2 *.' - :.''-"'..-:. .,."..v...,. . .-. ,.
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Fig ac-ep Two-pei cyeldincli a the designn ,;r4 ain, ofd

caolued o sections 2and geoetic sodesion;t)ar editrbuio

B=*, (digital computer] RI:=UralRa.

Pag 3e.

B ~~~~~= B,7 B Re ;! Sr) = 2 1t2:anI. 2 BRRI

Boundary conditions for section 1 (rotor) let us register, by

taking into account the adopted assumptions and by using the property
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of the magnetic potential:

where n - direction of external normal to the surface, which consists

the region in question; B,-- magnetic induction in the direction of

standard/normal.

a). On faces of the rotor:
----

0.

b). On the lateral surface:

-UM;I = (z).

r =R

moreover function f(z)W 0 only in the limits of gaps under the poles

(at the length 1), which are located on the distances -(b/2) from

the equatorial plane (z-0). Since here B,=B ,

*.: f (z) = - B1.

Page 40.9

c). Further condition, necessary for determining the arbitrary

constant in the solution of the problem of Neumann:

U =O

Boundary conditions for section 3 (framework of stator).

9 . ""..
", /

ft* *. '. C t. * * *.•t.
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a). On faces of the hollow cylinder:

T=0.

b). On the internal lateral surface:

-. (z),

moreover Qp(z)O only in the limits of length 1, where

4(z) -- BR,.

c). On the external lateral surface:

dr I,., = 0.

Equation (2-6) with the assigned boundary conditions we

integrate by Fourier-Lame method separation of variables (to method

of particular solutions) [79]. Solvability condition of stated

problem it is:

-7-ds =0,

i.e. the equality of the entering and outgoing magnetic fluxes.

Page 41.

The solution of task for section 1, the describing distribution

of the components of magnetic induction in the rotor, take the form:

9. .9

,,,,,,,,, n I n~kuu, i | ;- S.'-'-'uunum
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B, (r, z) = - --- A ,i ,.r) Cos [P. (z + 0,5L.)]; (2-7)

~O

B. (r, z) = J-- - A., (%r) sin [T. (z + 0,5L,)], (2-8)'(l-8)
"-=O

where

8B sin (0,54p,/) cos [0,54p, (2L., - );
,-.;U -(v ,R -

2m+ I

f.(,,r). 1,(,pr)-the modified functions of Bessel of the first order.

'* We will obtain by the method of solution of equation (2-6) for

section 3:i nmB, (r , z)= C. [1, (,mr: + MK, ,,.,)] cos [1;. (z + o,SL. ,;

B. (r, z) = - , C. [I, (?,,r) + MK, (yp,,.r)l sin [,. (z + O,5L.)],
MMO

where
88.B sin (0,5 %,,) cos [0,5¥. (2L '- 1)];

SC,. -- , (y,,,R.) + MK, (yR.)j

N4 T. 5I (--R-).M , (,,,R.)'

Ko(qpr), K,(q).r)-the modified functions of Bessel of the second order

(MacDonald's function).

Especially important practical value have derived calculation

formulas (2-7) and (2-8) for the components of magnetic induction in

the rotor. The calculations 1 of the values of induction conducted

:i ,

*'-' .'*I.. VC
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with the characteristic for UM relationships/ratios of the geometric

dimensions:

La0,5R H La41=+2JR=D

it showed that the distribution of magnetic flow in the middle part

of the rotor is close to axial-uniform.

FOOTNOTE 1. In the computer "Urals". ENDFOOTNOTE.

The results of calculation are given in the form of curves in Fig.

2-lb. They are used for proof and construction of engineering

calculation procedure cylindrical type UM: magnetic induction in the

rotor is taken as the approximately equal to

Experiments to the electrolytic model (see Chapter 10) confirmed the

obtained output.

Page 42.

2.3. The magnetic field of disk acyclic machine.

The magnetic circuit of the stator of disk machine has, as a

rule, complicated bounding surface (Fig. 2-2). During the layout of

the configurations of outer duct are guided by the considerations of

the greatest "quality" [80] the magnetic circuits, which

-J /, "
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characterizes the relationship/ratio between necessary magnetizing

force and volume of magnetic circuit and given ones by magnetic flux

and length of its path. Most economical with the use of a material of

magnetic circuit and material of excitation winding are systems with

the even distribution of magnetic induction in the cross sections of

magnetic circuit along the length the path of magnetic flux. Thus,

one should approach the retention/preservation/maintaining of

constant quantity of the cross-sectional area of the magnetic circuit

of disk UM. In this case magnetic flux distribution in the stator

approaches uniform. Precise analytical expressions for components B,

(r, z) and B,(r, z) magnetic induction with the network circuits of

C _ bounding surfaces to obtain is very difficult. In det'il this

question here is not examined, since its practical value for

developing the engineering methods of calculation of disk UM is

small.

In the disk UM with the ferromagnetic rotors the distribution of

gap density is close to the uniform. Field distribution along air gap

of UM with the nonmagnetic conical disk and taking into account the

adopted assumptions is described by the function

B -(r) --- 2 s (p -- )' (2-9)

where Fm-const- drop in the magnetic potential in the interpolar

space; 8(r)-2a(p-r) - the law of a change in the length of the line

of magnetic induction between the poles of UM on the assumption that

...
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the lines have a form of circular arcs with the centers at the points

---r = p= -- (D-+-c ctg i);

D-2R, c, - geometric dimensions in accordance with Fig. 2-2b.

e,

*- '1 ' ..' . '..,.. ' ' ' , ' .'.." " - - .- -' .•-". , ,"-", ' ' ," .- "- -"- ." . . ,. ,.-. . ..',
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Fig. 2-2. Disk UM. a) the form of magnetic circuit and the

designation of the sizes/dimensions of machine; b) illustration to-

the calculation of the magnetic field of machine with the conical

nonmagnetic armature.

Page 43.
S,

Expression (2-9) is used for the refined calculation of emf of

the armature

A'S 0.50 2p -D . _D- D .! ~ ~~e6 B, (r) rdr = F -2 ,-D O-
("-p In -- D 2 (2-10)

. Usually the value of angle a is the units of degrees, in this

case induction in the gap it is possible to approximately consider

independent variable from r:

D -(D-D)-cctga

and to compute emf according to the expression, accepted in the

7'

",.-,4,J S''',kl,,..''-"''-'-l,...,.'-' :... ",_l'_. . . , ,. -'-' .t,-" - ."'-.,: x. ,.. ., ."
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engineering methodology,

e .5D - r dr-8Cos---Ba (DI -D.). (2-11)

2.4. Distribution of electric current in the armature of cylindrical

machine.

According to adopted assumptions pa=aconst and 7=const a. question

about density distribution of current in the ferromagnetic cylinder

of rotor UM is considered as linear task. We will use artificial

reception/procedure, after using for facilitating the calculation the

theorem of Helmholtz-Tevenen about the equivalent source of voltage

of the theory of linear electrical circuits [81] to non-polar dynamo.

Current distribution in the armature of loaded UM is determined

according to the principle of the superposition of the currents of

two modes/conditions: idling with the spatial distribution by the

space of the rotor UG of emf of rotation, caused by product [vB], and

load mode/conditions with passive internal circuit UG and by the

outlying to the clamps equivalent voltage source. Current

distribution in the armature with the idling of machine with the

symmetrical magnetic system is already found earlier: j=0.

Page 44.

Thus, task is reduced to the finding in tube domain of the

' ::I
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current distribution, which satisfies on the basis (2-4) the equation

.. L u- - grad-Ue. (2-12)

Taking into account (2-12), the known [691 relationship/ratio div rot

H-0 and equation (2-1), we find with the assumptions, accepted above:

drLJ r Or* O'iJ

.

.4 -

, -. "

a,..

0*~**o
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-- -
5=0;

_0 ,= 0 ,J

N2 L

Fig. 2-3. Cylindrical UM. a) the designation of the sizes/dimensions

of machine; b) the curves of density distribution of current in the

cylindrical armature, calculated by ETsVM "Ural".

i Page 45.*5

.On the basis (2-12) let us register the boundary conditions of

the second boundary-value problem (Neumann's task for the region,

indicated in Fig. 2-3a.

a). On faces of the cylinder:

due
40.

b). On the lateral surface:

: ' (9),

7.4

.4.4 /
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moreover f(z) 0 only within the limits of circular current pickups

with width bH, that are located at a distance-±bm from equator (z=0).

Usually in UM b. D,5Lg,therefore current density in the contact we

accept constant:

21cRb.

Thus, in the zone of current pickups f(z)= - .

c). Further condition at the equator:

Ue I,=0 = 0.

Integrating the equation of Laplace for the scalar electric

potential (2-13) for Fourier-Lame method, we obtain the solution of

stated problem in the form of the expressions, which describe the

distribution of the components of current density in the function of

the coordinates of the points of the rotor:

00

j, (r, z)=- T (,pr) cos [p. (z + 0,5L.)]; (2-14)
=O

j. (r, z)---y D-= -- O l(T.r) sin [yp.(z- -,5L.)I, (2-15)

where

An L _8.) 8y,. R)sin (0,5pmb,) cos [0,5 p, (2b,,+ b. + L.)];

I0(,r),!(~r)- the modified functions of Bessel of the first order.

J..e
A • ..'
V, th oi e fntoso- Bse fte- rtodr
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Azimuth component 1,=o, since aUla(p=. Resulting current density at each

point of the armature

j(r, z) = j2 (r, z) +j 2 (r, z). (2-16)

The results of the calculations I of the values of current

density conducted according to the derived formulas are represented

in Fig. 2-3b in the form of curves.

FOOTNOTE 1. In the computer "Ural". ENDFOOTNOTE.

*Page 46.

They show that with the characteristic for UM relationships/ratios of
-. the geometric dimensions

the current distribution in the zone between the current pickups is

close to axial-uniform. On the base of the obtained solutions it is

possible to justify engineering calculation procedure UM, after

taking approximately current density in the armature

L. = 2b!.

This expression is used also upon consideration of the demagnetizing

effect of magnetizing force of armature.

Experiments to electrolytic model confirmed the obtained output

(see Chapter 10).

', , ,'.-., '. ; , .-.-, '. , - .- , j, '... ', ,. ', ,. , , , , , , . , ,.' .%
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2.5. Electrical losses and the resistor/resistance of cylindrical

armature.

Electrical power losses are caused by the passage of direct

"C. current in the armature.

During the uniform cur-rent distribution between the axes of

circular current pickup the resistor/resistance of armature is

determined by expression (Fig. 2-3a)

L 2b + bw

-. where 2bn+b.- distance between the middles of the contact surfaces of

C current pickup on the generatrix of armature (lengths of conductor);

S -the cross section of armature (section of conductor).
*A.

Electrical losses in the armature

pg.p = R p " --= 4c (bti.) +

However, as it was shown above, current in the space of armature is

distributed unevenly and, therefore, resulting expressions for

determination Ra and p. are not precise.

Page 47.
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For the purpose of the refinement of the calculation of

electrical losses and resistor/resistance of armature we will use the

previously obtained expressions for the components of current density

on coordinates r and z.

Electrical losses in the element of volume of armature can be

represented by the expression
dp= EdV=j (r, z)dV,

where j(r, z) - the resulting current density at each point of

armature. Electrical losses in entire space of the armature

P=SjjP6--Lji'(r, z)dV.
.V V

After expressing the element of volume of armature in cylindrical

coordinates dV=r dr dpdz and after taking into account (2-16), we

will obtain:

Pa "2 (r, z) r dr di dz + i2 (r, z) r dr di dz .

o 0 00

Substituting into the latter/last expression of the value of the

components of current density from (2-14) and (2-15), after

integration and series/row of conversions we obtain:
64 i2 2(?Rpe RL: G., , (2-17)

m=0

where 212 + 1Le

sin' Cos, [!bn + bL,)]

L'p)
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During conclusion/output (2-17) are taken into consideration the

orthogonality of functions sin[?.(z+ 0,5L.)l and cs[?.(z+0,L.)] on [O, L./21, and

also the relationship/ratio between the modified functions of Bessel

(,, r I,(?r -~~i(m)

$2
Page 48.

The refined value of the electrical resistance of the armature
P,

12-- .- (2,Fjt-jx), 2-- eRi~,(-
R,

where k- -#> - coefficient, which considers the increase of

losses and resistor/resistance as a result of the nonuniform current

co distribution according to the volume of armature.

After substituting (2-17) in (2-18), we will obtain the

expression of variation factor

16 0 ML 1f I. ( R,,R )
"" (2bg+b4 b; G I, (yR (2-19)

.. 0

in general form. q Let us take b,=L/8, b=L,/12 (b,- width of

movable electrode in the zone of pressing on the surface of rotor,

but not the width of the moistened by liquid metal surface of current

pickup).

.5.

a%.%; . - , , - ' - • , • • . • . ,. . • . . . .• . - . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . - . - . .
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1,'0

0,6 - 05
f, 0,

Fig. 2-4. On the calculation of the electrical resistance of armature

UM. a) cylindrical; b) disk.

Page 49.

In this case

k 2,2 G,. I* (vmR) La

k~2t3AG 74;:- ) (2-20)
MO

where
. .Isn2,,+e mi n o-m --- s ol '%

Expressions (2-19) and (2-20) make it possible to produce the

calculation of coefficientR.,utilized during the determination of

electrical resistance R.and also drops in voltagehand losses in

armature I2 R,.

dI

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ - -- - - - - - - - - -..- . ~ ~ ~ \~ * **\ \...--.*. .-....
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For convenience in the calculations Fig. 2-4a gives the values

of coefficient ka.f(Lt.R) with a change in the ratio of a radius of

rotor to its length in in practice possible range 4/RA3,5-_5.Values are

obtained during the approximate computation according to formula

(2-20), moreover relationships/ratios balL. and b./L. remained

constant/invariable. Let us note that with an increase in relation

LIR value kR approaches one. For example, when L.IRQ_1O kR i.05. With the

decrease of relation L,/J? coefficient *R grows; for Lf/Re2 kR:I,73.

Usually in UM of the construction/design (during the

four-terminal performance) in question they choose L4,4R:4; in this case
.-. (~k~ ~,2.

The values of the Bessel functions were determined from [82],

where they were tabulated.

2.6. Density distribution of current and the electrical resistance of

the armature of disk machine.

The thickness of disc armature of UM is relatively small;

therefore according to the adopted assumption it is possible to count

current density in the disk

f~)=,() Sr) 2inbr (221)

where S(r) and b(r) - the sectional area of disk, normal to a radius,

4.5%

4.....• , . .- ., - e . . . . - - • -e o o o e * ... ° . . . . - o
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and its thickness on the circle/circumference of radius r.

In the flat/plane disk the current density is reduced from the

center to the periphery, since b(r)=ba=const, and S(r) in this case

grows.

In the conical disk (Fig. 2-2a) the thickness and the section of

disk on the circle/circumference of radius r comprise respectively:

b(r) -bv+ (D-2r)tga

and

S (r) - 2:ufbD + (D-2r) tg a],

wherelbD- thickness of disk with r,0.5D.

-. Page 50.

It is easy to establish that the sectional area of the conical

disk S(r) has a maximum on the height/altitude of disk, and current

density has a minimum, which is determined by differentiation (2-21)

* respectively. <f Current density on the height/altitude of conical

disk reaches the minimum value with

r=r.=0,5RQ + 7

the code

andb (r)=b,=O,5bD(1D~S (r) = b = 0, - SD 2+ Dtgand

S M S,, f2 + o, Dtf-W."4 L (t&) 3D=. -

:i%
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and it is equal to

A 4 + D Dtg ~ Dt&so Dtg G .  - D6

The analysis of latter/last expression shows that if

bD ttg a= 1,

then

and current density has the minimum value
Jhm - Jo- = 11 where r. =R, b,.=b H S.aKa= SO=1Db .nDb -- --'

In this case the current density grows from the periphery to the

center of disk.

When 5t ---41 the current density is minimum on the circle with a
radis or.=,5R~+ b ),growing to center and periphery of disk.radius Ofr=OSR(l-..Dtg.

Degree of irregularity of current density on the height/altitude

of disk can be determined, using the expression

2-'- + Dtga

/man on r,

where r-r/R-2r/D.

V! b .
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The electrical resistance of the conical disk of armature UM
R

R- dt (.Rx = 12x,& dr -- (2-22)
2rb (r)T - TbD

where (e, t)-( l-Z)/(2r(e-Z))ln(e/t) - the function, whose values

depending on the value of coefficients
b__ and t==D, R,

are given for convenience in the calculation in Fig. 2-4b;

D, and b, - diameter of the current carrying shaft of UM and the

- Cthickness of disk with r-R,-D,/2.

Formula (2-22) is general/common/total: with e-l it is suitable

for calculating the electrical resistance of the disk of equal

thickness (bx).

9'.'

A voltage drop and electrical losses in the disc armature of UM,

correspondingly, will be:

Us-'RXIS H p,-R 3 I .
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2.7. Electromagnetic turning moments

-'9
Turning moment is formed by cumulative effect of forces of

peripherydT,-(JB]dV, applied to the elementary conductors of rotor.

For the disk UM with the rotor of constant thickness bA element

of volume dV-2ardrb, current density and the induction

T=16 (DS- )

where 0,- magnetic flux, which penetrates disk.

Integrating elementary moments/torques dM,=rdT, in the limits of

pole, we find electromagnetic turning moment:

-- '.D12 41.0%'rdr "418
.4M, = s .(o,- D2 2x

Page 52.

IWith a number of poles of disk machine 2p we have:

M.=--Lpj,, N•m, (2-23)

moreover i. is expressed in the amperes; ,- in the webers; p is equal

to a number of disks.

For UM with the hollow cylindrical rotor of the relatively small
NOV
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thickness

41,
•(D-- D') 2nr'

4where D and D, - external and inner diameters of the rotor, according

to cross section of which uniform current distribution is accepted; V

an.4 - radial magnetic flux and the axial length of rotor, which

corresponds to one pole pair. In this case M is expressed by the

formula, analogous (2-23).

For UM with the massive cylindrical rotor product [jB] is

expressed by complex function. Accepting in accordance with the

engineering procedure of calculation j-4,,/nb2 and assuming/setting

conditionally =BaI/2ar,we also obtain a similar (2-23) formula.

Thus, expression for electromagnetic turning moment UG is

identical with the same for the collector direct-current generators

[7) with the number of conductors of armature, equal to one.

In more detail a question about the electromagnetic moments is

examined in ehapter 8, where on the base of the formulas of

moments/torques is constructed calculation UD.
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Chapter Three.

MAGNETIC LEAKAGE AND SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE CALCULATION OF THE

MAGNETIC CIRCUIT OF UNIPOLAR MACHINES WITH IDLING.

3.1. Equivalent replacement schemes of the magnetic circuit of.

cylindrical ones mind with the solid rotor.

Let us consider two-pole UM[unipolar machine], the conditional

location of magnetic fluxes in which is represented in Fig. 3-1a. In

the general case, besides the flow of mutual induction 0, passing

through working gaps, are leakage fluxes in the field coil 0.2 and

between the external surfaces of magnetic circuit o3. Flow ?,,,engaged

with all turns of excitation winding, is created by its complete n.

s. [magnetizing force]. The magnetizirg force, which creates flow 'o,.

is changed for separate field tubes in the dependence on a radius of

the layer of the turns of coil. In the particular case during the

location of current pickups of UM shown in Fig. 3-1b, 4. is not

.4

0*'. ' .2L - Z; Z- :;>, ;, ;- .... :"4.,;t:. :% .:.\:. .-. ;4 .- ,'...:'-" .*.% . :.:."5:
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leakage flux. It induces in the end-type part of the armature

supplementary emf, which coincides in the direction with fundamental

emf of pole.

The location of leakage fluxes in the multipole cylindrical UM

is shown in Fig. 3-1c, d. The presence of flow 0 leads to certain

. magnetic asymmetry of extreme and average/mean poles. For

average/mean poles 0., it is useful flow. In the UM with even number

of pole pairs (p=2, 4, 6 ...) flow 06 will be more than that in the

UM with the odd number of pole pairs (p-i, 3, 5 ...), since in the

first case, other conditions being equal, this flow meets with

* o smaller reluctance on its path.

Page 54.

The structure of the equivalent replacement schemes of magnetic

circuit, which corresponds to magnetic flux distribution accepted, it

is shown in Fig. 3-2a, b. Here A, and A. are the given permeance of

scattering respectively for flows 4., and t 2,that correspond to one

pole pair; A, and A,- given permeance of scattering for flow'Va and

permeance of working gap, that correspond to one pole. During the

construction of diagrams it is conditionally accepted that n. s. of

excitation during the assigned mode of operation F. is concentrated

on the stator in the plane of the symmetry of the pole pair, which
'a

-a_
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passes perpendicularly to the rotational axis of machine. Theoretical

(taking into account the distribution of the n. s.) conductivity A1,

conductivity A, and series-connected in pairs conductivities A, and

As (Fig. 3-2a and b) are carried out to the clamps of source n. s.

Allowed in this case errors, caused by a drop in the magnetic

potential in steel (taking into account saturation by armature field

of rotor Fp and stator F8 can be taken into account by the

coefficients k , --Fl -a

k= F, F.

:i F . =' -,

.9

.9 where F4 - drop in the magnetic potential in the working gaps;

h. l - coefficient, which considers a drop in the magnetic potential

in the structural/design gaps of machine.

.9 % ' ; , , , % 2 , . . , " : ' ' . . V . , . . ' .. v ; " . : ' . . . . . , , " . " ' . ' , . . . - ' - .
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4? )

'it 6)

%.

.:;

2P-6

Fig. 3-1. Location of magnetic fluxes of UM with the massive

I cylindrical rotor. a, b) for the bipolar machine; c) for the

multipole with even number of pole pairs; d) for the multipole with

the odd number of pole pairs.

h.

,,.,.
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6 ' I rI '
AeAj At

ITAj l. L fAd, AS
ai

0,0

0,3

/,'.~0 1/' .

in M

; 0,2 0, 0,6 0 ,3

Fig. 3-2. Illustration to the calculation of magnetic circuit of UM

*" with the massive cylindrical rotor. a) the equivalent diagram of the

magnetic circuit of two-pole UM (or the circuits of the extreme poles

of multipole of UM with the odd number of pole pairs); b) the

equivalent diagram of the magnetic circuit of multipole UM with even

,, 'ak;

.1
J¢
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number of pole pairs; c) illustration to the calculation of permeance

and flows of scattering rectangular circular field coil; d) plotted

functions t-- and 1-1a.

Page 56.

3.2. Calculation of permeance and leakage fluxes the excitation

windings of cylindrical ones mind with the solid rotor.

For simplification in the calculation let us take the following

assumptions.

1. Flux lines *,, and *.. are directed in parallel to the

". rotational axis of machine and are normal toward the end-type walls

of the turning of stator.

2. The material of the conductors of winding is nonmagnetic.

3. Magnetizing force of excitation F.evenly distributed over

the cross section of coil.

Let us consider the general case of the location of rectangular

coil (Fig. 3-2c). Should be distinguished the values of permeance of

scattering excitation winding in the steady-state and transient

49 4



conditions. During the calculation of magnetic circuit it is

necessary to consider the true flow value o-O,- of scattering

winding. In this case theoretical conductivity A, must be calculated

from flow *...In transient conditions the inducing action of leakage

flux has a value; therefore "A,* it is necessary to calculate from the

average/mean flux linkage of the turn of winding. Conductivity,

determined thus is used during the calculation of inductance and time

constant excitation winding. Since flow Oa is engaged with all turns

of windinging, the value of conductivity At will be identical both for

that being steady and the transient conditions of work of the UM.

aveaeConductivity Ai=A,e+A, on the flux lindig. Cnded,

4

ofwdingpesino the ueofcnutivitey H wil belindnical othdifore

~r, o, z.

Magnetic energy in volume element dV

dW= 8- (r) H (r) dV-& H,(L,)
2 - --

where volume element in cylindrical coordinates

dV =rdrdHz; S(r) = H(r)

and

.4m

Page-,4u.10", H/rn.

Page 57.

C " '.

C." ' .* 7 .,. *$

• I,.-.
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Magnetic field energy in the space in question will be represented by

the expression
"T, 2S b

Hf5 (r) dV It-b(3I

2-- 5$ I-P(r)rdrdpd 31
%,V rto00

moreover in accordance with the adopted designations of geometric

dimensions (Fig. 3-2c)

ri ,"JtL H r2-"R*. , ripH pacqere A,,;

r,7,R= H r2-. R,., np pacqe're A2.

Key: (1). and. (2). with calculation.

According to the adopted assumptions for n. s. F(r) on the

circle/circumference of the arbitrary radius r is correct

.' li ~§(r) dl= H (r)dz--=HJ(r)b=.F (r). (3-2)(3.2

In accordance with (3-2), after taking into account diagram n.

s. (Fig. 3-2c), let us determine the strength of field on the

circle/circumference of radius r:

F (r ) F. R,., - r F. h-(r)S~~r)=-- -e,.,a--R ,.,"" -bf, 733

which we use during calculation A,,.

During the determination of A. the intensity/strength of the

field H (r) const.

T. onst

q~,%

-- '; ',,";," '. ? "-,,,,_1II."_%" . . ,_ ''''_.",%'. . .•."."." ... =_". 'j.- o."••-".

" . . •* * "c " P• "-. c. *o *....**' • • :.:-
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Let us note that with the nonrectangular form of the section of

coil F(r)= (+ ,)F, where a, j3 and - - constants, which depend on

location and layout of coil.

Producing the integration of expression (3-1) taking into

account (3-3) and relationships/ratios W IF2A, we find:

SA 1, k4 (t)10-', o.cer,

DJ (3-4)A2* x2 10 -, 4 l-, om.ceK,

Key: (1). U-s. "

C where D,.. = 2R,.,; t-D,4,; D,.,- 2R.s;

I10,; =- (%+=- 3D).
Page 58.

As can be seen from (3-4), A% coincides with real permeance:

D2. I .. 10-, 01 (

Key: (1). O-s.

The admittance of scattering on the flux linkage and the

inductance of excitation winding

A -P

.1]

.,
,.. ." .,.,j .~ ~ x
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02 )

A,,=j --- (1+2E+3V--6x2). 10-', oA-ce,; (3-6)

, L,=WB*A , zx,

Key: (1). S2*s. (2). H.

where ws - number of turns in the coil.

Conductivity A,can be determined also, integrating the value of

the flux linkage of stray field in the limits of the coil

RI,=D -'O" I +2E-3V'
d ", (r) -- b 6

IF,%//& = L, = ',A,* '

where Is- field current, a; L, - inductance, H.

Let us calculate permeance A,=A+A, from the leakage flux *.

Magnetic conductivity and the flow of elementary field tube

dA, ;dO, - F (r) dA, = br) (... -- (3- (D..-D...,) r . (37

[,'ntegrating (3-7) in the limits of coil, we find:

2ap.,Fe RS.U F.D2 I.0-441--b(Ds.-Dq.a) (Dv., - 2r) r dr= .- (1 -E-2'), 86,

Re.

Key: (1). Wb. (3-8)

moreover it is accepted that w'-10. Since t.i =A,, the calculated

according to the flow value conductivity

A,=-.-.01,().1O-;. k(M)= I (3 %

3
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- Magnetic flux *0,=FA,; A, is determined from (3-5). Complete permeance

and the total leakage flux of excitation winding

A,--(k,+' -

.0 " =-- 3b
Taking into account coefficient k,: A',=kA; Wf8=kI,0.

On the basis (3-4) and (3-9) we obtain the equality
A =k, (e)'

which characterizes the relationship/ratio of the values of real

leakage flux and equivalent on its. inducing action magnetic flux

within limits of doughnut coil with evenly distributed over its cross

section n. s. Research of functions k,-f-(1) and k,-f-(g). shows that
- when tt with 1=i/3. True leakage flux is

more than equivalent on the inducing action, which is caused by a

difference in the flux linkages of the separate turns of distributed

winding. For convenience in the calculations graphs/curves k, ()and k,()

are represented in Fig. 3-2d.

3.3. Calculation of conductivity and leakage flux between the

surfaces of the magnetic circuit.

The calculation of conductivity A, between faces of stator-rotor

P,
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unit is carried out by the method of the possible (expected) paths of

magnetic flux [83].

In the general case face of stator can be implemented by conical

for facilitating the weight of inductor (Fig. 3-3).

Page 60.

As a result of calculation in accordance with the designations of

geometric dimensions, given in Fig. 3-3, it is obtained:

a) with D.-D. < D

2cs
(3-10)

b) with D. -- ->-

on aeA: (D+B)[10-4+ q'sIn (111In the case of flat/plane faces of inductor in (3-10) and (3-11)

one should take 8-0. Knowing values of A, in the replacement schemes,
depicted in Fig. 3-2a, b, we find flow value *.

For the machines with odd p

b= I , 1

for the machines with even p
FAAS

__* ,Aa
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where permeance of gap under the pole

8.1O-1 6j
SD/2+ - OAcek;dr in ID)

D12

Key: (1). Q-s.

I- axial length of pole, m.

I 
0

0

N - ,

I,*.., .*,,. .. ',r,,' ',.. ,' .:'. -', ", r -"'. ",""""". -"" ". ". ". :""":"" . . . . . .". -. . .. .
., .. . .. ,. .- ., ., -, ... ' - ,, -_, -.,. . . . ,. .. . ,. . . .. . . . . .. . . ... , , , . ..
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1.7

2CaS9 2 o2 :~
I, * j fRom'oc -

. -. ,-

2,-.-m$ K-' a -

Fig. 3-3o- Illustration to the calculation of conductivity A, and

coefficient of scattering I.. a) to the calculation of conductivity

between faces of UM; b) to the calculation of coefficient of

scattering of UM with the hollow rotor.

Key: (1). Pole. (2). Rotor.

Page 61.

Usually 6<<D; therefore A, it is possible to compute according

to the simpler formula

4. IO-*DL
4- ce-c.

Key: (1). 0-s.

Taking into account a potential drop in steel
A', --kii,; A'a -kA&.

Computing A, for multipolar machines with odd p, coefficient kI
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should be determined according to the expression
k' Y. -p(F, + F)

moreover F.-isthe n. s. of one coil, since n. s. of the remaining

(p-i) coils, included by the duct/contour of flux line 0,. average

out. Let us note that if the extreme poles of multipole UM with even

p are not used on the voltage/stress, then 0, is not the leakage flux

for it.

3.4. Coefficient of scattering mind with the massive cylindrical

rotor.

Magnetic flux in "neutral" (taken plane of the location of

source n. s.) of the inductor

where .0 _ - leakage flux. Coefficient of scattering for the

inductor (stator)
k..

moreover it is possible to express through permeance.

JO Page 62.

. In accordance with the replacement scheme, represented in Fig. 3-2a,

for the machines with odd p

". =(A + A, + ,1A.);

•U I
-~~~~~~.,,.......* .. ,............. .. . .... ,..... .. .... ........
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for the machines with even p
AoAS

.=. (A, + A, + A,); A, AA

In this case, after introducing the relative values of the

conductivities
,1; A (i= 1, 2, 3); A=A"

we will obtain:

, 2. =C(A+A++ +(.

Thus,
+ '(3-12)

where A'=o - relative conductivity of scattering.

Magnetic flux in rotor Op=#,+'04. It is similar to previous,

coefficient of scattering for the rotor

* C11
k = I + A, (npH HeqeTHOM p);

* CZ)
k, p =l +A (nps qeTHOM P).

Key: (1). with odd p. (2). with even p.

3.5. Magnetic flux, conductivities and coefficient of scattering mind

with the hollow cylindrical rotor.

During the calculation of UM with the hollow rotor let us take

into account the leakage flux of excitation winding -. which

* - $.! : *:*.'. .
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corresponds to one pole pair.

Page 63.

After taking in accordance with the special features/peculiarities of

the magnetic system of machine the radial direction of flux line

(Fig. 3-3b), we will obtain:*I'
(DI ) D,, D,., (3-13)

02-2( - ,F

*. 2=j'Fud1t , (b-b,)r

D,2 Dg.a
2 aldi' 

-

DOS

I2

0. 2,ab. (. .. -4B), a6, (3-15)
...D -(I- 0,5 ,) b. DO (

Key: (1). Wb.

where b, bm. DL., D. - geometric dimensions in accordance with Fig.

a.'.K

3-3b, m; -
2-b-,

p,- n. s. of the field coil.
Dv.

Key (1) W.

where b, be Dvu. DD.* e d

3 3 -;

..., ..- ... .
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Since O.,-F,.A,.the theoretical conductivity, designed along this

flow, on the basis (3-13) for UM with the hollow rotor

A, - b

- I

where

Conductivity A,, on the flux linkage is determined with the help of

the magnetic energy
R=.u2 3 b.

.=S B' (r, z) r dr dy dz
R1.0 0

RV. b a

-= S 5B'(r, z)rdrdz.
. 0

Page 64.

Magnetic flux of elementary field tube

dO- -B dS = 2zBr dz,

whence B,
j 2xr dz

On the other hand,
d4=F (z) dA= ddr -

2xpr dz

consequently, Fz
(r, Z) = dr

2x,/" dz 2i.., dz

and' B' (r, z) qp.Z

Thus,

II,'e ,
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W-= 142z2dz -,Fb

0.8.4" dr 3 I R e,

Taking into account expression W--y+F2A1 4 , let us find the

conductivity A 2xi.b a

' where
S where~ D.. 1; D.. 2Ra. DL. 2R..

,4

Page 65.

Conductivity. Aj can be, as this was done above for the

cylindrical machine with the solid rotor, determined by the

integration of the elements/cells of the flux linkage of stray field

in the limits of field coil:

b e dr
2i&rdz

where F,=I *- n. s. of excitation UM with the hollow rotor.

Since I.Cz

'. ,.'
".b2 t dr in

and

1F1s.=L1 =WA,

.. ,. , , =L

* .. ,.
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thtas a result we obtain:

!,At*

which coincides with the expression, caused by energy of stray field.

From that presented it is evident that for the UM with the

hollow cylindrical rotor is correct the relationship/ratio:

At, ='--1,
3A1 --

Permeance for flow*. ,.comprises

A . .. 2b4 b,).

J dr
Page 66. R. (

Coefficient of scattering field coil

A1

where *,=FA, and A, - magnetic flux in the working gap and permeance

of the nonmagnetic gap/interval between the pole and the internal

magnetic circuit of stator of UM.

Assuming hollow rotor nonmagnetic, it is possible in accordance

with the designations of sizes/dimensions, given in Fig. 3-3b, to

obtain: 21tp.1 2,,&,1

r

"R"

With the hollow magnetic rotor

, . 5, ,, ., .* ,.5.,..,..,,.. " "...V d.... . . ..*4 * ,!! -, 7.
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• 8+. -
• A-

where 6 and 6, are the working and additional gaps.

After introducing relative units, let us find:

k.=+A+A,, Ai=-'i, i-1, 2.

3.6.. Permeance and the leakage fluxes of disk machines.

Magnetic flux distribution and designation of the

sizes/dimensions of two-pole UM with the conical nonmagnetic rotor

are shown in Fig. 3-4a. The direction of leakage fluxes 0.1 and 4. is

accepted by the parallel to the direction of working flow 0?.

Leakage flux 04 should be considered only for the machines with

the ferromagnetic shafts; for the simplification into the calculation

we will accept only its. part in the limits of length 1, out of the

zone between the current pickups. Within this zone in the shaft of

machine from flow 04. emf, which coincides in the direction with emf

of the disk of the armature, is induced.

Page 67.
p.

- Each pole pair of multipolar machine has the similar pattern of
*%:

S.
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scattering. The structure of the replacement scheme of magnetic

circuit disk type of UM is similar to the structure of the diagram,

given in Fig. 3-2a. In the UM with the nonmagnetic disk coefficients

k, and k, are close to one

F. F T-1,9-5 15,

since nonmagnetic space between the poles is relatively great and
F, • F,,.

Conductivities A,,and A,, taking into account the designations

of the sizes/dimensions of Fig. 3-4a are expressed by the formulas

analogous (3-4) and (3-9).

The conductivity - - 2- X );
C

D, D
,.-5. X;

moreover in the particular case when D,..=D it will be - and A,=O.

'

.4
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Fig. 3-4. Illustrations to the calculation of the magnetic circuit of

disk of UM. a) the magnetic fluxes of disk of UM with conical

nonmagnetic rotor; b) to the calculation of permeance of the

interpolar space of disk of the UM.

Page 68.

Admittance and the leakage flux of excitation winding

As -- A + A, -k,

, The conductivity A,, which corresponds to one pole, is

determined according to the method of the expected magnetic paths in

accordance with Fig. 3-4a.

%

C'

4l -*,,.-- .- ,. -_ ' , L, " .o .-. •. . -.- .'. .. '. -..-. - ' . , ..
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1+ L~In 0

A, ==2DA t+-j-1n I + I& 0, )t0-, oJ4*cex. (3-17)

Key: (1). n-s.

During conclusion/output (3-17) it is accepted that the surface

of the pole of magnetic circuit, converted to the shaft, in the

limits of length 1, is conical. Leakage flux 0O-6.SFAg.

The permeance of interpolar space mind with the nonmagnetic disk

of the equal thickness

A U 10-= 1  
6 , o.D.Dex, (3-18)

Key: (1). 0-s.

where D, D.- diameters of pole;

cm28+b._ distance between the poles;

II6 and ba - one-sided gap and the thickness of disk;

*~ - 0im,4n - 10-4en/A; X2,"1O.

Key: (1). H/m.

*In accordance with the designations of sizes/dimensions, given

in Fig. 3-4b, the reluctance of interpolar space of the UM with the

..I:. .

k ,'.',.'. .2," ," -" .'. -'i-" .", "-"--,/."-.-, 2,,"..i -,".".' " ,.".''.%' i" .'N, 2 -. ,. " . ',t" - , " " .- " - " g ' . • ," ";% • .2-..-" ":, -: -" ,' , ,-
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am2a

conical nonmagnetic disk d---___--" __2de

R&a 0 d 0.50 5.D r
S r d , r r

O, 5D* LD"

where

p=,5D p-r=p,.

* Page 69.

Permeance of space between the poles

A, = *I&,pi 2P-DO_ D-D,

Conductivity Al can be calculated also from the simplified

i @ approximation formula. If we take the average distance between
-_ _ #D-D.

conical poles 4pm-p.s =t------- and assume in view of the small

value of angle tg a-a, then

Do-&1 =co6 Sv

a (D-Da-2) 2 2

The scattering factor of UM with the nonmagnetic disk (similar

to that presented in S 3-4)

k. I A.; (3-20)

. A.

where A.,A,+,.A,. A S

For the disks of UM with the shaft from the nonmagnetic material

is taken A,-O. 0.3=0.
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Coefficient of scattering of UM with the magnetic disk in the

first approximation, can be computed according to the expression,

similar (3-20). In actuality flow distribution of scattering in them

is more complicated due to the presence of the flows, which close

-. through the periphery of disk. With the asymmetry of these flows is

connected the one-sided attraction of rotor of UM to the pole of

stator. The calculation of the flows indicated presents considerable

difficulties.

Page 70.

3.7. Calculation of magnetic circuit. Drop in the magnetic potential

in the ferromagnetic cylindrical armature.

Magnetic circuit of UM for convenience in the analysis and

calculation in the general case sectionalize, through which is passed

the flow of mutual induction: the back of stator, pole cores, working

gaps, armature core, and design gaps. Through the back of stator,

pole cores and structural/design gaps, besides the flow of mutual

induction 6, the appropriate leakage fluxes t. are passed.The

magnetic flux of mutual induction 0, causes the induction of emf in

the armature of machine, and flows o. determine scattering the

.4. "4 , " -C ° .. "" -" . ' " .: . . ." ." - .- .-,.
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primary circuit.

Magnetizing force of excitation winding of UM with the idling

compensates a drop in the magnetic potential in the sections of

magnetic circuit with the passage of the magnetic flux of the idling
m b i M

F, H (1) di= E I H1(1) dl F =Fp +2Fn +F.,+ F4 +F%;

i=1 i=1

F4 + F%= ka; k. 1I+ FdF; F. -2F. +F..,,
where F.Hj1j- drop in the magnetic potential in-the i section of the

magnetic circuit:

F, - in the rotor;

F,,f6 ., in pole and core of stator;

F1, F - in the working and structural/design gaps.

The special features/peculiarities of the calculation of a drop

in the magnetic potential escape/ensue from the

three-dimensional/space, but not plane-parallel character of the

distribution of magnetic field in the magnetic circuit of the UM.

Is presented below the calculation of a drop in the magnetic

potential in different sections of magnetic circuit of UM of

different construction/design.

.1 ' *.**J *.. -*.*.-..-.. & .
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Let us determine the drop in the magnetic potential in the rotor

with the idling, taking into account the nonuniformity of magnetic

field, using expressions (2-7) and (2-8).

With the idling the component of induction B, (r, z)-o and the

resulting induction at any point of rotor will be determined by two

components

B (r, z)--/ B;(r, z) + B2 (r, z).

-Page 71.

Taking into account that presented and using the adopted

assumption on the constancy of the magnetic permeability, let us

register the equation of Maxwell for the magnetic energy in the space

of the rotor
WoBo.,r, z)dV

S V

or R2
W=4 jf 1 [8,2 (r, z) +B8, (,r, z)] rdr dipdz. -(3-21)

V00

Substituting in (3-21) values B,(r.z) and B,(r.z) from (2-7) and (2-8)

and taking into account the orthogonality of functions ifLm(z+0,5)J

and.oisq(z+0,5Ln)1 on segment i0; 0,5L.I after integration (3-21) and

series/row of conversions we find:

'I . . _. . _ . % . ,. . . . . . . , . x . ,. • . , ,; . . . . . . . ,1 . , . . . , W , -.
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where
QM. = (s n 'sin' (0,5%P.I) c& [0, 5 1P- (2L. - )1;

2m+ 1 %; R=0,5D.

On the other hand, magnetic field energy of the armature

W=--- I Fpp --RIBFp, (3-23)

where *,=h*o Q. i=2:RiB- magnetic flux in the rotor.

Using expressions (3-22) and (3-23), we determine the refined

expression of a drop in the magnetic potential in rotor p. for the

general case:

-, = _2 , I. (,.R)
Page 72. 

(3-24)

Magnetic permeability Pe in the weak magnetic fields is determined by

the straight portion of curve of magnetization B=f(H) the material of

rotor.

in the strong fields it is possible approximately to determine

t. with induction B-(11) in accordance with the engineering

calculation procedure.

In the approximate computations of magnetic circuit without

.

.1•
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taking into account the nonuniform distribution of magnetic field a

drop in the magnetic potential in the rotor is determined by the

express ion Bp

Fp-HpIp=Hp(L. -I+R); Hp--- (3-25)

Using (3-24) and (3-25), we will obtain the expression of the

coefficient, which considers the nonuniformity of the distribution of

induction in the rotor: •2
F, __ 32 LH IB&(.R)

- F'- -- (L.- + R),-E Q (,.R)

Taking into "account scattering rotor (S 3-4)

Fp = CpF' =-¢ CpkVB (L. - I -+ R). (3-27)

For the special case, when the geometric dimensions of cylindrical UM

have relationships/ratios jw.0,25LandR-0,5L..from (3-24) follows that

FP=m,1+Q1( . (3-28) '

moreover
1 f= 2 + 1 7 2' 1)

Q. =(2r + ),sin' (, 8 %) Co 8J

Approximate value F'. from (3-25) it comprises:

"' F' - 1,25 L,.

On the basis of latter/last expression and (3-28) we will obtain the

value of coefficient "', for the special case, most widely used in

practice:

U'= 3 3 Q .
2,+

moreover B.. BI with the geometric relationships/ratios in question.

,°
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I

The value of coefficient t'p with the limited number of terms of

series/row comprisest'p-0,7.Thus, with the frequently encountered

geometric relationships/ratios of the sizes/dimensions of cylindrical

UM is the refined value of a drop in the magnetic potential in the

armature

Fp = 1,25C'P - L, = 0,875 L'PBa La.

(. 3.8. Drop in the magnetic potential in the magnetic circuit of the

stator of cylindrical machine.

The magnetic circuit of stator (Fig. 3-5a) let us divide into

C
two parts: poles (a6, Br) and the core of stator (6A).

If poles are carried out so that the magnetic induction on their

height/altitude is constant/invariable, then a drop in the magnetic

potential in the poles is found in the usual way, using the curve of

magnetization B=f(H), from which they determine HtbyBu and then value

F- Hal.,

.4C

5'

. ° *..-* -
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where I,,- length of flux line in the pole.

Induction on the height/altitude of pole B. is

constant/invariable, if the width of the pole, shaped along a radius,

is changed according to the law
. .: b"r)' '--.-'u' ") _ $ aA' __ *&+'S.

big N-rJ B 7AS 2r 2.rB.

where b.(r)and (D.(r)- width and the flow of pole on the

circle/circumference of radius r.

L,

*1=

'I

.4.

5"

*44
*.* % *. *;*.:.. ,S- -. ; V .. .4. 4
... 5.. * *. \. s', * *
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Fig. 3-5. On the calculation of the magnetic circuit of cylindrical

UM. Poles: a) with flat/plane face; b) from that chamfered (by

conical face).

Page 74.

Flow g)(r) is changed on the height/altitude of pole as a result of a

change in the leakage flux. They usually conduct calculation on the

average/mean value of the flow of scatteringD.n according to the

height/altitude of pole.

Analogously is determined a drop in the magnetic potential in

the core of the stator, in which the induction is usually constant.

Thus, a drop in the magnetic potential in the magnetic circuit of the

stator
Fe 2H.l, + Hc1c.

In the general case the induction with respect to the

height/altitude of pole is not identical, and a drop in the magnetic

.4e

a'
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potential in it can be determined by the different methods, of which

are examined below the approximation methods of the curve B-f(H) and

the approximative integration.

The first method (approximations) is suitable for the simple

forms of magnetic circuit. Curve of magnetization B=f( H) is

approximated by one of known expressions [84], for example,

H-ash p

or
H = m + I +. (3-29)

14=0

After determining then in the section of magnetic circuit sectional

area S (I), normal to the flow, we will obtain Hj-f [ )]. In

particular, for (3-29) with n-I we have: W

,+t +((, )

Coefficients a, and a, are determined on Metol of selected

points [84].

Let us find a drop in the magnetic potential in the pole with

flat/plane faces, assuming/setting direction of flow $uby radial and

distribution of induction by uniform. In accordance with the

designations of sizes/dimensions, given in Fig. 3-5a.

'7

f-

'/' " " "' " """ " "" " " """ "'' " " """'" " "' """ '" " "" "" '""'-""" "' " "*'"'""** "" " " " "" ' ' "" '"S
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4P4

F.'.- - -6F. 12nU3d

r44
2x r, 'o6u

'4 3

Page 75.

The use/application of this method to the determinati6n of a

potential drop in the framework of stator with the constant cross

section and the constant/invariable induction is irrational, since it

leads to the expression Fc=F,5,MdzM(Lu-);

Here the use of an approximation is not justified, and F6, it is

necessary to find by usual method with the help of the curve B=f(H).

Thus, FC- 2F + Fc.c- F + F6. + -F.,

With the complicated configurations of magnetic circuit

sometimes the integration does not succeed in fulfilling in the

quadratures, then should be expanded integral in series/row.

The second method - the approximative integration - with some

forms of magnetic circuits is more convenient than the method of

approximation. Let us consider its use/application based on the
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example of the calculation of a potential drop in the pole with

conical face. In accordance with the designations of geometric

"4' dimensions (Fig. 3-5b)

r 1=-j; I,= ; rm D. +D..; H f(B); B

"'? S, =2=-rdi; 1i = -- (ri - e tg 0; ri =- r. + i ' r

Section AB along a radius from r=r. to r=;r, conditionally is

divided into m of equal parts. Then some formulas of approximative

integration [851 are applicable.

Page 76.

.

a) The formula of the rectangles

F.,,=S r. ~= , (r, [H, (rj +- H, (r,) +u.. H., (r..,.
t o 1=0

b) The trapezoid rule
rrn - er"[. -H. +2H

Fed S- H (r) [H, (r) + 2H. (r,) + 2?, (r,) +s-
J-1 (r-) .•+J-H (r) J.

c) the formula of parabolas (Simpson) with even m..
r.= . ~0.Sin-- I*

-4 °- ]
+2 ,(r)r [HH. ( +4H,(r,-+2H(r,)-+

n It
-+- 4-,(,--H, (r) + H. H r + 4H, (r. +- H (

+4H(r)+2H. (rj+,. .+4H.,(r. i)+ H.(r.).

*1. Let us note that the formula of parabolas (with m=2) is used for

.°.P
., -

S..

'., .. ,-2 ,l, -q .. ,- . ,.-.-'-. . *.,. .. *.*..- *- ' , i.*. -.* . ' . -? . ..-. '- .. .. ?- -. '"',''''."-.-.'-:-:..'-.'-
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calculating the drop in the magnetic potential in the teeth with the

not in parallel walls during the design of electrical machines. All

given formulas are more precise, the greater m number of the parts

of the separation of the section of magnetic circuit. With identical

m the formula of parabolas is more precise than the trapezoid rule,

and the latter is more precise than the formula of rectangles. With

respect to complexity they are approximately/exemplarily identical;

therefore the formula of parabolas is more preferable. For

achievement of the in practice sufficient authenticity of calculation

it is possible to recommend its use with m=4 or by 6. In these cases

Fa6 -Hpac.lcp; lep,= r-ro,

where for m=4
Hpa, = (H. + 4H. + 2H. +4H, + H.);

for m-6 Hpo (H. + 4H, + 2H-, + 4H, + 2H, + 4H, + H).

For the refined calculations with the increased authenticity of

calculations it is possible to use Newton-Cotes formulas [863. For

Newton-Cotes formula with m-6 (.p-r-ro)

1,,' = g (41, + 216, + 27,+77211, + 2714 + 21611, +4111.).

Page 77.

During calculations of a potential drop is possible the

use/application of formulas, similar to those indicated, but based on

the use of values Hi, which relate to the middle of the i part of the

S%

..4.

.
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section of circuit, and also the methods of the approximative

integration of Chebyshev, Gauss, etc. [85, 86].

During the calculation of a drop in the magnetic potential of

disk UM the distribution of magnetic circuit in the sections, which

have the shape of simple geometric solids, is difficult. Taking into

account that the magnetic circuits are projected/designed with the

greatest quality (S2-3) and identical B and H in the separate

elements/cells of stator, it is possible to reduce calculation to the

calculation of line integrals. However, in view of the complexity of

integrands to more conveniently find the length of center line from

the outline of magnetic circuit (for example, with the help of the

curvimeter) and to determine Faa=Hiep (with H=const).

3.9. Drop in the magnetic potential in the working gap of cylindrical

and the nonmagnetic space of disk mind.

-

a) A drop in the magnetic potential in the working gaps of

cylindrical UM (Fig. 3-5) on the pole pair will be determined by the

expression

where

'R dLrt._ In- the reluctance of working gap;,,',1.

: ,,p.
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R-- R0,5D; R = 0,5D,,;

Q,-2=R/B- flow in the working gap.

Since 26<<D andln(1+2 -)2-L , it is possible to use the

approximation

I ke

Page 78.

b) 4 drop in the magnetic potential in the interpolar space of

UM with the nonmagnetic disk of equal thickness we obtain, using

(3-18):

F- 28 + bn

where
O,- O A ) =-0 ( D'-- D2 ) B,

R=WD'-D 2 A aTDaD4B

- the reluctance of interpolar space of UM with the nonmagnetic disk

of equal thickness and flow in the working gap.

c) A drop in the magnetic potential in the interpolar space of

UM with the conical nonmagnetic disk let us register, using (3-19):

F 40 R := zD O)& (Jp1 2p- Do D--D-'
". In p - 5- 2

where

r=D -~-

-Z.N.'

.'S i% Qp ''. = 4.; ' ' ' ' ' *. ' ' ' '. % % . . ' ' ' ' ' '% % % % % ' = 4'"
'S. , ." . , , .. . , " • ' " ., e . ' ,-% - . % , - • " , .
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- reluctance of interpolar space of UM with the nonmagnetic conical

disk;

0 = 0,25% -L (D' - D.)

- magnetic flux in the working gap.

Presented in this chapter results can be used also during

calculations of electrical machines with another construction/design

of magnetic system and unipolar magnetization.

%p

.

k9.
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Chapter Four.

ARMATURE REACTION IN ACYCLIC MACHINES WITH LIQUID-METAL CURRENT

PICKUP.

4.1. Special features of armature reaction in acyclic machines.

By phenomenon of armature reaction the effect of mag. force of

armature (secondary duct/contour) on mag. force of excitation (core

circuit) is understood.

Armature reaction in acyclic machines is one of the fundamental

questions of theory and calculation of these machines, since the high

values of armature current and its field substantially affect work of

UM. Relative value of mag. force of armature Fx in UM is considerably
.

higher than in the bipolar machines of direct current, i.e.

Fs F,(4-1)

In the general case axes of magnetic force of excitation and

magnetic force of the armature of electrical machine are displaced

between themselves to certain angle and, therefore, magnetic force of

armature has longitudinal and transverse components according to the

h' -A . - . . - .. .-.- ' . . . . " • - ". . . .-- ."•. .
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relation of magnetic force of excitation, which is accepted as

longitudinal.

In the synchronous machines the character of armature reaction

is determined by type of load, in collector direct-current machines

- by brush shift from normal neutral plane, while in acyclic machines

of direct current - by construction/design of current pickup.

The latter is not obvious without the explanation. As it was

shown above, there are two varieties of current pickups of UM:

circular and zonal.

In the first case UM can have only transverse component of

armature reaction, and the second - transverse and longitudinal

components.

Page 80.

Thus, during the circular liquid-metal current pickup, just as

. with the brush with the symmetrical location of brushes in the

*circle/circumference of rotor, magnetic force of longitudinal

armature reaction in UM is absent. The concept of normal neutral

plane for UM becomes meaningless, but longitudinal magnetic force

does not appear also with any simultaneous shift/shear of all

C" 0-,

a,

~ * * *'**
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brushes. It appears only in UM with the asymmetric magnetic system or

during the nonuniform distribution of brushes according to the

circle/circumference of armature and is caused by the eddy currents

in the rotor, whose magnetic force demagnetizes machine in the

generator mode and magnetizes - in the engine. In the rotor UM with

the brush current pickup (or with the zonal liquid-metal) appear the

cross currents, which create also longitudinal magnetic force of

peculiar commutation armature reaction. The latter in the generator

mode functions by the demagnetizing form, in the engine -

magnetizing. Transverse armature reaction in UM with the brush

current pickup distorts field and leads to current displacement to

*brush toe, which can entail sparking under it as a result of the

Sexcessive current density.

As has already been indicated, in UM with the circular

liquid-metal current pickup similar phenomena are absent and there is

only a transverse armature reaction.

%If the operating point of machine lies/rests in the straight

portions of magnetization curve, i.e. when the magnetic circuit of

machine is not saturated by the resulting magnetic field or is

strongly saturated, then the distortion of ground field in steel does

not lead to a decrease in induced emf. However, since usually the

operating point of machine lies/rests on the nonlinear the sections

ofmahie.ie/ess onina

Je

'S . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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of curve of magnetization (on the "elbow"), i.e. magnetic circuit has

"average/mean" saturation, then a decrease in the total flux and the

corresponding decrease of emf occurs. For
04.

retaining/preserving/maintaining the value olf emf they increase field

current (magnetic force). Thus, further field current compensates the

demagnetizing effect of transverse armature reaction Fd.

Here Fd- "longitudinal" component of transverse reactionFq. Back

induction magnetic force of transverse armature reaction in UM is

exhibited considerably stronger than in the DC commutating machines.

This is caused by relationship/ratio (4-1), and also fact that

relative value of the reluctance of quadrature circuit R.M (in

i comparison with the resistor/resistance to longitudinal circuit R.d)

for UM considerably less than the bipolar ones, i.e., has.
(R-1) (4-2)

moreover(Rq/R.d) O.an-, since longitudinal (Da and transverse WD. magnetic

fluxes meet on their path in the magnetic circuit of the bipolar

machines of the resistor/resistance of air gaps.

• :.Page 81.

In UM R,<R.1. since the cross flow of armature field is closed in the

continuous massive magnetic circuits, and main longitudinal flow must

twice pass through the working gap. On the basis (4-1) and (4-2) it

. ",, ,, , . .. . ' - .>'. , . , -. . , . . . . . . . ...... . ..-.... .... ....... . . . ,.. . .
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is possible to conclude that the saturation of magnetic circuit the

resulting field in UM and, consequently, also value of magnetic

force F,& of the longitudinal effect of transverse armature reaction

will be more than in the bipolar ones. From the point of view of the

decrease of the relative back induction magnetic force Fqd it is

expedient so that the magnetic circuit of UM would be saturated by

main fie'ld of excitation. In this case the reluctance of circuit

during all operating modes to idling from considerable overloadings

varies lower.

The saturation of magnetic circuit decreases the possibilities

of regulating the voltage/stress of UM. If necessary for wide

C regulating should be compensated the armature reaction with the help

of the special "windings". In those compensated UM descends the

necessary power of excitation winding and its sizes/dimensions.

Questions of compensation and decrease of the armature field

demagnetizing effects in UM have important value.

As a result of the absence of magnetic reversal and hysteresis

losses an increase in the resulting induction with the load does not

produce an increase in the "losses in steel", but equalizing (eddy

currents in the armature of UM with the zonal current pickup cause

incremental losses in it and supplemental heat of machine. Procedure

of calculation of magnetic force of the commutation armature reaction

-q

-i
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and incremental losses in UM is worked out insufficiently. Special

feature/peculiarity of UM with the solid rotor and circular

liquid-metal current pickup is the impossibility of the

"tilting/reversal of field" in the working gap, since in contrast to

the DC commutating machines UM have single-pole

magnetic system. In UM with bar winding

"tilting/reversal" can occur under the insignificant part of the

pole. There is theoretical interest in research of the completely

unstudied question about the armature reaction in the magnetoelectric

UM; however, such machines yet did not win acceptance.

Up to the present time there are no approved engineering method"U

of quantitative account of magnetic force Fqd in UM. For a special

case of cylindrical UM with the rotor expansion this problem is

solved by the graph-analytic method of successive approximations

[58]. This method, which requires however, the large space of graphic

constructions, can be used also for other UM (disk; for the solid

rotor of cylindrical ones).

Page 82.

Below are stated principles of theory, engineering methods of

account and ways of the compensation for transverse armature reaction

Belo ar stted rinipls o theryengneeing ethds f .

I€
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in the cylindrical and the disk UM with the circular current pickup

and the symmetrical magnetic system, in essence in connection with

the generator mode of their work. Experimental research is given in

Chapter 10.

4.2 Theory of armature reaction in UG with the circular liquid-metal

current pickup.

Let us consider cylindrical UG with the flat massive

ferromagnetic rotor, with the hollow rotor and disk UG. During the

circular current pickup in all these UM the armature reaction is

purely transverse. The directions of the magnetic fluxes of the

fields of exictation (, and armature -On with the load UG are shown in

Fig. 4-1.

For any duct/contour of circuit/bypass magnetic force of

excitation winding according to the laws of full current it is valid

the relationship/ratio
F, -- H =,,,

*" where F,, I,. w,- magnetic force, current and a number of turns of

.: excitation winding, IJT Ha- intensity/strength of the field of

exictation, accepted by longitudinal, on the i duct/contour of

integration.

5 .
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In the case of axial symmetry it is analogous for any i

duct/contour of circuit/bypass, pierced by armature current, is

correct

F~1= fH,,dI= 11 2%' yt == ,lk, (4-3)
0

where /m, Fm- the full current, included by the duct/contour of

integration, and corresponding magnetic force (number of the "turns"

of armature w=I);

Iffa- strength of transverse (tangential) field.

4As the ducts/contours of circuit/bypass lqi are selected the

concentric circles/circumferences with diameters of di with the

centers on the rotational axes of UM. In the form of an example let

us consider cylindrical UM. For the arbitrary section at the active

length I of machine (Fig. 4-1a) let us determine the resulting

intensity/strength and the induction of magnetic field on the

arbitrary circle/circumference with a diameter of di.

Let us recall that arbitrary diameter d, in the armature varies

within the limits ds<d,<D in the presence of the isolated/insulated

shaft with a diameter of do and 0<dj<D, if there is no opening/aperture

and to current carriers it is all the section of armature (d,=O).

.e

% 4

"'.4d - ' . -' i '.; '' i """ " . ' " " - . . " . .. "- : •. ". . . ." ."•"••.
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In stator di it varies within the limits (D+26)<dj<D.,while in the

working gap in limits D<di<(D+26); D+26=D.

Armature current, included by unit magnetic flux, which passes

at a distance di<D from the rotational axis of armature,

12 4 .
where

a 4

J- - =const- the current density of armature;

Page 84. -1_-, .= .

- It is obvious that when di D current lat=l.=-const. Taking into account MV

that presented, let us determine the magnetic intensity of armature

in the rotor on the circle/circumference with a diameter of di<D:
4.

12 2 ._*2 __

H - = 0,25 /D -

It is analogous for the stator (di;0D+2=D,):

mdd

The magnetic inductions, which correspond to these values H., are

equal to:

moreover lai.- magnetic permeability in the i section of rotor or

-- o

4 , ".* ' '. - , " " '' , '' . "' . '° . '' . ' '- . .,. q , -" '' , ' . ', '' . " - '' . - . " , " . " - " . '
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stator, caused by the resulting field.

For the clarity table 4-1 gives values Ho4 and are given the

'limits of change di in the rotor, the stator and the working gap for

the different constructions/designs of UM.

P r.

5%
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Table 4-1. Values Me, and the ranges of change d4 in the rotor, the

-stator and the working gap of different types of UM.

KOKFApruXs' Y ec~oK zarn~mioa xzeau

rm os 0 )Potrop I CTSTOP C' j 3asop

C MUCCHaHIM Mi. n (D + a)

POTOPOM 0< di <D Do<d<D iD+4

(AuHApnqecK4HA Hat- HI" I'NH.6
C no~lu[u w*32-~"a3D
TOPOM

CK k/,/.,
o,= JM,MHa - /HH - ad,

Do < di<D D < d4 <Do

Key: (1). Construction/design of generator. (2). Section of magnetic

circuit. (3). Rotor. (4). Stator. (5). Gap. (6). Cylindrical with thU7

solid rotor. (7). Cylindrical with the hollow rotor. (8). Disk.

Page 85.

In this case the following positions were considered:

a) in the internal core of stator UG with the hollow rotor and

in the rotor disk UG there is no imposition of the longitudinal and

cross fields (disk it is accepted sufficiently to thin ones);

Zi
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b) in accordance with S2-4 is accepted axially-uniform current

distribution in the rotors of cylindrical UM and the current carrying
shaft of disk UM.

Coefficient k=l for disk UG with the one-sided current pickup on
the shaft and k=0.5 with the bilateral(. - full current of generator

armature). Values Hj in the gaps are given for the mean diameter in

the gap, since 6<<D.

For the more demonstrative understanding of the essence of the

physical phenomena, which occur with the load UG, let us connect of

the replacement of their magnetic circuit.

In this case the magnetic circuit of machine is conditionally

divided into two zones: active and inactive.

By active region/core the sections of magnetic circuit,

magnetized simultaneously by longitudinal and cross fields, are

-. implied. In the axial direction it is limited to the planes, in which

the current pickups are arranged/located.

The remaining part of the magnetic circuit is magnetized only by

longitudinal field. Let us divide stator, and also solid rotor,

cylindrical UM and the stator of disk UM into m sections, in the

.,m 4

. 2".0%
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limits of each of which magnetic permeability of material gai can be

considered constant/invariable. Special feature/peculiarity relative

to thin hollow cylindrical (ferromagnetic) rotor will be m=l. In the

active region/core value g.e is determined by the effect of resulting

magnetic field Hi=HM+Hn, in the inactive - only longitudinal fields
Hei,since here Hi=0. During the calculation of the reluctances of the i

sections of magnetic circuits virtually it suffices to consider the

cases of continuous and it is gentle cylinders in different

directions of the passage of magnetic flux in UG, to them it is

possible to reduce the sections, in which the magnetic circuits

* (Table 4-2) are decomposed. Furthermore, Table 4-2 gives the

calculation formulas of resistors/resistances for some typical

sections of magnetic circuit of UM.

The reluctances of sections Rmd1 for the longitudinal flow

compute during the determination of magnetic force Fqd from the

method, presented in S4-3. It is useful to know the reluctances of

sections for the cross flow, for example, during the estimation of

the efficiency of nonmagnetic radial separators in the magnetic

circuit for decreasing the flow of armature field (S4-5).

:1

.4"' . """', ' - . ''."" -¢ ..-. - " -" . ,2 ""'-.--" ".."
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Pages 86-87.

Table 4-2. Calculation formulas for the reluctances.

Has"uk. (I Op'iyaa

(3) 41i
GonpoTHeHue cnnouuioro a~muiH~pa R~i= 2 7I

~AA 0. B ocemou HanpauJeau 2IsiD

(4') 41i___

Conpo~sunne nonioro allIHHApa ajim Rdi -
4 (2

B ocesom &iaflpamnerntHi~ (D2  B2 ) (2

ConpoTeueaHe nonoro MHIuflHApa ~AAR R.~ ad &. L1 n (3)
.5 a5 PaAMa~bHEOM HanpaaneH&it

On BTaHreH~aAHM Hapaae-

Conpovimncinle mO3YLWHMX 3a3opoB Ra. LIn (1+2-) (5)
AR (Do WIJHAMAPHICO MaUHw D)b

Conpmajie nerojioro poropa unI Rua =sCj-7p Ini (6)

Conpo mAn eaue meKnotiocnoro npo- Rld (D
CTPaffCTaa AI 0. AHCK08OA MUMw- n& B 7
uHb C MUOCKHM HemarHETaHih POTOPOM

To mie, 4ro (7), jinu mawm'h C KOHE- Ra
%ecuam HemarHUTHMN pOTOPOM ,(pIn 2pfl5 D DFi)

p =0.5 (D + c ctg a)

J-

ZI(1 
% C.%
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• .' KSmeanem''oe C~fnPOTVBfitH~e Aim-, .ud =' Ru,,i R.,i +
%"40 LIH tlAopwiecgL MaLUIAHbI Ha tna- ) .J a

(9)

3KhBa.eHTHOe coflpoJHet e AAR Rud Rud d +

0. IHCKOSOA maw'Kifl Ha napy no- . )•a

+( uw+ R, + Ru (10)

i'i=1

3Ka'aa.AeHTxoe conpoTaeneHae Am R _ ,(

$,X 3 MToOHe awuIf 80AYH; Mapye

U MuA jI ,,,p qeCmo jk ma u-H h R+, _TI
uMuuj~p~eK~f UWMB ( •---

To Ne, qTo (I1).' AAR coKm'Bogl Rq= (12)

, . 1=1

Note. The interpretation of indices in (9)-(12): a- active

region/core; H.a - inactive zone; p - rotor; c - stator.

Key: (1). Name. (2). Formula. (3). Resistor/resistance of continuous

cylinder for in the axial direction. (4). Resistor/resistance of

hollow cylinder for* in the axial direction. (5).
Resistor/resistance of hollow cylinder for in the radial direction.

(6). Resistor/resistance of hollow cylinder for in the tangential

direction. (7). Resistor/resistance of air gaps for the cylindrical

machine. (8). Resistor/resistance of hollow rotor for the

4

/ +- .. 5 .

V..%

VV,., **'6,..,+ , . ,, ,-k ';- + ';< ,, ,+ - -'- > : :... v ;- ; .a % N + ,.", .-.+,
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cylindrical machine. (9). Resistor/resistance of interpolar space for

the disk machine with the flat/plane nonmagnetic rotor. (10). The

same as (7), for the machine with the conical nonmagnetic rotor.

(11). Equivalent resistance for the cylindrical macl~ine to the pole

pair. (12). Equivalent resistance for the disk machine to the pole

pair. (13). Equivalent resistance for in stator and air gap of

cylindrical machine. (14). The same as (11), for the disk machine.

The formulas, indicated in Table 4-2, are used during the calculation

of the resistors/resistances: the internal core of stator in UG with

hollow rotor (1); the framework of stator UM of any

construction/design (2); the i layer in the pole of the stator of

cylindrical machine (3); the i layer of magnetic circuit for the

cross flow of UM of any construction/design (4). In the formulas

4, Di. Da indicated - axial length, external and cylinder bores; JAak it

is determined for the mean diameter of layer Di-05 (Dj+D,). Formula

(5) is derived on the basis (3) for two gaps of UM (to the pole

pair). Formula (6) is also designed for the pole pair, moreover Aep is

determined for the diameter, equal to 0.5 (D+D,), and with

nonmagnetic rotor go.

l& 'p. 
" 

- ' q ' o ' . ' " , " . . - , , - , ° . - - - , . . . . . . . b
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Page 88-89.

-In formulas (7) and (8) c - distance between the poles (in the

expression (8) - at diameter D]. With the magnetic disk the formula

of the resistor/resistance of two gaps takes the form

R = 81 Cos a
np(D - D2.)

where 6 - one-sided gap, a - angle of taper (for the flat/plane disk

cos a=l).

Coefficient4>,.entering formulas (9) and (10), considers the

resistor/resistance of structural/design gaps. For UM with the hollow

rotor instead of the expression in the first brackets into formula

- (9) must be substitutediRufrom expression (6). For the machine with

the magnetic rotor in formula (10) it is necessary to supplement

component/term/addendLRffud from expression (2). Resistance T.jin

formula (11) is calculated from formula (4) when

Dw-D,-D+26; DO-.D; 1,-I; p,-o.. I formula (12) resistor/resistance R is

calculated from (4) when T26; 141o-.

In accordance with formulas (9) and (10) Table 4-2 are

constructed the replacement schemes for "the longitudinal axis "the

%* .%

*5.
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magnetic circuit of cylindrical and disk UM; in accordance with (4)

(11) and (12) - replacement schemes for the quadrature circuit in the

active region/core of the solid rotor of cylindrical UM, and also

stator and air gap of disk or cylindrical UM (Fig. 4-2).

The analysis of the replacement schemes of magnetic circuit of

UM makes it possible to make the following conclusions:
9,

l)R-w>Ru,. since the cross flow does not meet with resistance air

gaps;

2) into UM with the nonmagnetic disk for creation 03. identical

- to the flow in cylindrical UM with the ferromagnetic rotor, is

required large magnetic force F. since in this case.( h .. >(")..;

3) the relative value of magnetic force of armature in UM with

the nonmagnetic disk is less than in UM with the ferromagnetic

cylindrical rotor

4) Ra',Ru, both in the disk and the cylindrical UM; therefore the

branching of the parallel parts of flow o. into the gap is

insignificant; basic part of flow 0, is closed on the massive

ferromagnetic parts of the circuit in the active region/core of UM.
-.

0m
x_ - %e

Re.'

-p
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Cross field H. produces the increase of strength H, of the

resulting field with the load in each i section in the active

region/core of UM. Since the longitudinal and cross fields are

orthogonal, resulting fieldH-H.j+H,,,in the value it will comprise:

Hi = H, + H2 (4-4)

Consequently,! 4>H,. which involves the decrease of permeability

Pit (Fig. 4-3a) and the increase of magnetic equivalent resistance :R

for flow- __,.'which when .mconst'is reduced in comparison with its value

with the idling. As corollary is reduced emf of the machine

where n=const - speed of rotation of rotor. To avoid this it is

necessary to create supplementary magnetic force of excitation

winding F,,which is necessary for maintenance,_-costiduring increasedWl

resistor/resistance Row!

We assume/set the materials of magnetic circuits by isotropic

ones, in this case in each section

B, B, B
;--, = W '". (4-5)

1

II

* 2l
--- ' .--- . . . .* * ~ . S 5 ~ * * .-I
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g.'? 9.i R d). IR~dr R'. R-g,. RI -d .j . wI R,

F.1  I

Fig. ~ ~ ~ ~~F 4-.Rpaemnqcee, w I crreson topoe ar f M

a) for the longitudinal circuit of cylindrical machine; b) the same

of disk machine; c) for the quadrature circuit of the active

'.~ region/core of massive cylindrical rotor; d) the same of stator and

gap of cylindrical machine; e) the same of stator and gap of disk

machine.

Key: (1). Stator. (2). Active region/core. (3). Inactive zone. (4).

Rotor. (5). Gap.

Page 90.

* The intensity/strength of field fl*jis determined on the curve of

magnetization B-f(H) material for the given ones of flow Ci

% . . ..
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inductionB.,Z.11with the idling. The values of field H., with the

assigned armature current for the different constructions/designs of

UM are given in'Table 4-1. The intensity/strength of resulting field

H, with known ones )-,iI and ,n-is determined by relationship/ratio

(4-4). The density of field of excitation with the load on the basis

(4-5)

where 8_ is determined on the curve of magnetization B=f(H) for:HMH,.I

The induction of armature field in this case comprises:

or _.==,B .

C. Thus, are described longitudinal, transverse and resulting W

*magnetic fields in UM Fig. 4-3b gives the curves of the field

distribution of armature along a radius for the cylindrical UM. With

the help of (5-5) analogous curves it is possible to find for

intensity/strength and inducting all fields of UM.

From the point of view of the induction of assigned emf it is

important so that normal component of induction in gap D would not

be reduced with the load. Therefore the determination of the value of

the current of armature with intended sizes of machine, for which the

armature field does not cause the decrease of emf, is of interest.

4

, ?.'.,''('..?.;4":",'.'':'4 .:
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As an example let us consider cylindrical UG with the solid

rotor. As can be seen from Fig. 4-3, the greatest value
i-x

intensity/strengthH reaches on the nearest to the gap t% layers of

rotor (i-m) and stator (i=l).

Let us take for simplicity of the calculation

(B .p ( B , ,) c -B ,4 ; ( P av) t -( 1,) c;
then

(If .)p - ( H .,,) H ...

Furthermore, let us assume.(Hm)pj(HA,) aHd-H.Taking into account that

D>>6, it is possible to count H.muJ./D: For the most widely used

*magnetic materials of overall use/application the linear section of

curve of magnetization B-f(H) lies/rests within the limits of fields

with the intensity/strength to 1000-1500 a/m. Not to consider the

back induction of armature field in UG is possible with the

intensities/strength of the resulting field
VA .

not causing the saturation of machine. Inequality (4-6) is satisfied

with

, &<%D/( o 2.o)-H , , a.

* Page 91.

Latter/last expression makes sense for unsaturated UG, the strength

...
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of field of which

Ho< <1000 1500 a/-.

In order to determine the greatest possible decrease in emf

under th4 action of armature field, let us consider the limiting

case: magnetic circuit is not saturated by main field (i.e.

H,'1 000O-1500 ax. Baz,,1.3 T), but armature field strongly saturates

i t iH, 15000 c. , 1,95 T) .

With this

H =V1000+1 5o000--H,,; B 1,95 T.

L.j= 1.3 10.
, 9 1 000 l 0,13 T 13

B.B= -- l1-.- 3. H --T5---D- 10.

Thus, in the extreme case is possible weakening induction and

decrease of emf approximately/exemplarily 10 times. For the machines,

whose magnetic circuit is saturated by field l,. a decrease in emf

will be less.

The armature reaction in UM, which functions by means of the

saturation of magnetic circuit, is the phenomenon, substantially

nonlinear. Its effect can be taken into consideration by

approximation methods.
#,

S

as "
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4.3. Quantitative account of the demagnetizing effect of transverse

armature field.

a). Method, based on the calculation of the

resistors/resistances of the replacement schemes of magnetic circuit.

The task of method is the determination of value of magnetic force

%inumerically equal to )r by which it is necessary to increase of

magnetic force of excitation winding with the load so that emf UG

would remain constant in comparison with emf of idling.

With this magnetic force of excitation winding AFu-+F. J

= -.,F.

Pages 92-93.

Magnetic flux with the idling

A

where F.-h,Fi+.F1 +F is calculated for the appropriate

construction/design of UG according to the formulas, led in chapter

,.3.

So that the value 4, would not be changed, it is necessary to

have:
F, F, + AF,

W, ,, - = R - -d a '

whence

RudsAF. Fs "" 1; RdH > R.,..x.

V,
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Equivalent resistance Rw is computed from the appropriate

formulas, given in-Table 4-2. With the idling permeability -Pe is

determined only by field H., while with the load of machine ..i for the

sections of active region/core it is determined by resulting field

A, (in the inactive zone when0,-cona, permeability is not changed).

Value ps.i is found with the help of curves ,-A(H)when H-He (Fig.

4-3a), which can be constructed on the curves of magnetization of

material. The. intensity/strength of field j, is computed from (4-4).

For UG with the hollow magnetic rotor, taking into account the

_. relatively small wall thickness of cylinder, the intensity/strength

" of armature field in the rotor it is possible to take for its mean

diameter M,-_-

By knowing .,i and after calculating R,.,... it is possible to find

Fa.by this to check the calculation of magnetic circuit with the

idling.

b). Method, based on the use of curves of simultaneous

magnetization. According to this method it is determined directly by

magnetic force,7 x -- taking into account the demagnetizing effect of

reaction FW. Durinq the calculation are used the curves of the

simultaneous magnetization of materials by two orthogonal fields

l--

.4,-

-.- ' r;., , ,, , . . ..- . . .. . . *.. .. . 4. .- 4 .. -• ....
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Hd, Bd and Hq, Bq. Fig. 4-4a depicts the family of such curved in the

form graphsBd=f(H)d on H. for magnetically soft steel.

Three-dimensional/space dependence Bd-.f(Hd, Hq) corresponds to this

family of curves.

The curves of simultaneous magnetization for the isotropic

material can be obtained experimentally in the special toroidal

samples/specimens with the orthogonal magnetizing coils or

constructed according to the data of calcu.ation with the use by

usual curve of uniaxial mrgnetization, being based on the property of

isotropy (4-5). For the construction they assign Hd and Hq, are found
2 2

H= -H =+ and B for this value of H through the magnetization

curve. Then A,= compute

The calculation of value F,.s is produced in the following

sequence:

1. Magnetic circuit with the idling on the sections is

calculated, and induction Bu,,. in each section is determined.

2. The intensity/strength of armature field H1 , in each section

with assigned current "a. is calculated

3. For retaining/preserving/maintaining the values of emf and

N
,'. (' ' ' '? ; '% ; '''' .'% % .'% .' "% .. " .1 '' '% " k - -' :  '. ' ' '-." -" ." . ". " -
r S .. % : . " '..~ ' m - =, % . 4 v ., . ,".". .-. "J .- %.-.., , " ",
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flow W, constant/invariable with the load must be correctly the

equality Bo.13 =Bsixa.

Knowing B~.. and 1134 in the section, on the curve of simultaneous

magnetization (Fig. 4-4), for which H,4-I.H., they f ind!Hot-fdi for given

value

4. Value of magnetic force F.+A1F..which corresponds to one pole

pair.
F33 =~ 113 A4j + kaFl,

is determined, where *FJ, drop in the magnetic potential in the

gaps;

Alilength of the line of longitudinal flow in the i section.

4. I 1 20 W 5 q0 qx A

Fig 4-3
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Fig. 4-3. Curves of a change in magnetic permeability and strength of

field of UM. a) the dependence of magnetic permeability on the

*intensity/strength of field,-.-,,,,,for the magnetically soft material

(of type of Armco); b) the field distribution of the armature of

- cylindrical UM in the rotor; c) the same in the stator.

Page 94.

In the absence among curves (Fig. 4-4) of dependence B-f(ld)on

that obtained HJfiuse interpolation.

.IThe most analytical possible development of the set-forth

method. The curves of simultaneous magnetization are approximated

sufficiently well by the function of the form

H,,==-aish PiBd. (4-7)

Coefficients aj and P with appropriate H,, are determined

according to the method of two selected points £84) on the basis of

the relationships/ratios:
1 1 di =eash ~Edt; Hd, =aish jd%

(Hd, > Hda,),

dH sh (PBd,) exp(PI Bdt)-exp(- P Bd,)

.'1 .. . 1 sh (iBd I) exp (0 Bd) - exp(- Bd,)'
where,1 exp.68d')=-- ,,and so forth.

* o-"Choosing point(Hd,. Bd,) so, in order to Cxp(-PBd,)<explPBd,Yin this

*146

-4_

• . •, . o • °
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case of peak (Hd,, Bd,)a similar inequality knowingly it is satisfied],

we obtain: In Hd,
Hd exp [p (Bd. Bd1)I; Pi 812Bl

HdF - I H
sh (FtBda) sh (PB4 )

At the high values of argument ftj.dj>6 is correct

U,=. 2H.,exp (-p ,Bda).

The values of coefficients cacand _f, obtained for the plotted

curves, given Fig. 4-4a, gives in the form of graphs in Fig. 4-4b as

function of A.

With the analytical expression of the curves of magnetization of

value Hfi and F,... (in sequence 3 and 4 presented above sequence of

calculation) they find through the expressions: VV

-/H, =a= sh (P aB,); F... = sh ( B.j) + kMF&.

where a.. and are determined from the curves, represented in Fig.

4-4b, for 14' .'.
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In lig. 4-4a as an example are compared experimental-design and
B-f(H) when I,.- 70 a/cM.

analytical dependences Analytical curve (dotted line)

is designed on (4-7).

a.

c). Method is graph-analytic, successive approximations (B. S.

=a..

-.

a ,
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Khlusevich's method). Let us consider the methodology of account of

4. magnetic force F,,. briefly which is presented in [58] in connection

with cylindrical generators with the expanded rotor. Methodology in

the principle can be used also for acyclic machines of another

construction/design.

For retaining/preserving/maintaining the value of emf is

necessary the constancy of longitudinal flow 0.. the invariability of

induction B in each section with a change in the load of armature

*from the idling to the nominal. It is possible to achieve the

constancy of induction Be if increase magnetic force of excitation

A_ winding on

AF A~j (4-8)

where AF.- necessary increment of magnetic force of excitation for

the i section.
.J-

.>-
.. ,

A.*1*

-% L' '. ,:. . _" • " '.- ' ''." , . ' - . - ,, . ., . V . .. " . ' '
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q , -

Fig. 4-4. On the calculation of magnetic circuit taking into account

the demagnetizing effect of transverse armature field. a) the curves

of simultaneous magnetization and three-dimensional/space dependence

8d-ttiE.,j; b) the dependence of coefficients V.9 and *. on "1

(magnetically soft steel of the type of Armco).
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According to [58) this increment can be determined in a

following manner (let us consider method based on the example of

cylindrical generator with the hollow rotor). Let us divide stator in

the active region/core into m layers with thickness
D, - D,

C.-.-

We assume/set flow 4, passing in the radial direction. For each

4 (

.,. .' . . '' -' - .-',* ,'. ' - . " , ..1' . -- .*,:,' -''.,* ", * % ". ",. . , .- -
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layer a drop in the magnetic potential with the idling along the

longitudinal axis (partial magnetic force of excitation) comprises:
:%'."'H a, (Ds - Do)

F., = HDjI4 2MD.D

Resulting magnetic force in the i section with the load

where F,4-I.-magnetic force of armature, which functions along the

transverse axis.

* We construct diagram (Fig. 4-5), assuming material by isotropic,

and also considering that hysteresis effects are absent and the

corresponding vectors B and H coincide in the direction.

Resulting magnetic force FJ creates induction T of the

resulting field, according to assumption vectors F and B coincide in

the direction. After plotting along the axis of ordinates vector

-m and along the- axis of abscissas vector x., we find vector -F, by

addition Fatand F. through the rule of parallelogram. After

continuing LX.we will obtain direction of beam 01, on which vector

.iA of the induction of the resulting field lies/rests. Value t thus

far is not known, since permeability j,,. is not known.

. Let us decompose predicted vector - into two components: in the

direction of longitudinal field B.,uj(axis of ordinates) and in the

direction of cross field i (axis of abscissas), i.e., to the

A:%F;A
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orthogonal vectors of the induction of field of exictation with the

load and the armature fields: B..3jB.4. Vectors i., and B,.4 are

obtained tentatively taking into account the saturation of the active

region/core of magnetic circuit with the load of machine, therefore,

""ua,<B9.4.x1?:For satisfaction of condition B.,,,-Ba,,. it is necessary that by

the hodograph of vectors _B there would be straight line 2-2 (Fig.

4-5), which passes at height/altitude:Sst.x from the origin of

coordinates, value Bti. was known from the calculation of the magnetic

circuit of machine with the idling. On the other hand, with the

fixed/recorded load of machine L --const there will belFt-const and

H,mconst for each layer of the magnetic circuit of stator.

Consequently, the hodograph of vectors F, is straight line 3-3.
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The determination of supplementary magnetic force for the i section

A = F, - Fj

in accordance with that presented is produced while the conducting on

vector diagram of ray/beam 04 on the following diagram (by successive

approximations):
Fl8a -, - H841

84,--" < FH, --

t- -'A;anflaj C8.j.

Key: (1). Feedback.

a..e

=,-,.

a.'.+......''-",< '? .+ . 'N,' + ',..',,, ,v ./ ,: ,: :-: .,, .X ? ' . .'? .. ''.._
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Feedback serves for comparison B, and BA,: if the obtained value

of the induction of resulting field B,._differs little from selected

value Bu, then supplementary magnetic force AF.: is found correctly.

Otherwise is conducted another ray/beam, for example 05, and

entire process of calculations is repeated before

reaching/achievement of .the equality

BAI1 BAP

The checking indicated can be led, also, on the basis of the

proportion B&I B_ Ai

with the help of the magnetization curve.

,'." "

',S ' .,;:. , ._. .. .- ,., .-. ,. .,. ,. - ..... .. ,., ... ,. ..-. ., . . . : -, ., .
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-4..

.4 Fig. 4-5. Vector diagram for determining supplementary magnetic force

-¢

in the i section of magnetic circuit.

.p.p

Key: (1). Hodograph.
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After making the similar actions m of times (with respect to a

number of sections of separation) it summed up &F., according to

formula (4-8), we will obtain the unknown increment of magnetic force

of excitation winding, equal numerically to value of magnetic force P.&

The methods presented are suitable for all constructions/designs

of UG of direct current with the electromagnetic excitation during

a "."

%"

C.;"" ".' J"," " ' , , .' '''>-".''' ' ''. %''' '' ''''''; ",", v ." .t ,.' ., k:,,, .v , ' . '- '
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the circular current pickup. It is possible to spread them to engine

operating mode of UM. The accuracy of methods is higher, the greater

the number of sections m, but the labor expense for calculation

simultaneously with increase of m increases. As showed the series/row

of the calculations conducted for UG of different construction/design

usually sufficient to take m-4-6. With increase in m doubly the

accuracy is raised insignificantly.

Two first methods ensure the virtually identical accuracy of

calculations.

based on the use'of curves of simultaneous magnetization, is more

I convenient.

4.4. On performance calculation of UG with the help of the

reactive/jet triangle.

After determining f .-, for different currents ., and also a
IV

voltage drop in internal circuit of armature, from these parameters

it is possible to construct for each value of armature current

reactive/jet (characteristic) triangle UG. Its difference from the

same for the DC commutating machines consists of a change in
16 horizontal leg Fo also in the straight portion of no-load

"~a
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characteristic (with the low currents of excitation).-In the machines

of direct current this leg is received in the linear section of this

characteristic as constant/invariable, since it is determined in

essence by longitudinal armature reaction. In UG it is caused only by

*" the longitudinal effect of transverse reaction. With the help of the

reactive/jet triangles and no-load characteristic of UG, calculated

by usual methods, it is possible to construct when i,-,ar all other

characteristics of UG (load, external, regulating, short-circuiting).

The methods of construction are similar used in the DC commutating

machines [7]. Calculated and experimental characteristics of

experimental model of UG are compared in Chapter 10.

C: Page 99. W

a: 4.5. Devices/equipment for compensation and decreasing the back

induction of armature field.

a). Subdivision of devices/equipment.

Longitudinal-demagnetizing magnetic force of transverse armature

reaction in UG according to the data of the calculations conducted

and experiments can comprise to 80-90% of magnetic force of

excitation with the idling. This increase in magnetic force for the

maintenance by constant/invariable emf UG causes a considerable I
I



., increase in the space of the excitation winding and sizes/dimensions

of machine. Furthermore, the saturation of magnetic circuit by

5! . armature field decreases ranges of adjustment of voltage/stress UG

with the load. For the purpose of the elimination of these

deficiencies/lacks different devices/equipment for compensation and

decreasing the back induction of armature field are applied. Let us

note that in the DC commutating machines pole face winding serves as

means for the distortion elimination of main field and decrease in

the maximum voltage/stress between the adjacent plates of

collector/receptacle [7].

The devices/equipment indicated according to the operating

k_ L7  principle are identical for all UM and can be divided into two

groups.

First group -compensative "windings", included

consecutively/serially in the circuit of armature of UM, but having

direction of flow, opposite to its direction in the armature.

N The second group - devices/equipment, which increase reluctance

for the cross flow how is achieved a decrease in the demagnetizing

effect of magnetic force of armature.

In the UM different combinations from these devices/equipment,

.I-

" 1
" ., .'. .'' 'I •' L ''.. . I ' .= " "". " " I _,' , - " -,-.-.-,. '.-, ,." ".E.. ,
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which relate to the different groups, are possible. Overall

deficiency/lack in the given devices/equipment - complication of

construction/design of UM, and also in the majority of the cases the

undercompensation for armature reaction. To completely compensate

armature field of UM is possible only in the case, when the spatial

distributions of currents in pole face winding and armature will be
the mirror images. The classification of devices/equipment conducted

of the groups made it possible to propose some of their new varieties51, for separate acyclic machines. Let us consider construction/design,

elements of calculation and characteristic of devices/equipment of

both groups based on the examples of different UM.

Pages 100-101. W

B). Compensative "windings" in the circuit of armature.

Pole face winding in the form of the hollow cylinder,

arranged/located coaxially with the massive or hollow rotor of

cylindrical UM, it is shown in Fig. 4-6a, b. Winding can be

implemented from the ferromagnetic or nonmagnetic (copper) material.

Is compensated armature field only in the stator, its demagnetizing

effect in the ferromagnetic cylinder is not prevented. Magnetic field

in the limits of cylinder from passing on it current lu

S D, D.."
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The diagrams/curves of the magnetic fields of armature, pole face

'4 winding and resulting field (it is shaded) are represented in Fig.

4-6. An increase in the nonferromagnetic gap/interval for flow 0. in

the machine is a deficiency/lack in copper pole face winding. As a

result of the smaller electrical conductivity of magnetic material

the thickness of pole face winding prepared from it proves to be

considerable. In this case the part of the magnetic circuit of stator

in the limits of winding is compensated not completely. In UM with

the hollow nonmagnetic rotor and by nonmagnetic pole face winding is

achieved complete (100%-) compensation. It occurs also in UM with two

hollow nonmagnetic rotors, which revolve in opposite sides [87).

Similar UM can be named autocompensated (self-compensated). Complete

compensation can be reached in UM with rod armature and pole face

windings. Deficiency/lack in bar windings - presence in working gap

of UM radial component fields separate rods, distorting main field,

and also appearance of pulsating losses.

Internal and outside diameters of cylindrical pole face winding:

D, D--- D +-28;. D... D. + . (4-9)

For the steel windings one should tentatively accept:

%

.60where .- current density in the winding;

.0

Gig, * ~ *d**
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-permissible for reasons of heating current density in

.* copper;

- the specific resistances of copper and steel.

The removal/diversion of current is the limiting case of

compensation with the help of the magnetic winding directly through

the body of the magnetic circuit of stator (Fig. 4-6c). The parts of

the magnetic circuits, which have the electric potentials of

different signs, must be isolated of each other.

The compensators of disk UM (Fig. 4-6e, f) should be implementec

in the form of the system of the discharge ring busbars and

cylindrical plugs, coaxial with the current carrying shaft of
machine. The sizes/dimensions of plug are determined by the

relationships/ratios, similar (4-9). Thickness of disk busbar at the

appropriate diameter

kil

where k-1 during the one-sided current pickup on the shaft and k=0.5

with the bilateral; ,. - current density in the busbar at diameter d.

o- C•
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t.p I 
f3,C

e.) 4)

Fig. 4-6. Unipolar electrical machines with the compensators. a, b)

cylindrical UM with the massive and hollow rotors and compensative

"windings" (cylindrical "bifilar"); c, g) cylindrical and disk UM

with the removal/diversion of current on the stator; e, f) the

compensated disk UM with one- and bilateral current pickup on the

shaft; d) the diagram/curve of the resulting magnetic field of

armature current in the cylindrical UM with the compensative

"winding".

Pages 102-103.

The electrical resistance of the busbar of conical

profile/airfoil is computed from the formula, analogous (2-22).

Deficiencies/lacks in the nonmagnetic discharge busbars and discharge

rods are similar indicated above for the cylindrical machines. In the

disk UM is also possible the use of a magnetic circuit of stator for

sq.
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the current tap (the limiting case of compensation, Fig. 4-6g).

C) devices/equipment for an increase in the reluctance to the cross

flow of machine.

An increase of the reluctance in the quadrature circuit is

achieved by introduction on the magnetic path o. of the nonmagnetic

separators, arranged/located radially in the planes, passing through

UM the rotational axis. As experiments showed, the demagnetizing

effect of armature field with the help of such separators is

weakened/attenuated to a considerable degree. The device/equipment of

the stator of cylindrical machine with three separators is shown in

Fig. 4-7a. Magnetic circuit it is possible and not to cut completelyw

on a radius (Fig. 4-7b). Construction/design with the internal

slots/grooves is correct, since armature field near the external

surface of stator is weaker than about the internal. The thickness of

nonmagnetic separator can be approximately determined according to

the expression
Sm 1, - O,5HR.C(D + D. +2a) (4-10)

where m. - number of separators; H..8., - permissible for reasons

saturations the parameters of armature field at the mean diameter of

the magnetic circuit of stator. The equivalent reluctance of linings

for the cross flow must comprise
2m.83i~Rq

p. (D,- D)

4.

-4
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where :i - axial length of nonmagnetic separator in the active

region/core.

Estimate of the magnitude HL,..e,.Ru is given in S4-2. The

number of linings x, must be chosen so that the inequality 6.<26. would

be correct. In this case the branching of the parts of flow i. around

the separator through the working gap of UM is insignificant. Radial
... a,

separators it is possible to weld, also, into the magnetic cylinder

of pole face winding (Fig. 4-7c) for decreasing the consequences nf

undercompensation in this section of magnetic circuit. Size/dimension

6-is determined similarly (to 4-10). Analogous devices/equipment it

is possible to use in the active region/cores of cylindrical UM with

the hollow rotor and disk UM.

-.

;'.

, o

• .°

a-."
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LAL

gFig. 4-7 Devices/equipment for decreasing the demagnetizing effects

armature of UM. a) nonmagnetic separators in the stator; b) the same

[.[.with the incomplete radial section of stator; c) nonagnetic

- ' -iseparators in the ferromagnetic compensative cylinder; d) inductor

from the permanent magnets; e) nonmagnetic insert in the rotor; f)

.'[[the compensated machine with the hollow rotor and the nonmagnetic

. separator in the internal magnetic circuit of stator.

9.> Key: (1). It is correct. (2). It is incorrect.

Page 104.

The limiting case of these devices/equipment is excitation of UM

; from the permanent magnets. The reluctance of the inductor of these
U.p..d

""U sareat In the roagnei compensaivhe ci ned) incto

frmtepraetmgnt;e omgei isr ntertr f) °I

th opnaedmciewthtehlo rtradte.omgei
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the magnetic shunts, utilized with regulating of voltage/stress, have

the radial gashes, which prevent their saturation by armature field

(Fig. 4-7d).

As an example of the use/application of nonmagnetic separators

in the massive rotor of UM, where a drop in the magnetic potential

with the load is especially considerable, serves proposition (88].

Rotor has the special construction/design, which ensures its

* mechanical strength (Fig. 4-7e). During the circular current pickup

the lateral surface of rotor is equipotential, and nonmagnetic

separator will not cause the pulsations of current. Structural/design

advantages possesses [89) compensated proposed UM with the hollow

rotor. Its difference is in the passage of the current of the circuit

of armature on the internal core of stator in the direction, opposite

to direction of flow in the rotor. In this case the compensation for

field in the external magnetic circuit of stator (Fig. 4-7d) is

achieved. For preventing the saturation by the field of the current,

occurring in terms of the internal core, the latter is divided by

nonmagnetic radial separator. Thus, given UM represents an example of

the use/application of devices/equipment of both groups.

Compensated UM (or with the nonmagnetic separators) can have

higher ampere-conductors per inch. better use of active materials,

smaller over-all payload ratio, and with the identical

,j(9:
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1 electromagnetic loads with those not compensated UIM and larger

"S..

efficiency. A question about the advisability of applying one or the

other device/equipment must be solved by the appropriate calculation

during the design of concrete/specific/actual machine. Let us note

that in contrast to the bipolar machines an increase of the working

gap in UM leads only to to the relative (in comparison with F,)

decrease of magnetic force F,& In the progressive/forward UM

(electromagnetic pumps, MHD generato.rs) the back induction of

magnetic force of armature is relatively small, since flow 0. passes

through nonmagnetic gaps. In them has a value the distortion of field

by transverse armature reaction, adversely affecting the working

process. For eliminating this effect the shaping of channels in the

active region/core of machines and different compensators are used.

'i

*5" " " " * * ' " " " " " "" * ' ' ' * ' ' " " ' ' ' ' " * " " ' ' " ' ' ' " , " * - : t- ' - ' '
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Chapter Five.

LIQUID-METAL SLIDE CONTACT OF HOMODYNAMO.

5.1. Problem of slide contact for acyclic machines.

The movable electrical contact of current-tap apparatus - most

complicated part is the UM of direct current. In the UM there is no

collector/receptacle, which consists of the separate

isolated/insulated plates, and there is no clearly expressed

commutation with a change of direction of flow in the conductors of

armature. With the realization of current pickup into the UM the

process of the concealed/latent commutation, during which external

circuit is closed all by new elementary conductors, occurs. Armature

of UM of any type is as if commutator, which has an infinite number

of elements/cells. The process of commutation of UM during the brush

and circular liquid-metal current pickup is clarified with the help

of Fig. 5-1. Circular liquid-metal current-tap apparatus is accepted

2.
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by conditionally consisting of the infinite series of parts. The

fundamental need for commutation into the UM of direct current

escape/ensues from the following relationships/ratiQs for the emf and

the magnetic flux:

di.

5e dt ,d;

where C - arbitrary integration constant.

Page 106.

With e#0 flow 0,in the unchanging duct/contour of the circuit o"

armature must continuously grow in the absolute value with an

increase in time t, which is impossible.

There is also a proof of the need for slide contact into the UM

based on the geometric theory of electrical circuits [90].

As a result of the special features/peculiarities of magnetic

system of the UM is seriei connection of the conductors of armature

winding for the purpose of an increase in the voltage/stress due to

an increase in the number of "turns" wpossibly only by means of the

slide contacts. Separate rods or groups of the rods of winding are

derived/concluded to the independent pair of slip rings. Each K..

5.•
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current-tap apparatus must rely on complete operating current.

Therefore during the brush current pickup due to the large losses in

the contact of UM they did not have advantages in comparison with the

appropriate commutator machines, and attempts at the use UG to the

voltages/stresses 200-500 V were not justified. With the low voltages

of UM with massive armature(w,-1)and brush current pickup they can

possess some advantages over commutator machines. However, with the

high currents, characteristic of the UM, a number of brushes in the

slide contact it is great, and it is difficult to ensure uniform

current distribution between them due to the special

features/peculiarities of the conductivity of sliding contact. This

fact leads to the overloading of separate brushes and their output

from the system; therefore the reliability of the operation of the

large groups of brushes is low. For an improvement in the work of

_ brush apparatus the blowout and water cooling [9, 57, 91] are

% 41 applied, but these measures do not give the radical resolution of the

problem of brush current pickup.

-..
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forth 2 ui b)°

Fig. 5-1. Explanation of the process of commutation into the UM. a)

for the disk (1) and cylindrical (2) of machines with the brush

current pickup; b) for machines with the circular liquid-metal

current pickup; 3 - real picture; 4 - conditional.
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Different brands of brushes for the electrical machines

allow/assume the relative speed in slide contact v.-10--45 m/s and

current density .-(6-20)10' A/m2 (on special TU for the brushes

Mrc-7 ux=55 m/s and ite=27.104 A/m') on the collector/receptacle. On

the slip rings it is possible to allow a somewhat larger value . At

the increased speeds the stability of the work of contact due to the

vibrations is broken and sharply grow losses to friction, especially

with the high currents and in the considerable surface areas of

friction, caused by low value &.

With the contact of the metal electrodes of contact the

so-called contact resistance is formed. It is caused by the cover

! 66
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"films of fogging" (or by admixed films), that consist of oxides,

sulfides of metal, water compounds, adsorbed gases, etc. These films

appear with surface contact of electrode with the surrounding

atmosphere. By their physical nature they are dielectrics or

semiconductors and cause a voltage drop, as a rule, which exceeds in

the value a voltage drop on entire electrode. Furthermore, the

surfaces of solid electrodes even during the careful

working/treatment are not ideally flat, on them there are flanges,

protuberances/prominences of roughness. Because. of this the contact

of two solid electrodes it occurs not by the entire apparent

geometric surface area, but only in the series/row of isolated

points, on which is passed the electric current through the contact.

The value of contact resistance depends on specific pressure on

the electrodes, since with an increase in the pressure the cover

films are destroyed in the separate places, a quantity of points of

contact of electrodes grows. The decomposition of films leads to the

appearance of a local metallic contact between the electrodes. But

even in the absence of this contact of film they allow/assume the

passage of electric current due to the intrinsic conduction, which

depends on physical nature of films.

Contemporary theory [92, 93] gives qualitative and partially

4! /. ~ quantitative prerequisites/premises for determining the contact

4F Ir
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resistance in essence. experimental data play sizable role in this

question. This is explained by the complexity of physical processes

in the electrical contact and by their dependence on a large number

of environmental factors.

The basic condition/positions of the theory of motionless

electrical contact can be spread to the case of relative electrode

travel.

Thus, the contact of solid electrodes occurs not over the entire

apparent contact surface, but on the small regions, called a-spots,

where the material of electrodes at the contact pressure reaches then

boundary of yield.

Page 108.

With the connection to the electrodes of voltage/stress the effect of

the contraction of current to a-spots [921 is created, and current is

distributed unevenly in the plane of contact transition/junction. In

the absence of metallic contact in the fields of contraction the

conductivity is created by contact effects. They distinguish the

following thrie effects.

Tunnel effect, or the passage of microparticle (electron)
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through the potential threshold, i.e., through the region of space on

the boundary of electrodes, in which potential energy of the particle

of more than its total energy. Tunnel effect appears at the contact

pressure, sufficient for decreasing the thickness of cover films to

the monomolecular. The conductivity of contact transition/junction

has electronic character. The voltage/stress applied to the

electrodes creates the electric field, which reduces the potential

* threshold for. the electrons on the surface of metal, ensuring the

conductivity of contact.

The effect of warping (quetsch-effect), i.e.,

formation/education at the relatively larger contact pressures of

cracks and slots in the films, when between the electrodes metallic

bridges appear.

The fritting-effect, i.e., the formation/education of metallic

bridges under the action of high electric intensities in the films

(on the order of 101 V/m), which cause the electrical breakdown of

films, then by thermal test/sample and the fusing of electrodes in

the contact regions of contraction.

The electrodes of brush contact are covered relative to with

thick film, and conductivity is determined by the fritting-effect.

for achievement of breakdown electric intensity they are necessary
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depending on the material of electrodes contact voltages/stresses

AU.O,0.3-'-07 V . This causes considerable electrical losses. For

example, with current 4-IO' a and O=N60 m/s total (mechanical and

. electrical) losses in the brush current pickup can reach 70 kW, that

8: the UM decreases efficiency and it complicates the

construction/design of catalytic gas recombiner (Fig. 1-2).

Overcoming deficiencies/lacks in the brush contact is possible

with the help of the current pickup on the base of liquid metal. In

the bipolar machines of direct current its use/application in

principle is excluded, since liquid metal would close shortly the

plates of collector/receptacle. In acyclic machine the contact

surface of armature is equipotential.

During the liquid current pickup the space between the solid

electrodes is filled with molten metal, which covers entire apparent

contact surface. Because of a good wetting metallic or quasi-metallic

contact is created over the entire surface.

Page 109.

Considerable current is passed already with small contact

voltages/stresses due to the large area and the small thickness of

cover film, in spite of its high ,specific resistor/resistance. .

at.,
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Fritting effect (and partially tunnel effect in the liquid-metal

contact occurs more intensely than in the brush; even at a small

hydrostatic pressure in this case is formed more than the a-spots.

. 3or the onset of fritting-effect and reaching/achievement of the

%'a'. intensities/strength of field -10' V/m the voltage/stress in the

contact only of order 0.01 V is required. A good thermal conductivity
of contact liquid contributes to the best cooling of current pickup,

which makes it possible to allow current densities in contact on the

order of 10' A/m2 (highest ji they are attained in the contacts with

-. the circulation of the liquid metal, cooled in the special

. devices/equipment).

In this case the necessary surfa.ce area of current pickup will

be small, which makes it possible to allow speeds Vt-100 m/s and it

is above. Both electrical and mechanical losses in the liquid contact

it is less than in the brush.

The liquid metal (mercury) they began to apply for the

electrical contact (disruptive and sliding) already long ago: M,

Faraday in 1822, P. Barlow in 1824, U. Ampere in 1828-1833 and so

forth (1-3]. N. Tesla later proposed several slide contacts, in which

mercury was placed in the revolving jacket/case/housing, and disk was

stationary electrode. However, these contacts were unsuitable for the

." high currents and the speeds. The knife zonal contact worked out by

Wt
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B. I. Ugrimov (6] was the first attempt at the use/application of a

liquid-metal contact in large/coarse UG. It made it possible to

remove/take current to 400 & at the relative speed of mercury in

the revolving rim of disc armature UG v.-300 m/s (Fig. 5-3). For the

cooling from above mercury the water filled. During the calculation

of the depth of the furrow of rim and insertion/immersion of knife

into the liquid its motion was considered as the motion of vessel in

the channel of insignificant depth. Problem was solved on the basis

of the corresponding equation of M. Ye. Zhukovskiy, the action of

gravitational force on the liquid was substituted by the action of

centrifugal force, the curvature of channel was not considered.

Experiments came to light/detected/exposed the greater consumption o1W'

mercury as a result of the evaporation on the knife and to a lesser

degree due to the sputtering (about 14 g/h), which made a contact

virtually unsuitable. Subsequently it was substituted brush. Let us

A note that such high speeds (vs)in the liquid-metal contact are not

achieved/reached, until now. In the contemporary stage use as the

working fluids of contacts mercury, its alloys, and also light alkali

-. metals. The alloy of sodium and potassium with eutectic composition

of 22* Na, 78* K has a melting point t= --11C, thanks to which it

are conveniently used in the current-tap apparatus.

Page 110.
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In recent years for the electrical machines gas contact [94] is

proposed also. Contact can be unguided or can have control electrode,

similar to the grid of tube. Is of interest research of the

possibilities of applying such contacts in the current pickup of the

! UM.

*The exemplary/approximate classification of movable electrical

contacts of UM is represented in Fig. 5-2. Liquid-metal current

pickup is feasible two forms: continuous circular and zonal -

jet-edge or knife. On the technological reasons (thermal expansion,

bearing clearances, decomposition from the cbrrosion) the submersion

depth of electrode into the metal and its width must be not less than

0.5-0.8 mm. With the large diameters of rotors this gives the

considerable area of the moistened surface in the slit ring terminal.

Therefore at speeds uw-120 m/s mercury current pickup (to avoid

excessive losses to friction due to the large specific specific

gravity/weight of mercury) is made only by the jet-edge [95, 96].

Some types of liquid contacts are shown in Fig. 5-3. The complete

insertion/immersion of rotor of UM into liquid metal [46] is the

limiting case of continuous circular current pickup. By the example

to constructions/designs of UM, by the differing hermetic

sealing/pressurization of liquid-metal contact and as its automatic

filling under the action of the helical spindles, serves the proposed

* in the MAI converter of an alternate-constant current with disk of UG

and shielded induction motor (Fig. 5-4).

** ** -" . ,"'. ' ' " , . . ' v < < " ' : '-""ii"-' -.-
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Fig. 5.2. Diagram of the classification of slide contacts for the

unipolar electrical machines.

Key: (1). Electrical movable contact. (2). Solid brushes (zonal

current pickup). (3). Liquid-metal current pickup. (4). Gas contact.

(5). Radial surface mounting of rotor. (6). Radial installation

during the rotor contraction. (7). End-type arrangement of brushes.

(8). Zonal. (9). Continuous. (10). Uncontrollable. (11). Controlled.

(12). Knife. (13). Jet-edge. (14). Concentrated ring. (15). Complete

insertion/immersion of rotor.
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Contact with the automatic filling with liquid metal, but based on

other principle (pumping action of the eccentrically arranged/located

electrodes), is described in [97].

47
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In works [14, 47, 48, 871 slow ( v. <20 m/s) slit ring terminals

UG with the hollow rotor are investigated. It is indicated that for

the more stable work of contact the rotating electrode (Fig. 5-3b)

must be external with respect to the motionless. In the stable

position of the liquid meta'l, which has in similar contacts the form

of gently one-and-a-half, is necessary the equilibrium of four

forces, which function on the metal: gravitational, centrifugal,

electromagnetic (caused by interaction of electric current in the

contact with the stray field of UG and by proper field of current)

and frictional force.

-.

.p. -"
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Fig. 5-3. Varieties of liquid-metal contacts 
a) B. I. Ugrimov's

- contacts -initial circular () and knife zonal (2); b) the slit ring

4. %

terminals of the semitoroidal type of D. A. Watt; c) the jet-edge

. shaped contact of P. Klaudi with the channels for the collection of

mercury; d) the circular "floating" contact of Yu. Yu. Kaunas

.(development of the initial ideas of B. I. Ugrimov); e) the complete

] insertion/immersion of rotor into the liquid metal; 1 - rotating

electrode; 2 - stationary electrode; 3 - liquid metal.

~Page 112.

" Mercury contacts of such type are more stable with the current

[ overloadings, than contacts on the base of light metals, since the

latter the action of electromagnetic forces relatively more strongly

affects. In the high-speed slit ring terminals the effect of

centrifugal force prevails and they are more stable.

'4.
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The development of different liquid contact systems made it

possible in essence to solve the problem of current pickup for UG

over a wide range of power. In contemporary UG of large power is

applied the sodium-potassium contact both jet-edge with u,-165 m/s

[20] and circular with v.-150 m/s [13, 16-18].

In the machines of a small and average/mean power they are used

both mercury (or mercury-indium) and sodium-potassium current pickups

of both forms [12, 15, 46, 48, 96]. Further progress is feasible

during the improvement of protective coatings for guaranteeing the

prolonged service life of electrodes during the flow of liquid metal

and the creation of the reliably hermetically sealed

constructions/designs of UM, not allowing/assuming the leak/leakage

of inert gas and vapors of metal.

Circular current pickup on the base of light metals is most

promising, since the UM does not require special circulation loops

with the auxiliary liquid-metal pumps and does not break

electromagnetic symmetry. During the correct design in it it is

possible to ensure low losses to friction at the high linear

velocities.
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Let us note that in the unipolar electric motors (UD) in

contrast to UG the use/application of those systems of the

liquid-metal contacts, which allow/assume the supply of metal into

the current pickup only during the rotation of rotor, is undesirable.

The use/application of such contacts would complicate

launching/starting engine due to a break in the circuit of armature.

Liquid-metal contacts of UD are examined in ehapter 8.

°.
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Fig. 5-4. Construction/design of the converter of an

alternate-constant current with the shielded engine and non-polar

dynamo, which has the airtight liquid-metal contact (MAI). 1 - rotor

UG; 2 - peripheral contact; 3 - axial liquid-metal contact and

journal bearing; 4 - electrical insulation; 5 - excitation winding; 6

- magnetic circuit of stator of UG; 7 - metal shield; 8 - rotor of

induction motor; 9 - stator of engine with the three-phase winding;

10 - insulating plug; 11 - screw thread.

Page 113.

5.2. Hydrodynamic, magnetohydrodynamic, electromagnetic and surface

phenomena in the contact.

The simplest model of slide contact of UG is schematically shown

in Fig. 5.5a. During the analysis of hydrodynamic processes I with

the help of the boundary-layer theory [98] they usually disregard the

.4
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axial displacements of liquid in the end-type gap s between the

jacket/case/housing and the disk, and phenomena in the radial

clearance lead to the same in the end-type gap by the corresponding

increase of the diameters of jacket/case/housingDxand disk DR.

FOOTNOTE '. In more detail questions of hydrodynamics of contact are

examined in ehapter 8 in connection with work of UD. ENDFOOTNOTE.

The design of collector shoe gear is produced, on the basis of

the conditions:

a) the normal position of liquid-metal layer in the circular

device/equipment;

b) the minimum losses of friction, which is determined by the

layout of electrodes and by air-gap clearance;

c) minimum electrical losses in the zone of current pickup.

The solution of the first two problems is most complicated.

In the correctly planned liquid-metal collector shoe gear liquid

layer must occupy normal position of equilibrium in the annular

channel, without escape/ensuing from it during all possible operatinc.r

Le "-*'
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modes of the UM.

In the general case to the liquid layer in the annular channel

there acts the forces: centrifugal, appearing as a result of rotating

the rotor, electromagnetic, being corollary interactions of the

current of load, passing through the contact liquid, and magnetic

field in the contact zone, gravitational and frictional force.

Page 114.

The complexity of problem is determined by the fact that the

value and the direction of these forces complicatedly and differently

depend on the physical properties of liquid and magnetic intensity in

the zone of contact, geometry and quality of working/treatment of

channel, strength of current of load and speed of rotation of rotor.

The problem of calculating the contact consists in during all

operating modes cumulative effect of all forces in the contact liquid

not breaking its position of equilibrium and, therefore, would be

ensured reliable efficiency of UM.

With the work of UM the position of liquid in the annular

channel is determined by interaction of centrifugal and

" .Y electromagnetic forces, gravitational forces are usually small and
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have a value only at small linear velocities in the contact, when

centrifugal forces are insignificant.

The frictional forces, directed tangentially, on the position of

contact liquid in the cross section of circular'current pickup

virtually an effect do not have.

The calculation of the position of liquid metal in the slit ring

terminal of UG with the horizontal rotational axis upon consideration

of electromagnetic forces is carried out in work [1281. Contact with

the rounded electrodes [128, Fig. 662 is analyzed by the authors, in

which liquid metal has a form of gently one-and-a-half. Internal W

electrode is revolving.

,.%
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Fi. 5.5. Liquid-metal contact devices, a) the designation of the

* sizes/dimensions of the simplest model of slit ring terminal; b) to

the calculation of the longitudinal (tangential) electromagnetic

force, which functions on the liquid metal of contact; c) the

designation of the calculated sizes/dimensions of slit ring terminal.

Calculations showed that the determining influence on the position of

liquid metal exert the centrifugal forces. One should, however, note

tha. che experimental functional check of the in question in (128)

type of slit ring terminal is necessary.

Mechanical losses in contact P.? are proportional to the product

of the angular velocity w to the moment of friction M, i.e. P..)M 1 .

For determining the moment of friction of the moistened surface

of rotary disk it is necessary to find specific tangential frictional

force ,,. shearing stresses of frictional forces.

"* "*. ".,..*.\ * ",V % ' - , V % V". ' ' ' '. -.. '" " .". ."- -" - - -. -" --.- -. * '."-
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In accordance with Fig. 5.5a it is possible to examine shearing

stresses and friction moment in two zones of friction:

a) faces of two sides of disk (M');
N:

b) the surface between two concentric cylinders in the radial

clearance (M").

Each force component of friction forms the appropriate friction

46 moment.
'S

The friction moment, which is determining mechanical losses in

.4 the contact, is equal to the sum of the friction moments, which

function in the contact, i.e., M M'+M".

The physical picture of the processes, which occur in the gap

between the rotary disk, submerged in the liquid, and the motionless

jacket/case/housing, they depend on a number of Reynolds Re,

sizes/dimensions of the end-type gap s and the properties of liquid.

Are distinguished two fundamental types of the motion of the

liquid: viscous motion and turbulent. In the first case the layers of

liquid are moved relative to each other, without being agitated, the

- secondly - the particle of liquid they move disorderly, in the fluid 7.
9.- **'-

ii. \ . . ... .. . . . ... .' .'....k L4
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flow they appear turbulence. As the criterion, by which they judge

'- .~ the character of the motion of liquid, serves the Reynolds number,

*directly proportional to the linear velocity of the particle motion

of the liquid and the characteristic geometric dimension of hydraulic

channel and the inversely proportional to the kinematic viscosity of

liquid. The critical Reynold2 numbers Re.. which are determining the

boundary of the transition/junction of laminar flow into the

turbulent, depend on the form of hydraulic channel and' properties of

liquid. In the general case during the motion of liquid it is

possible to conditionally isolate two regions: the thin layer of
=..*' liquid near the boundaries of the channels, where occu'rs a

fundamental change in the particle speed of the liquid, called

boundary layer, and the remaining mass of liquid, called flow core or

external flow. For the proximate analysis of processes in the slit

ring terminal it is possible to use basic condition/positions of

boundary-layer theory.

Let us enumerate some cases of the work of the model of contact.

Page 116.

1. When s<, when the end-type gap s is less than the boundary

layer thickness 6., separate boundary layers about faces of disk and

• • ""jacket/case/housing vanish, in the gap has the place the so-called

0 -. . *.** ** vw
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"flow of Couette" (98, 99].

With laminar flow Reynolds number

R e 0- . - = - I 0

where

"",=--D.n and -2rn;

boundary layer thickness 5u<IO(v/I) °.5 and does not depend on a radius.

During the turbulent flow of the liquid metal, when Re>3-10',

boundary layer thickness 6l<I0r.,(v/w)u depends on a radius. In both

cases & - the kinematic viscosity of liquid.

2. When s>26, about the surfaces of disk and jacket/case/housing

appear the separate boundary layers, between which revolves the "flow

core" of liquid with an angular velocity of A-0.5w. Each of the

boundary layers has a distribution of velocities, characteristic for

flow of Couette. In the latter case the friction moment is reduced

approximately/exemplarily doubly in comparison with case s<6..

Moment/torque Mdoes not depend on air-gap clearance s between

the jacket/case/housing and the disk. However, with the ample

clearances the component of the velocity gradient in axial direction._,

%44
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S--aincreases and increases braking effect of the lateral surface of

Oz

jacket/case/housing; therefore to provide for wide gaps is

undesirable.

3. The smallest losses to friction in the contact are obtained

when .s26., since in this case the velocity gradient in the axial

direction is smallest. This case is investigated [1001 taking into

account the effect of radial clearance between the electrodes in the

current pickup.

co0 Page 117.

Total moment of friction

I , = 2 , , (5-1)

where pt- density of liquid;

c=Re ..I. (D. - D1, +0,8 )(5-2)
moment coefficient of resistor/resistance (coefficient of

friction);

_,80 - 0. 4L -O.4 I

D. -D ,, + .84L. (5-3)

- coefficient of hydrodynamic drag;

"-7%

- -.-
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S-width of jacket/case/housing.

In expression (5-2) Reynolds number

Re= -4 Re.

On the basis of experimental research Yu. Yu. Kaunas established

that a change in the velocity in the boundary layer of liquid occurs

according to the law

VV r (5-4)

which better will be coordinated with experiment than with the

exponent of ratio (z/6), T. Karman (99] equal to 1/7 in a similar to

expression (5-4) formula. Expressions (5-1)-( 5-4) are valid for the

turbulent flows with RelfO', which usually occurs in the contacts ofM

UG of this type.

4. Let us consider the effect of the roughness of the surface of

electrodes. At the height/altitude of the protuberances/prominences

of roughnessh.. considerably less than the thickness of laminar

sublayer 6m, of the turbulent flow, they do not affect the hydraulic

resistor/resistance and losses in the contact. In the first

approximation, not to consider roughness is possible when hm6 .,. In

the mode/conditions of "developed roughness" h.>'6= occurs detached

flow of protuberances/prominences. Flow pattern in this case becomes

the independent variable from the Reynolds number and hydraulic

resistor/resistance can substantially increase. The approximate
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estimate of the magnitude 6.. conducted showed that for the contacts

of UM to avoid flows with the developed roughness must occur

inequality h,.c, 0.01 mm. The class of the cleanliness of

working/treatment V6 according to GOST 2789-51 corresponds to this.

Magnetohydrodynamic phenomena in the slit ring terminal are

caused by the presence of the transverse to the direction motion of

the liquid metal of the magnetic field of scattering and longitudinal

(tangential) field from the current, which passes in the contact.

Page 118.C.C,

1. According to the representations of applied

magnetohydrodynamics under the action of transverse velocity

distribution pattern of liquid during the laminar flow is equalized,

and the velocity gradient about the wall increases and, therefore,

increase losses to friction. For the exemplary/approximate

evaluation/estimate of the increase of hydraulic resistor/resistance

it is possible to use an expression of efficient viscosity [101] of

fluid flow in the rectilinear channel, disregarding in the first

.rZ" approximation, the curvature of slit ring terminal.

During the evaluation/estimate should be accepted the series/row

. of the different values of the ratio of Reynolds number Re to a

" . ...- **'q ~** .~

* '. .
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number of Hartman

where of.7 - the width of channel, the induction of stray field and

electrical conductivity of liquid metal.

Longitudinal magnetic field, evidently, does not have an effect

on laminar flow of liquid. Thus, magnetohydrodynamic effect widens
the regions of laminar flow in the direction of greater velocities

than in the absence of cross field.

2. In the turbulent flow the stray field will lead to the

equalization of the velocities in the middle part of the flow and

damping of the turbulent pulsations of velocity. The velocity

gradient in the middle part of the flow decreases, and in walls it

will increase. As experimental research [102] showed, the hydraulic

resistor/resistance of annular channel over a wide range of variation

Mivaries insignificantly. The coefficient of hydrodynamic drag to
e

flow of different bodies in this channel can increase several times

with an increase in ratio MRe[121].

Longitudinal field damps turbulent pulsations and somewhat

decreases resistor/resistance.

Since for the contacts of UG the turbulent flows with the large,.

"4 4 . • - . . " ' "Q ' " "" 
"

" " " ' " " " " " ' " " ' " " " "" " " " " "' " " "" " ' ' " "
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Re numbers are characteristic, and the induction of stray field and

numberA1,are small, in the first approximation, these

magnetohydrodynamic phenomena can be not considered.

Interaction of current in the contact with the proper magnetic

field causes the electromagnetic forces, directed inside the space of

liquid metal. They attempt to press metal, to decrease the area of

the section (pinch effect) pierced by current. Under the effect of

these forces a change in the form of the floating surface of metal

and its expulsion from the slow contacts of some

constructions/designs with the current overloadings is possible. In

the high-speed/high-velocity contacts pinch effect it is possible not

to consider.

Page 119.

The electromagnetic force, caused by interaction of current with

the stray field, in accordance with the designations Fig. 5-5b will

comprise in the first approximation,

TO (' lP dr df df 'INFU D - D.
D~~ 1 3W (i 3 (I+L) 6b

In the homopolar dynamo force T attempts to move liquid metal

against the direction of rotation of rotor, producing certain

.4'. increase of losses to friction in the current pickup.
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During the design of slit ring terminals it is necessary to

consider electromagnetic force T', transverse to the direction of the

flow of liquid metal caused by interaction of current in the contact

with the magnetic field of armature. This force (in contrast to

longitudinal, force of periphery T,)has an effect on the position of

liquid metal relative to rotating electrode in the cross section of

channel (Fig. 5-5). Let us consider the equilibrium (symmetrical)

position of liquid in the transverse direction under the action of

the force of gravity (gravitational), centrifugal force and

*. electromagnetic, that fall per unit volume of liquid metal. We will

assume that the rotational axis of contact is horizontal; centrifugal

force is directed radially from the rotational axis; in the upper
t.%

position of the particle of liquid metal gravitational force is

directed radially toward the rotational axis; we also consider

electromagnetic force in the worst case directed radially toward the

rotational axis. In this case the equation of equilibrium takes the

form:
"'" rp, - gp, .* jB sin =,

where p-0.5w - angular velocity of liquid metal in the "kernel" of

flow;

r - distance from the rotational axis to the liquid metal;

S.M
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g=9.81 m/s2 - free-fall acceleration;

pt-- density of liquid metal;

%*'%

j - current density in the liquid metal of contact;

4

B - the densi.ty of field of armature;

a - angle between directions 8. and j.

Let us take for upper limit: current density in the contact to

equal maximum value j.], current density on the surface of internal

(revolving) electrode; magnetic induction- equal to

in this case r-OSD,,.

C' Page 120.

The crossed electrical and magnetic fields we consider

perpendicular to each other, i.e., sin a=l.

In view of the relative smallness of value gpi in comparison with

N-r
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others components/terms/addends it is disregarded by the effect of

the force of gravitation. In this case for the normal equilibrium

operation of contact it is necessary to have:

2

or

I.it ~ =Iip 1 , 2t8

where v,=0,5wD,. If j., I, will achieve such value, that this inequality

will be broken, will be begun, the displacement of liquid in the

transverse direction.

\ I..

Surface tension and wettability, and also density and kinematic

viscosity of liquid sodium and alloy NaK is very close to the

corresponding parameters of water. This makes it possible to simulate

hydrodynamic processes in the contacts on base of Na, NaK with the

help of the water. A similar reception/procedure is used by the

authors with the experimental investigation of the model of slit ring

terminal. In the slide contacts with relatively greater v, of the

force of surface tension it is possible not to consider.

With the wetting with the liquid metal of the cleaned surfaces

of electrodes the contact resistance virtually is absent [103]. The

resistor/resistance of the layer of liquid metal in the

interelectrode space is very small. According to data of the

measurements of different authors (for example, [46], etc.), the

'I.

• •' . . . i - . .. . . .
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transient contact voltage drop, caused by the presence of surface

film on the electrodes, for different pairs of solid and liquid

metals comprises

AU3 0,01 V.

Wettability increases with an increase in the temperature, which

is explained by the dissolution of the pollution/contamination of

electrodes in the liquid metal. For guaranteeing the wetting the

washing of contact surfaces with special compositions [15] is

C recommended.

The protective coatings of electrodes and the atmosphere of

inert gas prevent increase in the film of oxides and

admixtures/impurities, pollution/contamination of liquid metal. The

static and dynamic corrosive effect of different liquid metals on the

solid ones and the solubility of the latter they are characterized in

*' [104]. The given in this work recommendations must be considered

during the design of coatings of contact surfaces.

Page 121.
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Calculation of Liquid-metal Contact.

The common procedure of calculation of different contacts there

does not exist. Some authors use empirical formulas.

In the work of P. Klaudi [96] for calculating the losses to

friction in the contact, depicted in Fig. 5.5a, the dependence

is experimentally obtained where x - coefficient, proportional to the

ratio of the viscosity of liquid to the value of radial clearance

between the electrodes, s, - area of the moistened surface. In work

(47] D. Vatt determines experimentally the sizes/dimensions of

contact (Fig. 5-3b), which correspond to the smallest losses to

friction for various forms of electrodes. Friction moment in the

contacts in this case is expressed by the empirical dependence.

where DK, D. - diameters of the projected/designed and standard

contact;

x, y - experimental values for the assigned form of standard

contact.

Separate theoretical dependences for calculating the losses to

7 - friction give considerable divergence from the experimental indices.-.I"I

s*il*~ *.~.**-
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Hydrodynamic processes are determining with the work of

high-speed/high-velocity liquid-metal contact. Most important

problems of calculating the contact - determination of the optimum

geometric dimensions, which cause the smallest losses to friction,

and the determination of magnitude of losses. In connection with slit

ring terminal good agreement of designing-theoretical and

. experimental data gives research [100]. In work [22) Yu. Kaunasom is

* proposed the floating contact, which is the development of the

initial ideas B. I. Ugrimov (Fig. 5-3d).

Below is stated the worked out on the basis [22, 100] procedure

for of calculation of the slit ring terminal, the designation of

sizes/dimensions of which is given in Fig. 5-5c.
,.,

Page 122.

1. Velocity of the surface of the armature

.,

v-.Dn, m/s,

where n, r/s, and D, m - rotational speed and the active diameter of

rotor.

.%.7
4%'.

",%4 22€. ,/ ,¢,<€% ;'% ; ;>-....:,<-:., --. '-.-<'..-.'.'.-.'.-% .;. .".'":.2.-'''-"".-'-'
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2. The outside diameter of the flange of the rotating electrode
Dx -- - -, ,

n

where v.-Dc, - linear relative velocity in contact, m/s;

-D. 

>

3. The width of rotating electrode on the surface of the rotor

1I
b-,= x

where D=.D-.,D - diameter of rotor in the zone of the pressing of

electrode;

Dp.,.

During the use for the electrical contact with the rotor of face

of electrode D,,;-tkv.xD, moreover

where j'_.-jVI -(50-100)104 - current density in make-before-break

contact between the rotor and rotating electrode, A/m2 .

In this case b,- structural/design size/dimension.

-4. 4. Width of the sharpening of rotating electrode.

If it is accepted that S,,-D,/, composes one third of surface of

rotating electrode moistened by liquid metal, then

1. 

o

3vOt. , i"
• ,..

i.4 , 
I

" i . I I / I { " I i I i I i I I " I I . I i i i - l , . l . . • ! I I i . ,• 1 I I 
I

. .
I

i
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where j.- current density in the liquid contact on the end-type and

lateral surfaces of flange; it is assumed that the current density is

distributed evenly. For the construction-engineering reasons 1,->0.001

5. Diameter of the insertion/immersion of the contact
" Dx-D-2. COS am, x

• Page 123.

.6 %

.. According to the constructilon-engineering reasons, the angle of

throat of contact am-35* (COS ax-0.819), therefore,
D =D.- 1,641.; 81 - 1,64

4Du

095 (D.-DI.) -4, cos al, 0,819 1,..
6. optimum sizes/dimensions (lengths and diameter) of ahe

turning of stationary electrode, which correspond to the minimum of

losses to friction [100 ,

Lit - 4, + 0,3D,, Re-4,18;the gap

s-0,5(L.-I.) -0,15D Re-4,1

and

DL-,D(I +0,32 Re-'12), x

'eth gapa S.0-,,-H)mO1D .O, 8

and .

. ,5 € € i. . . ,',. .',,' '. '..'.. ," '.,'. '" " " " "" " " " "" " " ' ' " " ,
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is- - -2 6 WA 4

1 8a

%' ii 40 $ S"I f - , - -

. 44 3681, - -

%"X

Fig. 5-6. On the calculation of slit ring terminal, a) dependence

Re"'1 2=f (Re); b) dependence o.-,,i.

Page 124.

Optimum thickness of the layer of the contact liquid
sm-0,5(D..-.) -0,16D, Re- 0 -"I,

where
Re= 2D- 4Re;

Yg

vt, m2 /s - kinematic viscosity of liquid metal at expected operating

temperature of contact.

Values Re*'1 2 =-f(Re) are represented in Fig. 5-6a.

7. Losses of friction in the contact.
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Hydraulic losses taking into account (5-1) comprise:

, &p 1 ,D,,o3, W, (5-5)

where p, - density of liquid metal at a temperature t*C (or with

respect to 0K), kg/m3.

The coefficient of friction, using (5-2), let us register in the

form

-= D, - Din + 0,81.
In Res'

The values of function %, (W) for

=- D,-D,, + 0,84L.
D. -D, +,8. <6

are given in the form of curve in Fig. 5-6b.

8. Electrical losses in the contact

P.. = RAU. + I; R,, w, (5-6)

where AU,- voltage drop in contact resistance of contact.

Approximate value of the electrical resistance of the layer of

the liquid metal of the slit ring terminal

fDtft
3wy 3. (Le +In) i-n

" '%q ' ... ' - '. .-- " . . ". . . -. * ' ;' .. . - % .- ' - ~ a_ ,,
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where Tt- the specific conductivity of metal at operating temperature

of contact, 1/0-m.

Page 125.

For the removal/outlet of losses in contact P,,+p, gas, liquid

or evaporative cooling can be used. The cooling agent - the

heat-transfer agent, which takes place along the special channels

(Fig. 5-5c), is isolated/insulated from the internal cavity of slit

ring terminal.

As the heat-transfer agent they can be used: water, combustible

(kerosene), oil, organic liquids and liquid metal. The necessary

coolant flow rate is approximately determined by the expression

P X.",+ P H' m 3/ s ,Q tP..(T.- '

where p3,x03/; C., J/kg.0 K - density and the specific heat of

heat-transfer agent at a temperature of contact;

T, *K - permissible temperature of heat-transfer

agent and the temperature of contact;

N- v

4 '5 i'•' 
'"'''£ •.. , .. .: ,, '' '-,' ,.-.'° , . . -'' . .- :
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T,-T, OK - temperature excess of heat-transfer agent.

The sectional area of the window of the channel

S. = bh ., VMS

where v.- average/mean rate of flow of the cooling fluid in channel,

m/s.

Experimental research of slit ring terminal is stated in Ehapter

10.

In conclusion let us present some recommendations by choice of

the type of liquid for the current pickup of the UM.

The liquid, used for the current pickup, must satisfy the

following requirements:

a) to be found in the liquid state at operating temperature of

contact, i.e., the melting point of this liquid must be below, and

boiling point - is higher than operating temperature of contact;

II. *

;-.3
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b) to produce smallest possible losses to friction, i.e., to

possess by low ones specific density and viscosity, and it is good to

wet contact surface;

c) to cause smallest possible electrical losses, i.e., to

possess high specific conductivity and low contact resistance between

the contact liquid and the surface of electrodes;

d) to provide a good cooling of contact, i.e., to possess high

thermal conductivity and specific heat;

e) to satisfy the requirements safety engineering with respect W

to the toxicity of vapors of liquid and their nonflammability at

operating temperatures in the conditions of the ambient contact

medium;

f) to have stable physicochemical properties for guaranteeing

the operational stability of contact.

Page 127.

Table 5-1 gives the properties of low-melting metal ( t., <200*C)

and their alloys, some of them can be considered as possible contact

liquids.

0~V.
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A selection of the type of contact liquid depends on operating

,: temperature of contact, relative velocity of the movable electrode of

::: contact and construction/design of UJM.

9i

%'.9,
E*Sw'

9.%

.-5 .

'--'V

.9*.9J"s
* -'ii.

d> .
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Table 5-1. Parameters of some low-melting metal and alloys (T, 0K=t,

,C+273.15°).

M XUq u qec w iS-(6 -|) , X"O~O OTb . , n~mmeqaoe
BAR. cia. o6O- - e 0.60, f* ThJeKU Iz o f~e
CUS 3h".,x .7eus Has 3t, 

I ec" dM'. t.npH t.'C t°

PrYTb Hg -39 357 13.6 200 0,958 200 11,4 200 flapw TOK-
cHqmfl

,3H L Aeui Cs 28,5 705 1,8 1000 0,37 300 47,0 1000 Ca.oo:--
n.ameHff- 3)

eTc% Ha 803-

'")ra.xin a 30 1983 6,0 500 0,29 500 32.0 500 -

" Py(6') Rb 39 688 1,44 100' 0.245 100' 48,0 100' Camooc-
n.nxts.

eTC9i Ha 803-

( Kaau K 63,7 760 0,82 1000 0.,155 10*' 56,0 1000 -
HaTpuR Na 97,8 883 0.93 100' 0,97 100' 77,0 1000 -
HifAN In 159 2087 7,0 200* 0,31 200' - - -

AIITAid Li 179 1317 0,51 2000 0,45 2000 111,0 2000 -
Cnaae 50,/, Hg - - 9,5 200 .- - - - Mao tic-
C 50, in cAeo. H-
Cna8 220/6 Na -11 784 0,85 100' 0.42 100' 60,0 1000 3BTeKTHKa

Sn.as Bi, Pb, 47 - 10 50' - - - - Cxr"s 1s-
In, Sn, "eKTqec HA

Oa B1., 8. 6 - 10 50' 0,52 00 - C..ia Ba

.M39 4.% Pb 125 1670 10,5 200 0 1.13 20(r 24,3 2000 -155~. B-I

Key: (1). Metal or alloy. (2). Chemical designation. (3). Point. (4).

melting. (5). boiling. (6). Density 10', kg/m', with. (7).

Resistivity, gil.m, at. (8). Kinematic viscosity v-10", m2/s, with.

(9). Note. (10). Mercury. (11). Pairs are toxic. (12). Cesium. (13).

It self-ignites in air. (14). Gallium. (15). Rubidium. (16).

Potassium. (17). Sodium. (18). Indium. (19). Lithium. (20). Alloy.

(21). Little it is investigated. (22).' Eutectic. (23), Composition is

eutectic. (24). Wood's alloy.

iJ

o',.,-
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Operating temperature of contact - the temperature of contact

liquid in the general case can be changed over wide limits; at low

temperatures to 200 0C, average/mean to 500 0 C and it is high more than

500 0C.

The linear velocity on the periphery of the movable electrode of

liquid-metal contact in the general case also can be changed over

wide limits: at the low speeds to 50, average/mean - to 150 and high

- it is more than 150 m/s. Current density in the contact can reach

value from 400 to 4000-6000 A/cm2 .

For the contacts of average/mean and high velocities the

relative value of the losses of friction of which is great, should be
chosen contact liquids with the low values of the density of mass

(sodium, potassium, lithium, sodium-potassium alloy).

For the slow contacts, which undergo large current overloadings,

to it is more preferable choose mercury and its alloys: possessing

the increased specific gravity/weight, these liquids they contribute

to the operational stability of contact with the overloadings of UM.

T j
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The greatest practical use/application obtained: mercury (for v,

<50 m/s and tK<2000C), alloy NaK of the eutectic or close to eutectic

composition (for up <200 m/s and t<5000 C).

Is of interest the leading work on the study of the

possibilities of use/application in the contact of UM of gallium,

alloys indium - gallium, mercury - indium £130].

From the point of view of electrical losses in the contact

important value has value Gf. t=-of the specific skin drag of
ix A

transition layer solid electrode - liquid metal. Parameter a,, is of

C. the order 10-' 0-m2 for the steel electrodes and the liquid metals

Hg, NaK and order 10-' n.m2 for the copper electrodes and the same

liquids [46]. However, the values a. indicated are approximate.

Precise values of parameter a. taking into account a number of factors

-(value of current density in the contact, the cleanliness of contact

pairs, temperature, etc.) at present are absent.

The use/application of alkali metals is limited to their high

chemical activity. Acyclic machines with sodium - by potassium

current pickup must be made by sealed/pressurized ones with the

filling of the internal cavity of machine with the inert gas (dry

. ,

*€€, :,; ;"- ,,,:,,;-;., T .: :' ¢9-""; d "*- & . 'a ;
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nitrogen, argon). To avoid the entry of surrounding air inside the

machine the pressure of filler must somewhat exceed atmospheric.

The toxicity of its vapors is a deficiency/lack in mercury.

* Acyclic machines with the mercury contacts must be placed in the

special locations, which have tributary-exhaust ventilation system.
Construction/design of the UM must not allow/assume the efflux of

.i mercury from the internal cavity and the system of contacts.

V.

-I4.

1'/
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Page 128.

Chapter Six.

*. FUNDAMENTAL QUESTIONS OF THE CALCULATION OF ACYCLIC MACHINES.

6.1. Determination of main sizes/dimensions.

a) General operating instructions.

'

Engineering calculation procedure of UM is constructed on the

base of the theoretical conclusions, examined in S2-2--2-4, according

to which magnetic flux distribution and electric current in the solid

rotor of cylindrical machine is assumed/set axial-uniform, and the

distribution of magnetic induction along the working gap of disk

machine is also accepted as uniform. Extending these

conclusions/outputs to UM with the hollow cylindrical rotor, we

consider the distribution of induction in the internal core of stator

and current density in their rotor axially-uniform. The designation

of basic calculated dimensions of UM of different construction/design

is given in Fig. 6-1.

*. J

* %.
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In the general case for cylindrical multipole UG (Fig. 6-la, b)

mE of powered phases can be connected in series for an increase in

voltage/stress U, andr msections- in parallel for an increase in the

total current of machine I. During 100% use of active length of

machine m~ml=2p. However, a similar position exists for the disk UM.

Page 129.

b) Structural/design coefficient of UM.

Cylindrical UM with the continuous rotor. Acyclic machine with

the cylindrical armature relates to the class of the electrical

machines with the axial flow, whose design factor, i.e. relation

X=I/D, is rigidly determined by magnetic loads.

Let us consider the general case, when in the armature is an

opening/aperture with a diameter of d. for the location of nonmagnetic

shaft.

Taking into account that magnetic flux in the armature core

Op=- (D~ P do) BP = (D D17Ba k~p,

we will obtain the value of the design factor:

.0.-

0 dp d o B, (6.1)
%" ,

-0,% ",. ,.1,, • - . ,.- -. ,-.- . . -,-.-,..- . .- ,-.-. . ., . . .

WhJU -6; . ,;.% . . . ,, . . ., .; , . . ... , .,.. ... . .-..... :..-.:.-:..:.:.:.-.:-,.,:,;
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where *, __, d,Dp and D

In the absence of opening/aperture in the armature for

nonmagnetic shaft (d.=O), Dp-D and BpIB I, the design factor of

cylindrical UM a=0,25.

C.'.'

'%C

14P

.- , .o~o. .

"a.2'

% ,,x .
.

. ,,:. % , .. % . o,.. % ., ,- -. ' ,'.',- - . . . . ., . - . • . • ,- .. ,' ,.- . , -,, -... -
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--" where

' .D' and D;

- Be -induction in the internal core of stator;

*- -"- a

i..kw coefficient of scattering, is calculated from the formulas,

given in S3-5.

-. " -

|-. .

' .-;iDisk UM with the conical rotor (Fig. 6-1c). The design factor
I D-D, I O- -D" W

With f lat/plane disk a-0, XA-0,5(1-D3); Da-Du]D.

, " Let us note that for the disk UM is characteristic the relation

during the one-sided current pickup on the shaft and

-,S .= o'S

-,."with the bilateral (I,,p, - urrent density of shaft and rotor disk
Swith rO.SD,),

. C) T'he magnetic flux of mutual induction and emf UM.

Magnetic flux in the limits of the active length of working

gap (under one pole) and emf of multipole cylindrical corresponding

to it UM comprise:

, . E --- m z  n ib --- -, .n D 'l z B , -- - - %8 ( 6 -5 ) ,

Wihfltpane dikrO-5(-)-

• %'

q, *-4 ," ' ' , -W . ,W -J J% , -. % ''-'
-

' '' -. "-. ' ' " -. " "-,, ". ". '
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Key: (1). WIb (2). V

* where D-! n and v are expressed in the turns per second and meters

per second.

Page 131.

Magnetic flux in active region/core and emf of disk UM is

respectively equal to:

0 B.j } (6-6)

*.•. E=m ®nb=-- m5 --- -'= 2iB, 2 I+ =

D) current and linear load UM.

Current and linear load of cylindrical UM is respectively equal
to: .. . •f ht S, .j, 2 . 0 25 2 (p

_ D P (- ' (6-7)
A "- l = l"._. , a/m.

.D6, "t ,,DO,

During the parallel excitation of UM

'I= I and > - in the mode/conditions of generator;

p."". " 't. " , *,* . . .* . " .. *- '. ... . .. . . a
" "" " ."•"• C ".~ , , "--.- . ... '.". .- •.' . '". .. '' , , -', , : " " "-% ' I ,;% % '- K _
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l=m,/.+I and k,<l - in the engine operating mode.

During the 'independent and series excitation of UM

l ml, tt-- 1--1.

Current and linear loads of disk UM are respectively equal to:

Sv,-. =p--- D,b,. fl, a; ."

A,= ,, T,= ''a/.
*r I

A& D x. D'

Page 132.

e) rated power of UM.

Rated power of UM is the electromagnetic power

Pa=EmI. iO-3. kW,

'%

which is connected with the nominal

p.-UI.0-, kW (UG)

I

S.
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* and

...-', :O n = - 1.0 , kW (UD )

with the relationship/ratio
p, "U!

i.e.

In the mode/conditions of generator P.- nominal electrical power

it is necessary to assume/set n=l; in the engine operating mode Pa-

nominal mechanical output and the efficiency n<l.

;*'

Relative voltage/stress \U=-" which characterizes a voltage

drop in the effective resistance of the circuit of armature,

comprises U<i in the mode/conditions of generator and U>j in the

engine operating mode; in,- - current of machine with mithe in

parallel connected sections of armature. Rated power of UM can be

also presented, using sizes/dimensions and machine parameters in the

following form.

Page 133.

Cylindrical UM with solid rotor [62).

I'h."-''-

• *0 
I
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Taking into account (6-1) (6-5) and (6-7), we obtain:

P9=EMjn . - 6.25.10-5 -(3_-d --2 2

× 8iV, ',wk (6-9)

where numerically equal factors (DP-.). and (D,.-d.), consider the

presence in the general case of the nonmagnetic and

isolated/insulated shaft respectively. If in the particular case

there is a shaft isolated/insulated, but magnetic, then during the

calculation only one of the factors (D-d.),<1, is taken into

consideration since in this case (DP-d,),-.- *

Disk UM (with the bilateral removal/output of current from the

*shaft).

Taking into account (6-3) and (6-6) we find:

P,=Em,410-' i1 s' -' ___, b2(I--_ ) ,J kW, (6-10)

ilia I m! COS 3/-T

where

D6, = DvID; D, a Dv; In, = j 2ti 4

f) fundamental calculated equation UM.

.. . . '

b '

a., '"'"'" [% i". ,
"

,! % 
<

- ," .- , ¢ " ,r ,, - ," . " . " - " . ". " .". 4 " " '" - - " - " - " - " " l, "- ,
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Let us represent fundamental calculated equation of UM in

classical for the electrical machines form (1051.

Diameter and length of the armature of cylindrical UM with

massive rotor is respectively equal to:

V 1:,(6-11)
AnD= 02 2 Ba D

where lDO . -D,.,

x- .10-rmin, Dp4B6, kW/ (m3 -rev/s)

- coefficient of use of cylindrical UM, which characterizes the ratio

V: of rated power to the sensitive volume of UM.

Page 134.

Diameter and length of the armature of cylindrical LM with the

hollow rotor is respectively equal to:

D = ; -", X; (6-12)

62,-Z B.
where

CA. 1 --. Om AB, kW/(m•rev/s).

S..

; , ,..4 -:-$ ,:, ,;' ,,; r , ,. : ' ,L & . .- :, , . . . ,. . ,. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. - .. . . . . .. . . , .
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Diameter and "length" of the armature of disk UM is respectively

equal to:

(6-13)

where C=-2 .10-mm,(I±_D.)AB,, kW/(m 3 .rev/s) - the coefficient of use

of disk UM.

With the one-sided removal/output of current from the shaft and

D, 3 wD, value in can be calculated also from the expression

CA - ,5. 8o',m 1 (= 0 + D, ) AB,.

With the bilateral removal/output of current this expression

doubles.

Fundamental calculated equation of UM can be presented into a

somewhat different from expressions (6-1l)-( 6-13) form, if we use

during the conclusion/output of calculated equation electromagnetic

power from expressions (6-9) and (6-10).

Cylindrical acyclic machine with the solid rotor. Air-gap

__diameter of UM

./ _. , (6.14)

where - -2('rev/s)
a' -6.15. d04 " (---.)(D - d.),Bvip,

characterizes the degree of utilization of a sensitive volume of

A %.- ' ... , .. .-.. -'. : ... .;.: . > ... :;; .. ' . ... ...- ":- . .' ... '..............-................... ¢ ..- ; N .; :. 2 .: ' -
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cylindrical UM.

Page 135.

Disk acyclic machine (with the bilateral removal/output of

current from the shaft). Air-gap diameter of UM

w e, , (6-15)

where

5325- 12,3. CO-S CL kW/(m •rev/s )

With the one-sided removal/output of current from the shaft

value di: is reduced doubly.4..

Basic dimensions of UM can be also determined, on the basis of

the degree of utilization of a contact surface of circular current

pickup, which is characterized by linear load in the slit ring

terminal

Taking into account that presented, let us register one

additional form of fundamental calculated equation.

iCylindrical UM. Air-gap diameter

D ... =...
2, --;, 6
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~\ ~ where

=:.10- 'mA.B D,.

Let us note that

DDD,

and since b, > that A>A,.

Disk UM. Air-gap diameter

3 -

where

and

D.3=D3/D for the peripheral current pickup.

Page 136.

For the contact on the shaft value 6.A' should be replaced the

expression

h~1Apti; Al1 = ,,I, and x=

but during the bilateral current pickup -by expression 26.,A.,.

jG) The coupling coefficients of emf and current with the

aM,
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electromagnetic power of UM.

In accordance with [622, using (6-5) and (6-6.), let us establish

the connection/communication between E, I and Pa at given speeds n and

in ratios 6p/ip and 6'a/!, in the form

K.. . KM-~c

-(6-18)

E2 mE B I -D1% k-w10.
K12  Wp 1 , 52 cos'

a. = fea pose , *i P , 10a (a2v o6,ce)oXam;

. !inversely MEprtoa BV eac ther _ e.

~~u P, M1 * cose 10

Key: (1). V2/. kWrev/s). (2). (A2rev/s)/.kW.

where k = 1; D wD;

k-l (during the one-sided current pickup), k-0.5 (during the

bilateral current pickup on the shaft).

It is easy to see, that values Xz and Ki(,. and also Kz. and K0z are

inversely proportional to each other, i.e.

KKnjI-1O' and Xzaj-1 0 6-

I

i.., "~ , . .. . , - ' * * * .,. .- ., . ,. - . . . , . ...- .N . . . . .
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In conclusion let us register the dependence between the coefficients

of "use" a'u(a'A) and the coupling coefficients Kaxi(w), K=(KW) taking

into account (6-14) and (6-15) in the form

S. [ M B

='-.-t--= 10'=0, F!5 m 1-'-- B

or K12R 7 --'- KE

= 10 -- 6,15- 10-1[m, d-- . ),j'.
" 2

2'KA J 1 '= 0-'=- 24,6- 10-' ira ,]'.

Latter/last expression for the disk machines corresponds to low
bilateral current pickup on the shaft. During the one-sided current

pickup the right part is reduced four times.

H) Some special features/peculiarities of design UM.

The rigid coupling of the main sizes/dimensions of cylindrical

machines, defined in assigned ratios Bp'B, or (BcBt)by the value of

design factors ).adoes not make it possible for an increase in the

power to considerably increase length I with the constant/invariable

diameter D, as this is made in the bipolar machines. However, a

similar fact occurs in some types of noncontact synchronous machines,

7.

"* "'4_..',-- .'' . •." . .,- - - - . . . . . . .

.. . . . . .•- -,e4m .. 
'

M ma~ t,=L-_ _. _ ' _,. , e '.',, ,.:.. ' ... [.-'."-".-........ '
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Fig. 6-2. Dependences of design factors on the relationship/ratio of

'V . .. .

the air-gap diameters and shaft----f(;.) andx,-wi5 .) for the cylindrical

and disk machines.
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For an increase of the power in UM it is possible to increase a

number of poles 2p. The value of induction in the gap of UM is chosen

relatively greater, since value B, is not limited in this case to the

saturation of toothlike layer as in the machines with the windings at

the armature. Plotted functions kq=f(d.) of BpIB% are given in Fig. 6-2.

From expressions (6-5)-(6-10) it follows that the amounts of

emf, current and power of UM are limited the permissible according to

so the condition strength of vorticity v=rDn or the permissible

according to the condition efficiency of the contact with a speed of

, =KV_. where Df-D]D The values of induction BP and B, are limited to

the saturation of the material of magnetic circuit, and also to
.4 - %

,..

Li

_ " -*.* i§.
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.- required ranges of adjustment of voltage/stress of UM. Values i, ./

are chosen for reasons of the permissible heating of machines. For

the ferromagnetic rotors during the approximate determination of the

permissible current density it is possible to use the

recommendations, indicated in S4-5. In the carried out machines

values fD='(30-50) •1O d/ A = (1 +6) 104 al.. are known.

At present there are no sufficient given optimum values of the

coefficients of use of UM au, a. and a '.. The direct use/application

of fundamental calculated equations will be possible on gaining of

the experience of design and operation of machines. Derived

relationships/ratios (6-18) (6-19) make it possible to determine main

t *sizes/dimensions of UM variously. During the design initial data are

nominal power P., voltage/stress U, speed of rotation n. On P.and U

are determined rated power and emf (values U and R, for UM ar# close

to one and they depend on a number of poles, diagram of connection of

the powered phases of armature, material and current density of

-- conductors). Knowing P. and E, for example, for cylindrical UG, we

find K= through (6-18).

". After assigning values Bp, k.,, M, W1 and design concept, which is

32- _ ;
determining relation 6 _-'from (6-18) we find current densityls.

If I4 is more than permitted, it is necessary to changem,, E, or

design concept. We further find d. and air-gap diameter D through

,-%V

b .'. |
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(6-14). Value D must be checked on allowable speed v (or,) with

assigned n.

If v> Ev], then are changed design factors or mEm,. Choosing Bt

and knowing D, on (6-11) we find 1, i.e., the second main

size/dimension of machine. Let us note that during determination of D

and I it is possible to use the coupling coefficient Kn, equivalent

with coefficient Kc in its significance.

Page 139.

Furthermore, in the'beginning of calculation it is possible to

assign value I, and to determine induction B,.btained in this. case the

latter must not exceed the value permissible on the saturation. With

assigned U,vu andmethe size/dimension I can be determined according

to the equation

X1= a, NO

After finding then2,, andD= +Ihould be analyzed the magnetic B.

and current ip charging of rotor and determined

"= 'r/s.

However, for the disk UM should be applied similar ways of

- calculation with the use of coefficient'Ku or K,.* for determining of

Pk
$
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diameters D,D. arnd length 1.

Fig. 6-3 gives curves, by which it is possible to judge the

effect of a change in design factors %,and D. to the value of

* .coefficientsKmx,,,Kw,KXu,a'u,4"t These curves it is possible to use

during the calculation of main sizes/dimensions in the process of

design of UIM.

* For determining the dimensions of armature it is possible to

4 recommend also the practical formulas, indicated below.

* we

C".

, .'

S.;

efeto -hng ndsg acosC.n . otevleo

cofiins4.- z .. K.a. ' hs uvsi i osbet s

-Juigtecluaio fmi ie/iesin ntepoeso

.4-.

. 1

* C .... *
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Fig. 6-3. Effect of a change in the design factors to values , K-,.,

and V.-" a) cylindrical UM with .. , T; i.--' A/mr; .,- .,-:D., .. ,1.b) disk UM

with a1 -i& T; ,-"  A/m 2 ; " (for the one-sided current pickup on

the shaft).

Key: (1). r/s kW. (2). kW m4 r/s.
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The solid rotor of cylindrical UM serves simultaneously as

magnetic circuit and conductor, moreover the magnetic flux of pole

must wholly pass within the circle/circumference of current pickup.

Air-gap diameter on the voltage/stress with series connection of

the active parts of the armature:

on the current,~ i,

Dap 4 S P

a. .b _1.2 j.

. ,'-4 ,- '*]' . .% .- '. 2 . - ',', .- , , ", .. . " - ' . " -. ' .. ' . • • • . . • - . . . . . .
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In this caseB, and jP must be given to the conformity with each other.

The diameter of the hollow rotor of cylindrical UM (Fig. 6-1b)

with series connection of the parts of the armature

where D,-D.+28,- inner diameter of rotor.

Diameter of the internal magnetic circuit of the stator

4 k.U. D = ,,- (, .,'),Ea=c

where sn=dID-=/I..

The active diameter of disc armature of UM (Fig. 6-1c) with

series connection of disks in the case of multipolar machine

D = U  " "  "
pBn

where D-=D+ 24, - inner diameter of the active part of the armature.

Diameter of rotor shaftD = L coefficient k-l or 0.5.

The thickness of conical disc armature at the appropriate

diameter will comprise:

b L and bD=kil A

bwD 0 D 7

lp \./
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With the obtained diameters the active length of armature of UM

is determined by relationship/ratio LXub or

Let us note that during the calculation by cylindrical UM with

the hollow ferromagnetic rotor the induction in the gap 6 must be

determined on the relationship/ratio
BDI 1B

moreover induction B, in the gap 6, must be chosen taking into

account the permissible saturation of the material of rotor.

Examples of the calculation of the main sizes/dimensions of

cylindrical and disk UM are given in the work of the authors [60].

6.2. Determination of the basic dimensions of magnetic circuit.

4 Cylindrical machines with the massive ferromagnetic rotor (Fig.

6-1a) will be considered.

Knowing the main size/dimension of D, for the

construction-engineering reasons the approximate value of working gap
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4.~:: 6=0,02+0,2,cm with D-5-50 cm is chosen. After assigning the value of

induction]B&.is found the drop in magnetic potential F, in the gaps,

*which corresponds to one pole pair of UM. After selecting the

preliminary values of coefficients ke? and kp.,, that consider a drop in

the magnetic potential in steel with the idling and the demagnetizing

effect of armature with the load, is determined preliminary value of

magnetizing force of excitation winding:

F,. = (kCr + kq.x) kZF,,

where kc,7 , -0,3; k,-1,3+.I,9 - f or not compensated UM (for compensated

UM also kp.,>);k.>Iconsiders a drop in the magnetic potential in the

structural/design gaps of machine.

Taking into account F,.u the area of window and the

sizes/dimensions of the cross section of excitation winding (b. and h,).

are computed. The optimum relationship/ratio betweenb, and h, is

substantiated in t6-3.

Page 142.

The diameter of the turning of stator for the excitation winding

D,=.D+2(h,+Ah,+6).

where Ah - radial distance from the bore of stator (D.-D+26) to the

beginning of field coil.

U'4,

.4,

a-. -', " .. .,; .% > ....... .. ._ . .-.a.. ., . .,., .•. . ., . , . . . ..
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The outside diameter of stator (inductor)

D, = D +4k (D+-) + -

or

D,= Db, = D V .+ + (+ g

-where B magnetic induction in the framework of inductor;

k- preliminary value of coefficient of scattering;
~1D.S4: -- ,. ,-.

vDX 63b-  =D; D"

For the purpose of a decrease in the weight of magnetic circuit

the extreme poles of inductor are made by those chamfered. Width of
pole at diameterD, (with the retention/preservation/maintaining of

• * the value of induction in this section of marnetic circuit)

(D + 4) IB + I~BI
oo. - B ,

In the general case the induction in the gaps 6 and 8, (Fig.

6-1a) is different. Axial length of the bore of the extreme pole

D,& 1% 1+ +8 B-

".' 4 F1 - b,+j, Vai

The presence in stator of structural/design openings/apertures
(for the current changing busbars, the conduits/manifolds of cooling

system, etc.) must be considered by the corresponding increase in the

sectional area of magnetic circuit. On the final outline of magnetic

circuit is done verifying calculation of UM and the values of the
preliminarily selected coefficients are made more precise.

Do

" During the verifying calculation by emf four-terminal UG with

S
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the half use (Fig. 6-1a) taking into account the bulge of flow on

faces of average/mean poles theoretical active length according to

Richter [1061 can be assumed/set by equal to 1,=2(1+6)..

Page 143.

Sizes/dimensions b, andh, of UM with the hollow cylindrical rotor

are determined similarly to the same for the machines with the solid

rotor. Some elements of sizing of magnetic circuit of UM with the

hollow rotor are examined in S6-1. the determination of values

* D., D., lu, 41 (Fig. 6-1b) is also similar to that presented for UM with

% the solid rotor.

Knowing the sizes/dimensions of disk rotor of UM and after

determining the sides of the window of excitation winding, let us

find the contours of profile of magnetic circuit, on the basis of the

constancy of the area of its section:

Sc= y T = const.

W%.., In this case the quality of magnetic circuit will be greatest

(S2-3). We assume that the surfaces of revolution, normal 'to flow

10ek-- ,4 in the inductor, have linear generator Pi- The line of the

outer duct of magnetic circuit will be the hodograph of radius-vector

.,.®r (Fig. 6-1d). The coordinates of the points of duct/contour are

connected with the relationships/ratios

i 'R-, Se COS p; -

- *:* . .-. -
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Necessary to consider sign p; angle 0i it is counted off, as shown

in Fig. 6-1d.

. "The calculation procedures of UM of the different

construction/design, which include the determination of main

sizes/dimensions and sizes/dimensions of magnetic circuit, the

calculation of magnetic circuit, excitation winding, voltage drop inot.

the circuit, armature current, the calculation of current pickup,

losses and efficiency of machines, and also indication according to

performance calculation of UM, are published in works [63-65].
-%'I

6.3. Optimum relationship/ratio of the sides of the cross section of

field coil.

a) bsing of the question.

The ratio of the width of field coil b, to its height/altitude h,

at the constant value of air-gap diameter D and magnetizing force of

excitation F,.. must be chosen from the condition of minimum space

(weight) of UM.

Page 144.
ON .

%-
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Let us find the dependence of weight or space of machine on the

relation of the sides of the section of field coilV=f(-) when

F.---constand D-const, after assuming that the current density i, the

duty factor of window K, and the section of excitation winding

S=bh3 -f-"-=const are constant/invariable at all in practice

possible values of value b,th.
S', li%.'

Weight of UM in the first approximation, G-TypV, where yc,.-

average specific gravity/weight of materials in the conditional

C calculated space of machine v, equal to ¥ p I8.104 N/m3 .

B) acyclic machine with the cylindrical rotor.

Conditional calculated space of machine in accordance with Fig.

6-4a

v-- L,- - (21 + b, + 2b,).

Taking into account that

" " - ) Be d2. B,, and D, = D +2 (& + 4, +,) =D+ 2h,,,
v4ke 4k ,p

we obtain:

-;.j,:. =D . + (D2, _ . -- ,- , + 4D,, + Ds (I + ,

-.

4&% -- , - - , -_ . . ... . . . . . . .
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where
" 2 Bp

'P_ iz d.)- S=; h, h + Ah,;

and

",,~L ,=- 21,-- + b, " + 2b, ---2-A p +. -24 D -+ b. DO(22U 21. )+ b..

where

Y-9

D- and. -
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"" . After substituting obtained values Dand Linto the expression

Y.". for the space of machine,-let us find:
8 (X, + X.) Rh'.1 +- 2]18 (X. + A.) R2+

+ S.1 h!1 + 8 ()L, + X.) (I +?it) Rs + 4,,R] ho, + 2 (I + ?.) SiR'

where

R-O,5D; S,, "hb,.

In accordance with the geometric relationships/ratios of

cylindrical UM, that occur in practice, can be taken
.i,4,O,25.0,125.Taking into account that 6<<D and Ah.<D, we

assume/set h,,fth, and Smia.

In this case the calculated space
S3RA .+ (6R' + 2S.) h2 + (6R' + 4RS.) h. + 4RS,V=. (6-20)

2 h

Derivative (6-20)

dV = 3Rh 3+ (3R' + S )h- 2R'S.

-h~2 ; h2"' 0

•~)A-
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-. At optimum value hs~hs. we have a point of the extremum of

*function V=(h,), in which

uRh+ (3R' + S) h . - 2R2S, = 0. (6-21>

Checking shows that dL>, at extreme point V-Vu (and

respect'ivelyG=Gm). Incomplete cubic equation (6-21) makes it

possible to express size/dimension h.. through assigned magnitudes R

and S, and to findb. - Bringing (6-21) to the canonical form and

its research shows that the determinant of equation is positive for

all encountered in practice of relationships/ratios geometric

"V dimensions of UM. Consequently, expression (6-21) has one real root,

which can be determined according to the Cardan solution [1071.

_'%
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On the basis of the series/row of calculations curve -

shown in Fig. 6-4b, is obtained. From the curve it is evident that in

the range bg,.--,5 3 5  values G (or V) are close to GumV). UM is

recommended the choosing of the relationships/ratios of the

sizes/dimensions of field coil during the design from this range.

For facilitating the calculations during the determination of

optimum values hwand boit is possible'to use the nomogram Fig. 6-5.

goo.'

".

•- -- i....,9.l.~ uil'..'m %n;L '- " '' "., I o .A *' ', ' ' ', '..
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It makes it possible to find root h,0of equation (6-21) with the

given ones R=0.5D and S. for the wide power range of UM. During the

construction of nomogram the designations

S . 2M=R+5-; p=-TRS "

are introduced. ' 7"The results of the solution of this problem it

is possible to spread to the cylindrical UM with the hollow rotor and

other electromagnetic systems [1081.

C) disk acyclic machine.

Let us consider symmetrical UM with the flat/plane rotor, after

taking the assumptions, analogous as that done dur-ing the solution of

the previous problem in S6-3a.

-. In accordance with.the designation of sizes/dimensions in Fig.

6-4c calculated space of the machine

% 2

V = L,-- (2 + b,

where

c----X+28; i-- " s and l-

J .

h ''' - " '''' -,..4 '' .,. '' , '- . ' '-' ' "• •" ' ' " " ' ' ' - - . . . .
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v-.-
Li

-Fig. 6-4 On the calculation of UM of the smallest weight a) the

designation of the calculated sizes/dimensions of cylindrical

machine; b) the same of disk; c) dependence for the

'f A

cylindrical UiM with D=0.2 m ands.o, , in0 .
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*After taking into account that (-DB---(-D)Bk

and D. =D+ 2h

°°°.
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we will ottain:

4

i - D . --D . + -D ~ - 4 2 .+ -4 D h . + { ( I + -- A ) D '  a n d L = D - ,

where

B, D*( -rj k,; D, ?. 2
-I ' 2'- ;B -, Z -Z

.,. i,

.0

.'~
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40W

Fig. 6-5. Nomogram for determining the optimum height of the cross

section of field coil.
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Calculated space taking into account values dO and L.

Df,/zz 3, + (S. + D'Y2,) / + D (S. + 0.25D2?., (I + ,2)I h, +
.- ..,. . .. . . , ~ * - . . . . . .

+0.25(1+.,.. (6.+D)

A ., where
J So= b,h,.

Analysis (6-22) with the help of the differentiation gives the
equation of the form

2DTAh + (So+ D'?p,) h - 0,25 (1 + yp) D'S, - 0.

":" ." . - ." - :-:--%-.> :.:. •* \ % . .*. . * * * .
-,.. .... ". .:. ..,....:....., .'.".. -.','. .... ::....-.-..... ...- ._..-: - . ,. . ... . .. . .. . . . . . . . .
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for obtaining the optimum value h,=h,0 If we take qh-l and Tai 0,5, then

-latter/last equation will take the form:

D + (S, + OD') h' - 0,5D'S' = O. (6-23)

The incomplete equation of third power (6-23) is solved as

equation (6-21), with the help of the Cardan solution. The results of

the series/row of its solutions show that for obtaining the smallest

weight of the magnetic circuit of disk UM with assigned magnitudes

D=2R and F,. (orS.)it is necessary to choose the relationships/ratios

of coil sides of excitation from range b.1h,=l,5-3. This range is close

to the same for the cylindrical machines.

6.4. Relationships/ratios of electromagnetic loads and the

appropriate relationships/ratios between the voltage/stress, the

current and the power of UG.

With the given current and the voltage/stress of UG their

electromagnetic loads (inductions and current density) are connected

with rigid relationships/ratios. Selection of one of the loads causes

the value of another. After calculating the latter, it should be

compared with that permitted.

In the general case it is possible to use the following

relationships/ratios respec.tively for the cylindrical UM with the

-. solid rotor and the disk UM with the one-sided current pickup:

k .- -m -.d2), U
J~~~~3 W1~5(~d~ 5/MU6P-d)

pop4 " - * *~~'' ~ 9
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also, when Do-=D,

JU ;IE ICOS U (6-24)
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"During the bilateral current pickup on the shaft of disk UM the

right side of the latter/last expression increases doubly.

-The connection/communication between the induction in the gap

and the rotor cylindrical UG is characterized by the

relationship/ratio
( 2 - .a)E

P d

Connection between the linear load of armature, the current

density in the rotor and in the contact of the current pickup (on the

surface of rotor) of the cylindrical machine

w-er- d) D; - 1,D; i 1 4 D1. _

where , ( i 4
2 ),

The following relationships/ratios are valid for the contacts of

disk UG on the shaft and the periphery of the rotor:

X4D

. and .

SDD,

"'

..-' _..'".". ,.'-'"..:." .' .-'- - *-' ..'," " . .. ... -... ,........>. . -.;..55-.. ...** :......
5.. . . . . * * * * -i**
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where

D D

With i,-=J 1 --

A': D. b. D~

then

ha D.

where A, - linear load of rotor shaft, determined from expressions
h-_ ( 6-8 ).

' - Page 150.

On the basis of that presented it follows that with they are
optimum for the use of active materials electromagnetic loads there

*[ exists certain range of the economically appropriate

. relationships/ratios between the fundamental parameters of UG: 1, U. Pg

The relationship/ratio between current and voltage/stress of

cylindrical and disk machines with assigned magnitudes Bpjfp, BJi, is

determined by equation (6-24); U-f(I) presents linear dependence. The

connection/communication between the current and the power is

established/installed by formulas (6-19); dependence P-f(I) -

VN,
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parabolic.

Fig. 6-6 depicts the appropriate curves, calculated for 2p=2;

n-50 r/s (3000 r/min); =-'1,o0; k1=_i,o for the cylindrical

[(D2  s:: 1,kwp1; Bp-B41 and disk(Do--0,3 cosa f0,99) machines. In this

case ratios BJIp and BJi, for both types of UG were changed in the

range 1-10-'-3.10-' 0-s.

6.5. Calculation of the force of unbalanced magnetic pull.

During the eccentric location of ferromagnetic rotor of UM

relative to the bore of the pole of stator (Fig. 6-7), caused by

inaccuracies in the working/treatment, assembly, by gap of bearings,

V. appears electromagnetic force To of the attraction of rotor to the

stator. The direction of action T, passes through a radius with the

smallest working gap.

6 .. 4

A,,:

*4' *

I',. .

*N**~& *~** ~ "~ *- .:.-~.
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0 44 0 20 Ewa Z)a 0 0 i *

Fig. 6-6. Economically appropriate relationships/ratios U, P=f(I)

with 2p-2: a) 'for the cylindrical ones; b) for the disk machines; U-

straight line of shading; P.- oblique shading.

Key: (1). kW. (2). kA.

MT ~
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o.- The calculation of force r, is-necessary during the design of shafts

[ ' and the selection of-bearings UM. In the coaxial position of the

.

cylinders of rotor and stator T,-04 with the eccentric it can be

Z . sufficient large and theoretically T,-o with the contact of

cylinders. The saturation of magnetic material virtually limits value

.1T.

I.,,

In accordance with the designations of sizes/dimensions In Fig.

6-7a with the relatively small gaps 5=R,-R,<<R,. air-gap clearance in

the function of f bn e U with the high accuracy obeys the law

,--- (I - eCos (P), (6.-25)
where nt radial clearance during the coaxial location of cylinders;-Sclnes.Testraino anei aeia ital limit value °"" ' %
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e"e/6 - relative eccentricity (e-e).

The expression of magnetic energy in the gap for the system of

cylindrical coordinates r, Q, z:

R, 2z 1

- CC (?)r d? dz, (6-26)
R,-&V 0 0

where I - active length in one-pole limits.

Assuming/setting a magnetic-potential difference between the

surfaces, converted to the gap, by equal to Fb.we have:

BI (a) -(6-27)

Ce After producing integration in (6-26), taking into account

A. (6-27) we will obtain: ='94 F I 2R. (-8

Differentiating (6-28) on the relative eccentricity and taking

into account the value of the magnetic constant of g.-0.4r.10-' H/m,

we find the force, which functions under one pole:

-I=,.F k.9 ., (6-2%
where = .o~, = 2R,; k. = 1,97-.10 -. 2 ,,

Page 152.

The values of coefficient A.f(.) for different D,/6 are given in

Fi. 6-7c.
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From (6-29) it is evident that with e40 force

Let us carry out replacement F,=/A, With the known flow in the

gap

(D-0,25.-cDPBp (Dp and Bp-diameter and induction in the middle part of

the rotor) we will obtain:
=- = 4T ®k*. (6-30)

The expression of permeance of eccentric radial clearance easily

is derived during the use of approximation (6-25):

A~ R - 2mp.lR, =A (I -, Cos? - I- ',= -
_4.,

cI'I
(1). 3.95.10"D- (I)

Key: (1). -s., oA.cec. (6-31).

.M

VI. N-N

5 - ' " 
i

. " " - R - " - . . - -- , " . ' , ' - ' . " - " . " " " L , ' ' % " '
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S. " '/ , ' - , ,

V 29-2

6 F-

00 at 420, 0.3 Q A OS 46 V*~ 9. a X I m 2W

Fig. 6-7. On the calculation of the forces of the one-sided

• ..-attraction of the cylindrical magnetic rotors: a) massive; b) is

gentle; c) dependence I. and I- on e from parameter D,/S; d) the

- comparison of data of the calculation: 1 - according to (6-29); 2 -

on (6-36) and 3 - ofexperiment with e=0.5; 6,/R,=0.0833 for the model

UM.

.4

i I
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With the help of (6-31) it is possible to determine the force
!i ~ F2 dA , A

T,= LF2 ' (6-32)
2 de =e2 8 dg

The result of differentiation (6-31) and substitution of

derivative in (6-32) coincides with (6-29).

The determination of force Ta of the attraction of hollow

ferromagnetic rotor (Fig. 6-7b) is reduced to two cases:

determination T, for the the external 6, and internal 6, of the pole

gaps of stator-rotor unit. Net force

- A, + T12,

moreover in accordance with Fig. 6-7b and formula (6-29)
22

T,, =  kF& k,; Ta, = Z,F' kd. (6-33)

In the latter/last expressions it is marked:

,,, Fu- a magnetic-potential difference between the surfaces of

cylinders, converted to the external and internal gaps 86-R-R

6 R,~ -R.~
1I e . e

i,=-; .,= ; (D,.=2R , D,=2R,); ,,= -, s, -,

.D, 
D ,,,.- :.. k, ~= 1 ,97.10"R.F) 1- a:

k .

q ..' * . .*, .--. . .

.¢ 'g 2 ,',c '.A ''. " :. ".., 7,".".".'"-".' .' .' . . 2 , 97 1 -.8.,,, ' a , .,. ,. .,,: ,,,, ,', )3;2. v ,-,- ,-. .. -
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In the case, when 6,=6,=6 and e,=e,=e/6, with O=const taking

into account the relationship/ratio

Fal All D,

after the addition of expressions (6-33) we find:

,1 (6-34)

For the multipole UM Ta increases 2p once.

Page 154.

Let us derive the formula of equivalent permeance of gaps in the

system with the hollow eccentrically arranged/located ferromagnetic

..- x_ rotor. Applying expression (6-31) to the problem, illustrated by Fig.

6-7b, we have:

3,95-1O-'),D ; A 3,95iO0 
(6235).

A 2 A& (I-.) -- S. (6-35).

-: Equivalent conductivity of two consecutive gaps

Differentiating A and 4 on e, and e,, we obtain (6-33). In the case

3,95. i0-,D2A (. + )(i -,)., O, s

". A latter/last form of Lu can be used for determination Tr,. On .
~j4.

" . - ., . . . . . . . . . ,. - . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , .. , .... - , , . - , .

.4 -'' ' ' - '- - ' ' ' '" ' '' ' 'J .""'. ' " 't-..'" '. '. . ,_. "". . . . , . % . , ." ." "
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the basis (6-32)
2 a de 1dA . (F - u F)

After the series/row of conversions taking into account the

equality F2

we obtain the result, which coincides with (6-34).

Let us note that expression (6-29) is led to the formula,

obtained by A. V. Gordon [109, formula (4-43)] by other means: on the

basis of simplification in G. Roters's formula [83] for permeance and

subsequent differentiation of the approximate result. Let us note

also that the known expression of Roter [110, formula (16a)], [83,
..,-. formula (8-16a)] for calculating the electromagnetic force is

registered erroneously.
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Formula in the correct writing takes the form:
2

.+= n-+.; , a( >

where

The results of the comparison of calculated and experimental

values are given in Fig. 6-7d.

:+'Z ¢ ' + .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . .....- ..... ... .....,. -:... .. . ,. _. .. .
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The fundamental results of the calculation, examined in this

paragraph, can be spread to other types of electromechanical

devices/equipment with unipolar magnetization [68].

Derived formulas (6-29) (6-33) are approximate, but they ensure

the accuracy of calculations. completely sufficient for the

engineering practice in work [68] there are also more precise

formulas for calculating the forces T,. obtained during the solution

of problem in the bipolar coordinates.

SThe effect of some factors on the amount of force T. in the

disks UM with the ferromagnetic rotor was studied experimentally (see

Chapter 10). The analytical solution of a question presents

considerable difficulties.

. .

,$
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Page 156.

Chapter Seven.

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT ACYCLIC MACHINES.

a7.1. Comparison of the coefficients of use.
We

For the purpose of the facilitation of the selection of

construction of UM is produced below comparison of UM of different

performance on their over-all payload ratios, ultimate capacities and

effect of a number of poles and rotational speed by the over-all

payload ratio.

With series connection of powered phases the coefficients of the

use of two-pole cylindrical UM with the massive and hollow rotors x

6-1) comprise: pasn= Ntn= 19,62 1-sq h'

--",s 19,62. l0-AB .

For the disks UM with p=l

=4,93. 10- (Du+5 ) A,.7Ba.

The coefficient of the use of bipolar (collector) machines of the

direct current

' ' , -- ,,:' , ,: .2 ;., '-. ., .a.. . * ..- .-. . . .- . -.,., - - - ,. . .. ... . .. . .. a . . , .. . ,.
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3=--. =9,86.10-'zABa,

D2Ln
a. where -b--coefficient of polar overlap.

From the given relationships/ratios it is evident that in the

identical values D21 and relations P9/ must occur the equality
A"B - ABz.= -a' A8B4

A ..7- ? O .+ A 4 I -
' Page 157.D.+D, D +62

' On the average of ratio D, D. and ' they are changed

C approximately/exemplarily within the following limits:

D~p. O,8-*'lO, 6.==0,2-0,j, -,--.0,63'--0,72.

i~i Consequent ly,

' € Am, Ba - (1,0 - 1,25) A,,B8. mm(0,315 -- 0,45) AB ;
:. ~A , 2B U. =- (5,7 - -. 16,6) A ,uB t, (2,25 -+-. 6,0) ABj.

"a-.,

-.. _- electromagnetic loads Am,,z-'A,,aB,.AB, cylindrical UM with the massive
: (ferromagnetic) rotor have better use 0'f a sensitive volume, than

*PIO disk UM (wihth he steel current carrying shaft) and bipolar machines

" c and disk UM have worse use than bipolar. Linear load mind with hollow
ferromagnetic rotor A wis less than the linear load of the
corresponding generators with solid rotor (A.<A ) Calculations are

shown [60, 64] that, for example, when P na7.5.10-" kW/rev/sUM with the

ec mn co.c ni

% "

(rag i r h
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hollow rotor have worse use than UM with the solid rotor, but it is

better than the corresponding commutator machines.

7.2. Cylindrical machines with the massive flat rotors with the

smallest number of current pickups.

A minimum number of the slide contacts of current-tap apparatus

m.=2 have two- and four-terminal UM with the half use of active

length of armature (Fig. 7-la, b). When mm=2 is raised reliability

and is simplified construction UM in comparison with the machines

with a large number of current pickups.

Page 158.

Comparing the parameters of UM, carried out on structural/design

given in Fig. 7-la and b, let us take identical: 1) rated powers

POI-'P32; 2) the linear velocities on the surface of rotor v,-v,; 3) the

electromagnetic loads: induction in the gap and rotor 8&--BL B,=Bp2

and current density in the contact and armature jNi.- jx; IpI2. The

problem of comparison consists in finding of construction/design UM,

having smallest over-all payload ratio G,(G,P, N/kW.

The average specific gravity/weight of materials is taken

Yco- i *c928xl0 N/m3. In accordance with the designations of

"- . -" ' " ..% -.'''. ''... ''''- ''''.', . -" ' ".', , , -" ' " , ." ' " ' " - , . • " A" '
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sizes/dimensions, indicated in Fig. 7-1, with the identical design

factors ,,(-2/D.C2 are obtained the following relationships/ratios

of emf, currents of main sizes/dimensions and rotational speeds UM:

It= -. D Ti=  Di-- . ,_=D';; ". \-"

.4

2 2Dt Is n: P.2 2 D.

A72-%

It
.,9' , ¢ " ." " ." '' " " ' ." " g .L

"
.. .:"- . .""", ,'''''v " ". . ' ,,. . - ' . .2 ''""" , , :" °,.2 """"' ,1
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-.- ,-t -29111_

Fig. 7-1. Designation of calculated sizes/dimensions UM: a)

cylindrical with solid rotor ("N.-2; 20-2); b) cylindrical (mK-2*. 2P-4): c) with

the rotor expansion; d) with the hollow rotor; e) disk; f) by

multipole cylindrical (2p-4).
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Consequently,
D: , _ /g " E1  I, .

- = 1,26; o-=0,63; T=1,59; -- =0,795.

Assuming/setting identical the working gaps 8,=6,=8, n. s.

(magnetizing force) of excitation to the pole pair F,-F,2-F. and the

sizes/dimensions of the section of tield coils be,=b. 2-b.; ha,--.., and
1 -h ll,
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also magnetic induction in stators B 1=- 2-Be and disregarding leakage

fluxes, we obtain the following dimensional relationships/ratios:

*1

D1~ -+2 -3 ) . D , 1+ -LN ': .Dit--, -.- D /  ,-D, -.- D, ]

moreover it is taken into consideration, that

D: (.); DID, = 0,795.

Consequently,

'2 D-
;':"Do -f L. ) .. o s [ b'' (7-1)

Similarly it is possible to show that with [,=1.261, and bR,/b 3,
-D,/D1,26 is correct the equality:

L L . 26 + (0,Sb., + 1.20,,,) L " (LII/LI # (7-2)
2++

In the general case of the ratio of weights and volumes UM when

P.,1 P9. they will comprise:

G, V, D 2Lai. i, GIP, V1=,,!. (o.-,.,..3
Ga D. ) L.a' d= -- P, =V" (7-

Page 160.

Analogously for the rotors (armatures) of machines it is possible to

obtain: jog VpI fD 1 \'Lot 5 Lot
f;i j 159L (74)

When Bp.(-)=B, 2) and /.,,=( 4 + 2) ip,(2 coefficients -Z,(,)=0,25;
) b,,,) and0 0

16 ,2R() =0,25 -+-0,5.

4.
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Taking into account latter/last relationships/ratios in the

range, used for practical purposes,

:. bjh3 .jI-+2; h,/D2=0,25.o 75  and b./12  I -6.

'1rus, on (7-1) and (7-2)
= 1,44 -+- 1,27; 0,55 -- 0,68.

.. On the basis (7-3) and (7-4) we obtain the result

;'- =0,7 -- 0,98; .- 0,8 8 .- 1,08 .

The over-all payload ratio of twe-pole UM whenm.=2is lower than

the over-all payload ratio of that corresponding to four-terminal UM.

The weight of rotor per the unit of power of bipolar machine

sometimes can exceed the appropriate parameter of four-terminal.

7.3. Cylindrical machines with the flat and that expanded by rotors.
4.

%I: During the comparison of constructions/designs UM, depicted in

Fig. 7-la and c, we assume/set by identical ones maximum linear

velocities on the lateral surfaces of flat rotor and rotor expansion

v.-v, and also armature currents I=I.Furthermore, we assume/set

* by equal ones the electromagnetic loads of machines and the

sizes/dimensions of the section of field coils. In this case in9.i

g-e I accordance with the designations of sizes/dimensions in Fig. 7-1

occur the expressions:

'9. %

*. % . . a ..
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E, D~e s DPa 3 nt D

E2 D1D. .Lnt-' '\ 1  =-=.

For identical ones a,'l B' ' j=. 2',=11; B,,=c, we have h,,=

-- h=h.; b 1=-b.,=.b.; b.,=-b.,-b; 1, 12 ,j- 1 D,,,=D.,=D.

Page 161.

Then when Tcp,-Tcp, the equality is correct
v, 02j~ , 21+ 2b. +be
V 2',IT = -( + D, D,) T+ 2b -+ b.

__ Since D,/D,<l, G,>G, but Pa,>P..

The comparison of over-all payload ratios gives:

V 15 GPs (I + 2;) D,'Do

where ' -' =._+ (+D, 0.)'

Virtually 0</3<1, then

D <1 3D,,'D°Ii= =-I<I; lim-= < <.
Ii-_ G Do 0-1 G2 -r" -,. D,. <

Thus, with 2p-2, mg=2 and the identical armature currents and at

the maximum speeds on its surface over-all payload ratio UM with the

flat rotor is lower than the over-all payload ratio of machine with

the rotor expansion.

7.4. Cylindrical machines with the massive and hollow rotors.

'.,:.
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Ail.

Hollow rotor is supposed ferromagnetic. Comparison UM (Fig. 7-1a

and d) let us lead with identical the values of the armature currents

and electromagnetic loads. Let us take the diam~eters of solid rotor

and internal magnetic circuit of machine with the hollow rotor equal.

Page 162.

In accordance with the designations of sizes/dimensions in Fig.

7-1 with I=2I and DI-De we find

_2; D Lt, i
"'I = ': 

"= I-D Dt D 2

> (7-5)
When =,; 8 I,---Bt; /,=-(75= B) =

D,,, ---D,,; F,, ,, 2; 2S i 2i,D
Dal D , a . Fe b -- -+ ,/ , -0,83;

b., D .- V, 21+b.,+2b., G,
',-2+b.,+I2b, =1' (Tcpi=Tps)" (7-6)

For those examined/considered UM can be usually counted

b.21 .t3; b,,jbx3-#-1u. the velocity ratio is taken v,=v,=l.3.

On the basis (7-5) and (7-6) in this case we obtain:
0, G,P,

GIPS-= P*' 0,5 -f- 0,6.

Thus, virtually machine with the hollow rotor is relatively

%IM
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heavier than UM with the solid rotor.

Deficiencies/lacks UM with the hollow rotor are smaller strength

and hardness of hollow cylinder in comparison with the massive

cylinder or the disk, the construction-engineering complexity of

centering under the conditions of the increased velocities v.

Slow UM with the hollow rotor are used in the bench

installations; with the vertical run of shaft they have relatively

simple construction/design of contact nodes.

V

7.5. Cylindrical and disk machines.

Let us compare the parameters of UM, depicted in Fig. 7-la and

d. For simplicity let us select disk UM with the magnetic rotor of

constant thickness and flat/plane faces of stator. Let us take

-. identical electromagnetic loads and speeds of rotation of machines as

the conditions for comparison.

Page 163.

VIn accordance with the designations of sizes/dimensions on Fig.

7-1 we find:

4.'
.4..

,',S. . , '"" , '"%, " ""_k ' .. '',.. -, ". ., .,, " , " ., '_ . " . . ' . . . .".,•" " "
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Eaa B, ID,\ X Bl,.4 Es RD,) I,_D

When T,. Dn, D

Bp, = B& 1~~ 0,25; L0,3;
D, D2

V. B=a in2 --s 88__mI.6 J (taking into account the possibility of

imparting to disk the special shape); mK--2; p,I-p, we have:

,, 4A( 0 ('0 2 )z
a. -=0,488; '()495;

(D F 
-2', 

,)

We assume/set F,(0 4,; , - F,)(,9 D h,,; b = ba. bi; 2b,,
C qbp+b; P=b,+2b; wne n .)--=Bum4 we obtain:

4 Dii;D 2 2, + G,h. 4h

o2 DD 2D+ +Dih+4h2;
42 2'

sincell wit is-O.6 posiameter exampl, t tk

aa

hJDI-0,3, p/DID,0,7. (,/D0-0,2; p/D2-0,466, then on (7-7) G+/G)(0.5 and

.5%

, A ,"s , , ,z ' ' .%.-.,.z.. .. .. ... .,. .% j.- .% % ,% %% % ,.. % %, 'j %,
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Thus, disk UM has considerably larger over-all payload ratio,

than cylindrical.

Page 164.

7.6. Effect of a number of poles on the value of over-all payload

4ratio.

Let us consider cylindrical UM with the flat and solid rotors

. during the complete utilization of their active length. We assume/set

by constant/invariable ones the diameters of rotors D, the outside

diameters of stators D,, the sizes/dimensions of excitation winding

h, and b, and also the width of contact surfaces b" (at the identical

electromagnetic loads, the rotational speeds and the linear

velocities in the surface of rotor and in the contact) with a number

of poles UM 2p-var. The average (equivalent) specific gravity/weight

of the materials of machines is taken 'y,,8.104 1T/m3=const. The

electrical connection of the parts of the armature we choose

- consecutive, in this case current I=const. According to these
4%."

conditions with any number of poles 2p the correctly following
4'.,

relationship/ratio of emf and power:

E - P31P ,
~77 ~ 2p~2(7-8)=a2.

U..,,

4:,.'
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Space and the weight of a 2p-polar UM in accordance with the

designations (Fig. 7-1f):
. ~V.2 =- (2,Pt + .,b. + ,.,,b,,);

P GzIPI = bDp mb);

where m,=p;m,=2p+2 - number of field coils and number of slide

contacts (during 100%- use). The ratio of volumes and weights in this- .,.

case is equal to:
~V" Gov

727+7 -- , - - += + P)-' <, (7-9)
where

=1+ 0 b

On the basis (7-8) and (7-9) we obtain the result

620 GaP P.(z,.eR) +>1
Gov+$. - ,+ .,- P0 +.+-,P)

Page 165.

Thus, with the increase of a number of poles over-all payload

ratio IM decreases (G2P+2<Gp).one should take into account that in

this case a number of slide contacts in the series circuit of the

armature
m, p + 2

respectively increases and descends reliability of UM.

Analogous result can be obtained also for the disks UM.

7.7. Comparison of one and several machines of identical power.

I.V
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Represents interest the comparison of over-all payload ratios

one UM with power P, and of group of m UM with total power mP32.5p a

. ,(P- the power of separate machine in the group). Two-pole

cylindrical machines will consider, assuming/setting by identical

ones electromagnetic loads and linear velocities on the surface of

rotor (2pl1 "2P2; u-u 2 ; Bpi=BP2; B 1 =BO; 186,=B "; j 1 pa; . ='I-2; lis[-i*)- without

breaking generality, let us place 50% the use of active length of

* machine. With the equal working gaps it is possible to take the

sizes/dimension- of the sides of the section of excitation windings

equal. Design factor UM we choose X-0.25.

In accordance-with the designations of sizes/dimensions on fig,

by 7-1 let us register expressions for the ratios of emf, currents,

power, velocities and diameters:

Page 166. R-D) D- 7,_

Ratio of volumes and weights:

.. ...

-a.

v.. i',,' . ., ''t,2' ,;.: .;p i,"'% " k;,.-.i,';,i.:.:,?,.-'-.".- :..- ',:.' ?.. ..- ?.
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+2 _+2 (±-)'1-L] [2(1 +,[)+4.,,-,,] > ,-m~ mIS ,,~2( [2(, +Tj.j

where m 2, h.,a -- ha and bat-busba.

Let us represent the relation of over-all payload ratios taking

into account the volumetric ratio in the form

C al GIPS2 GC G, _ G,Po2  G,I

f'" _____In_ 13  +2 + -- []2" '"'''+ -1/31=, 1 <

+ bT, 2  bus+b] - 1[m1+25h*+2 _Y)'2n(1 + 7) +~~! m'3

Virtually for the wide power range UM can be taken
- 1,2 1 -*-,+- .- and, !- 0,25 -- 0,5. Then, for example, with m-2 and 3

we obtain ja,,= 0,53 -. 0,97. If we for an example take a,/lP,=0,5, ba/l,=3 and

bI,---'40,35, then we will obtain dependence' /dim-l(m), which is registered

in the form of the table:
'a 2 3 4 5 g 9

G,/G, 0,76 0.65 0.58 0,54 0.52

Thus, the over-all payload ratio of one of more powerful/thicker

UM will be less than group of m of less powerful/thick machines.

* --'N:':':''''''; ' . ' .. . '' '' , .. , .. .... ,'% ' 'j .. '.""', . "i .,. ',,,, , , .. . .,"•"., :,. . ,. .•. _

: -: , B: ,: ? ':,. , : , . . , ,: w ,,:,, .- (-, - , ,w - ' " ." ,- ,r-, . o ,* .',.' . ,- , ' .'l =. . ',.1
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However, a similar comparison, carried out with the identical

ampere-conductors per inch A,=A, leads to the expression

D,__r ,.

Page 167.

At the same time in the general case there can be b,16,<i or

bab->12 .and for some combinations of design factors hmID 2.bjL/ and b2/1,

over-all payload ratio b,>bs,. For determining the

concrete/specific/actual optimum version special calculations during

the design are required. For the sufficiently wide power range P31 and

Pa it is possible to accept j,-j., then virtually ',<'

7.8. Effect of the rotational speed to the value of over-all payload

ratio.

We assume/set with n-var by constant/invariable ones the
(BV, B,,_Be. IV, in

electromagnetic loads --and j.), working gaps, n. s. (magnetizing

force) and sizes/dimensions of the section of field coil (b, and

h.)7 and also linear velocity on the surface of rotor v and the design

factors X-1/D, 4 -Ox/D., Let us consider for an example cylindrical UM

with a number of poles 2p-2 and mn-2. In accordance with the

designations in Fig. 7-1 we will obtain for emf, current and power of

. ,
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the expression:
E =_-nBpD', I-j= D' it P M-8pjnD'.

In accordance with the conditions accepted the weight is UM
GV . L - (2D2 + 4D. + 4h.2) (21D + 21zD + ba).

Through condition v-Dn-const we find:
d _G 2 . ,,

where t
al= 2 (A + a,); r2,h, +b,,;

T. 2a,.h + 2 h. H = 2 h 2

- constant values.

Thus, with an increase in the speed of rotation n and v=const

over-all payload ratio will increase.

Page 168.

The analogous analysis of the value of over-all payload ratio

,. with n-var, carried out for the constant/invariable ampere-conductors

per inch A-const, gives P3 "ABnD . and

The sum, included in the brackets, is complex function f(n) from

the speed of rotation n. The condition of decrease f(n) with an

increase in the velocity
df(n) - -

dn-n- - <0

during different combinations of the parameters a,, 7,, O,, v and n.-
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I.usually issatisfied i rcie

Consequently, in this case (A-const) over-all payload ratio

Gf(,is reduced with an increase in the rotational speed. However,

with change n power P3 varies and, as a rule, value A does not remain

constant. This impedes research G. At the same time the assumption

about the constancy of current density in rotor I-c.-ns, done above,

is confirmed by the analysis of the parameters of series/row of the

carried out UG in the relatively wide power range.
%p

17.9. Calculation and the comparison of cylindrical and disk

C non-polars dynamo of ultimate capacity.

Ultimate capacity UG is limited to permissible electromagnetic

loads 8p and 4 (i.e. by the saturation of magnetic circuit and by

heating) and to mechanical strength of the rotor (i.e. with the

allowable voltage of material, which it is characterized by allowable

speed on the periphery of rotor).

Page 169.

The maximum speed of cylindrical ferromagnetic rotor can be

considered on the basis [111] according to the expression

4CZ

I.J
I....*
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O+- 1,25 1 / m/s, (7-10)
I + . .212P.

where [a] - permissible normal stress of the material of the body of

rotor (steel), N/m2; di-da/D- relation of the diameters of

opening/aperture for the shaft and the outside diameter of rotor. For

the solid rotors non/without- opening/aperture, 1,76 10-2 -

Analogously for the disk rotors of equal thickness on the basis

[112] we will obtain:

, m/s,

where 7, N/ma, and a - specific gravity/weight and the Poisson ratio

of the material of disk (magnetic or nonmagnetic); D.-D/D- relation

.of the diameters of opening/aperture for shaft and periphery of disk.

For the disks of conical and hyperbolic profile/airfoil the

permissible linear velocity will be above. The elements of the stress

analysis of such disks are known from the specialized literature.

Allowable voltage is chosen usually equal to [a]-na(/n-

yield point of material; n,>l - safety factor). With the large OT

diameters of cylindrical rotors instead of a',?U.7 ar. is taken since

to the center of forging the mechanical properties of material

deteriorate. Fig. 7-2 gives the curves
~ .1
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Ust d, D =f (ij)no d., n H. D f (n)i d., [z]

Key: (1). per. (2). and.

for the speeds of rotation n-100-500 r/s, designed on (7-10).

At given speed of rotation n, r/s, -the cut-off diameters of

rotors UM are determined by expressions.

I + 0o,212% '

2 _// l.I ; P=0,3.
Page 170. VT (I 0,212

4

Maximum emf cylindrical UG with series connection of the active

parts of the armature and 100% use comprises:
O ,5, d, ), pe, 7 ,

where 8p- saturation induction, T; v- maximum speed, m/s.

From (7-11) it is evident that for an increase in emf should be

raised v and decreased n, and also increased a number of pole pairs

p. Let us determine the limiting value 2p of cylindrical UG. On the

basis of experiment of contemporary turbo-generator construction, we

assume/set the ratio of the overall length of rotor to its diameter
41JD < ..

.4Z:fi

"€ - -.x '-- "- ' ', , 1 ;'' ''4''' "---,,.-,,'L. ., . '.•. .", ,2-"-"-"-"-"-'-. . €., . . ".e'.
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We will count X 0.40.25: 2b.+b.21, during liquid-metal current

pickup 2b -C4pl.' In this case Lu=p(21+-2b. -bl) 2b,_ 4pl<6D.

Thus, a maximum number of poles 2p=12. During the complete

utilization a number of slide contacts m...2p+2-14, a number of

insulation spacers of rotor mm=p-6 (.rotor it is divided into

mi-p+--7 the isolated/insulated electrics); a number of field coils

The limiting current of armature in this case

d,), I,(7-12)

where i- maximum, from the point of view of the permissible

heating, current density, A/m.

-.9 , - ", ',, ; . 5 " -> / ' "- . -", .,-." > . ." . '. . -:' .,.- - .. ,...., -; , ",.,',. , -- ,-, , -. , ,.,-
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I ~ ~ ~ 4 -T I4.1 6

Fig. 7-2. On the calculation of the mechanical strength of

*ferromagnetic cylindrical armatures UM of the ultimate capacity: a)

dependence v=([a)) according to -.b) dependence D=f(Ca)) on n, c)

dependence D=f(n) on []

Page 171.

For increase 4it is also necessary to increase v and to decrease n.

Taking into account (7-il) and (7-12) we will obtain the ultimate

capacity

1,250 U6-13P8~EJA0' (f-)pBip 1- 9  kW, (7-3

.4 which is greater, the higher than v and lower than n, moreover

tentatively it is possible to consider B,-i,a'T (18000 G); k.1and



/ip<0 A/re" (for steel). Assuming/setting v-200 m/s, (D2--o2, with

the maximum ones a number of poles 2p, BP and ip-we will obtain:

. ,18. 10"

DOC-- 312050

In particular, for n=500 r/s we will obtain Pv.._I,75.10akW.

Similarly for disk UG of the ultimate capacity (on the

assumption that the greatest number of poles 2p=1 2 ) we have:

oV.
"L; p- (7-14)

D2.~ Dj, (- ' a; (7.15)
625 *p -V-., Km. (7-16)

Key: (1). V. (2). kW.

With series connection p of the disks of the armature

m-pl6; m-m,-0,5p-1-2; m,,-p-6.

Formulas (7-1)-(7-16) are registered for UG with the one-sided

current pickup with the shaft and the disks, which have cos a-l.

Since in this case Bs-8c, and the shafts are implemented by steel

ones,

B <l <1.8 T (18000 G); j,<10' A/m2 (100 A/cm2 ). ,.
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Let us compare cylindrical and disk UM of ultimate capacity

under the following conditions:

2a-'. = p;az tA2p. ,p; . ; 8p.4 .; i=i,; D,=I; d.=0; 6=,0,25.

For the identical materials of cylinder and disk (steel)

i ~ [o]===o]=; vy7,65.1o4 N/ &-, =0.3.

Taking. into account the possibility of imparting to disk the special

(conical) profile/airfoil we assume/set va/vil0,64.

I-age 172.

Then

2- i- p B0 - ,875;I_ p a B,. , nit-= -

Pa a- _ -- d)6,,

.. , - m m,-r,; , . x , , )= ,

'= 2,33; .= 3,
m --- 3, - -=1,,tp.,. 1 --

m -.= 3; '"a-9 I

The results of calculation according to (7-1l)-(7-16) the

.*.-
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* ~ maximum parameters UJG of the compared types at different speeds of

rotation of rotor for v-- =, are given in Table 7-1.I

* .

* I

VPJ

--

U.
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Table 7-1. Comparison of the approximate limiting values of the

parameters UG of ultimate capacity.

# .TuffYr I
lapauerp z pll e.

2p 12 12

V, z/ceemtc 200 300
P.S.* 1,8 18

•9. ,j., a/IX* 106 106

n. o6/ceex (7) 166.7 50 166,7 50

p") • 412 1370 435 1460
1270 16,1 178

P.. Mem(Q 473 I 1740 7.0 260
. D, A 0,382 1,27 0.573 1.90

'V

Key: (1). Parameter. (2). Type UG. (3). Cylindrical. (4). Disk. (5).

m/s. (6). T. (7). r/s. (8). in. (9). kA. (10). MW.
%.j,.

Page 173.

Is of interest obtaining the dependences of limiting values
....... ... vuf --20o m /I

E. i. P. q-l W at permissible linear velocitieVwA3f m/s for different

numbers of poles 2p=2 and 2p-12 cylindrical and disk UG. It is

expedient to perform generators with n>50 r/s, i.e. according to

classification [113] they will be high-speed (high-speed) machines.

At the high values of n the direct drive is feasible from the gas

turbine. Calculation formulas for graphing are given in Table 7-2,

moreover it is assumed

... ",
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1p= I0' a/.'; Bp--B .1,8 ; Dps 1;
d, s, 0; Dn -z 0,25; cos a .

-50-4- 500 06/ceK.

Key: (1). T.- (2). r/s.

The relative values of the maximum parameters UG of cylindrical and

disk types are represented in Fig. 7-3.

With n-166.7 r/s it is selected:

;n=I; "--; II; P3-1; D=.

In individual cases is expedient the comparison of parameters WV

E//L and (EIfJ generators.

.4
%' %S

i .S.

I,

.-.

',.' '4. ''e*' ' ,'' 
*

," .. * **'"*.* *..d." .".*..* ... .-.. -... • ..-. .* . .- I
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A ' £ ; IIs 4 4J --

9 Oa 0,8 1,2 ,5 :,0 2.41 2,1 3.Z

Fig. 7-3. Relative values of the maximum parameters cylindrical and

disk UG when ;"" "4&L-i .-.
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During the maximum use

- 0,133

whence it follows that with the relatively larger voltages/stresses

and the low currents the use/application of disk UG is more

preferable. Cylindrical machine can prove to be underused on the

current.

.4Y ,,3 '' "" '''. , , ' .. '.'.. .:-'.': .......... :' ,,..J ,. .. '/ .'..' '..'..-k .'., .. '.',:..,.
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Table 7-2. Calculation formulas of the maximum parameters.

:.%%

,1,14-10 6.85.104 1,2110- 7,25 10'

I: n it n

,,ToKI, 3,18.109 4.47.101
/,ts ,,ts

(I)MOmIHOCTh Pa. KOM 3.63.10"4 2.18.10" 5,4.10' 3.24.1010

(~)Z~u~ep D ~63.6 94.5*55 __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ '

(1). Parameter. (2). Type UG. (3). Cylindrical. (4). Disk. (5). Emf.

(6). Current. (7). Power kW. (8). Diameter D, m.

.

,
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Chapter Eight.

MOTOR MODE OF UNIPOLAR ELECTRICAL MACHINE.

8.1. Special features/peculiarities of unipolar electric motor.

To the unipolar electrical machines let us use the reciprocity
principle - they can be used in generator and motoring.

The use/application of unipolar engines (UD) is caused by the

specific requirements of some installations, which acquire ever more

noticeable place in the technology in connection with the development

of chemical industry, metallurgy and atomic power engineering.
,

.5.

a

p.'" "'" "'4 "-,- "- "" '" - " - '" * , " , -,-. ,,a . -. -,.,r ... - - ,-. . -. - . - . .
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Unipolar motor is applied in a number of cases, enumerated

below:

1) when the source of the direct current is of low voltage;

.) as the drive, which does not contribute into the system of

the further pulsation of current;

3 ) as. the engine with the sufficiently high kinetic energy of

rotor, which is used in the transient modes/conditions of

installation;

4) if machine must work at elevated temperatures of the

environment, with the possible contact with the alkaline liquid

metals or their vapors, or during the radioactive irradiation;

5) as the drive with the light over-all payload ratio and the

high efficiency.

Page 176.

The use/application of UD is possible in certain cases, when the

h* V,' 1 ' ; " "' ,v , - " . - - - e - - ' ' " "". - " " '" " " -. - - - - . - .. .
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use of a collector direct-current motor is unacceptable.

Motoring of operation of UM in the theoretical plan/layout is

investigated insufficiently and it is weakly illuminated in the

* technical literature, although attempts at the creation of UD were

done repeatedly.

By unipolar type first engine should be considered the

-.[ device/equipment, known by the name "asterisks of Barlow", proposed

in 1824 [3] after discovery by Faraday of the phenomenon of

electromagnetic induction (1822).

The exemplary/approximate image of the "asterisk of Barlow" is

represented in Fig. 8-1. Metallic asterisk 1, which fulfills the

function of rotor, pivot on the axis, established/installed on iron

core 2. Asterisk is contained by the poles of permanent magnet 3 and

during the rotation alternately concerns by its ends/leads of the

surface of mercury, which filled tray 4 in insulating plate/slab 5.

To the rod and the tray direct current is fed/conducted. As a result

of interaction of current, passed along the rays/beams of the

"starwheel", with the magnetic field appears turning moment.

Remarkable in the "starwheel of Barlow" was the use of the

liquid-metal contact, to which then they returned in the process of

improvement of the UM.

, % ., . **. ... ** .. - % , ., % ° .. . " * • , . . . . . , *- . . .. .. . .-. .. .. *
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In [28] the disk UD with the copper-graphite brushes (Fig. 8-2)

is described. The structural/design formulation of brush current

pickups is the special feature/peculiarity of engine. On axis and

periphery of rotor it is established/installed on eight brushes,

pressure on which realized springs from the beryllium bronze (154

g/cm'). Brushes were joined by copper ring.

WW

g 4"

"
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Fig. 8-1. Fig. 8-2.

Fig. 8-1. Installation with UD developed by P. Barlow.

Fig. 8-2. Laboratory sample/specimen of unipolar electric motor.

Page 177.

Special feature/peculiarity of brush contact - small voltage

drop and the low coefficient of friction. Rotor is made from steel

with a thickness of 3.1 mm. Air gap 6-0.254 mm. The stator, which

consists of two halves, is prepared from the alloy of Armco. Machine

had two field coils, designed for current 6 and voltage/stress 51 V.

The feed of armature was realized from the source by a voltage/stress

of 2-4 V. The speed of rotation of rotor varied from 4500 to 6000

r/min. The laboratory sample/specimen of engine had an efficiency,

equal to 50*.

.. ".4 ' ' " , ,. ' . . , . -"% -"% . ' ., _, , ."." ." '-" .'
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In 1944 for the special appraratus by P. Benning [27] was

planned a UD which has somewhat different design concept (Fig. 8-3).

The rotor of engine 1 was assembled of two parts with outside

diameter on the order 100 mm. The motionless winding of series

excitation by 2 was implemented from the copper tape in the form of

spiral. Current, passing through excitation winding, sliding contact

3 rotor, was abstracted/removed into external circuit through

supports 4. The feed of engine was realized from the storage battery

by current 100-200 A also with a voltage of 2-4 V.

With the brush current pickup the UD it has special advantages,

besides the coordination of the parameters of consumed electric power

with the parameters of the available sources. Transition/junction to

the liquid-metal current pickups raises the possibilities of applying

the UD, which in some special installations can give qualitatively

new results.

1%

1%!

N
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Fig. 8-3. Fig. 8-4.

Fig. 8-3. The UD for the special installation of P. Benning.

Fig. 8-4. Design concept of the UD of the cylindrical type with the

"* "complete insertion/immersion of rotor into the electroconducting

* liquid, independent excitation and compensation bifilars.

Page 178.

One of the characteristic performances of the motor is

predominantly examined below, which is an example of the economical

utilization of an engine and sets the series/row of new

scientific-technical problem before the latter.

Discussion deals with immersion type of UD or with the

continuous liquid-metal contact, which can be used, for example, as

&..4.
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the drive of mechanical pump for the pumping over of

electro-conductive liquids [29]. Such electro-conductive liquids,

whose transportation represents complicated technical task, can be

the products of the major chemical industry, molten ferrous and

nonferrous metals or the widely used in atomic power engineering

high-temperature liquid-metal heat-transfer agents (potassium,

sodium, mercury, lithium, etc.).

Structurally/constructurally combined mechanical pump with the

drive from the UD can be compared either with the electromagnetic

pump or with mechanical pump, which has drive from the asynchronous

the asynchronous motor; these latter/last pumps are at present the

spread means of the transportation of electro-conductive liquids.

* Precomputations show that mechanical pumps with the drive from the UD
a'! have the substantially best indices by the weight and the efficiency,

than electromagnetic ones.

Like asynchronous shielded motor, the UD with the complete

*insertion/immersion of rotor into the electroconducting liquid do not

require the sealing devices/equipment for the distribution of the

internal cavity of the motor and zone of the location impeller of

mechanical pump, using the liquid enveloping in the gap for the

realization of the electrical contact between stator-rotor unit.

'V. , ..~
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The major advantages such a UD over the asynchronous shielded

engine are the following:

1) the absence of power losses to the eddy currents in the

shields and in the electro-conductive liquid, which fills the gap of

machine; 2) the possibility of the execution of engine to the higher

speed of rotation (speed of rotation of induction motor is limited by

the frequency of feeding network; an increase in the rotational speed

by increasing the frequency it conducts to the sharp decrease even

without that low efficiency); 3) the possibility of work at increased

ambient temperatures, since it can be carried out without the loop

* electro-insulation, whose thermal durability is limited to

temperature of 300-500*C.

To the advantages of the shielded engine should be related the

possibility of the pumping over of nonconducting liquids and the

absence of the bulky electric-conductive tires, characteristic for

UD, just as for the electromagnetic pumps of direct current.

.V
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One should also emphasize that the immersion performance of UD

makes it possible to use it, also, as the drive of the controlled

valve/gate or shutter/valve in the ducts/contours with the

L

wi.
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electro-conductive liquids.

One of the possible fundamental design concepts of cylindrical

type immersion engine with count poles 2p=2 it is represented in Fig.

8-4.

The rotor of motor 1 is manufactured from the magnetoconductive

material (Armco, permendur, OKhNZM, and others) as single part or

separately from shaft 12.

Stator 2, 3 can consist of several parts which also they are

made of the magnetoconductive materials they are determined by

structural/design project and larger simplicity of technology of

production.

Circular poles 3 are lagged 5, 6 and are formed the compensative

rings (bifilars, which are used for compensation of the armature

reaction Insulation 5, 6 and 13 can be carried out in the form of

coating the type AIO,, BO and the like.

For warning/preventing the destruction of electrical insulating

coatings and leaks/leakages of liquid 14 through their pores it is

possible to provide thin metal shield 7 of the stainless steel (or

other metals). Shield will cause certain current leak, which will be
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less than analogous current leak through the walls of channels in the

._N conductor electromagnetic pumps. The installation/setting up of

_* -ashield is optional.

End shield 8 is made by dead/blind and is manufactured from the

stainless steel.

Panel 9 combines the internal cavity of engine with the cavity

impeller of pump without the intermediate multiplexing.

,.

%.1k

* -*....*,,. *-"*" -",- i
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1Fig. 8-5. Design concept of the UD of the disk type with the complete

insertion/immersion of rotor into the electro-conductive liquid and

separate excitation.

Page 180.

Bearings 15, as in the asynchronous shielded engine, they work

during the complete insertion/immersion into the pumped over liquid,

what is their overall deficiency/lack. They can be carried out as

slide bearings, as lubricating agent of which most pumped over liquid

serves. Furthermore, this there can be hydrodynamic or hydrostatic

type bearings.

Excitation-winding by 4 can be consecutive, parallel or
independent variable, moreover a number of its turns is usually

limited, which gives the possibility to fulfill the

electro-insulation of wires, using thermoresistant ceramic

separators, spraying/dusting/deposition or varnishes.

g~~~~.....-: - ...... ......-... , ...... '.. .... "." .." ...""".'."".".. "". "
" :
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i

iz! Fig. 8-6. Construction/design of the UD with the power of 30 kW. 1, 2

• - poles of stator; 3 - rotor; 4 - excitation winding; 5 - bearing; 6

- current tap; 7 - housing; 8 - branch for supply and overflow of

liquid metal; 9 - helical multiplexing; 10 - branch for supplying the

inert gas; 11 - branch of the supply of the lubrication of bearing;

12 - multiplexing; 13 -device/equipment for the installation/setting

up of level gauge last thermocouples; 14 - cooling channel; 15 -

"lock".

Page 181.

The path of electric current in the rotor is shown in Fig. 8-4

by arrows/pointers, the path of magnetic flux - by dotted line.

Supplying and discharge busbars 10 and 11 will have smaller weight

.5, .- .

.
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than in the electromagnetic pumps of identical power, since the

voltage of supply of UD usually several is higher than the voltage

applied to the electromagnetic pump, with the higher efficiency.

The analogous design concept disk type of UD (Fig. 8-5) is clear

without the detailed description. It is profitable to combine the

machine in disk variant with the pump, since the role of pumping

wheel can perform disk.

The special features/peculiarities of the design concept of UD

require the evaluation/estimate of the mechanical losses of friction,

calculation of the electromagnetic efforts/forces, which function on

the rotor, and the determination of thermal run.

Peculiar task represents setting experiment with the UD.

4o.

'.,'

* .-,5-

.4.,
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*55,

Fig. 8-7. Construction/design of UD with the power of 20 kW. 1, 2 -

poles of stator; 3 - rotor; 4 - excitation winding; 5 - slide

. bearing; 6 - current tap; 7 - centrifugal pump impeller; 8, 9 - input

and exhaust ducts of pump.
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During the development of experimental installation first of all

appear the following tasks:

1) creation of the sealing devices/equipment at output-shaft

butt end of engine; 2) the selection of the source of the electric

power supply of high values of currents and low voltage (continuous

operation from the storage batteries at the considerable power of

.. 5,

(I'4 :.'T .,. . ,. ,.., .. , ,. .... ,. ... '..-..-. .. ., ... .. ... ,. ...
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engine it is difficult); 3) the selection of the controllable load

device for measuring the moment/torque on the shaft of engine.

Therefore during the experimental research of the UD with the

complete insertion/immersion into the electro-conductive liquid can

be proposed the following schematic of experimental installation. In

the experiment two identical machines with separate excitation, which

have general/common/total shaft and united internal cavity

participate simultaneously. Machines are started in motoring in the

absence of load on the shaft. The consumption of power with steady

run will be caused only by internal losses of machines. Then one of

the machines, changing excitation, is translated into the generator

mode, presenting the controlled load of experimental engine. This

schematic of bench makes it possible to avoid some technical

difficulties and it is sufficiently simple to lead the distribution

of the total quantity of losses.

Fig. 8-6 and 8-7 present general views of the UD,

structurally/constructurally worked out I with the mitiplexing and

without multiplexing of output shaft.

FOOTNOTE ',. UDs are developed by S. R. Troitsky, Yu. P. Pavlov and L.

Z. Kovzun in 1961. ENDFOOTNOTE.

,. --4
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Rated power of the first UD is below 30 kW with the voltage of supply

5.5 V and rotational speed to 24000 r/min (calculated efficiency of

approximately 80*). Rated power of the second UD is 20 kW with load

voltage 3.5 V and speeds of rotation 12000 r/min.

8.2. Hydrodynamic evaluation/estimate of friction moment.

Mechanical losses comprise the essential portion of the losses

of the UD. Hydraulic friction, which appears in the liquid contacts

during the rotation of rotor, is their fundamental source. In chapter

5 is given the calculation of hydraulic losses in the concentrated

liquid contacts of the UM and the questions of magnetohydrodynamics

of contact partially are touched upon.

Page 183.

The calculation of power losses to friction during the rotation

of the completely immersed in the electro-conductive liquid rotor of

UD is a fundamental theoretical question, since hydraulic losses will

be predominant. A complicated question of hydrodynamics is

" "complicated by the electromagnetic phenomena, whose effect can prove

to be noticeable.

The design concept of liquid contact is represented in Fig. 8.8.

Ic<
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It is formed by the cylinder, which axisymmetrically revolves within

the cylindrical jacket/case/housing. Between the cylinders the

electro-conductive liquid is placed, which with D,=0 completely fills

end-type gaps. In the considerable ratio I/D Fig. 8-8 is the

schematic device/equipment of the cylindrical UD, where the level of

liquid D, is limited to the shaft of cylindrical rotor. With small

I/D occurs the concentrated contact with a small difference in

sizes/dimensions of D and D, or the completely immersed in the liquid

rotor of UD of the disk type, when D is considerably more D,. Values

6.6- 6"- designated the boundary layer thicknesses of the revolving

4-,. liquid on the appropriate surfaces of cylinders .

%< FOOTNOTE I In hydrodynamics, in order to simplify the solution of

equations of motion, entire flow of the moving/driving liquid it is

accepted to approximately divide into two regions: 1) the very small

region, which is located on the boundaries of flow and called the

boundary layer, where are considered both the inertial forces and the

forces of viscosity of liquid; 2) the region of the main flow of the

liquid (external flow), in which the viscosity effect is negligibly

small. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Initial equations for determining the moment/torque of the

hydraulic resistor/resistance of the revolving bodies are the

equations of motion of the viscous incompressible fluid:

, .4.
v -•
u*.W
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the equation of the continuity

divv-O (8-)

and the Navier-Stokes equation, which establishes/installs the

interconnection of all forces, which function on the fluid element,

where v - velocity vector, been in the cylindrical coordinates three

components .,. u

.- density of liquid;

I. - coefficient of viscosity/ductility/toughness;

(V)Vj- acceleration, caused by the presence of the velocity

gradient;

T - force applied from without to the volume element;

-.p,- force directed opposite to pressure gradient;

"3, -internal friction between the layers of liquid.

,6
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Fig. 8-8. Diagram of liquid contact.
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In the boundary layers of liquid contacts the three-dimensional

motion of liquid occurs. However, to solve three-dimensional task in

. general form is virtually impossible. In this case the task is

C facilitated by the fact that the motion is axisymmetric and,..

. therefore, in view of symmetry depends only on two coordinates (r anwBU

% z). Therefore during the deployment of equations (8-1) and (8-2) in

the cylindrical coordinates it is possible to equate to all zero

derivatives on V. Furthermore, is examined steady motion, so that

&I--0. But also after these simplifications solution can be

obtained, having only equated to zero velocity component along the

- axis ,(, ,Which to a certain degree is justified by the experiments .

, A'

of Schulz-Grunov, who observed the presence of the axial component of

envelocity only about the end/lead of the rotating disk [98i.

z As a result of the simplifications indicated we obtain the

I'

I the,€ ., cylindrical...€... coordinate it. is..-....-.. possibl to equate--- to. all. zero ...
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r following system of differential equations in the cylindrical

coordinates:

- Ott. ' T, I Lip, rj V~ _

Or r -P, P, Or L0, -1 r r 0- S

or o PC or r Ozs
O=TI ( 8-3)

'. ." =.. T,-dp.

where v-q.,- kinematic modulus of viscosity;

TI.7,.T?._ components of the force applied from without.

The first three equations of system (8-3) represent the equation

of a Navier-flow/discharge for the appropriate coordinates r, 0, z.

In this case the left side of the equations expresses r, o or z - to

component of acceleration, obtained by fluid element as a result of

the presence of the velocity gradient upon transfer from one point to

another. The expressions in the brackets of the right side of the

equations, multiplied by the coefficient of

viscosity/ductility/toughness to,,present the components of the force

of internal friction between the layers of liquid. The latter/last

equation of system (8-3) is obtained from the equation of the flow

continuity of liquid.

-
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The force of internal friction can be expressed also through the

components of shearing stresses, which in the case of axisymmetric

motion are equal to:

-- = : (8-4)

&V I

The third equation of the system (8-3) serves for determining

the pressure and can be excluded in the description of the motion of

liquid.

System (8-3) makes it possible to obtain two

integral-differential ("pulse") equations, whose solution is possible

with the appropriate assumptions; it is carried out by a number of

the authors with T=0 for determining the moment of resistance of

those revolving in the jacket/case/housing of the disk of

theoretically small thickness and cylinder [98, 99, 114-116].

The character of motion is considered by Reynolds number

Re-wD2/4v. With Re<101 the motion carries laminar character; with

Re>3.10' it is turbulent. Transition/junction from the laminar to the
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turbulent flow is observed over a wide range of Reynolds numbers,

which creates further difficulties in the theoretical studies, since

the determination of the profile/airfoil of the distribution of rates

-. and boundary layer thickness impedes.

With the gap smaller than the boundary layer thickness(,<6,)8. Athe

flow named the flow of Couettel [98] occurs.

FOOTNOTE ". For the laminar flow of Couette, characteristic is the

linear distribution of rate according to width gap. ENDFOOTNOTE.

- L '*_ It serves as certain approximation/approach to a task about the

boundary layer, since boundary layer can be considered as the filled

with liquid gap between the bodies, in which the rate of liquid is

distributed according to the linear law. The flow of bulk of liquid

out of the boundary layer appears in this case as the moving/driving

body. The major advantage of the task about the flow of Couette

consists in the fact that the solution for it can be obtained in the

final form, what is valuable for explaining the series/row of laws.

For the flow of end-type gaps, in particular wherusa<.,we will

obtain expression for the moment of resistance. Since the flow of

Couette is characterized by the absence of extraneous velocity

components, it is possible to assume u.-O.

%,.'. C- 4.

%..
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Then from the second Navier-Stokes equa-t~on systems (8-3) we obtain:

O +-r z • (8-5)

* - For the end-type gap boundary conditions will be determined by

the requirements of the adhesion of liquid for solid body:

-?Pv z=0 =;
Ml, 1 (8-6)

Key: (1). with.

where w - angular velocity of the revolving body.

Let us find the particular solution (8-5) from the equation,

which depends only on ls. * -o. ' It will take the form: +, e,+.

integration constant are determined with the help of boundary

conditions (8-6):

Particular solution (8-7) will be the simultaneously unknown

solution of equation (8-5).

The component of shearing stress will be expressed:

,'4-':= -:--'r

. % I"i d ,,

, 4,4 ~ ;4 
,

• - .-* - . -.• . o ° *o. . .....- .. .*- . . * ° ' . o . .
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Moment of resistance for two end-type sides of the contact

I.4

r, dr = - 1,7R 4  (8-8)

where in accordance with Fig. 8-8: r - current radius; R=0.5D -

radius of the revolving body; R,=0.5D, - radius of the level of

liquid;r k,-b,,RaR - relative radlus of the level of liquid.

For studying the flow of Couette between two concentric

cylinders can be also used the second Navier-Stokes equation system

(8-3) for,-,-o and the following boundary conditions:

rz'ps r =R a R
%pa r =R, =0, (8.9)

Key: (1). with.

where R,=0.5D. - radius of the limiting cylinder.
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The particular solution of the equation

+ r

takes the form:

, c,r + cIr.

Using boundary conditions (8-9), we obtain:

"wR - -- R (8-10)
, " _k2

.,

'I
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where

! ;= -and R*,-

It is possible to demonstrate that (8-10) it will be

simultaneous the solution of equation (8-5).

In this case of the component of shearing stress and moment of

resistance it is respectively equal to:

C -, M " =d z= 4 % 1.l , _R 2

0 .

When- As-as!we will. obtain *,-- and M€,-4= J. , which corresponds to

the rotation of cylinder in the unlimited quiescent liquid.

Using (8-8) and (8-11), we obtain the moment of the

resistor/resistance of entire cylinder in the case of the flow of

Couette:

It is possible to show that if the gaps are great and there are

two boundary layers, each of which has a distribution of rate,

characteristic for flow of Couette, and the main flow revolves with

certain rate of s-*A1 then moment/torque is reducedL..a
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*approximately/exemplarily doubly.
.
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However, as numerical evaluations/estimates are shown, this result

will sharply diverge from the experimental data, since the

profile/airfoil of the distribution of the rates in the boundary

layers both with the laminar and with the turbulent modes/conditions

differs from that accepted.

The dependences given above remain indefinite, if we do not give

o." the evaluation/estimate of boundary layer thickness. In the majority

of the cases the boundary layer thickness is determined as a result
of conducting of complicated designing-theoretical analysis and

accepting the series/row of assumptions in the initial equations. It

is known [115] that the expression for the boundary layer thickness

with laminar flow takes the form:

.- e '°'5 's, (8-13)

moreover Z.<i. ,Thus, for the known task of Blasius on the flow around

thin plate of parallel flow with a speed of '. boundary layer

thickness is equal to -- where x - coordinate of flow

direction.

For the infinitely thin disk, which revolves in free from the

Vr,
9~ c
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jacket/case/housing quiescent liquid, can be accepted. ft-27 [115].

With the less exact solution %-4,[98] is obtained also.

Assuming the equality of end-type gap to the value of boundary

layer (N-4. it is possible to express the moment of resistance of disk

in accordance with (8-8) and (8-13) in the following form:

M' p .®''R (I- ). 8-14

The exact solution of the task of laminar boundary layer is

obtained only taking into account the radial component of rate For

this is used the usual reception/procedure of the hydrodynamics:

composition with the help of two Navier-Stokes equations and equation

a. of the continuity of system (8-3) of pulse equations, assignment in

C general form of the profile of velocities of the boundary layer, W

which corresponds to the results of experiment, and reducing of the

integral-differential equations to algebraic, that make it possible

to compute unknown coefficients.

The distribution of the rates of laminar boundary layer is

assigned usually in the form of the polynomials of the second power.

In this case the integration and differentiation with the

substitution in the pulse equations are conducted in accordance with

the propositions of Okai and Hasegawa about independence ..from a

radius and about the linear dependence on a radius of the maximum

value of the radial component of rate [117).
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As a result of this solution the moment of resistance of

theoretically infinitely thin disk with a radius of R, which revolves

in the liquid without the jacket/case/housing, can be expressed
~[115]:

M'=- 1,69, v0,5(o. 5R4, (8-15)

where e-z.. This dependence to a certain degree will be coordinated

with expression (8-14) when/ k,-o.

Most interesting is the case, when are an external
jacket/case/housing and there are two boundary layers, since to

fulfill the gap, equal in magnitude to boundary layer thickness, in

- the UD is virtually impossible. This solution for the thin disk

during the laminar flow is obtained by a number of the authors [98,

99, 114-116]:
, --. (8-16)

Value :,Fis the function of the geometric dimensions, whose

calculated dependence is given in [99]. However, for'h,-i with a

sufficient accuracy' ;-mu can be accepted This makes it possible to

express moment of resistance in the following form:

M,' -1,334 0 d R,4.

.A % C 7
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Boundary layer thickness is computed with the help of the

expression ( T0.

" 3,5 T--=

to + + 3W

When ;-A5 we will obtain:

,=l,59v -' 3 =2 , vO. j-o..

In the technical literature concrete/specific/actual

recommendations by choice of the boundary layer thickness of radial

clearance are absent. But particular tasks with the cylinder make it

possible to assume that the boundary layer thickness in the radial

clearance must have the same order.

In the case of liquid contacts of UD the turbulent states of

motion of liquid (Re>3-105 ) predominantly are observed. The study of"

turbulent boundary layer is more complicated the laminar, although

the method of solution remains the same.
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For the turbulent mode/conditions the distribution of rates * and

% is assigned usually according to power "law of 1/7". In the work

of Yu. Yu. Kaunas the author considers that more matched with the

experiment power "law of 1/8" [22, 1001. The dependence of its

thickness on a radius is also the special feature/peculiarity of

turbulent boundary layer. In the work of Okai and Hasegawa, the

%:S

! " " ... '* " "• .- ' . . . ,' '." ° ' " °• . '- ," " - ° -" " ' ' '- -"•" " - - " . - °" 2.
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authors, as many others, assumed that ,....--,. In the work of

Yu. Yu. Kaunas it is accepted #-,,.-, -. *Furthermore, during the

solution of the problem about the turbulent boundary layer are used

empirical dependence for determining the value of shearing stress.

The moment/torque of resistance of the disk, which rotates in

the unlimited liquid during the turbulent mode/conditions, can be

determined [99] according to the equation
M' -- 0,073pt Re-O2R. (8-18)

In this case boundary layer thickness

6- 0,525v 0,'k0 2 R0 '6 .

For the moment of resistance of theoretically infinitely thin

disk in the jacket/case/housing the dependence

M' = -0, 2 33 pt Re-','R' ----- •

1? zi .(
is recommended. For the majority of the cases, which are

encountered in practice, during the turbulent flow and' h-i .with a

sufficient accuracy it is possible to take coefficient: :-2.. Then

(8-19) it will take the form:

M'-0,036 Pt Re-'a 2oR',

and boundary layer thickness

8. 0,097 .O2w0- 2 RO.

Exactly as for the stream-line conditions, in the technical

literature are absent concrete/specific/actual recommendations

regarding the calculation of the moment of resistance and boundary

rw

" "d ,- . . .-... ;. .v-, ':J %.-- .> ., 2 X? e2' ' "-- ' e ,ei¢v ,,
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layer thickness in the radial clearance during the rotation of the

. extended cylindrical bodies. An exception is work [1002, in which the

moment of resistance of the contact, depicted in Fig. 8-8, is

obtained (during the turbulent mode/conditions) and the correctness

of result is confirmed experimentally.
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The advantage of the work of kaunas consists in the experimental

refinement of the series/row of the coefficients: the introduction of

power "law of 1/8", a change in the empirical coefficient of 0.0225

shearing stresses on 0.0178, the establishment of fact about a

decrease in the value of shearing stresses in the radial clearance by

A4- approximately 20*, and also in the analytical representation of the
dependence of parameter'! on the geometric dimensions, represented

usually in the form of table.

The theoretical positions of kaunas were confirmed by

experiments directly with UG, which have the concentrated mercury

contacts. The results of calculations and experiments did not differ

to more than 2% near lgRe-7.3 (-a---4R). All this makes it possible

to take its work for the base during the analysis of UD.

.' In the work of Yu. Yu. Kaunas the author established/installed,

;.,5...

4.,., .5 ' . *;. - .""'" " " ""....."..".". """" " " " "" " " " . . . . . .-" " "
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that the moment of resistance of the cylinder, which revolves in the

jacket/case/housing, can be calculated according to the formula

M =--cptO2D5, (8-20)

where the moment coefficient of resistor/resistance is equal to:

c,=Re'. 1 - " 3,7/D) k; "I

k, ,25. 1-1 " . - L,41 - I

'(8-21)

4. ]- .6 + 3,7/D

Dependence t4 on the value of relation , T'is given in the form

of table.
" 1 2 2.06 2.15 2.20 2.5

ke I 1.020.10-s 1,056-10-' 1,110.10-' 1.134.10-1- 1.308.10-'

C. & In practice most frequently are encountered the cases, for which

during turbulent mode/conditions. - it is found in the range

2.06-2.2.
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4., Consequently, if we take during the determination of moment of

resistance -2.5, then error will not exceed 10%. For -2.1s we will

obtain:

M=- 1,11•1O"'pRe-4,''(1 - 1464-1-3,71/D)-tD6.

The obtained expression makes it possible to lead the

distribution of moments/torques for the end-type gaps and to compare

0,',

,,: ; ' ' 'I ' '. ',I' ' '. , ' ' ; .' C ,I : " " "," ' : " , ," , ' -' ," ".,' ," .." ," ,,". .,; ," " .." . " " " , ..
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with the dependences obtained previously. Thus, for the end-type gaps

(1 0, D,-0), taking into account that Re-4Re, we find:

A = - 8,65- 1O-4p, Re"o.12 W2D'. (8-22)

For the gaps on the generatrices of the cylinder

AI" = -32- 1O-4p Re-°."'I' D4
. (8-23)

The optimum values of boundary layer thicknesses we will obtain

when ._..

for the radial clearance

&a. .r - 7- 10- ' Re - 4 ' 2D  (8-24)

and for the end-type ones

&..m==4,57. 0-'Re-8,D, (8-25)

where

Re OD' %R'

8.3. Effect of magnetic and electric fields to the value of friction

moment.

During the calculation of the mechanical losses of engine with

the complete insertion/immersion of rotor into the liquid or the

concentrated liquid contact arises the question about the suitability

of the dependences of usual hydrodynamics, since the motion of liquid
r%

occurs during the complicated combination of magnetic and electric

fields.

L.

.-- **- -..
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The first experiments with the UM, experiment of the

evaluation/estimate of hydraulic losses in the electromagnetic pumps

4. show the permissible accuracy of calculations according to the

hydrodynamic dependences.
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Taking into account the complexity of the account of magnetic

and electric fields, we carry out the analysis of physical processes

in UD based on the example of the simplest flow of Couette in order

to be convinced of the validity of the drawn conclusion.

Order of the research:

1. Let us establish/install the direction of magnetic and

electric fields, and also appearing electromagnetic forces in the

liquid, for which we will use the fundamental laws of

electrodynamics.

The electromagnetic force, applied to the volume element, can be

represented by vector product of the current density and magnetic

induction

T-0. B). (2-26)

*N
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Value T can be examined in the flow equation of Navier-Stokes

" (8-2) as external force.

For determining the current density we use a differential law of

Ohm

j=--grad Ue+[v- B]). (8-27)

The coupling of current density with the appearing magnetic

induction is established by the equation of Maxwell

Le scosdr rot Bu=j. (8-28)

Let us consider the specific cases of distributing of

- Celectromagnetic fields and forces.

.In accordance with Fig. 8-8 with !/D-0 the contact represents

model disk of UD with the theoretically infinitely thin disk. In

actuality disk has always final thickness, especially as in UD it

serves simultaneously as active conductor.

With the approach to the disk the current, consumed by engine,

is distributed in certain proportion between solid body of disk and

electro-conductive liquid filling gaps. A precise calculation of this

distribution represents complicated mathematical problem. With

motionless disk and liquid the relation of current densities will be

... , ,,:

.=. %
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proportional to the relation of the specific conductivity of the

m a t e r i a l s : T'.29
I- -T (8-29)

Prime in this paragraph noted values (r, and which relate to

solid body of rotor. Whatever there was the character of current

distribution, electro-conductive liquid it will be compulsory to

carry out the part of the current, which in the magnetic field of

excitation will force liquid to revolve in the direction of the

motion of rotor.
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In the working zone of the disk UD, the main field of excitation

in effect always will be axial and will not have others components.

Its value will somewhat depend on a radius as a result of the

different distance from the excitation winding, that, however, for

the evaluation/estimate of the direction of electromagnetic forces

does not have value. Therefore we accept B,-8, designating by index

(1) field component excitations of machine or field component from

the operating current in solid body of rotor.

From constrained components of primary field will exist 0', as

. the result of the armature reaction or presence of current to the

loading of disk. the radial component of primary field can taken

.
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equal to zero 1B,°'-O) •

Recognizing the possibility of the existence of all of three

, components of velocity of the liquid and secondary magnetic induction

(B2 - the reaction of currents in the liquid), we express the

*"-"components of current density in the liquid in accordance with

(8-27): ir = vB) R,.

i- = T (OB, - ,B,); (8-30>

i = T (o, - c8,).

We express as the gradient of the applied voltage/stress the

constrained radial current density rgu'--I. understanding by j.

as the initial current density, which corresponds to a radius of

. shaft R,. Valuer .BB,-44represent the algebraic sum of the inductions

of primary and secondary fields.

From the equations of Maxwell

0Z;;: 0 "=",; }(8-31
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Magnetic permeability to liquids is in effect equal to the

:2"4.

'."
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magnetic constant (u= o), since liquid is not magnetoconductive.

Whe u.-,-o we will obtain from (8-30) and (8-31):

1=1 0; B' 2 )2 ~ =0

B("= (8-32)

r Or d

Thus, from the components of secondary induction is possible

existence only - .

•~ %With the help of (8-26) we express the components of the

C electromagnetic force

T=jB --- B, + vBS. (8-34)

Force ?, accelerates the liquid, and r. subtends it to the disk.

In the zone of boundary layer when, 0 *'- care valid the

equalities: 4 + -. -;

I, = ,; (8-35)

= r (,B. -

The equations of Maxwell are represented in this case just as in

the system of equations (8-31). Dependences (8-31) and (8-35) show

the presence of all of three components of induction, current density

and electromagnetic force, which complicates the solution of the

se

J

" .f 't- t a~ V. .. K t'. , , .... , ,. - - - - - -" " - """"". "' : '" - '_ J-9 "'. ,'"" - ) ."". . - """" . """""..'' - .
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problem of boundary layer in the presence of electromagnetic fields.

For cylindrical UD the radial component of field of exictation

s:- 8' and applied on any radius to the length I voltage/stress U are

initially given ones.

Accepting in the electro-conductive liquid of gap v-0,- taking

into account (8-27) and (8-28) we obtain:fij,=j,9=o0;

U vyl" j =1  _L (,B. (8-,36)
i,=T [-T r+,, r d

where magnetic permeability in the zone of the location of liquid, as

earlier, it is taken as equal to o.
Vo-
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Thus, in this case of no other fields, except -&, and B,. there

exists. In this case electromagnetic force has also two components,

one of which is the accelerating rotation liquid, another -

subtending to the axis of the cylinder:

, -. H = !.B . (8-37)

At two components of velocity in the boundary layer of the liquid of

radial clearance , and w,*O) three components of

electromagnetic force will exist, if we assume the possibility of

closing/shorting the induced currents..

'I

-Ul
m

;a___
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2. The examination of the task of laminar or turbulent boundary

layer in the presence of three components of electromagnetic force

make with its extremely complicated. It is at present difficult to

obtain its solution in the completed form upon the complete

formulation of the problem indicated. Somewhat simpler it will appear

with laminar movement of liquid, especially in the presence only of

magnetic field. But also in this case to obtain the expression of the

value of tangential voltage/stress and boundary layer thickness is

difficult due to the absence of experimental data. In this connection

deserves attention the approximate computation of laminar layer

according to S. M. Targ's method (118).

For the evaluation of the effect of magnetic and electric fields

to the value of moment of resistance let us turn again to the flow of

Couette, after taking, as before,.

Let us find the moment of the resistor/resistance of the

',N theoretically infinitely thin disk, which revolves with the angular

velocity w and included in tht jacket/case/housing with gap s smaller

than the boundary layer thickness' We assume gap density 8,-0, of

constant on any radius and current density /..k-L with a constrained,

caused applied to radius R voltage/stress of U.

IC.

'4.!

' -.. ., f ,* ,. % .%' * ' , .. ,. . •. . ... .,. • 55, ,.. . -C , * ., .,
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Using the second Navier-Stokes equation system (8-3) and

expression for the electromagnetic force of circular direction

(8-33), we obtain the following expression:

-Fr-.+ (r) -dt=o. (8-38)
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Boundary conditions for solution (8-38) will be caused by the

s ' requirements of the adhesion of liquid for the walls of solid body:

OnpH z- s = 0.

Key: (1). with.

-4. , Particular solution (8-38) is the equation, which depends only

on z: 2,v(-0.. _.on : t, - -'B . + ijaj =0. (8-40)

Designating a number of Hartmanj we. . .- , I

represent (8-40) in the following form:

-i-" - '° T--0

general solution of whom takes the form:

' + t,", = ,', + c'e' + c,e".

We will obtain the particular solution, after assuminga -O

.==.' . R,

M2,
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From the characteristic equation

k1.2- -

Having used the boundary conditions (8-39), let us find the

velocity distribution law:

) o, --- r A Al. I ' - -, "

ohm,, Sh Mf. ,

'_-_S_ S -. . (841)
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It is possible to demonstrate that this result is simultaneously

solution (8-38). Then the value-of shearing stress

-9 :611111 S s hMM +

t-chMI )chM
Fm.

From that obtained it is evident that value . depends on z. In order

to obtain the expression of moment of resistance in the final form,

let us find average/mean value "" from the gap:

(C )C = dz=.r.A r' (%,)P =T , - - s -

* The moment of resistance of two sides of disk will have accurately

the same expression as in the absence of electromagnetic fields, i.e.

.( dr - -- (842)

An analogous example with the radial clearance is not given due

to the unwieldiness of expressions.
'

I. ..- "
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Thus, although the flow of Couette does not always reflect the

true picture of the occurring phenomena, it demonstrates the

*insignificant effect of electromagnetic fields to the value of moment

of resistance at least. To conduct accurately the evaluation of this

effect under the specific conditions of immersed UD, the motion of

liquid in which occurs in the environment/encirclement of the

ferromagnetic bodies of complex laycut, at the present time it is

difficult.

It is known" that the effect of macnetic field to the value of

hydraulic resistor/resistance is different for the different

characterof the motion of liquid and different values of ratio

(M./b, or (MIR.),.

For laminar flow the value of the coefficient of hydraulic

resistor/resistance ', grows proportional to relation M.Rei, index f

means that as the base of calculation m. and Re the hydraulic radius

of the section of the channel of liquid, equal to the ratio of the

section of flow to wetted perimeter is accepted.

Page 199.

.
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From [119] it follows that during the turbulent mode/conditions

the specific resistance co within limitst (Mt-Re),-0(4,o) 0.-. virtually is

not changed. Number (M.IRe),-o1- [120] is certain boundary, which

divides the weak and- essential effect of magnetic field to the value

of specific resistance. When (Ms.R.),>to- the empirical dependence
jf2

c,=c,+91o-3 kRe)
is recommended. Unfortunately, the majority of publications is

devoted to the laminar or turbulent flow around bodies in the

magnetic field. This carries the specific danger in the propagation

of the results of these works on the UD, which has rotation of rotor

and complicated distribution of magnetic fields.

Is different the effect of magnetic field also to the flow
'

stability of liquid, since, on one hand, it decreases the extraneous

agitation of flow, on the other - is changed the distribution of the

rates of flow [120, 121].

Is obvious only the fact that the action of electromagnetic

forces on the liquid, which fills the working gap of machine or

concentrated contact, is exhibited in the acceleration of its motion

in the motor mode/conditions and the delay/retarding/deceleration in

the generator.

For the UD with the complete insertion/immersion of rotor into
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the electro-conductive liquid the equalization of the rates of flow

in the zone, adjacent to the revolving rotor, and certain increase in

the velocity gradient in motionless walls is characteristic. Of this

it is possible to be convinced based on the example of the flow of

Couette (F.. 8-9), although the solution conducted for it showed

that the average value of the velocity gradient remains the same as

in the absence of electromagnetic fields.
.1

One should assume that electromagnetic forces to the value of

moment of resistance first of all it will be determined by the

relation, in which the velocity gradients are changed in the zones

indicated.

N *'\.-......V0

Fig. 8-9. Distribution of rate during the flow of Couette.

-
--°° 

,
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8.4. Internal torque of unipolar electric motor.

a). Initial equations.

Internal torque determines the main geometric dimensions of

• engine, since at given speed of the rotation of rotor.Mits rated

power characterizes.

C.

The value of internal torque M, let us determine for the typical

design concepts of UD, which can have the most diverse performance.

For determining the moment/torque usually are used the following

initial equations of electrodynamics:

j= {-radU+-v. BJ};
rot B = J; I

dT.-- [j. Bldv,-

dM, -rdT,.

However, their use in UD in this form leads to the results,

which do not correspond to experimental data. The aforesaid relates

"4_

4;
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to the equation, which expresses differential Ohm's law, where value

[v-B] is the function of radius(v,-r).

The first equation of system (8-43) must be represented here

just as in S2-4: j.--.Igrad UN. (844)
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B). Internal torque cylindrical /D.

Let us consider the powered phase of rotor under one pole (Fig.

8-10a), after taking the following assumptions: W

1) magnetic flux over the section of cylinder it is distributed

evenly to (B,-Bp-const);

2) magnetic induction in the working gap over the entire length

of pole it is constant (BI -const)and the bulge of flow it is absent;

3) operating current over the section of rotor it is distributed

evenly to(-- i p-onst);

4) value 7 and a at all points of cylindrical rotor they are

: ~,. constant, i.e. by the effect of thermal condition and saturation it ..

'S
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is disregarded.

Thus, in the cylindrical coordinates must be examined the

following components: i- i,.B,, B,, B Inductions B, and B. are the
.4

components of field of exictation, and induction B.-by result of

*armature reaction, i.e. the current of axial direction can be

obtained in accordance with the equation of Maxwell system (8-43):
ii ¢)OBO . B, .

- - ---- .8-45)

* According to the third equation of system (8-43) we are

convinced, that there are two components of the electromagnetic force

=B.. dV =2r*B, dr; (8-46)

4T-,=12B, dV - 2zrljsB, dr.

.0

% Vpn nunlnuml q~ 4 4 * ~ *.' * . ... ' -. . .L . . . .:
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Fig. 8-10. Designations of basic geometric dimensions of Un. a)

..

4%

-. cylindrical; b) disk with the disk of equal thickness; c) with the

- conical disk; d) with the thin hollow rotor.
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S; The radial component of electromagnetic force dT. can be determined

from (8-46) with the help of (8-45). This force is directed toward

the axis of rotor and it will be counterbalanced by solid body of

rotor, without forming torque; for this reason it is not of interest.

The tangential component of electromagnetic force dT, forms
turning moment, which is determined by the expression

MS = EMT.. NO 2IrI~ Sardr. (8-47)

.0
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Problem is reduced to the definiti'on of radial component of magnetic

induction of excitation in rotor B., which, as is known, is the

function of a radius.

Continuous cylindrical rotor. For determination B,.=f(r) let us

find the magnetic induction of the axial direction
-- 404 4 1 4

at first evenly distributed from the section of continuous rotor

where kp- coefficient of scattering the powered phase of rotor.

Then magnetic induction in the radial direction of the

continuous rotor

B, = -B, R &hrB (848)

Using (8-47) and (8-48), we determine:'
2x,BR..... d So R0, 05w . '25 VDpB., (8-49)

0
where V=i(D2/4)1 - the sensitive volume of continuous rotor; the

designation of moment/torque is marked by index 1, since

moment/torque relates to one polar extension.

In the general case the current density and the radial component

of magnetic induction can be the more complex functions of a radius,

and the active length of rotor can have a value, which differs from

1. Therefore solution (8-49) is approximate. However, experimental

and theoretical studies (for example, see dhapter 2) showed that with

.4:.
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an accuracy sufficient for the practice it is possible to take even

[-. " distribution jp and Bp according to the section of cylinder, and the

calculations, carried out with this assumption, they make it possible

to sufficiently accurately project/design unipolar electric machines.
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Since armature current I=.--R'ip, and the flow of excitation under

one pole 0,=2=R1B, the expression for internal torque will take the

form:

406 (8-9a

After taking into account that P0=,R'Bk.P, we will obtain one

additional expression for electro magnetic moment:

" ___, (8-,49#
i4r,* "2B,

For multipolar machine internal torque

,(8-50)

where mr- number of powered phases of machine, connected in series

(on the voltage/stress);

mi- number of powered phases, connected in parallel (for an

increase in the operating current); during 100%- use of machine

~4~5~*mgrm,-2p.

Hollow cylindrical ferromagnetic rotor. In the case of applying:.'.

* , . "'..":' :""''.:';'f ".*¢''t "
.. '.'; -\'- \"K"-"- ". ~ " .''..''..., .'," .. ,, ''
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L I the hollow rotor, which can take place, when rotor shaft is

K: implemented from nonmagnetoconductive material and is

isolated/insulated, the radial component of the induction

I R r'-R? I I , ( I

=k Ba Ba*I

where D,-2R, inner diameter of hollow rotor;

k-coefficient of scattering;

r=. and

' R. D,RI= R=--D,- relative values.
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Taking into account (8-47) and (8-51), we obtain expression for

internal torque in the form
M x R2 ) 2-35 VUIAl" IpBI SR2,r - R, dr= VnjB, (&Z2)

where VU-nR21(I....4).. the sensitive volume of hollow rotor.

Expressions (8-49) and (8-52) are characterized by between

.- themselves only the volue of the sensitive volume of rotor.
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" C), Internal torque disk LIL2.

Unipolar engine with the disk of equal thickness (b=const). Let

us lead the determination of moment/torque at first for the machine

of two-pole performance (Fig. 8-10b).

We accept the following assumptions:

l)magnetic induction in the working gap has only axial component

constant on any radius;

2) radial current density in disk i, evenly distributed according

to thickness and in circle/circumference of disk.

After taking current density about the foundation of the disk

(with r=R,) of equal to h'we will obtain in accordance with (8-44):

%-- -;-

. Using the third and fourth equations of system (8-43), we obtain

expression for internal torque in the form
R

, = 2ab= 5 hir' dr = VxR,jiB=,Ale,= 2b~j 69(8-53)

whe re VA--D-d) 4b(l-
) - the sensitive volume of disk with

S44

thickness b;

M 5

5%
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2r1=d, - bore of stator under the shaft with a radius of R,.
* A
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After taking into consideration, that the current, passing

through the disk, and the magnetic' flux of working gap can be..- .%

represented respectively

Is =a Dbi. and a=MD--(1- 2)B,,

we will obtain the following expression of moment/torque:

4( - _(8-53a)

With Didl

Internal torque of multipolar machine

M,-pM,. (8-541

Unipolar engine with the conical disk. During the determination

of moment/torque in accordance with Fig. 8-10c the following

assumptions are accepted:

. 1) disk is made from nonmagnetoconducting material (usual

performance);

." *% - ,.V. ,,, • ., q . ... . . -, .... - -.. - . . . . ... . .........,. - ,.. .-16 ,..,,,,, ,:'-';'-':'-.' ¢-.'. '-'-.
,

',-,,,.. ,., :.._-.. * -,*-,4..-.*.. , .. **. *....,,*. *-/~ .- ..- , . . .- . ....- ,,
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2) radial current density in disk I, evenly distributed according

to thickness and in circle/circumference of disk;

3) the gap between the disk and the stator 6 is identical on any

radius;

4) the axial density of field of excitation is distributed on a

radius is inversely proportional to the thickness of disk; by a drop

in the magnetic potential in steel is disregarded;

5) when r-R B,-Bz ;

Thus, j B, and b are the functions of radius r.

From Fig. 8-10c it follows that

R 0-R+0.5 bDctga.

,- Thickness of disk on the arbitrary radius r

b (r) -2(Ro-r)tga-b+ (D-2r)tga; bD- 2(Ro-R)tg c.

The current density, caused by the gradient of the applied

voltage/stress,

RN b, R, R.- R,
R.-r .(8-55)

where j- current density in the disk with r.R,.

.,,,
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Magnetic induction of the working gap

B2 = B1, b = .D (856)

NO~r I 2R-0 tg;
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Then, taking into account (8-55) and (8-56), internal torque

= 2= b(r) j, ,r*dr- 2xbDjBIR(R.- R)j r dr =

=-D 'bcjj 1 '1, (8-57)

where

D_ ob(b. - .1 , - ,- , =(be, DA, 1,).
* '-

-l D). Internal torque UD with the thin hollow rotor.

For determining the moment/torque of bipolar machine (Fig.

8-10d) the following assumptions are accepted:

1) magnetic induction in working gap Bt is constant along the

length I and on the height/altitude of gap;

and 2) current density evenly distributed in circle/circumference

and according to thickness of the hollow rotor b and is equal to

.-.

-L

5.%,,Q, ,.,,,2,.."..,: ,;'. .,- ',&,'' "-.'.,. ,-..,"z ;,.-. -. "..,',2'<~J'2%,_ ,2 .J'''.J
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Expression for internal torque in this case takes the form:
I

M=O D2~ bjzB~fdz =0,5V'1 .p,cJpB, (8-58)

where Dp=(D-b)- the mean diameter of thin hollow rotor;

V?.p=2DcpbL- the sensitive volume of thin hollow rotor.

Since armature current In4-(D-b)bij, and magnetic flux

0 i(D-)IB, then internal torque

-, (8-58a),M,,--O,5 138, ( D -b) --- ---

For multipolar machine with the thin hollow rotor internal

torque is represented in the same form, as in the case of the disk

machine:

M,- mmM,1,. (8-59)

where during 100*- use mgm,-p.
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In all examined in this paragraph expressions for internal

.torque its numerical value is obtained in the joules, the Newton

meters or watt-seconds, if current density is expressed into A/m',

linear dimensions - m and magnetic induction - in Wb/m'.

4%
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if it is necessary to obtain moment/torque in kg-m, then it is

necessary to multiply the calculated result by 0.102.

8.5. Fundamental calculated relationships/ratios of electric motor.

~a). General/common/total considerations.

Let us lead the establishment of the connection/communication of

initial data with geometric and electromagnetic machine parameters

~under the assumption of uniform magnetic flux distribution and

,!i__ electric cutrent in the rotor. The target of this approach is

obtaining the simple engineering dependences, which justified itself

~during the design of UM.

i The calculated relationships/ratios of the overall dimensions of

~electric motor depend on the design concept. The latter is determined

by the methods of excitation and compensation for armature reaction,

and also by the structural/design layout of the excitation winding

and compensative nodes.

~In connection with that presented the given below

.b 1conclusions/outputs of fundamental principles should be considered as

i = the examples, by analogy with which can be obtained the dependences

,'. also for other performances of engine.

"p,

"p..
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Initial values for the design of UD are usually: shaft

horsepower of engineP,.,speed of rotation of rotor n, the voltage of

p supply of engine Us and during separate excitation - voltage of supply

of excitation winding U,. During the design of engine to the maximum

efficiency and the minimum of weight to the assigned magnitudes

should be related only P, or the moment/torque, developed with engine

M.Remaining values must be determined in accordance with stated

problem.
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B). Cylindrical UD.

The constructions/designs, represented in Fig. 8-4 and 8-11,

provide for separate excitation of machine. In this case if in the

first case the compensation for armature reaction is realized by

magnetoconductive bifilar, then the second the presence in magnetic

circuit of longitudinal-radial slots for the extinguishing of the

circular flow of armature reaction is assumed, and the removal/outlet

(or supply) of current - by the ring busbars, which has m of the

outlet ends through the framework of the stator (in Fig. 8-11b they

are shown 4 outlet ends of ring busbars).

5,'..
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Fig. 8-12a depicts design concept with the series excitation and

the compensation by bifilar. In the case of longitudinal-radial slots

second insulating layer of magnetic circuit is absent (6n-0) but there

are output windows in the framework of stator for removing/taking the

current from the consecutive excitation winding.

The overall design of excitation winding in the latter/last two

cases is identical. For the uniform removal/taking (or supply) of

current from the shield and its uniform distribution over the section

of bifilar the construction/design of excitation winding can have

complex form. From Fig. 8-12b it is evident that for the uniform

removal/taking of current from the shield the contact of the first

turn with the shield must be realized in several places at different

length(I).Analogously, can be realized the contact of latter/last turn

with bifilars. This complication of the construction/design of

winding ensures a good use of a machine in the circle/circumference.

For any structural/design formulation of UD during uniform

magnetic flux distribution according to the section of rotor

(B- -iBpcost)taking into account scattering the equalities are valid:

-. _..L Lk 8-0
4 B1  D 04 B& ~ (-0

where k- coefficient of scattering rotor.

4

"".- .a a.-
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Then, using (8-60) and an expression for internal torque (8-49),

we obtain:

V~M.tk1~ (8-61)

In accordance with the obtained result and (8-49b) let us find

the active length of rotor under one pole:

L=).D-P-'-k Ji~ (8-62)
B1 *' V '~
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Anti-emf of the powered phase of the rotor

* (8-63)

* since *1 =:DIB1  and v-:Dn with n expressed in r/s, then the working ~'

flow
0 £ ___U.

where U-UJE- coefficient of an internal voltage drops;

0~

in,- number of powered phases of machine, connected in series.

wg.~

a.

-S

a,

C,
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.ID

T7,\

Fig. 8-11. Cylindrical liD withou comesnsciatiebfia a) schematic

device/equipment; b) the geometry of the curen t-crrydinsa.

Page210

Fig 8-12ug Cyinria amoun ofithra sersectt a )d schtomgeticpoe

Pag 210.2,

DPs2 U.-(8.64)

V V
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Internal torque, developed with engine, must by the

counter-balance moment of the hydraulic resistor/resistance of

cylindrical rotorM. and by moment of resistance on the shaft of

engineM.-With the help of (8-50) we find':
. .M.WM I

Then from (8-61) we obtain:

D (614'(% 4 8-5)

For determining the fundamental parameter D dependence (8-61) is

used, where the specific electro magnetic loads of enginep, Bare

initial values since value U. can be assigned insufficiently

correctly. To predetermine UM and unsteady design concept of these '

machines with the necessary accuracy of value Uand Us is difficult as

a result of the low voltage.

In expression (8-65) value M. is known, since

P. p3
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However, dependence (8-65) does not determine unambiguously

geometric parameter D, since moment/torque Ma is the complex function

of the sizes/dimensions of machine. Therefore during the calculation

of the basic dimensions of D and I electric motor with the rotor,

:.
',4 n ," . o ,e. " " ' " . , . " . , ' .. ' ' .. " ," . " ' ',"-. . '- . . '.". - . . . . . - . . . . . . .
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completely submerged in the liquid, it is necessary to use a method

of iteration. We accept for determining the first approximation (when

: ..,, L ' or AW ,12Mf.

Then

__ 4 4.48 M, and j(') m, sD) B- (8-66)

The coefficient, equal to 1.12, can be refined in the process of

* gaining of the experience of the design of similar machines.

For the determination of the second approximation/approach of

the basic dimensions of D' and 12 is necessary the refinement of

value Muthe search for the first approximation of the overall length

of rotor L'.

In accordance with Fig. 8-4, 8-11 and 8-12

L( - p (21') + bo]. (8-67)

Size/dimension b. depends on the method of excitation,

compensation for the armature reaction and layout of excitation

winding.

#'4.
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For the design concept, shown in Fig. 8-4,

bo=b,+2sm, (8-68)

where sn- size/dimension of insulation or structural/design gap of

-.t window for positioning/arranging the excitation winding.

-The axial size/dimension of excitation winding b, in principle

Pcan be accepted arbitrarily. However, for each

*-S' concrete/specific/actual machine there is an optimum value b,,which

can be found by the multiple repetition of the calculation of

machine. With an increase in size/dimension b, it increases the

overall length Qf rotor and, consequently, also the hydraulic losses

of machine. With small size/dimension b, the relation of the

sizes/dimensions of the window of magnetic circuit can prove to be

considerably greater than one, which is undesirable due to the

increase of the magnetic leakage fluxes and gain in weight of the

machine (see Chapter 6).
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Axial size/dimension b, in the first approximation, can be found

from the expression

= (8-69)

where k,.hdb,_ preliminarily taken relation of the sizes/dimensions

of the sides of winding.

!7
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The section of windingQ, is determined from the expression

Q.=b~Iz F, (8-70)

where F.- magnetizing force of excitation winding;

,-the taken or allowable current density in the winding;

_3-the duty factor of the window of winding with wire.

With the dense coil/winding of conductors by strict series/rows

the duty factor can be calculated:

k, 4 .' x pvrioro nposoAa;

k eae - (8-71)
! "--a,,$* ,'-- q ' np moyroasbaoro rnpOBO ,a.

Key: (1). for the round conductor; (2). for the rectangular wire.

In expressions (8-71) it is accepted:

.dft- the diameter of bare conductor;

dj- the diameter of the isolated/insulated conductor;

accand b,-- side of rectangular skinned wire;

e.

- • ..
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aes and bon- the same with the insulation.

However, in the beginning of sizing of conductor occur unknown.

Therefore in the precomputations it is possible to take k,=0.40-060

for the circular conductor and 'k3-0.50-0.70 for the rectangular

conductor. The ranges.of a change in the duty factor can be refined

in the process of designing the concrete/specific/actual machines.

Magnetizing force of excitation winding

Fs = Fak ,k x -"" [8'k B + 83B Bc (82)

where F - magnetizing force, which corresponds to nonmagnetic "gaps";

6'-6+6,+ - nonmagnetic "gap";

kt>I- coefficient of air gap;

B -. magnetic induction in steel of rotor;

kp- coefficient, which considers the saturation of steel

from the cross flow of armature reaction (see recommendations in

Chapter 4);

kev,- coefficient of magnetic circuit, defined as relation of

total magnetizing force to magnetizing force of nonmagnetoconducting

sections, i.e.

.7 .7.. ° a. -
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Usually k,=1,05-I.,5. For determining the basic dimensions in the

first approximation, it is possible to take k"-1,2.c Valuet kc-. must be

made more precise after conducting of the detailed calculation of the

magnetic circuit of engine.

Radial clearance between stator-rotor unit 8 can be accepted as

minimally permitted for structural/design and technological reasons

taking into account (8-24):
. O,14Re-*.'"D0). (8-73)

Thus, for preliminarily selected coefficient kawe find values ba

and he-

Outer diameter of compensative bifilar is determined, being

assigned by current density in compensators jc:

Del =2 (8-74)

Diameter of the internal bore of the magnetic circuit of stator

(compensators)

Dc-D")+2(6+6+6 0. (8-75)

The current, which passes from the compensator, approximately is

computed:
I " I, -a(0.5 De-a,,) lip

I."

,....,. . . .-. . . . - 5'.
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After determining D,.we calculate internal and outer diameters of

excitation winding(D,.,and D,..). consequently, also ratio h. / b.,

which must be close to unity. If necessary the calculation must be

repeated at other given value of coefficient k,.

After determining in the first approximation, the overall length

of rotor, it is possible to begin the refinement of the value of the

moment/torque of hydraulic resistor/resistanceMawith I-L1 on (8-20)

and (8-21). In this case to the termination of complete rational

design they take zero diameter of output shaft (D,=0) as equal to,

since losses to hydraulic friction of shaft are

approximately/exemplarily equal to the losses of face of cylinder

with a similar diameter. The refinement of value will make it

possible already in the second approximation/approach to obtain

completely satisfactory results.

After obtaining the final values of D,, DI, 1, L and some other

values, it is possible to determine entire geometry of the magnetic

circuit of engine and excitation winding.

Page 214.
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The section of the conductor of excitation winding with the

assigned voltage of the supply u, and the geometry of the coil

qVP (D., -. b,) F, (8-77)
USTS

accepted, where Y,- the specific conductivity of the material of

conductor.

-In accordance with q" the geometry of conductor (d., do. or ao,, b..

and aos, Dow). is chosen, the discreteness of a number of turns in the

layer at length be is checked and the duty factor of winding is made

moire precise.

Number of turns of excitation winding

. = F--.•  (8-78)

Bore diameter of window under the excitation winding

Ds-Dc+J. (8-79)

Outer diameter of stator with the magnetic induction in steel Be

B, aD.=D g k D 8-0V . 61-

where k,-coeffic;.ent of scattering the magnetic system of engine.

For the calculations of first approximation k.-1,l --1,2. The

thickness of magnetic circuit at diameter D.
4 =0 -D' B , ,

D7.g

where the coefficient of scattering for this section of magnetic

k.
.:'-, circuit ,, is accepted somewhat smaller

,o d.

1 ' , . . . . -. . - ° o ,

• .' *• •:'iI .°. ° . • •• -.
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Fig. 8-13. Excitation winding of cylindrical UD. a) scanning/sweep of

the first turn of series winding; b) the equivalent schematic of the

first turn of winding; c) scanning/sweep of the latter/last turn of

series winding with the uniform bilateral of the removals/takings of

current.
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For the design concept of winding, represented in Fig. 8-11a,

difference from expression (8-68)

bo-2b,+4s,+bm. (8-82)

In this case it is implied that the excitation winding consists of

two coils with a length of b. each with the voltage/stress on each Us.

Coils can be combined between themselves consecutively/serially and

in parallel.

The size/dimension of busbar bw (see Fig. 8-11b) can be

determined, if we assign current density iM in the place of its direct

contact with the shield:

.................
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" - , (8-83)
where D O-D+2(6+ ,6).

Inner diameter of field coils

D,...D+2s.. (8-84)

Magnetizing force of each coil

F. = FS 2 = ak1&# . (8-85)

Outer diameter of stator Dais determined on (8-80). However, it

is necessary to have in mind that the magnetic induction for the

section in the point of emergence of the discharge busbars will be

* o somewhat more than Be:
2's, (8-86)''--- - _ DR ------- '

where m - number of outlets in the magnetic circuit;

a',- width of outlet under the busbar.

Remaining machine parameters will be defined just as for the

previous design concept.

The determination of fundamental machine parameters, whose

design concept is depicted in Fig. 8-12a, is conducted also on the

analogous dependences. Certain special feature/peculiarity appears

only in the determination magnitudeD, and b. in connection with the

.L A A

• *" ." |... ~~
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new method of the contact of consecutive excitation winding with the

shield and the compensators (or by the outgoing through the framework

of stator busbars).
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Scanning/sweep of the first turn of winding is represented in

Fig. 8-13a. It is assumed that the busbar has an inclination/slope

toward the level of the contacted surfaces at angle a for the

transition/junction of busbar without the sharp curvatures to the

second (normal) turn of winding. This complicated profile/airfoil of

turn can be made from the materials of both the busbar and the

* shield. We accept below, that the specific conductivity of its

-~, material is equal to specific electric conductivity of the material

of coil busbars of excitation'Va):

Fig. 8-13b depicts the equivalent diagram of profile/airfoil.

Slope angle can be calculated according to the formula

tg a =a',
(8-87)

where a,.- thickness of busbar with the one-sided layer of

insulation.

Height/altitude of k and (k+l) "teeth'!

,a, = tga [0,51, + (k - I) q] + 0,5a sec ;

1P= tga 10,51m, +kq +0,5a.secct.

I 1 " " ,." .o .., = ..° ., .....
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Toothlike division q a- 3 an- the thickness of busbar; m -

number of sections of separation.

The resistors/resistances of the ecuivalent diagram:

rK h. • /=,b+ .

0,51 , + (q- 05h=)
yea rbmcos a

where bw-width of busbar.

Then on the basis of Kirchhoff's law it is possible to register

- *. the equality

rit + kr,%. , At == rk..1

from which we find:

+= (-A +p A + 2.4,- (8-M8)

where

A /k- 1) =1" a -I c " +L / k q  0. 5 "

Ia 2 __&__a

A, = qk sin 2 + O,5a,.

Page 217.

According to expression (8-88), being assigned by the length of

one contacted section 4.-, it is possible to determine the length of

the subsequent sections.

;'

*'p

":::
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Magnetizing force of the first turn of excitation winding can be

calculated as follows:

F.,=~~-i=J ~4,(8-89)

where i - current, passing through one contacted surface;

I1-the full current of excitation winding.

With m>6 the effect of discreteness is reduced, and with a
"U

sufficient accuracy it is possible to consider that value WS is

equal to half of turn.

Voltage drop across the first turn

U.1=E hiq .- kqI3
Y 0bmCO T a L co a"& YarCos C (8.90)

Analogously must be designed the latter/last turn of excitation

winding, if its output from the stator is not produced by the entire

busbar through one slot.

If latter/last turn evenly distributes current to bivilar, then

in accordance with Fig. 8-13c it can be found

l.+, ---VAf +4A " At ], (8-91)
where 

&U

A1=,, b+- b. (q--Oa)) ;

A,=b+05b.; q_.D,, toothlike division; b,- size/dimension of

,q "tooth". 2 '

N.,
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During the design of the engine of smallest possible weight the

tendency toward an increase in the speed of rotation of rotor is

natural. For the engine with the complete insertion/immersion of

rotor into the liquid the rotational speed determines the efficiency

of machine, since hydraulic losses with the constant geometry of

rotor increase proportionally n"". However, in tJD with the increase

of velocity the geometric dimensions of rotor will be sharply

reduced.

Page 218.

It induces this at the assumption that there is a value of velocity,

at which hydraulic losses are minimum. But this assumption is

inaccurate, since with E-const (assigned voltage) the value of

hydraulic losses P. with an increase in the velocity will be

approximately/exemplarily proportional V4-. This coupling of the

parameters must be taken into consideration at the selection of the

optimum rotational speed, which corresponds to the rat:3nal weight

ratio and efficiency.

C). Disk .,

.5

p". 2 ' ' ,2 ' .$ '2'2,' ¢"% .2 ''_',,'' € ''.1. ° 
-

-... ',.-.-..i ... ,."",.. " ' .. '. . ." . '" .: ," "•
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- The conclusion/output of fundamental calculated

relationships/ratios for disk UD with b=const will be carried out

less in detail, taking into account possible analogy with the

cylindrical machine.

The design concept of disk UD, given in Fig. 8-5, provides for-

separate excitation with the decrease of the effect of the field of

armature reaction with the help of the radial gashes in the magnetic

circuit. However, as in the cylindrical machine, the use of

consecutive excitation winding and compensators (see Fig. 4-5), is

possible.

From the expression for internal torque (8-53) it follows:

D ., (8-92)
-+

where d, - bore diameter of magnetic circuit for the fitting/sowing

to the shaft.

From the expression for the magnetic flux in the working gap

D- /4% + dt. (8-92a)

The value of the diameter of shaft D, must be chosen both on the

mechanical strength and on the permissible current density of shaft jp:

D = 2 _-5 (8-93)

where k-0.5 during the bilateral supply of current to the disk and

.1%

"k . ',.. ", _-'.,: '-'; '-' . - ' " . .. ... . . " .. . ... .. ... * .. . . a*-." v .-"-."., -.". ." ', " .. . . A o. '- " .. . . , .' . ... . . .. '.. , :..'.' ,\
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k-- with the one-sided, and armature current (isk) is determined

v on (8-53a):
2"M,,

Page 219.

Thus, current is the function of magnetic flux and, consequently,

also the geometric dimensions of machine.

Expression D, through D can be obtained in the form of the

solution of the equation of high degree. For this reason for

simplification in the calculation should be recommended the method of

iteration, after taking for (8-92) certain value of D,, which

corresponds to the expected order of the consumed current, and after

leading the refinement of this value subsequently according to

expression (8-93).

Expression for anti-emf of machine can be represented in the

form d2

Do,-IB D (8-94)

where B-average, constant in any radius value of magnetic induction

in the working gap, and n - rotational speed, expressed in r/s.

With the help of (8-94) working magnetic flux we will obtain in

the previous form:

UmEn

'I,
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Then on (8-92a)
D = + d2.

EIl.nB, + (8-95)

Dependence (8-95) serves for checking the conformity of parameter D

the value of the assigned voltage.

Internal torque is expressed through the sum of the

moments/torques
M,,-M+M. M2A-MU

',mmimt p

where Ms-moment/torque of the hydraulic resistor/resistance of

entire multipole system.

mm w

Since M~is the function of the basic dimensions of machine and

essential value in UD with the complete insertion/immersion of rotor

into the liquid, then for precision determination of D it is used, as

before the method of iteration. For the calculations of first

approximations it is possible to take R--

Page 220.

The size/dimension of disk actually does not depend on the geometry

of winding; therefore the refinement of value with the help of

expressions (8-20) and (8-21) can be carried out sufficiently

S

A
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rapidly, if we assume i=b and Lub+26. In this case one should take

into account that the effect of the thickness of disk b on value M,

will be insignificant. Therefore for the calculations of first

approximations it is possible to take:

• 4* ii ,

Air-gap clearance 6 between stator-rotor unit they accept that

minimally permitted for structural/design and technological reasons

taking into account (8-25):

2 - "(8-96)

Determining the dimensions of coils, window for

positioning/arranging the excitation winding and geometry of magnetic

system does not present difficulty and can be carried out according

to the expressions, analogous to those, which were given for the

cylindrical machine and in this case they are not repeated.

D). Unipolar engine with the hollow rotor.

The examination of fundamental dependences is carried out in

j connection with the design concept, depicted in Fig. 8-10d, implying

if necessary the presence of insulating layers, protective shields,

-* and also contact shields, busbars and bifilars - compensators or

longitudinal-radial gashes.

From the equation for internal.torque (8-58) it follows:

.

-%

•~ M e. , ,Z . ,. .. , ,. . .. .. -, ,
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V/ D b+, (8-97)Dub+

In this case, as during the conclusion/output of expression for

internal torque, we assume that the magnetic induction in working

gap/interva1B is constant over a radius and the active length of

machine.

In (8-97) remain unknown values not only M31,but also b and 1,

which themselves are the functions of the mean diameter of hollow

rotor.
,.

Page 221.

The value of internal torque Mai can be represented in general

form through net torque and moment/torque of the hydraulic

resistor/resistance of entire machine, just as for the disk machine.

However, in the case of the complete insertion/immersion of rotor

into the liquid the moment/torque of hydraulic resistor/resistance

can here comprise considerably larger portion M.even in the

comparison with cylindrical UD, since the friction surface grows

approximately/exemplarily doubly. The fundamental method of

evaluation/estimate Mai it remains as before the method of successive

approximation.

S I.

-t p
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The thickness of hollow rotor can be expressed:

b= 1, (8-98

The approximate estimate of the magnitude of current in rotor 1. can

be produced as follows:
(0 ) _ .m E P SF r- (8-99)

where n' - preliminarily given value efficiency of two-pole engine,

which corresponds to the speed of rotation of rotor (n-0.6-0.7)

accepted.

Then from (8-97) and (8-98)

LI- , " (8-100)

After taking the equality of magnetic flux in the working

gap/interval (at the mean diameter of hollow rotor Dcp)and in the

section of magnetic circuit with a diameter ofdcwe will obtain:
dB 4(8-101)

de ff4Bten,

where C--.-- coefficient, selected from the considerations of the

minimum scattering of magnetic flux through the window for

positioning/arranging the excitation winding;

B, - magnetic induction in steel of stator;

d,-D 1 +28, - bore diameter of internal magnetic circuit for the shaft*1:

%'

J of engine.

-'S - . ,

~.0!" ,

'% '~ .1
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Joint solution (8-100) and (8-101) relative to D gives:

the diameter of shaft D, is determined with the help of expression

(8-93).

Page 222.

Since the value of anti-emf of machine is equal to:

E = 0,5De,9IBI =-4 =--- (8-103)
Umz

and

2x'

that is not difficult to establish/install conformity to the geometry

of machine to the assigned magnitude of the voltaqe/stress

D=,b+ -, d. (8-104)

The gaps between the stator and the hollow rotor, necessary for

calculating the moment/torque of hydraulic resistor/resistance, are

chosen just as in cylindrical UD.

The establishment of the complete coupling of all fundamental

parameters is carried out by iterative method.

The geometric dimensions of the excitation winding and magnetic

circuit are defined just as for other UD.

5o

5,m
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Page 223.

* Chapter Nine.

BASES OF THEORY AND CALCULATION OF NONPOLAR DYNAMOS WITHOUT

FERROMAGNETIC CIRCUIT.

9.1. General information about acyclic machines without the

Sferromagnetic inductor.

Nonpolar dynamos without the ferromagnetic magnetic

circuit-inductor and with the nonmagnetic rotor (armature) are used

in the technology of charged particle accelerators for the creation

of strong magnetic fields. With inductions on the order of 10 T (10

G) the accelerators do not also have the ferromagnetic circuit, the

field of accelerator can simultaneously serve as the field of

exictation of generator. Nonpolar dynamos are implemented with the

consecutive or with the compound excitation (when starting winding of

separate excitation is present). Cylindrical [1221 and disk (951

machines with the liquid-metal current pickup are used. Obtain the

kvl strong fields (~10 T) due to the short-term current pulses of order

%%

4..
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(0.5-3)105 A with the duration of 0.1-0.5 s, which are generated by

UG. The use/application of latter/last magnetic cores is inexpedient:

in the overall field of exictation UG and accelerator the induction

considerably exceeds the saturation induction of the material of

magnetic circuit. However, the induction of field of exictation UG on

the order of 0.5-1 T'comparatively simply is achieved due to the high

current density in the winding of series connection for a period of

.1 .time of the work of impulse/momentum/pulse.

Page 224.

Rotors UG are used as the flywheels,. which reserve kinetic

energy. Dispersal/acceleration of UG is produced by the special drive

motors of low power or with the help of air jets [95]. In the latter

case on the rotor there are openings/apertures, which perform the
4N

role of the turbine blades. Dispersal/acceleration of UG in motoring

with the feed from the source of direct current is feasible. Fig. 9-1

presents construction/design of UG, investigated experimentally in

(951.

During the pulsed mode with the short duration and the

relatively larger porosity of impulses/momenta/pulses, characteristic

for the accelerators, the sizes/dimensions of excitation winding of

UG do not reach excessive value, even if we do not take special

4..
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measures for its cooling. For the continuous duty represents interest

the development of UG without the ferromagnetic circuit with the

.excitation winding, cooled by liquified helium, by hydrogen or by

another gas. For the field coils, made from hollow tubular
-- conductors, on which the cooling fluid circulates, it is proposed to

-, apply molybdenum or hafnium alloys (123).

The elements/cells of theory pulse disk UG are examined in [95).

Equations of the equilibrium of emf in the circuit of armature and

conservation of energy with the attenuation of angular velocity

4during the work of impulse/momentum/pulse are given.

The designing-theoretical research of UG without ferromagnetic
circuits at the constant velocity of the rotation of rotor up to now

were not conducted. The results of this research can prove to be

useful during the evaluation/estimate of the

efficiency/cost-effectiveness of UG without ferromagnetic inductor,

intended for the continuous duty (with the superconducting excitation

windings or with a deep cooling).

I . ' - l ' ".' . " -- , • •. ' .. - " .- ' ' -. - ; . - "- -" . " . " .
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Fig. 9-1. Non-polar dynamo without the ferromagnetic circuit for the

feed of betatron. a) general view; b) individual parts of UG; c) the

connection diagram; 1 - coil of separate excitation; 2 - series

winding; 3 - disc armature; 4, 5 - mercury "brush" (jet-edge

-. contacts); 6 - short-circuiting busbar (field of exictation of UG 'U

serves as simultaneously accelerating field of betatron).

Page 225.

Let us note that to the use of superconductivity for increasing

the efficiency of electrical equipment is at present paid the

-. attention both in the Soviet Union I and abroad [1241.

FOOTNOTE *. Acad. V. I. Wexler's article in the newspaper "Pravda"

from 31 Mar. 1962. ENDFOOTNOTE.
S.

The result of calculation of emf in UG it is possible to use, also,

..
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during the design of electrical measuring equipment, for example for

the absolute determination of one resistors/resistances (ohm) and the

dielectric constant, where disk UG without the ferromagnetic circuit

[40, page 279] is applied.

In contrast to UG with the magnetic circuit from the

ferromagnetic material in those examined/considered UM especially

should be analyzed a question about the self-excitation.

I

In nonpolar dynamos with the ferromagnetic circuit the

& nonlinearity of no-load characteristic (with the linear volt-ampere

characteristic of energizing circuit) and the presence of residual

*magnetization of inductor, as a rule, ensure reliable self-excitation

and stable work of machine at the selected point of characteristic.

Acyclic machine without the ferromagnetic core has linear no-loads

characteristic and energizing circuit, which usually can intersect

only in the beginning of coordinates. Consequently, a similar

generator is not self-excited. To ensure initial voltage/stress is

possible either with the help of the special winding of separate

excitation or with the use/application of a permanent magnet. Stable

operation it is possible to attain by the use/application of a

nonlinear element/cell either in the magnetic or in electrical

energizing circuit, and also by the selection of the value of the

resistor/resistance of energizing circuit. The exemplary/approximate
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form of characteristics is given in Fig. 9-2.

Page 226.

9.2. The magnetic field of machines without the ferromagnetic

circuit.

During the calculation of magnetic fields cylindrical and disk

UG, depicted in Fig. 9-3a, b, let us take the following assumptions:

1. Non-polars dynamo work in the steady-state mode/condit'ions;

field coils are connected in series in the circuit of armature or areW

fed from the independent source.

2. The sizes/dimensions of the cross section of field coil are

considerably lower than its mean radius; we examine the magnetic

field of excitation at the points, arranged/located from the winding

on the distances, which considerably exceed the sizes/dimensions of

its section.

3. The effect of the devices/equipment, which ensure

self-excitation of UG, we do not consider.

Distribution in the space of induction B of field of exictation4.v

can be found, after using relationship/ratio B- rot A (A - the. vector

potentia" of el tromagnetic field).

P- '-m""S" '" ,%%,,i 1' . " "'" , \.-. • . .. '." ...- ,.'-"----. . €-.
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Fig. 9-2. To a question about the self-excitation of UG without the

ferromagnetic circuit. a) the characteristic of machine with the

nonlinear element/cell in the magnetic circuit; b) the same with

nonlinear element in the electrical circuit; 1 - no-load

characteristic of UM; 2 - volt-ampere characteristics of energizing

circuit; 3 - stable operating point.

Page 227.

As is known [125], with the adopted assumptions

= - -. v-s/m,

where F, -the full current (magnetizing force) of field coil;

a.-4r.i0-', H/m - magnetic permeability of vacuum;

p, m - distance from the element of length di of field coil to

S the pint of field in question.

E2I

I°
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As a result of the meridional symmetry in the cylindrical

coordinate system r, p, z vetor-potential A has only azimuth

component.

After the series/row of conversions it is possible to obtain:

A t/" ' " "[( - L)K()E(k)], (9-1)

moreover

*12 s/2

K (k)-- =- • E(k)= I V'1-(ksin a )' d- complete elliptic integrals
0 YT'l-- (k Sin -J. '

respectively of the ist and 2nd kind;

4Rr
(R.+,) z. modulus/module of elliptical integrals

(04k<lg);

Rs and a=T-o/2 - the mean radius of circular field coil and

calculated angle.

After developing expression rot A in the cylindrical coordinates

and after taking into account that A,=A,- Q we will obtain for the

field of exictation:

B, (r, z) = rot, A =----; (9-2)

B, (r, z) = rotA = 0; (9-3)

4A.

.*.. a.B. (r, z) rot, A = - (9-4)-- -- - . . . . .."i*- ,(9 -) , "'..

-r d
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The components of vector of magnetic induction (9-2) and (9-4) let us

find by differentiation (9-1) taking into account

relationships/ratios [126]:
dK (k) Ek W C k)M dE ()E(h) E)-KC(k

dk (I k) -k dh k

a k A0 h(Ra+#j. dk
wr R~r '0- Rr

After the series/row of conversions we have:

B, (r, z)=-t-- [Z k 7 2 - (

4 2,

[- (k) R +z., K(k) r(,+r),+z , mA; (9-5)

Key:FS (1) T. ( R.+ 7)--+k z
B. (r, z)=-L V [ (k (Re + 2r) - 2F) +K (k)kJ

The manifestation of armature reaction in UG without the

ferromagnetic circuit is u'nique. Transverse (azimuth) armature field

..

.5
-- U
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causes the distortion of field of exictation, but

longitudinal-demagnetizing effect of transverse armature reaction

cannot be exhibited, since the magnetic core is absent and normal to

the surface of armature the components of magnetic induction 8. or

5,.are not changed in the value. The pattern of lines of the magnetic

induction of the resulting magnetic field is interesting. The latter

has three-dimensional/space spiral character and cannot be

represented as plane-parallel.

1w

V.

:.I.L-. .C- .Y . ° . . . ,i 5-
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Fig. 9-3. Illustrations to the calculation of UG without the

ferromagnetic circuit. a) network of cylindrical generator with the

designation of sizes/dimensions; b) the same of disk generator; c) to

the explanation of the resulting magnetic field of UG with the load

(armature reaction).

Page 229.

The analogy of the resulting field of UM with the field of the

system of rectilinear and circular currents, examined in SI-5, is

clarified by Fig. 9-3c. Let us note that the nonplanarity

(three-dimensional nature) and multipoint nature of the lines of
*. magnetic field are observed also in the synchronous machines with

claw-shaped poles [80] and in some other magnetic systems moreover

here this is caused not by the presence by the specific form of the

oriented currents, but by the peculiarity of the form of magnetic

circuit.

. .V.

4'

4 o
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9.3. Electromotive forces of cylindrical and disc armature.

Knowing the magnetic field of excitation, it is possible to find

emf of armature UG. The material of armature (rotor) is taken

nonmagnet i c.

For the subsequent integration it is necessary to represent

complete elliptic integrals in expressions (9-5) and (9-6) in the

form of series/rows. [126]:
1,3 2m_- - "";)!! 1

21 22 ,.42 2-m! 2. -1. ' '4"+{ + ( -'' + (1-)" "k' + + [ (2m')!!'+' " k'K~)=y )L. 2! 2m-

where (2m-1) !!-1-3-5 ... (2m-l). Rejection in these series/rows of

terms is older than the second even at the values of modulus/module

k, close to one, as calculations showed, does not lead to the large

error during the subsequent determination of emf in cases R> In

this case after conversions we obtain expressions for the components

of magnetic induction in the form

B, (r, z) --- 2 I(ke - ,)2 + zol [l/ (R. +,02 + z. it. "'; (9-7)

B,(r. z) -- [..FR.+z + ' -

2(( ,-r 2  + 'IV (R. + r) + Z j'+i

3(R.-r>r 0+(R. -,)'+ z2j [V (R5 + r)'+ z.181 MA. (9-8)

q4 I
a . + . + • ! q . e . • ., .. . . . .. . . . . o
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i! Key: (1). T.
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In the linear medium of emf of cylindrical UG, depicted in Fig.

9-3a, it is determined according to the principle of the

superposition of the fields, created by each field coil (it is

considered normal to the surface of armature the component of

magnetic induction):
e =-2 wRB, (r, z) dz, (9-9)

c ~ where in accordance with the designations in Fig. 9-3 1, R and b, m -

active length and outside radius of armature and distance from the

plane of field coil to the current pickup;

w, rad/s - angular velocity of armature. Substituting in (9-9)

expression (9-7) and producing integration [66], we obtain:-

e = 3jF.wR. Rs '-
(R.- R)' + 6'1 V(R. + R)' + b'

(R, - R)'+ (q + b)21 V (R. + R)' + L+b2

! [ )'(R.+R)'+b' (R.+R)2+(-b + IA
*--, L (R.,-R)+b - R-R)'+( + b)21-

+In -(.R'b 2VfR.RjfV(R.+R)'+(1+)2Isl i
-6R.R V .,R I[,(R.+-R)' ,+b 2 VR., I [j(R.5 R)-}(L8) "+2 .R.RR

(9-10)

For disk UG without the ferromagnetic circuit the calculation of

emf in the case of the location of the disk of armature and field

0
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coil in one plane z=0 (Fig. 9-3b) in effect is of greatest interest.

In this case greatest will be emf, developed with the armature:
a

e = a S,(r, z)rdr. (9-Il)
0

Page 231.

Substituting (9-8) in (9-1l) and producing integration in the

limits of disk, we find:
=. e,-- T6.-IF, R, 3n -- --_ -6 R-'' - 2  , (9-12.

Let us note that expressions (9-10) and (9-12) can be represented in

the form of the relative parameters.

For example,

1 ~+1 6 N2z
e 16 [10 3 In -2

where
SR,

According to derived formulas (9-10) and (9-12) it is possible

to produce verifying calculation of UG with intended sizes of

armature. For the purpose of checking the accuracy of the obtained

formulas verifying calculation of emf of disk UG [661 is carried out.

The initial data of the parameters of UG, investigated experimentally

in work [951 were undertaken. The disagreement between calculation

and experimental data composed about 12%, that it is possible to

i~ ,". consider it acceptable in the engineering practice with the

4W- W10
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assumptions pointed out above.

9.4. Calculation method by emf according to the mutual inductance of

the excitation windings and armature.

a). Formulation of the problem.

When the sizes/dimensions of the cross section of field coils

(independent variable, consecutive or parallel) are relatively small

and coils can be represented as single-turn, calculation of emf of

cylindrical and disk UM without the ferromagnetic circuit can be

carried out also, using a concept of the mutual inductance of thin

annuluses. This calculation method is convenient when the tables of

complete elliptic integrals are present. In particular, taking into

account unwieldiness of expression (9-10), during the calculation of

cylindrical machines the method in question should be given the

preference.

Page 232.

The electromotive force for any construction/design of UM

without the ferromagnetic circuit
*4w. _ .MF,

-J ..- "--~--2,

" " .." where *'M4 working magnetic flux, engaged with the armature,

*1 ' o
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i.e., passing through the surface of the armature between the

circles/circumferences of current pickups, Wb;

.. - magnetizing force of coil, which creates the flow of

excitation *..

" M- calculated mutual inductance, H.

We consider values P. and w given. Consequently, for determining

emf it is necessary to find value M.

b). Cylindrical is mind.

Is placed conditionally on the surface of the armature of

cylindrical UM (Fig. 9-3a) in the circles/circumferences of circular

-.- current pickups thin single-turn ducts/contours. By considering field

coils as thin rings, let us find the mutual inductance of each of the

field coils with ducts/contours 1 (nearest to the coil) and 2. Using

[127], we obtain respectively:

= ~ViR _- k 1  ~ E (k,~) (9.13)

-R A.1) K (k..) - E (k.)3 9

where the moduli/modules

I. -- (R, + RP + bs l, (R, + R), + (0 + 0

Calculated mutual inductance of field coil with the cylindricalc.-,
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armature of the machine
M- M--M2.

In the cylindrical UM the field coils are placed symmetrically

relative to the equator of armature (Fig. 9-3a).

Page 233.

According to the principle of the superposition of the flows of

mutual induction from two coils of emf of the machine
. M~F3  . &-F.Yu 2(K (k.. )-e(O..) K (k, 2)- E(k..) )__., e, 12mtka

- ka, K (k31) +k., K (k.s)] (9-145)

Let us introduce the relative parameters

R =L-- - =-- I

% of the showing respectively difference in the air-gap diameters and

field coil and value of emf with value magnetizing force P-j4. Then

.A., K (k,,) + k,,,K (k,,], (9-15a

where v-wR - linear velocity of the lateral surface of armature, m/s;

. .k,1

Latter/last expression makes it possible to construct the

dependence of the relative values of emf from velocity v from

parameter 4. (Fig. 9-4a).

a.

a. - **# ; E*'. ** * - V- K .$L .L C ';- . .' . ,.-." '" " .... "~ "--. ". * d" .i "". "."
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With the value of parameter A%, close to one, modulus/module

also approaches one, since usually;,,. In this case the calculation

of emf according to formula (9-15), in which expression M., in the

form (9-13) is used, becomes difficult. Difficulties appear because

the tabular values of elliptical integrals (4). which correspond to

the adjacent values of modulus/module A,. strongly differ from each

other and any precise interpolation between them is virtually

impossible.
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In this case it is expedient for the purpose of an increase in the v

accuracy to use for the substitution into the calculated expression

of emf another formula of mutual inductance [1271, obtained from

(9-13) with the help of the conversion of Landen, which reduces

modulus/module k,b
M 1 & .... [K(k,) -- E(k,,,)1, (9-16)

where

If necessary it is nossible to obtain.also value

M - - (K (k,,,)-_ (,,)] (9-17)

analogously, moreover
54

.2
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'4 .,00

-. (a 0.i// ,.

__ 0 go W V UM.1 I.

:4' Fig. 9-4. Dependence of emf of armature with the single field current

>" on the velocity. a) cylindrical UG :-,on . b) disk UG on,-,'on,

1*0 - -__-_

C  Key: (1). VIA. (2). m/s.

i •Page 235.

But if value from (9-16) proves to be insufficiently small, then,

by applying repeaedly the conversion of Landen [127, it is possible

to obtain:

Key41- (1).R (/. 2)14/s

Butifvale =i from (9-1,) ,, proves to be insuff icietl( sall te

where
k,,l - new modulus

Calculations according to (9-15) become irrational and with

"..

. ,5 '¢ .-:,,:.:...; ,.,,.:..,-,:., ...-..... .:- . . . . .< .'' .-. ' ....... '. - " . ..- ' . '- ,..' -..

• - m4 " - I" ° " ", " " " " " ' "-", - ' " , ,
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relatively larger values hl.-In this case modulus/module i, is small

and formula (9-14) for 001 contains a difference in the values close

to each other, which decreases the accuracy of calculations emf. In

this case it is expedient to use inverse transformation of Landen

[127], which increases modulus/module k& For mutual inductance Ma we

obtain the calculated expression

M, [ = PO"') +[ E (k.,) (9-19)

where new modulus/module k,- I+k§,

The calculation method presented is valid also for the

cylindrical UM with the hollow rotor.
C Ii

A/ C). Disk UM.

We will assume/set the disk of armature relatively thin. It is

placed single-turn ducts/contours in the plane of armature on the

circles/circumferences of the circular current pickups: on the

periphery"of disk (1) and in center (2) in accordance with Fig. 9-3b.

In the general case the field coil with disk UM can be placed

not in one plane with the disk, but at certain distance of z=b from

it.

Page 236.

V.

-:::
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It is analogous with previous the calculated mutual inductance

of the field coil and armature

moreover

ma PC V/RaR aK(k)j--LEf k'j (9-20)

M,, = PC. I/!.-R. 2 k) K (k., - -12 (k (9-21)

where
k-. / 4RR 4R.R.S(R+R)+ ' (R.+R.)- +'

R. - radius of a ciicle of current pickup in the center of disk.

The electromotive force of disk machine is expressed by the

formula, analogous (9-15):

e = M MF,. (9-22)

With two field coils, symmetrically arranged/located on distances

S-±b. according to the principle of the superposition of emf 'a it

doubles in comparison with the value in (9-22).

With respect to calculation m,,. and mh'-for the disk machines are

valid the same observations, that for the appropriate values of

cylindrical machines.

The in practice most important case for the calculation of disk

- ..

4'

" ' --,.'.. ,; ..:-, ,',- , '.'*,, .'...... ". ". ". " . . . .-" . .' . .. - . -'. .-. .... :..% 'j. . ', ''''''''v 2. %> " " 5 " " ,
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UM with disk (z=0). Current pickup in the center of disk is supposed

concentrated, and by its radius-relatively small (R<<R). In this

case - M- and value M. zan be disregarded/neglected.

Then for the calculation of emf of disk UM we obtain the formula

Y(R+R, e, R- --k)K(k)-- E k) (93

where k=1/ 4Re.R

With R,-=R/R, the close ones to one, for the calculation by emf

is recommended the formula

=..-.s~ . jK (kJ) -E(kj)l, (9-24)

where k, --- (k1--- 6 (k---
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If modulus/module k, also proves to be close to one, should be used

the formula
2 . Fq yRR [(1 + k,) K (k) - E (k2j (9-25).

moreover 2.i* --
-)/Iov- ,-- )

Expression (9-23Y it is possible to reduce to the form

2 (9-26)e,= k) -K (k)- -Le(k)] Y.
2x At it-

where v=cR - linear velocity on the periphery of disk, m/s;

b-/ , 5A /k.:R
.4R, R"

V.k
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On the basis (9-26) are designed graphs'On-(') :n *. represented in

Fig. 9-4b.

9.5. Some special features/peculiarities of the design of generators.,.1.
Let us consider the specific character of determination of the

basic dimensions of cylindrical and disk UG without the ferromagnetic

circuit.

The diameter of the external surface of cylindrical armature is
* found during the calculation according to assigned current /a of the

machine:
D=2R 413 .

I (1 -1115 it

where 4 -4o - is considered the presence of the isolated/insulated

rotor shaft (W,- diameter of opening/aperture for the shaft);

J pma/i 2- current density in the rotor, taken to uniform in accordance

with the engineering procedure of calculation (see S2-4).

Page 238.

The value of the design factor of cylindrical machine X-0.5

should be taken:
-= 1,25 - =

l- U.,° MM- . ' ° ' " " " • " " " ' • ° •. . .
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Calculations show that the active length (distances between the-

current pickups), which exceeds 1-1.5 D, is not appropriate, since in

this case emf virtually does not increase, but losses and weight of

armature grow. Fig. 9-5 gives the appropriate curves

ea f(1)no R. npH v const.

Key: (1). on. (2). with.

The optimum value of relative value of the mean radius of the

field coil of cylindrical machine comprises:

Rek

Differentiation of value ; from (9-15a) for the purpose of

research for the maximum of functiop ,.) gives, in particular, form

determining the optimum radius (where 'd-JA- .expression 4I-(i '-.

Usually . therefore should be taken valueT%

As calculations confirm, function -E) reaches maximum when

ka lt (see Fig. 9-5).

A change in parameter 6-6/* insignificantly affects the value of

emf ; According to the design considerations one should tentatively

choose £zieo~s.

• . .. -, . . . .. . . , .. . . .- -. . ..,,, . , . ,., ,,, . . . . , .. ... ,,, ,,.
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.. A

to

I I ).A,

a 0,2 1.4 u s &, 8 ?.' I 1,9 0b

Fig. 9-5. Calculated dependences .- ,(,)on i. and,*--. on J when f-e-a-.

v-150 m/s for the cylindrical generator.

'S. Key: (1)/ V/A.
-4
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Thus, the rational schematic of cylindrical generator must

correspond to Fig. 9-6. Value of magnetizing force of field coil ".

and the sizes/dimensions of the cross section of coil are determined

by the given voltage of generator u](Ouu" <I; ,-4) &jv
permissible for reasons heat emission by the current density I. in

the field coil.

With those selected a number of turns w. and main

sizes/dimensions D and I their conformity with the assigned voltage

is established/installed by verifying calculation according to

-_.

.5..
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formulas (9-15)-(9-19). For. convenience in the approximate

computations in the curves, depicted Fig. 9-7, gives the values of

the elliptical integrals E=f(k) and K=f (k). During the refined

calculations it should be used appropriate tables £1261.

The calculation of resistor/resistance and electrical losses of

the armature of cylindrical machine taking into account the

nonuniformity of current distribution is produced in accordance with

the conclusions/outputs, given in S2-5.

9%6

C*

-'

'C:-..

".r. .,.'-, ' '°'~',,.' .,- -, t . . "2,., _... ". ."."."'' '". . ' ' .. ,. . . . , , . , % " ." . ' '
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3: f t !

-."Fig. 9-6. Fig. 9-7.C .0

<i Fig. 9-6. Schematic device/equipment of cylindrical generator.

Fig. 9-7. Values of the elliptical integrals E-f(k) and K=f(k).
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Diameter D-2R of armature disk UG without the ferromagnetic

circuit with assigned voltage o, e(.,'< 1) is determined by

verifying calculation according to formulas (9-23)-('9-25). Value is

is chosen according to the design considerations.

During the location of the field coil and disk of armature in

--- -. -.-

)1

0 0, d4 0.3 0,4 ,0 ~e ,1 oe ~i '
4 ~,, 0,8 0,3 UG1

Fig.9-6.Fig.9-7

C% ' . .. , '." -. - . -. - -. ". -.. . " . -. ..-. .° . .'. .' - . .. .
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the different planes one should accept k.-'. during their location in

one plane (z=0) 4>t. The thickness of disk with assigned current i.

of armature is calculated from the appropriate expressions, given in

S6-1. Electrical losses in the disk are determined from the formulas,

examined in S2-6.

With the efficiency selected according to the conditions of

contact or strength of the disk of the linear velocity v on the

periphery of rotor value magnetizing force J% of field coil disk UG

depends on the assigned voltage. The sizes/dimensions of cross

section and the permissible current density in the excitation winding

are determined by heat emission conditions.

Examples of verifying calculations cylindrical and disk UG are

given in [66]. They show that with the identical air-gap diameters

D-2R, magnetizing force of field coils and at the rotational speeds

the cylindrical generator (with two field coils) develops

voltage/stress, is approximately/exemplarily 1.7 times less than disk

UG. Calculations in examples [66] were performed through formulas

(9-10) and (9-12).

For the comparison of these formulas with the formulas of the

method of mutual inductance the calculations of emf of disk and

cylindrical UG with different valuesA.. were performed.The method of':.-
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mutual inductance is in principle more precise, since it does not

require resolution in the series/rows of elliptical integrals.

During comparative calculations it was explained that for the

cylindrical machines the method of mutual inductance gives the

somewhat smaller values of emf, than formula (9-10). The difference

as results of calculation becomes greater, the nearer the parameter

R. to one, and it reaches to 30%. This is explained by the weakened

convergence of series of the resolution of elliptical integrals with

modulus/module k-l. For disk machines both calculation methods give

close results. In particular, during the verifying calculation of

disk UG, indicated in S9-4, the disagreement between data of

calculation (9-23) and experiment [95] was about 9%. Disagreement in

the calculations according to (9-12) and (9-23) in this case composed

approximately/exemplarily 3.5%.
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It is possible to show that the over-all payload ratio of the

armature of cylindrical generator

where -- IR-bj2 - design factors; /,s, - current density and

induction in the rotor, accepted by uniform ones to; 7 - the specific

gravity/weight of material. From the expression for . it is evident
'p ,• .
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that with the constant/invariable electromagnetic loads and the

design factors, and also at the constant linear velocity v on the

-* surface of armature its over-all payload ratio remains constant with

ca-var. It is possible to also show that with the constant

ampere-conductors per inch& A-IdiWA over-all payload ratio boiw

i.e. is reduced with the increase of angular velocity c=2wn.

However, similar conclusions can be drawn, also, for disk UG

without the ferromagnetic circuit.

'4

* - 9.6. Elements/cells of the theory of the pulsed mode of generators

Ci without the ferromagnetic circuit.

Let us consider the diagram of UG with the compound (independent

variable and consecutive) excitation, shown in Fig. 9-8. Let us carry

out the theoretical analysis of the pulsed mode of the generator,

with which the load suddenly varies from 0 to 100% and vice versa.

This mode/conditions is feasible with the work of UG on the winding

of particle accelerator. Connection of UG with the load is produced

with the help of disconnector K (Fig. 9-8), which can be

liquid-metal.

Fundamental assumptions during the research of problem are

enumerated below:
'o4

o,
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1) generator drive powerful/thick, angular velocity does not

vary with a change in load (w=const); 2) the supply of power of

excitation winding powerful/thick; voltage on this winding does not

vary during the transient processes in generator (U.-=amst 3) pulse

repetition period it is such, that for the time between rise/drop and

load dropping electromagnetic processes in the generator manage to be

established/installed; 4) its own inductance of massive armature is

negligible; load circuit does not have inductive coupling with the
'.1k

-' windings of generator; 5) the nonlinearity of system, possible in the

general case for guaranteeing the stable work of generator, we do not

consider.
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Let us note that in UG without the ferromagnetic circuit the

analysis is facilitated by the absence of pole face winding in the

series circuit of armature.

- Let us compose the initial equations:

1. The loop equation of the load

Nei. -- Oi + I(9-27)

v,=--
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where u, i - voltage/stress and the current of generator

(instantaneous values);

R . - resistor/resistance and the inductance (coefficient of

self-induction) of load.

2. The equation of internal circuit of the generator
di. d di,

u wMzgi +-"Mg.ni, + R'8 i + La - I- "., (9-28)

where e..mu.a - calculated mutual inductance (coefficients of

mutual inductance) of the windings of series excitation and armature,

*, separate excitation and armature, independent and series excitation;

L- .- inductance of the winding of series excitation (equal to

inductance internal circuit of armature); R.-f;+.+j -

resistor/resistance of internal circuit of armature taking into

account the attenuating action of eddy currents in solid rotor (R,

consecutive busbar/tire winding (m,)Jwith liquid-metal current pickup

~(if); , -2in.

3. The loop equation of separate excitation
u,--R ,, i di"  di"

US=R*-iz+L. Mn.s-, (9-29)

where %-us;I* - voltage/stress and current; RUJ.Le-

resistor/resistance and the inductance of the winding of separate

excitation; M" - coefficient of mutual induction of the windings of

the independent and series excitation.

" " '" °'' " °" " ° " " " " " " " . . . . ° " " ° " " " " - " ° ' " -a .

dp;-hi . . .. :.- -... ;,.-"......,. -., . ... . ..-.... ,-,-".,,-,,u , '> . x

S]
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The parameters of analyzed circuit (R, L, M) can be determined

by calculation or it is-experimental. In particular, the mutual

inductance of excitation windings with the armature can be obtained

on the basis of the corresponding formulas, given in S9-4.

..

(tip

-.-.e.

Its
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-D'1_

Fig. 9-8. On the calculation of pulsed operation of UG with the

compound (independent variable and consecutive) excitation.
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SLet us register the initial conditions for the modes/conditions

of load change, necessary during the solution of system of equations

(9-27)-(9-29).

a). Rise/drop of the load

Iu

The system of equations of circuits UG we solve by operational

omethod on the basis of the transform of Laplace [81 . Taking into

account initial conditions after the series/row of conversions we

find the functional dependence of circuital current of armature on

the time with the rise/drop of the load

aq.

-,-Tesse feuain fcrut Gwesleb prtoa

-,mto ntebsso h rnsomo alc 8] aigit

acon nta odtin fe h eis/o fcnesosw

• - .. - - .. . . -. . - -. . . - - . .. ..a. - . -. - , , % . . . ,
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z [ T-- r pi.,.+I ('-e,,- .. L].i, - o(9-30)

where a=A1.; 3  . M .,1M,. 3±( (-La) L,;

-' .LMa. - R',,I.. - ,,

V =- .MR. - Rx.,R', - R..,R.

Form of process (9-30) is determ ined by the values of roots of p, and

p., that depend on the relationship/ratio of the parameters of real

system UG.

With load dropping, disregarding processes in the arc, we will

obtain instantaneous reduction in current of armature from value

UIuIto zero (circuit break).

Thus, the form of current pulse will will be represent curve

with the obtained functional build-up/growth of current (9-30) to the

steady (by hypothesis) value with the subsequent steep/abrupt drop up

to zero, after which the impulse/momentum/pulse is repeated. Between

the impulses/momenta/pulses is possible certain pause, during which

the current-carrying parts of UG cool off.

JA G i:..P
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Chapter Ten.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF ACYCLIC MACHINES WITH LIQUID-METAL CURRENT

PICKUP.

10.1. Problems and the means of experimental research of acyclic

machines with the-liquid contacts.

V

During the development the mind with the liquid contacts of

curreat-tap apparatus appears the need for the experimental check of

the series/row of designing-theoretical positions, efficiency of

contact nodes, study of magnetic system and characteristics of the

prepared machines. These questions can be studied both in the

experimental models of machines and on the special models.

Questions of experimental research of the mercury contacts of

different types are examined in the works of B. I. Ugrimov [6), Yu.

Yu. Kaunas [22], D. A. Vatt [47 and 48], P. Klaudi [49], B. G.

Karasev and G. T. Semikov (129].

.5.

°.,
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Research of characteristics mind with brush current pickup is

carried out by I. P. Ivanov and B. V. Kostin [10), characteristics of

UG with the mercury contacts - D. A. Vatt [14). However, many

questions are experimentally studied insufficiently.

In the process of the scientific research work on UM, conducted

V -in the Moscow Aviation Institute named Sergo Ordzhonikidze, came to

light some general principles of experimental research mind, the

procedure of the tests of machines, approved in practice, was worked

out.

Experimentally were studied: characteristics of UG with the

circular liquid-metal contacts, magnetic leakage and armature

reaction mind; hydrodynamics of contacts, the one-sided attraction of

the rotors of cylindrical and disk UM. For the tests special

accessory equipment, in particular water-cooled main-line tubular

busbars and load rheostat, argon-mercury system of contacts was

wevked out.

Page 245.

Research was conducted on one of the experimental models of UG,

-4
w

y
o A
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model of high-speed/high-velocity liquid-metal contact, static

electromagnetic devices/equipment, which simulated scattering,

armature reaction and the one-sided attraction of machines, and also

on the electrolytic models of the distribution of magnetic induction

and current density in the cylindrical rotor.

The short description of the subjects of experimental research

is given below, the special features/peculiarities of the

experimental proceedure with the mind are stated, are given the

results of experiments, and also their discussion and comparison with

the calculation 1.

FOOTNOTE '. The results of the comparison of the theoretical value of

emf of UG without the ferromagnetic circuit with experimental data

are indicated in chapter 9. ENDFOOTNOTE.

10.2. Subjects of experimental research.

a). Non-polar dynamo Mey 2.

FOOTNOTE 2. Generator was demonstrated on VDNKh [Exhibition of

Achievements of the National Economy of the USSR in the pavilion

"higher education in the USSR" in 1964. ENfDFOOTNOTE.

ao
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The experimental model of UG with rated power of 10 kW is. the

cylindrical uncompensated machine of four-terminal performance with

* the half use on the voltage/stress with two slide contacts of

liquid-metal (mercury) current-tap apparatus. Excitation of UG is

independent. Magnetic circuit is made from magnetically soft steel

(rotor - from st. 10, stator - made of armco steel). As the liquid

current pickup floating slit ring terminal is selected, since it

provides the symmetry of current distribution and does not require

special pump.

Current tap into the external target is produced by two

series/rows of the radially arranged/located copper plugs, forced

against positive and negative stationary circular electrodes with the

help of the pin connections.

Page 246.

Contact liquid from the special reservoirs is supplied into the

interelectrode space under the effect of pressure of argon through

branch, the located in the lower part of housing of UG. For the

creation in the internal cavity of the machine of the atmosphere of

the inert gas through the openings/apertures in the panels argon is

fed/conducted. In the upper part of the housing are control branches,

o•.'.. which are communicated with the contacts. They serve for the gas
supply with the purging of machine in the process of cleaning/

purification.

"-'S.' ' ' " -' -" ' " " : ' ',, k V - k '""- ' '" " ". -. " -- "" -- ''-
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__
Fig. 10-1. The longitudinal section of experimental generator. 1 -

rotor; 2 - panel of stator; 3 - stator; 4 - field coil l-.=950); 5 -

control branch; 6 - ball bearing; 7 - current-deflecting plug; 8 -

channel of water cooling; 10 - rotating electrode.

%'4
4'M

Fig. 10-2. Structural/design device/equipment of generator MAI; a)

rotor; b) stator; c) panel with the field coil.

Page 247.

The elements of the construction/design of experimental model of UG

are clarified by the drawing of its longitudinal section (Fig. 10-1),

appearance of UG is shown in Fig. 1-12. Flat solid rotor with the
4'[J

..- . 4
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copper nickle-plated slip rings, stator of generator and panel with

the field coil are shown in Fig. 10-2a, b, c. Connection of UG with

the load was realized by a set of the copper lamellar busbars, which

exit from each plug of current tap, and by the main-line copper

tubular busbars, water-cooled. Fig. 10-3 shows the connections of the

packets of lamellar busbars with UG and tubular busbars. In the

foreground Fig. 10-3 the reservoirs for the contact liquid with the

control gashes for the reading of the necessary level of mercury are

shown.

The contacts of current-tap apparatus UG have water cooling with

the help of the annular channels on the stationary electrodes. Supply

and derivation are performed through branch in the lower machine

part.

The need for cooling channels for the removal/outlet of losses

is caused by the fact that the maximum relative rate of the

electrodes of contact reaches 56.5 m/s, also, during the mercury

current pickup of loss to friction, rates proportional to cube, they

are great (up to now similar contacts they were applied for rates on

the order of 30 m/s).

•I.

'a**a*' .
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Fig. 10-3. Connection of UG with-the discharge busbars.

-p.i

, , 8 A . :

-po

Fig. 10-4. Schematic of argon-mercury system.. K, - tap/crane of

tank/balloon; K, K, K,, K, - main-line taps/cranes; K,, K,, K, -

taps/cranes of letting out; M., M2 - manometers of tank/balloon;

M,-M, - main-line manometers; P, - reducer of tank/balloon; P,, P3 -

main-line reducers PP,, PP, - mercury reservoirs.
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The schematic of the argon-mercury system UG, which ensures

, 'p°.° 

.-

. 42
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supply and issue of contact liquid and the creation of the atmosphere

of inert gas, is shown in Fig. 10-4.

As the load device/equipment of UG the planned and prepared in

the MAI tubular rheostat (Fig. 10-5a) was used. Tubes made of the

stainless steel, which has the increased specific

resistor/resistance, cooled by water. The assigned combination of the

series-parallel connections of the tubes of rheostat for the creation

of the necessary load of UG was realized with the help of the set of

A. the aluminum and copper busbars of special construction/design.

For interrupting power circuit of UG the disconnector of the

type P-5 with handwheel drive (Fig. 10-5b) was used.

The general view of experimental installation UG is represented

in Fig. 10-6. In the foreground instrument table is visible, in the

background (after the Plexiglas window of box) is arranged/located UG

together with the drive motor and by discharge busbars.

In the box the suction and exhaust ventilation in accordance

with the requirements of safety engineering was equipped.

Z.5 -

_'. 2.
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Fig. 10-5. Load device/equipment of non-polar dynamo of the MAI. a)

tubular rheostat with the water cooling; b) disconnector with the

steering-wheel drive.

Fig. 10-6. The general view of experimental installation.

Page 249.

Model of high-speed/high-velocity liquid-metal contact.

For the preliminary final adjustment of the argon-mercury system

of UG and the research of hydrodynamics of liquid contact was used

the special disk model, whose longitudinal section was represented in

Fig. 10-7. The contact device of model does not have fundamental

design differences from the contacts of UG.

I'
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B" . ig. 10-7. Construction/design of the model of circular liquid-metal

'\contact. 1 - disk rotor; 2 - liquid metal; 3 - water coolin g channel;

4 - graphite multiplexing;- 5 - rubber packing ring; 6 - branch for

the water supply; 7 - branch for the supply of metal.

", Page 250.

The maximum relative rate in the circular mercury contact of model is

90 m/s. For the removal/outlet of the losses of friction is used

water channel, which has input and output branch. The fundamental

parts of model are made from the stainless steel of the brand

1XI8HgT. In the model there are a lower branch for supply and output

of liquid metal, upper branch for the control/checking and the

aIh
...
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blowing through, lateral of branch for the supply of argon into the

internal cavity of model. Together with the motionless rubber 0-ring

seals in the model high-speed/high-velocity graphite multiplexing is

used. The appearance of the model of contact is shown in Fig. 10-8.

The schematic of the argon-mercury system of model is similar to

the diagram, represented in Fig. 10-4, moreover only the one branch

of diagram is used and respectively one mercury reservoir.

)C). Model for the study of armature reaction.

The special static model of two-pole cylindrical UM in the

dismantled/selected form is represented in Fig. 10-9a. Current to

faces of the "rotor" of model was fed/conducted from the independent

source with the help of the copper busbars, which are screwed into

the "rotor". The latter did not revolve during the supplying of coil

current of excitation, since turning moments under unlike poles of
model average out. Magnetic flux in the model with the "idling" and

in the presence of current in the "rotor" was measured with the help

of the special coil, and also by means of the sensor of Hall's emf.

On the model were investigated physics of the phenomenon of armature

reaction, were checked the methods of the quantitative account of its

demagnetizing effect, the rationality of the use/application of

nonmagnetic radial separators (sections/cuts) for preventing the
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saturation by the field of armature current (Fig. 10-9b). Model is

Adesigned for the work with the maximum current of "rotor" 500 &. The

general view of experimental installation is given in Fig. 10-9c.

V.
Ay '

4..
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Fig. 10-8. The general view of the experimental model of contact.

Page 251.

0). Devices/equipment for measuring the forces of unbalanced magnetic

pull.

For checking the derived calculation formulas of the

electromagnetic forces of one-sided attraction was applied the model

of the magnetic system of four-terminal cylindrical UM. The schematic

of measuring unit is given in Fig. lO-10a. The results of experiment

are given in S6-5 (Fig. 6-7g).

Was undertaken an attempt at the study of the electromagnetic

forces of the one-sided attraction of disk UM with the ferromagnetic

rotor.

ON- - , - ., .-.. ' - -- -
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Fig. 10-9. Model for the study of armature reaction', a) model in

dismantled form: 1 - stator; 2 - cover/cap of stator; 3 - "rotor"; 4

- search coil on the "rotor"; 5 - excitation winding; 6 -

current-conducting busbar; b) stator and cover/cap with the radial

gashes; c) the general view of experimental installation.

Page 252.

Experimentally was checked effect relative to the axial shift of the

"rotor" of the model of magnetic system (Fig. 10-10b) and value of a

drop in the magnetic potential in the gaps on the value of

electromagnetic effort/force.

4.
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, Electrolytic baths, which simulate the distribution of magnetic

induction and current density in the cylindrical rotor.

Models are the Plexiglas cylinders with the covers/caps, filled

with electrolyte - by the dilute solution in the water of copper

sulfate. To the inner cylinder face copper circular electrodes are

fastened/strengthened, to which the voltage/stress from the source of

alternating current is fed/conducted. In the cylinders there are

openings/apertures for the insertion of feeler gage, which measures a

change of the potential of the internal points of cylinder in the

function of their axial and radial coordinates.

Model for studying the distribution of magnetic induction (Fig.

10-11a) is geometrically similar to the part of the rotor, which

corresponds to one pair of polar extensions. The width of circular

electrodes is proportional to the axial length I of pole. Electrodes

border on faces of cylinder.

hi"
. 4.

ao
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Fig. 10-10. Installation diagrams for measuring the forces of

one-sided attraction of UM. a) cylindrical; b) disk; 1 - rotor; 2 -

stator; 3 - excitation winding; 4 - device/equipment for the

installation of eccentricity or axial shift; 5 - unit of the

counterbalancing device; c) experimental dependences.-,a,for the disk
4-

UM, S58DI/4=80 cm'; b, /D-0.11.

Page 253.

Model for the research of density distribution of current (Fig.

10-11b) is geometrically similar to the rotor of four-terminal

machine with the half use according to the voltage/stress (with two

slit ring terminals).

Measuring circuit is given in Fig. 10-11.

10.3. Special features/peculiarities of the methodology ofee.
€ exper iments.

-..-

.4 "
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With the high currents, characteristic to UG with the

liquid-metal contacts, load devices/equipment (experimental

rheostats) usually allow/assume only discrete/digital changes in the

resistor/resistance during switching of their sections.

Smooth control is hindered/hampered by the effect of the

instability of contact resistance in the connections. In this case

virtually it cannot be supported j,.const during the removal/taking

of full-load saturation curves of UG and vary smoothly I during the

removal/taking of external and self-regulation. For obtaining the

"working" characteristics should be used the artificial

reception/procedure: to remove/take sets of "load" characteristics

U-Uf(I,) on R3-const and If3 (I,) from R,-const and by geometric

construction (Fig. 10-12) found the characteristics of the generator:

load U-f(J,),In-const external U=f(), 1,-const and regulating 4,-f (4),

U-const. This method was used with testing of sample/specimen UG.

4% .
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Fig. 10-11. The schematics of the models of electrolytic baths for

the research of distribution; a) magnetic induction; b) current

. ,' density; 1 - Plexiglas cylinder; 2 - cover/cap; 3 - copper electrode;

4 - electrolyte; 5 - point feeler gage.

Page 254.

Research of power losses of UG should be followed method of

their distribution during the rotation of generator the engine, which

has considerably smaller than UG, power. Are determined mechanical

losses in the bearings of UG, then loss in the contacts during the

successive supply in them of liquid metal, supplementary no-load

losses after the excitation (independent variable) of machine. The

corresponding losses compose a difference in the powers required by

engine in two subsequent experiments (taking into account losses in

the engine itself). A contact voltage drop and losses in the circuit

of armature with the load are determined with the feed unexcited UG

from the independent source. Since UG with the slit ring terminals

allows/assumes the filling with contact liquid only in motion, to

"v ;. ; , . .. .."" " " " " " " " " " " . ." " " " - " . " " " " " " . ."
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measure a voltage drop is possible only with the revolving rotor. To

avoid errors from emf, caused by residual/remanent magnetic flux, the

magnetic circuit of machine must be thoroughly demagnetized.

C:
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by mercury thermometer.

The magnetic leakage fluxes of excitation winding in UG and on

the model were measured by fluxmeter with the help of the search

coils, arranged/located in the lower and upper layers of excitation

winding.

Leakage flux was determined on a difference in the readings on

the fluxmeter, joined alternately to the search coils. Before the

reading the magnetic circuit was demagnetized with variable field,

reading was produced after-the commutation of coil current of

excitation. Leakage flux between faces of rotor and stator was

determined on the model Fig. 10-9 during the removal/distance from

the plane of the foundation of the search coil, arranged/located

coaxially with the rotor.

The phenomenon of armature reaction on the model was

investigated by different methods. Longitudinal magnetic flux was

measured by fluxmeter with the help of the search coil on the "rotor"

with the commutation of field current and different strengths of

current, which passes according to the "rotor". Were taken/removed

the following characteristics of model: magnetic (D-f(I.).04-O:external

4,-(3 ). I,-const; load 0,-f(I,), -,= const and regulating

I.-f(fm ), .-const. During the tests before each reading the magnet'i

',%e% -', -, :- .': ",",.: -. • . . -. .. "Z-.- -- -.... - -. .c - • .-. -. -. .
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"- ,:.circuit was demagnetized with variable field to avoid the effect of

!!i residual magnetization on the saturation.

-.

[ [ Characteristics were plotted also with the help of the film

gauge of Hall's emf from mercury selenide. Gap density was measured

~by sensor. Diagram with the compensation for the nonequipotentiality

€ of Hall electrodes (Fig. 10-13) was used. Furthermore, the

*** .'

'.-.'longitudinal flow of static model was oscillogramed with theconnection/attachment of radiator/resonator/element to the search

coil and the commutation of current 1. at different values I (initial

values of field current were identical).

ggHlThe effect of armature field of UG was evaluated in the usual

way according to a change in the voltage/stress of machine with the

J~i . load.

iTransient processes of UG were studied via the oscillography of

voltages/stresses and circuital currents of excitation and armature

witha acabrupt change in the modes/conditions of these circuits.

4..

,4.. .
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Fig. 10-13. Circuit diagram of the tape*/film (HgSe) sensor D emf Hall

E. for measuring the magnetic field H with the compensation for the
nonequipotentiality of Hall electrodes (R=12 kiloohm; R.-0-2 kiloohm,

it is tuned with H=0 to current I,=0 in the lower position of switch

K); R, limits current I,; B - dc power supply; ri - potentiometer for

measurement T. (in the upper position of switch K).

Page 256.

p.

With the commutation in the circuit of excitation winding the latter

was fed from the storage battery, which has negligible internal

resistor/resistance in order to avoid its effect on the parameters of

the system being investigated.

The fact was the special feature/peculiarity of model tests of

. contact that the work of this contact at the relative rate of more

than 80 m/s (at the rotational speed to 9000 r/min) for the first

time was investigated. Mercury and water served as working fluids.

J.,-"

c~6.

p."
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The latter, as noted in S5-3, simulated sodium and alloy NaK (on the

technical reasons). On the water the starting and the stop of the

model were mastered: liquid into contact gap was supplied during the

rotation of rotor and was issued before its retardation; it was

produced checking the correctness of the designed space of liquid in

the contact (with the help of the control upper branches). However,

similar operations were produced with UG.

During model tests of contact the dependences of the losses of

friction on the rate for the water and mercury were removed/taken;

was measured the pressure of argon, under action of which the liquid

(7% entered contact; was checked the efficiency of cooling channel.

In the model for measuring the force of the one-sided attraction

of cylindrical UM the value of relative eccentricity was

established/installed with the help of the attached to faces of rotor

rings, the bore of rim of which along the line came into contact with

the external surface of the stator of model. A change in the

eccentricity was achieved by the variation of the bore diameter of

rings. In the model of disk UM with the ferromagnetic rotor the

assigned magnitude of relative axial pull-over was

established/installed by means of the calibrated nonmagnetic

separators, screwed on to face of the pole of stator.

"
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During the supplying of coil current of the excitation of models

appeared the one-sided attraction of the "rotor", whose force was

counterbalanced by laboratory set of weights.

The models of the electrolytic analogs of rotor were used only

for the qualitative checking (without taking into account the scales

of simulation) of the derived calculation formulas of the

distribution of induction and current density in the rotor. According

to the results of value measurement of potentials U=f(r, z) the

derivatives

CI at- and - were considered. %The latterW

made it possible to judge the distribution of values B, B,, i.

proportional to them (in accordance with the problems, examined in

Chapter 2).

Page 257.

During the simulation it was assumed that electrical

conductivity of electrolyte was constant and does not depend on the

coordinates of the points of internal cylinder capacity and on the

voltage/stress applied to the electrodes. This corresponds to the

assumptions adopted relative to rotor about the constancy of magnetic

permeability and electrical conductivity.
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10.4. Fundamental results of experiment and their discussion.

1. Oscillograms (Fig. 10-14a) demonstrate flux exclusion Dof

model fbr the study of armature reaction with increase of current in

the "rotor" and constant quantity of magnetizing force of excitation

F,. Fig. 10-14b shows. external characteristics of model in the relative

/4 units, obtained by the methods of fluxmeter and sensor of Hall's emf.

Absolute values D, in the measurements the Hall pickup were less than

measured by fluxmeter for 10-15%. This is explained by the nonuniform

distribution of induction through the area of the sensor, whose width

is commensurated with the axial length of pole. The decrease of

.;' slope/transconductance AD,/&A.of the characteristic of model with the

radial section in the stator is caused by a decrease in the

saturation of magnetic circuit by cross field. Calculations showed

that drops in the magnetic potential for the longitudinal flow in the

stator to the section/cut are virtually identical with idling (4-0

and with the load (4,-500 A). Primary meaning has a saturation of

rotor by the field of armature reaction as in UG.

.4

* ~iI
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Fig. 10-14. Results of experiments, a) the oscillogram of magnetic

%I flux 0. in the model for the study of armature reaction when I.= var;

b) external characteristics of models .-,J. in the relative units

with -.= const ,*=l with .=300 a); 1 - model without the section/cut

(V - method of fluxmeter; A - method of the sensor of Hall's emf); 2

- model with the radial section in the stator.
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2. The calculated and experimental dependences of losses to

friction in the model of liquid-metal contact on the linear velocity

in the slit ring terminal are represented in Fig. 10-15. From the

curves the resemblance of the properties of water and alkali metals

is evident. More heavy metals (mercury, gallium) cause the

considerable increase of mechanical losses. Function PH,,-f(v.) is close

to cubic parabola. Curves show that for the purpose of increase of

efficiency of UG with speed contacts to rationally apply alloy NaK of

eutectic composition as the working fluid.

Temperature excess of the external surface of the model of

'P.

L'?¢,
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contact on the side, where the water cooling channel is passed, was

about 406C with the work with mercury for "x-80 m/s. From opposite

side of slit ring terminal temperature excess was more than 700C.

This fact came to light/detected/exposed the advisability of applying

the cooling liquid channels along both sides of similar

high-speed/high-velocity contacts.

-V 3. The tests of UG were conducted in the range of the speeds of

9rotation n=50-150 r/s (3000-9000 r/min). Experimental and design

characteristics of machine are represented in Fig. 10-16. Since the

measured voltage drop in the mercury current pickup and the rotor

composed value on the order of 102 V, decrease in the*

voltages/stresses of UG with an increase in the load is caused in

essence by the effect of transverse armature reaction. Value of

magnetizing force Wqd is commensurated with value of magnetizing force

of excitation with the idling and is caused to a considerable degree

by the saturation of rotor with the load.

%.
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Fig. 10-15. Dependence of the losses of friction on the speed in the

model of contact. a) for the alkali metals; b) for mercury and

gallium; calculation - solid lines; experiment - dotted lines.

Key: (1). W. (2). r/min. (3). m/s.

Page 259.
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F.: Fig. 10-16. Experimental and design characteristics of UG. a) idling

,-,,. on n; b) external u-n,., on,.. n; c) regulating ......

high-speed/high-velocity E=f(n) and the dependence of losses to

friction on speed ..- f(n) for mercury and eutectics NaK; d) the

dependence efficiency on the power n=f(P); calculation - dotted

lines; experiment - solid lines.

Key: (1). r/min. (2). kW.

.ag 2

% %:( Page 260.
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During the tests of UG is discovered the phenomenon of the

pumping over of contact liquid of one reservoir of system in another

through air gap under the effect of the pumping action of the

revolving rotor, which is caused by the nonidentity technological

fulfilling of contacts. For mercury "pumping effect" was observed

with n>7000 r/min (vx44 m/s). Argon overpressure in the reservoirs

.. with the contact liquid was not equal. In particular, for mercury

with n-3000 r/min it was 0.4 atm(tech) for one contact and 0.15

atm(tech) for another. With n=9000 r/min the pressure grows to

0.8-1.2 atm(tech).

The entry/incidence of contact liquid was a deficiency/lack in

the argon-mercury system into the internal cavity of UG with hitch

(emergency, with the break of feed) of drive motor. Without being

counterbalanced by centrifugal force, mercury under the action of

argon pressure flowed/occurred/lasted inside the generator and

partially it settled on the machine parts. With relief its basic part

was returned to the contact system on the chutes in the lower part of

the bore of stator.

In the subsequent rational designs it is necessary to provide

the release of contacts and the automatic protection, which
-:,.,- ':

:;'
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removes/takes pressure with the stop of machine. Possibly also the

... use/application of systems UG with the complete insertion/immersion

of rotor into the liquid metal. These systems do not have the
- .'

deficiencies/lacks indicated; however, it is more complicated by the

. construction/design, mainly due to the problem of multiplexing.

At the speed of rotation n-7000 r/min UG gave power of

approximately 10 kW with U=2.1 into, In-4700 A. The maximum current,
obtained prolongedly in the process of tests from UG, was 5400 A.

4**The structure of power losses of UG is the following.

Losses to friction in each of the mercury contacts of current

pickup with n=3000 r/min according to the measurement data are 60 W

- (which coincides with the calculation). With n=9000 r/min these

b, losses are 1120 W.

-4%
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Fig. 10-17. Oscillograms of transient processes of UG with n=50 r/s

(3000 r/min). a) for ..'.=f(t) with the idling UG; b) '.'..".=f(t) when

R-const; c) g for '.-..=f(t) with rise/drop and load dropping '.

=2300 a; 1. =8 a.

Page 261.

Electrical losses in the rotor and contact resistance of contacts

when I3=4000 A are approximately 50 W, losses in the thoroughly

heated field coils with rated current 13.u=6.5 A are equal to 170 W.

'- Mechanical losses in the bearings with n=3000 r/min are 150 W.

Incremental losses in the first approximation, can be

disregarded/neglected. With rated current 1,=4000 A also

voltage/stress U=0.835 V for n=3000 r/min efficiency of generator it

composed 87% (at the power P=3.33 kW). Let us note that the

efficiency of the collector direct-current generators of low voltage

on current /4=5000 a even with P=60 kW composes 69% (according to

GOST 1651-54).

After 4.5 h of work in the mode/conditions P=3.6 kW; U=0.9 V

13. - 4000 A; 1,.9 A; n-3000 r/min temperature excess of the

.e.
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water-cooled contacts was approximately 400C, temperature excess of

excitation winding reached 700C. This testifies about the possibility

to allow during the nominal rating high current density in the

excitation winding, than accepted in the sample/specimen UG.a..

4. Fig. 10-17 depicts the oscillograms of transient processes in

UG. In the upper part of the oscillograms the scale of the time

.marker, whose period is 0.1 s, is indicated. Processes in energizing

circuit are finished approximately/exemplarily during 1.8 s. Slanting

V sections curved !.-= f(t) (in contrast to the exponential curve) are

caused by the attenuating action of eddy currents in the massive

parts of the magnetic circuit. Processes in the circuit of armature

with the rise/drop and load dropping are finished

approximately/exemplarily after 0.1-0.12 s and have the rapidly

attenuating aperiodic character. The serration of curves iR=f(t) is

explained by the frequency properties of radiator/resonator/element,

which is confirmed by the serration of zero flow line. Fig. 10.17c, g

does not show the zero line of the voltage/stress of armature. The

given oscillograms demonstrate also a decrease in conservative values

of voltage/stress under the effect of the armature reaction (in

comparison with the floating voltage).

Page 262.
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As a result of the inspection of that dismantled/selected after

the termination of the tests of UG is discovered (for 130 h of work)

the decomposition of nickel coating in some places of the circular

electrode of rotor and the formation/education of fine/small sinks.

Electrodes were covered with the black coating of mercury oxides.

This testifies about the need for the periodic cleaning/purification

of contacts (approximately/exemplarily for every 100 h of work) even

in the presence of argon medium. Protective coatings from the rhodium

are more reliable; however, their operating checking is necessary.

5. Fig. 10-10c gives the results of measuring the force of the

K one-sided attraction of the magnetic "rotor" of the model of disk UMNO

It is experimentally established/installed, that the value of

relative axial shift little affects the amount of force. The latter

depending on the value of a drop in the magnetic potential in the

Ngaps is changed approximately/exemplarily according to the quadratic

law. For obtaining the calculated dependences is necessary a strict

study of magnetic fields of scattering of disk UM. (See also Fig.

6-7d).

6. The tests of the electrolytic models of rotor showed that in

the zone between the electrodes the potential is changed along the

axis according to the linear law and virtually does not depend on the

* ,, . radial coordinate:

. '

*.*% ' *- . , . • . . - . . • -. . . .. *, -. .,,....'W .. . . ,. ... * .-. .. . *
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U (Z) I ,=owt U, + kz; U (r) =o., cons,

where U, - electrode potential. Differentiating expression U(z) and

U(r), we see that

Luk= const; O- 0.

Consequently, in the zone between the poles the magnetic

induction of rotor B.-B,-const; B,-0, and current density in the zone

between contacts Ip~j, -const; /. -0.

In the extreme zones, which adjoin faces of model (Fig. 10-11b),

it is discovered, that the derivatives 0u;/@a_ and _aUldr have

very low values, i.ei, the branching of current into these zones of

-- rotor UM is small.

10.5. Comparison of fundamental calculated and experimental data.

.. .

Basic dimensions, parameters and characteristics of UG and

special models were calculated from the methods, presented in the

previous chapters of this book. For the purpose of checking the

methods of quantitative account of magnetizing forceFqdthe generator

was specially carried out uncompensated. Design characteristics of UG

were obtained by the following path.
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On the experimental taken/removed in the toroidal samples/specimens

curves of the magnetization of the materials of magnetic circuit the

family of curves of simultaneous magnetization and dependence MA=f(H)

were constructed. With the help of these data was calculated the

reactive/jet triangle UG for different currents of load (by methods,

examined in S4-3), which was used during the construction of the

family of full-load saturation curves U=f( 3 ) on . on this family

other characteristics UG were constructed. Performance calculation of

idling is carried out taking into account the recommendations, given

in Chapter 3. As can be seen from those given in Fig. 10-16 curved

r difference in the calculated and experimental data do not exceed I0%*

However, a similar comparison is carried out for the model of

cylindrical machine. A difference in the data composed 6-8W.

The calculated and experimental data of hydrodynamic losses in

the liquid contact (Fig. 10-15) are distinguished not more than to

8*.

The comparison of data of calculation and measurement of the

leakage fluxes of field coil and between the surfaces of magnetic

* circuit, carried out for the model and the sample/specimen UG,

difference to 20% showed. 7.
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Table 10-1.
.k - Summary of the parameters of UG with the mercury

-V,.. contacts.

1lapaueip ()CICOIIOM BPAtteH~un. A o61AWN (1) F
___- 303 M 6000 9000

I." . zocb P, KaM . . 3,33 6.66 10
2. Hanp1I elHe U. e .......... 0,835 1,67 2.5

.ToK RKOpI I., a. . .. 4000 4000 4000
* TOK sos6ymaensig I,, a . 6,5 6,5 6,5

CacopocTb 8 KOHTaKTaX U., A iceK .... 18,8 37,6 56,5
16. FloTepff 8 KOHTaKTax P,.,. eM. 118 820 2240

. '.oMHocmb soa6yx.Aema Ps, em . . . . I 170 170 170
Al " ) . . .......... 87 83,5 78

9. Paa~ep,- craTopa, mm.... . ......... D.= 246; D, = 220; La = 250
(8=0,6)

0 0. Pa.ep. poropa, A ..... ......... D== 106; DR = 86; 1=22;
1 . Marsminan HRAYyI.Icm, Mi......... BP=1.4; B& = , II; Be--
2. Bec poTopa, craropa, Ka'yweK 036V]C.

eum w oflmvii nec Yr. er ...... .G =10; .-82; Go I- 15;
G=-107

Over-all payload ratio of UG (with n=9000 r/min) composes

G-G/P-10.7 kg/kW, the overall dimensions 355x320x385 mm..

Key: (1). Speed of rotation, n r/min. (2). Parameter. (3). Power P,

kW. (4). Voltage/stress U, • (5). Armature current A. (6). Field
1 current A. (7). Speed in contacts m/s. (8). Losses in contacts

W. (9). Power of excitation W. (10). Efficiencies W, %. (11).

*. Sizes/dimensions of stator, mm. (12). Sizes/dimensions of rotor, mm.

(13). Magnetic induction, T. (14). Weight of rotor, stator, field

coils and total weight of UG, kgf.
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This testifies about the insufficient accuracy of calculation

formulas. However, since the leakage fluxes are relatively small, it

is possible to use formulas for the engineering calculations of

magnetic circuit.

The experimental check to electrolytic models qualitatively

confirmed the obtained theoretical outputs about the approximate

uniformity of magnetic flux distribution in the middle part of the

rotor and the electric current in the zone between the slit ring

terminals of armature UM.

__ Thus, checking designing-theoretical methods shows their

practical suitability during the design of unipolar electric

generators with the liquid-metal current pickup.

The fundamental parameters of the experimental models of UG of

MAI are given in Table 10-1.

.1
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.... ".. a ppend ix.

CALCULATION OF ACYCLIC MACHINES.

.4% P. 1. Example of the calculation of non-polar dynamo with the massive

cylindrical armature.

A. Assignment

~%*

1. Initial data. The power of generator P,=120 kW;

voltage/stress U=6 c; the speed of rotation n=100 r/s (6000 r/min);

the mode of operation - prolonged; cooling generator is natural air;

.4 current pickup circular liquid-metal on the base of eutectic NaK,

cooling current pickup forced liquid.

-- 2. Structural/design and electrical oscillator circuit. Let us

select the compensated machine with the complete utilization of

active length of armature and the total voltage (Fig. 1-16e), that

V ,

a.- %.
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a,
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has pole face winding from the magnetic-conducting material and

separate excitation. A number of poles 2p=2, a number of powered

phases of armature, connected in series, mz=2 a number of powered

phases, connected in parallel, m,=2p/mz-1 (during 100%- use); a

number of slide contacts m,=2p+2=4 (with series connection of

powered phases); a number of electrically isolated/insulated parts of

rotor m.=p+1-2 (rotor shaft we assume/set by that

.%, isolated/insulated, magnetic); a number of insulating radial

separators in rotor m.-p-l; a number of induction coils, the designed

for complete n. s. (magnetizing force) of excitation m,=p=I

(sometimes coil it can be divided.structurally/constructurally into

two parts, as shown in Fig. 1-16e). WI

Coefficient, which considers the branching of current into

parallel circuits of armature, k-m,Il-; 1-4. (during separate

- excitation).

Page 266.

B. Determination of main sizes/dimensions.

3. Current of the generator:
P.I-0 - 120 -.10 '

______ 6 =20-103 a; :

* ,r 1.=-1=20 000 a. .~

01a
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- 4. Electromotive force of the armature:
E =0 --L 6,1 &,

-U,

where 0=0,98- tentative value of relative voltage/stress, a voltage

drop in internal circuit of the armature (it is made more precise

after the calculation of the resistor/resistance of armature and

collector shoe gears), characterizes.

5. Calculated (electromagnetic) power:

P,=mEI.10--6.1.20000--1 22 kW.

C 0 6. Coupling coefficient of emf with the electromagnetic power:

E 2 6,2"
K 77 57- 700122 =3,15. 10-V/(kWrev/s).

7. Current density in the rotor (armature). On the basis of

expression (6-18)

ME Bo _02 D 1 2 ) 2.1.5109-0.9

MI IKU' , 2 2 3,15-10-'-1.05*3 7 - '

where

BV=1,5 T - selected value of magnetic induction in the rotor;

k.P1,05--,approximate value of coefficient of scattering between

,-.. -. the surfaces of the magnetic circuit (it is made more precise after

"2

'..4 < :. V , .:: ' ',:.-,-'.',:.:.,:.-. .-.. ":,' ,v .:.:.:.'.-.:....-'. . .:.?-,:,:.'.- -,: . .,.. ,,i
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determining of the dimensions of magnetic circuit);

hP=D/D-O,95; d,=d,/D-0,25- tentative values of the design factors

(they are made more precise in the process of design);

(b2' _),=0,952- 0 ,25= = 0 ,83 7 (for the isolated/insulated shaft);

.Y ._.), 0,95,=0,9 (for the magnetic-conducting shaft).

*Page 267.

I, 8. Main sizes/dimensions of machine. W.

a). Air-gap diameter (armature diameter).

On the basis (6-14)

D j/ "400 0, 175 A

where the coefficient

'Ell. 22 2 2da,,= 6,15. -. e,/, (D >p -P.) (bpi,

6,15.10_ 2.0,9.0,.837 1,5.10 =.1,33.103 kW/m'.rev/s characterizes the

degree of utilization of a sensitive volume of machine.

b). The active length, which corresponds to one pole,

-a-.-. .--.... ......-

I = .zD =0,n633.0,175 =0,039 x,

|%
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moreover the design factor of the machine

h2 _ 02) B, 0,25- -9 1,'5 0,233,
0,25,04 .45

where B,=1,45 T - selected value of magnetic induction in the working

gap.

C. Determination of the basic dimensions of magnetic circuit.
.4

9. Air gap between rotor and surface of the bore of inductor.

For construction-engineering reasons for the machine of average/mean

power we accept:

6 -0,5(D -D) ,1,5.10-4 t,
CU

where the bore diameter of the pole

Da-D+20,175+2.1,5.10-3-0,178 v.

Page 268.

10. Sizes/dimensions of the cross section of field coil. a).

Area of the cross section of the coil

8300
S, =- b h'- '- 0.35.3,65.10

moreover the approximate value n. s. (magnetizing force) of field

coil with the nominal load of the machine

F'..- (kc?+kp.) kj.F - (0,25+ 1,65) 1,25.3 500-8 300 a.

• "- .", ," : . '"-. ''".. '""" . ".."".-. . "" -4 """'' .". '"".".' ' " ."" '"' . '' . ." ." ."..":"= -. ,:. '' ' ,A , v ,' ," '
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where k,,=0,25; k,.,-1,65 and ke-1,25- selected values of the

coefficients, which consider respectively a drop in the magnetic

potential in steel of magnetic circuit with the idling; the

demagnetizing effect of transverse armature reaction (in the rotor)

and a drop in the magnetic potential in the structural/design gaps of

the magnetic circuit (they are made more precise during the verifying

calculation after the determination of basic dimensions and

construction of magnetic circuit);
28BF = 2.1,5.0-'.I.45 = 3 500 a
C 12- 4.3. 14-10-'

- drop in the magnetic potential in two working gaps;

.'-3,65.10 alA2; /=o,35 - selected values of the current density and

duty factor of window with copper of field coil.

b). Height/altitude of the section of field coil. In accordance

with Sect. 6-3 we find the parameters of the nomogram:
R +so =0,0875 + 65.10-=

U.-. - ,,,, , -r- O. ;= 11,2 1O - .;

_. _RS_= ±0,0875.65. 0- ' = 380. 10 ',

where R=0.5D=0.5-0.175=0.0875 m - radius of armature.

Through the nomogram (Fig. 6-5) we find the optimum height:

h,-h,.o'm5" 10-2g.

c). Width of field coil:

So. 6.10-

. . .. . , . . , . . . . . . . = o . . . . . . - ,2 6 -
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moreover the relationship/ratio of the sides of the section

b, I. 1 -10 6.
- 5.10 -

For technical-design reasons it is expedient to place

analogously the coil between the current pickups within the stator

with the design concept of one pair of polar extensions, shown in

Fig. 1-16h (without the distribution of coil into two parts).

Page 269.

In this case the construction/design of the current-deflecting

devices/equipment is simplified and electrical losses in the armature

in comparison with the schematic of the machine, given in Fig. 1-26e,

are reduced.

11. Basic dimensions of magnetic circuit.

a). The diameter of the turning of the stator:

D,-D+2 (h,+Ah,+6) .0,175+2(0,05+0,01 + 1,5 10-) -0,298 ,

where Ah-.0,01 m - radial distance from the surface of armature to the

internal surface of field coil.

b). The calculated outside diameter of stator (inductor)

D, = oD 6 41.o~ D Be
7- (1+ 1.04 L --- ' 0,36

1,.+ .,23.,

~1,04 . 17 L. 1 0,1751 14,5

.,-(%:

*•Z "10-
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where D3=D./D-0,298/0,175=I,7- relative diameter of the turning of

stator for positioning/arranging the excitation winding;

k.-1.04 - coefficient, which considers the presence in stator of

the openings/apertures, which can lead to the inadmissible local

increase in the induction;

k. 1,1- approximate value of the coefficient of scattering the

inductor (it is made more precise after determining of the dimensions

of magnetic circuit);

C Bc'1,45 • T - selected value of magnetic core induction of stator. WV

c). Width of vole at diameter D, of the stator:a
I_+ 1 5..10-,31,.o-'0.175 0.039., 45k• 0, -ff.- = ,1- -*_ 1 50,0252 .

Polcure selected with the chamfered external (end-type)

surfaces for the purpose of the reduction of the weight of magnetic

circuit.

A.,

d). The calculated axial length of the generator:

L.-co(2(+2b,) +b]- 1,06[2(0,039+2.0,02) +0,13]-0,31 M,

moreover in accordance with Sect. 5-3 the width of the electrode of

contact on the surface of the rotor

Sow i 20-10 = 0,02 x,
u~bvJDI -3,14.0,95-0, 175-1.9-10'

. . . .. . . .

* A ,-
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where D..,--DP=0,95- approximate value of design factor;

"j.-1,9.106 A/m' - selected value of current density in the zone of

the pressing of electrode;

c,-1.06 - coefficient, which considers a structural/design

increase in the axial length of machine.
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D. Calculation of magnetic circuit.

A. 12. Coefficients of scattering for stator-rotor unit.

-AC4

a). Relative permeance of scattering.

On the basis of expression for A,_and formula (3-9)

At .__ ___ M____ 1,72-.26-1,5.10-'

~~Ib. __U. - 4 4-0,233.1 F ,71O-
where bmco(b,+2b,)-1,06.(O,13+2-.0,02)-0,18 m - width of the turning of

stator;

L D 3-D~aDu'D,,7- relative diameter of the external surface of

field coil;

y ,n D.., D, + 2ah 0,17 8+2.0,01 =0,667;
. " D. = 0,298
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k,()=0,26 (on the curve, given in Fig. 3-2d).

*On the basis of expression (3-5)
~~~~~As 1i.,(' -=) , 72(0,667 - 0,62) 1,5" I0- = , .0

A = 4Akb - 4.0,233.0,18

where _ D3/D,., = 0,178/0,298 = 0,6.

In accordance with the sizes/dimensions of the magnetic circuit
D.- D, 0.36-0.178 D 0.175
-"'" -  =-2-0,974 '= , 95 T = ' - F = u u875 ,

where -- arcta -13 0 0- 0.227
0.5(D,--D,)

tgO = 0,23; cos -0,974.
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Page On the basis of expression (3-11)

-! (0,175+ 1,510-,)i o-.+ 3 ..o-1-. .In, + ,175
' ;,.., =1,17.10-11 (1).ex

,,,, _

• &- - 41 0- '-5 1-0-'.-0, 17 0,OW9 - - 4  0 '

Key: (1). a's.

where permeance of working gap under one pole
4 D 4.10-.0,175-0,039 *S

f-0 18,2.-10
* * , (I)', . "f " , , ,.?''',.;-.'-," , ;" . ."."-"" ,....'...'....' .,.,'; . . ,-. .'. ,.. . ,,vv ,,
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b). Coefficient of scattering for the inductor.
i

With the odd number of pole pairs

,.: k, 1 +a.= 1 +2(i,+A2 ) +. -- 1+2(6,7+Z2) -03+64 10-  1,074.

c). Coefficient of scattering for the rotor (with p-1):

k~ =1I+A, =+ 0,064 =1,064.

The designed values of coefficients of scattering are close to

those preliminarily selected.

13. Drop in the magnetic potential in the rotor (with the

. idling). On the basis of expressions (3-25)- and 3-27)

p ---= F , Hp (L - I + 0,5D) u-rn 0,91,06.1700 X

X (0,31 -0,039 + 0,5.0,175) = 580 a,

where H- f(Bp) =1700 &a - magnetic intensity in the rotor, are

determined on the curve of magnetization of the material of the rotor

(for the selected magnetically soft material of the type of Armco H9

it is found at B,-1,5 T from with curve Hq-O,. given in Fig. 4-4a);

;9 0,9- coefficient, which considers the nonuniformity of the

distribution of magnetic induction in the rotor (for relatively long

* rotor ; it is close to one).

-pr,_4 '

N. .
SIP •
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Page 272.

14. Drop in the magnetic potential in the magnetic circuit of

stator (with the idling).S.o

*5P"*

a). Drop in the magnetic potential in the pole

Fu Hpacjp-4 320- 0,076 - 100 a,

where in accordance with the formula of parabolas with m=4 (Sect.

3-8)

02 (15+.4-13+2.12+4-12,5+17,5)=1320 a/.

' 0During determination of H, ... H. from the curve of
magnetization B=f(H) for selected magnetically soft steel (Fig. 4-4a,

curve H-0) are taken into consideration the following

relationships/ratios, which cause the corresponding inductions B.

B,:

.1

.1
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r. = 0,5Dn = 0,5- 0,178 0,089 A;

- 0,25 (D. + D.) = 0,25 (0,298 + 0,36) = 0,165 A;
r -- r-- ,- r. , , ,016
r 1 =r+ - r,=0,108 m; r2=0,127; r,=0,146 g;M

%'! Ij - (r - 0,5D) tg O;

1, =0,0346 2; l= 0,0303 AK; l, = 0,0259 m; 1, = 1,. = 0,0215 m';

S = 2:ri1 ; S, = 0,0234 W; S.= 0,0242 i';

S, = 0,0238 Ar; S, = Sm = 0,0223 ';

ai= -T- = ',o = ,v ,&fa =

3,14-0.175.0,039.I,45. I.074 3.33-10-s

B0 B& =1,45mA; B=1,42n4;B=-1,3 ;

B, =1,4 MA; B,= 1,48 MA.

Key: (1). T.
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Calculated length of unit magnetic flux in the pole:

lm- rm-ro -0,165-0,089=0,076 x

b). A drop in the magnetic potential in the core (framework) of

the stator:

Fcc.-H 0 (b+1,,,) - 1500(0,18+0,0215) =300 a.

where Hc is determined on the curve of magnetization HFq=0 (Fig. 4-4a)

with B,-1,45 T.

4%

--A , ' W . ' , % , ., ' . - " , % ; - , . . . " , " o . ' = . ' , ' ' -". ' -% - - , ' , , % % % % " % % ' ' ' . % % % '

S !!I !! l.. , i r i-. I~ . • , " . " i •
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During the selection for the magnetic circuit of other brands of

magnetic materials should be used their curve magnetization B=f(H),

known from the standards/normals or the literature.

[:-

c). Drop in the magnetic potential in the magnetic circuit of

the stator:

F,=2F,+F,.,=2 100+300=500 a.

d). The refined value of the coefficient, which considers the

incidence/drop in magnetic potential in the magnetic circuit with the

idling

"C- F, + F, 580+500 =0,243,-. ,-. .t - .1,25.3 500

which is close to that preliminarily selected.

15. Magnetizing force of field coil with the idling:

F.kF,,+Fp+Fc = 1,25.3500+580 +500=5450 a.

The value of coefficient k, can be refined after th- development

of the construction/design of generator.

16. Calculation n. s. (magnetizing force) of excitation winding

with the load. The approximate account of armature reaction is

produced only in the active region/cores of rotor, since armature

field in the appropriate zones of stator is compensated.

a). Drop in the magnetic potential in the inactive zone of the ..

N '? Zd
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rotor

Fp, = k/'p (b,,+b,,) c, = 1,064- 170(0,3+0,02) 1,06-290 a.

b). Drop in the magnetic potential in the active region/core of

rotor (between the planes, passing through the middles of current

pickups)
Fp, -i k*,,(pHp. a (I + b, .=

= 1,064-0,9.25. 10' (0,039 +0,02) 1,06=1 500 a.
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The average value of the intensity/strength of field of

exictation /4p. in the mode/conditions of nominal load is determined

with B,=1,5- T on the curve of simultaneous maqnetization, for which

HI q =H o.CPg. -p . D2 - "D (I +d )'

20. 10' I +3-0,25
-2.3,14.0, 175 (I +0,25)P U .10' a1.- ,

where H.p- intensity/strength of armature field in the rotor at

diameter Dcq- 0,5(D+d.).

This curve is constructed according to the same rules, according

to uhich are constructed graphs B==f(Hd) On H., these represented in

Fig. 4-4a.

Let us clarify construction. After assigning, for example, by

,.; value Hd- 25.103 a/m, we compute

H VH , +f = (2. 10-1)+(2o. -I,)=3. 10- a/.

S. % t*.* ~~~ ~ '.**. *, ~-
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On the curve of magnetization of material Bd=f(Hd) when Hq- 0 we

find induction of the resulting field B=1.92 T, appropriate H=32-103

a/m.

We calculate the induction

H ^B 25-10'

Thus, with B=B,-=1,5 T and Hq=HLC we obtain Hp.=Hd=25- i 3 a/m.

Analogously are computed other points of the curve of simultaneous

magnetization.

c). Drop in the magnetic potential in the rotor:

Fp,,=Fm+2F,2=290+2. 500=3 290 a.

d). Magnetizing force of field coil:

F,.,=F +F,., +k,F=500+3290+ 1,253500=8 160 a.

e). The refined value of the coefficient, which considers

armature reaction
kp.,--- ' -. k, = , 60 -0,243 1,63,

/1,Fa 1.25.-3500- -

which is close to the preliminary value.

Page 275.
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E. Calculation of pole face winding.

17. Outside diameter and the thickness of compensative cylinder

(D. and hF.o)
2 41. + 4.20-10, .2 4D,, O... .1, i. =V'0,178' 3 .1 1,. 10 ., , 22

where D,.,-D=O,178 m - cylinder bore;

j,,o=,5.I0e a/m - current density in the winding;.

* -~ h. =0,5 (DL,-D,.,) =0,5(0,22-0.178) =0,021 .

18. The electrical resistance of pole face winding (under one

pole):

4pete,/ 4 -0, 0196-1 0-- , 06.-0. 039
Rx o= (4.. --6,12. 10 ohm,( D2 ., -- D.,) - 3.4 (0, 221- 0, 178-)

where ptO,O1l(1+act)- 10-0,O11. (I+0.006.130) 10-6= 0,0196. 10-6 f -m - specific

resistor/resistance of steel at an approximate temperature t=130 0 C;

a-0,006 1/deg - temperature specific resistance of steel.

F. Calculation of excitation winding.

,S..

554?:.? th.*.-. .- *. .
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19. Average/mean length of the turn of the coil:

L.=0,5 (I +4)D...=0,5-3,14-(1+0,667) .0,298=0,78 At.

20. The cross-sectional area of the wire:£ F,., 8160
.. '-' q U.- - At a -f-5 0,0258-10-4.0,78-"1,43. 10"' ,

.-. [,p,.t =0,017(I +at) • 10-6 =0,0258 • -I0-6

where 4  Q-m - resistivity of copper wire at expected

operating temperature of coil t=130*C; aM=0.00 4 1/deg -" temperature

specific resistance of copper; US =115 C - the voltage/stress of

separate excitation. The wire with a diameter of 1.35 mm (without the

insulation) corresponds to this section.

21. Field current with the load;

.;-. C~Ij~.3jqg3,6. 10*1 - ,43. 1"-=5,14 a,

where
i. = Y', '. 365*-10--=3,6. 1' a/Ac

real current density in the coil.
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" 22. Number of turns of the coil:

F,. 8160.. MIS m- s.s - 5,14 =- 1600.

23. Field current with the idling:
=_3F, 450

= 0 T=3,4 a.

24. Resistor of the excitation:

*1

*4 .4

'I,,

*1 . , ',d...,- , . . ,.'.'.'. . ". , . ., . ,% -. . . . . . - . . . . . -
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*. =,=. 5 ohm.

25. Power of excitation winding:

,T-22:.": ~P* .,= I;. R .,= U3 I. -- 15 5,14 -59 0 W .

G. Calculation of current-tap apparatus.

In accordance with the assignment we choose as the contact

medium alloy NaK, we assume/set electrodes by copper ones with the

°,; protective coating. Operating temperature of contact we tentatively

accept t-1000C. Calculation is conducted according to the diagram,

presented into Sect. 5-3.

26. Linear relative velocity on the surface of the armature:

a=-zDn=3,14.0,175.100=55 M/s.

27. The outside diameter of the rotating electrode:

where rnD2.55=66 M/s - relative velocity of electrodes;

.*. D=D.1D_1,2- design factor (relative diameter).

1 , ---. 3k-'.

,%

4..; . , ' , .. 5 ' . . . " , . " , . - . . , ' , , ' , . " . - . . - . , , - , . - . . . - . . - - - - , . . . . .V ,,. r ' " , ' ' .,.: , ' . , ' ,,, ., ', , .,, - ,¢., - . , , . .; , • ; ,. . , . . ., ,,- ,, ,
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-ao-

28. The width of the sharpening of the electrode:
as 1, 20.10&

'-T~j -3.,14 21. 1 0 i,

where IH:=10' A/m i - current density in the contact.

29. Diameter of the insertion/immersion of the rotating

electrode:

SD, .m D, - 21, cos a,, =0,21 - 2" 10-.0,819 = 0,2084 At.

30. Width and the diameter of the turning:

"L,,=I +0,3DRe ". -. = I10-'+ 0,30,21.0,041 =3,58 10- .;

- C D D(l -+0,32Re-'.1-)=0,21 (1 +0,32.0,041)=0,2128 x,

where Re''=24.5 is determined on curve (Fig. 5-6a) when

.* -- 20,, 2-0.2!.66
Re= -- = L6- =4,62.101;

VI l60-10- m/s - kinematic viscosity NaK (table 5-1).

31. determination of the losses of friction in the contact.

a). Coefficient of friction:

,- D.D, + 0 84,

0.21 - o.2084+o..o-, 7,2+ 00-'-0,7.I0-',
-24.5-10-8 ,-1 -3 07 1 -3

where

V. . O,=- D,3 +0.84L.
Dx-D,+0,81x -

.0.. ,2128- 0,2084 + 0,84.3.580 -,.
0,21- 0.2084 + 0,8. =10",- ;

..
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%(1)i7.2-10-3 (Fig. 5-6b).

b). The losses of friction (in one contact):

.. C p ., -- 8cpl.D~v, 3= 8.0.7_10-3.850. 10-30,21.663=287 W,

where p,,850 kg/m3 - density NaK (Table 5-1).

Page 278.

32. Determination of electrical losses.

a). The electrical resistance of the layer of the liquid metal:
3.T, (L. + ,) Di

= - "3'3.3,I4.23810" (3.58-+ 1) 10-' Ino 2.10-' .tn

to 0,2.10-. 2,38 - l

where l/Om - electrical conductivity NaK (Table 5-1).

6). Electrical losses (in one contact):

% Pt.,= 'MAU. +27 R. = 20. 10. 0,02 +(20. I0)' 2. 10- =

'4O0SO"=480 e,

Key: (1). W.

where AU.-2aj.-2.10-*'I0-0. 02 C - a voltage drop across contact
W .- resistance between the liquid metal and the solid electrodes;

':

'/,.
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a., Sx- 10-9 Q-m2 - approximate value of the specific skin drag of

make-before-break contact (R, '-Sg-i contact resistance and the area

of contact surface).

H. Calculation of losses and efficiency.

33. The electrical resistance of armature, which corresponds to

one, R=-- 4kc(L+b) . _
,iD' (I - d:)

4.2.1.06(0,0o9 + 0.02)0.0196.1o =9,5.10' ..a..

moreover in this case it is accepted kR=f(L'(R)-2 with
. a ,,, C (I + 2 b,) 1. 06 10 ,0 N + 2. 0 ) 9 5

" o.s -0.5.-0175 =0,95.

34. Electrical losses in the armature:

P.=-2pI, R, =2.20.-10'9,5-10-=76 W.

Page 279.

35. Electrical losses in pole face winding:

• 9/,~P.o-=2p13.RN.o--2.20'. 10.6,12.O=---49 W

W.4

W, r "..

I ' " ; ' "'"' '" ''% -:' '': " '::"' ? '':-: "'';:"'"-.'" .''.:.',''" .,'''..', ::':- ,'' .. :'I_. ",.":
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36. Power losses in the contacts:

P,=m(P,.,-+P..))=2(287+480) =1530 W.

37. The power losses of the generator:

P = k. (P. + P,.o) + P. + Ps + P
-2(76 + 49)+ 1530 + 590-2400-4770 W,

where P, = 0,02P,.103= 0,02-120-10'=2400 W - approximate value of

mechanical losses (in the bearings, also, for friction of rotating

C parts against the filler of the internal cavity of generator);

k.--2- approximate value of the coefficient, which considers

electrical losses in the internal coupling busbars (it is made more

precise after the study of the construction/design of busbars).

38. Efficiency of the generator

P,, 1'20
P . 10-0 0,96.

I. On performance calculation of generator.

39. No-load characteristic. Is been given the series/row of the

~ ~ values of emf in the range Ei -1-8 in. Flow in working gap 0 =E£,;
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n-100 r/s and corresponding inductions are. cer.. , B , Bc. In

this case the coefficients of scattering assume/set by those not

changing. For each value 6 is carried out the calculation of

magnetic circuit and they determine value Fm. According to obtained

data characteristic is cosTrc-cd E=f (F.).

40. Full-load saturation curves.

From the calculation of magnetic circuit with load I.=const the

series/row of values n. s. (magnetizing force) of the longitudinally

demagnetizing effect of transverse armature reaction F '-F..a-F,. which

correspond to different values of emf 'is E ,.

From the calculation of electrical circuit the internal

incidence/drop in voltage of the generator

AU- mgl3 (R+ R,.o) + m,(IR.+AU,) + I*R..

is found where Rm- resistor/resistance of coupling busbars within the

machine.

Page 280.

From parameters F#-var and AU-const (with E-var and In=const) is

constructed rad of the reactive/jet triangles, with the help of which

according to no-load characteristic full-load saturation curve
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when U-f(F,)- is determined 13-const.

After performing such operations for several fixed values of

current I3. the family of full-load saturation curves is obtained. With

its aid it is possible to construct the families of external and

self-regulation of machine.

.. .. Voltage drop in internal circuit of armature (with the nominal

load):

AU=2.1.o(,-+ 6,12.1-,) + 2 (20-.0o'.2-.o-+oo 2) +

-Jr20. I08.31,2 • I0-* P 0,061

where tentatively

p. P. + P3.. 125

R,,---. s - s +, Px- 0 =. 125b - = 31,2.1I0"' ohm.
1- 12 1 Ohm.

In this case the refined value

*U - ~0985,
u+MA 6-tO.0 61

which is close to the preliminarily selected (p. 4) value.

P. 2. Example of the determination of the main sizes/dimensions of

disk non-polar dynamo.

0% j'
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A. Assignment.

1. Initial data. Power p,.15.)cW; voltage/stress U=5 in; the

speed of rotation n-1S0 r/s (9000 r/min); the operating mode is

prolonged; cooling natural air; current pickup circular liquid-metal

on base of NaK (with the forced liquid cooling).

Page 281.

2. Structural and electrical diagram. Let us select the

uncompensated machine with the nonmagnetic conical rotor disk,

prepared from the copper-beryllium alloy. Current pickup on the shaf

is one-sided. Excitation independent. Number of poles 2p=2, moreover

m,'--mr-l. Number of slide contacts m,-2. Number of field coils m,-2.

Coefficients kz-1 and k-i (one-sided current pickup on the shaft).

B. Determination of the main sizes/dimensions of

3. Current of the generator:

P, 108o I5.IO0,I=-_- -_3.1I01 a;

.--- 1=3000 a. U

4. The electromotive force of the armature:

U 5

::9
-0

I0

w. . • . • • . . - -- - - . - - . . . . . .. . .
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where it is tentatively accepted L7=0,98.'A

5. Calculated (electromagnetic) power:

P,=MEJ.-1O-'=5,1.3000.10- 15,3 kW.

6. Coupling coefficient of emf with the power

K E* 5.1isV2

~=-0 (kW-rev/s).

"7. Current density in the shaft. On the basis (6-18) when

D,%wDu the preliminary value

x, 1 1.3 10__

1-0,32 10

where B,-=1,2 T (for the machines with the nonmagnetic disk);

4Da = D,/D %w 0,3; cos a,, 0,99 .

Page 282.

8. Main sizes/dimensions of machine.

a). Air-gap diameter On the basis of (6-15)

4 4/~/ _153_V.D= 3 --7  ' =0,197 .,"- "7 .- 15

"* " . " , , ' I r " . . . - % '.. " *. . . . . .. . . ' . . " " : • ." . " " " . -" .- " -S p' j q .% A *4-.. * " - ' " . .
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where during the one-sided current pickup on the shaft

0199 k/m-e/)

b). Active length:

I=;LD,=0,4197*aO,07 um,

where the design factor

=0,5 I!Z.2L=0,5 1 -0'3 =0,354.Cas a 0.99

C. Some sizes/dimensions of stator.

9. The diameter of the current carrying shaft:

D,= D.-2 1 =0,059-21,510-'=0,055 ,

where D,%=DnD=0,3.O,197-0,05 9 m - diameter of open ing/aperture in the

magnetic circuit for the shaft.

in this case real current density in the steel shaft

4 1, 4.300-
D2 4.,5 =1,26*1 - I (r

10. Contours of profile of disk.

a). Calculated thickness on the surface of shaft on (6-4)

bI=AD,=0,15-0,055=8,2510-'
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where 1 -1=0,25k%,-=0,250,95. j.10-= ,15-design factor;

j'.,-2.10' a/m- current density in the disk from the nonmagnetic material;

k ,-0,95 - coefficient, which considers the decrease of the

$ diameter of shaft after treatment in the zone of the pressing of

disk.

'Page 283.

i 2 b). The thickness of disk at the active diameter
i I. 3 000

'b bD D 3, 14.2-101-0,197

I where j].]j---2.l1O A/ma - current 'density in the disk.

In this case the refined value
cosxco(arctg b, - bD ) 0,999,COS I, =- COS arctg O-O,ip,

which is close to the preliminarily selected value.

Further calculation is conducted similarly to that presented for

the cylindrical machines in the previous example (taking into account

specific character disk (UG).

r sr&Sh .
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P. 3. Example of the determination of the main sizes/dimensions of

non-polar dynamo with the hollow rotor.

A. Assignment.

1. Initial data. Power p,.20 kTvoltage/stress U=5 in; the speed

of rotation n=50 r/s (3000 r/min); the operating mode is prolonged;

cooling natural air; current pickup circular liquid-metal (with the

forced cooling).

2. Structural and electrical diagram. Let us select the

compensated machine with the ferromagnetic cylinder of rotor during

the half use. Number of poles 2p=4 , a number of powered phases of

armature, connected in series, mr-2, in parallel - mi=I.Number of

slide contacts

Excitation independent, a number of field coils ma=2; coefficient

k-.l.The location of rotor shaft is horizontal (Fig. 6-1b).

Page 284.

B. Determination of main sizes/dimensions.

k" 3. Current of the generator:
P..Io 20 .10 , 103

-______ __ _=4. a;

. 1=i4000 a.
MI!

- L'e.
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4. Electromotive force of the armature:
*5

U = 85 ,1V

-S.

where tentatively U=0,98.

5. Calculated (electromagnetic) power:

S.

'NP.=m 1EI,-10-'=5,1*40W03.'=-20,4 KVM.
.'o'

6. The coefficient of use in (6-12):
-. S

=3,14.10 _.2.5500.1,4== 1,52.10/2

where ampere-conductors per inch and induction in the working gap is

tentatively accepted A=5500 by a/m; B,=1,4 T.

7. Main sizes/dimensions.

a). Air-gap diameter In accordance with (6-12)

D='. , 2-0,' ,,.4 _ =0.24 At,
"I"1V.-.9,5 =024- 0,19 -

I'' % ',:W ' ,;''.'. .?.'''."",. " "'."; " ", '.","....:-.,. , .. _,,,.. ._v-"."-",' ".-" ' '" '""
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where the design factor:

1%=0,25 =0,25 - , 1,4

k,-=1,1- coefficient of scattering;

8= 1,45 T - magnetic induction in the internal magnetic circuit of

stator;
De .= D./D -= 0,94;

!=d/D=0,235- approximate values of relative diameters (Fig. 6-1b).

b). Active length, which corresponds to one pole:
• ..'

SID =0,195, 0,24= 0,0468 ,.

.,.-,.

• -:" Page 285.

-C. Some sizes/dimensions of rotor.

8. The inner diameter:

D, = D,+ 2, =0,2276-+ 2+- 1,5. 10 =0,2 29 x,

where D= -DD=0,94.0,24=0,226 m - diameter of internal magnetic

circuit; 6,=.5.10-3 m - auxiliary gap.

In this case current density in the rotor:

41a 4.4000 =0,985. 10" a-,-',/,,=~~~ 91_4,o, (1 -0o 9M') 0o 24 2:
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where the relative diameter:

SDJD = 0,229/0,24 0 ,95 5.

9. The calculated axial length of the rotor:
lp=o.p (21 + I.+2b1 )= 1,05(2.0,0468+0,01 +2.0,0265) =0,165 A.

where the width of the electrode of the contact:
b'=,- 4000 =0,0265 ;

.DDj., 3.14.0.95.0,24.2.1.10 0

2, ~ A/rn2 - current density in the zone of the pressing of

electrode;

c.., = 1,05 and. 4p0,95 - design factors;

1.-0.01 m - width of slot in the internal magnetic circuit (Fig.

• -' 6 -lb).•

Further calculation is performed similarly to that presented in

the first example for the cylindrical generators with the solid rotor

taking into account the specific character of machines with the

hollow rotor.

*5%

1oi

S- . . . . . . . .
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P.4. EXAMPLE OF THE CALCULATION OF UNIPOLAR ELECTRIC MOTOR WITH

MASSIVE FERROMAGNETIC CYLINDRICAL ARMATURE COMPLETELY IMMERSED IN

[. LIQUID METAL.

Let us consider the determination of the basic dimensions of

engine only; the detailed calculation of engine is analogous to the
calculation of generator, presented in the P 1.

A. Assignment.

1. Initial data. P,=5.103 W ( n-m/s); 4-100 r/s (6000 r/min);

U.- arbitrary; the operating mode prolonged; contact liquid -

eutectic alloy NaK; expected operating temperature of the liquid

"1£. metal T-573 0K (300 0C).

Parameters of the contact liquid:

-. 
,. 

- .-.."
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P, = 838 xZ1.U3 (N 6-1 2/.44

lot= 2,99. 10- " m.FeK,v1ie

Vj= -L=5. 10 ~ ek
pe

,.. -y= 1 ,84.-101 1,o A.

Key: (1). N-sl/m4. (2). N-s/m2. (3). mi/s. (4). i/ohm-m.

2. Structural and electrical diagram. Machine is compensated

with the help of bifilar, excitation independent 2p-2;m,-2;mi-'k,-1.

B. Determination of the basic dimensions and parameters.

In accordance with Chapter 8 we calculate the values of first

approximation.

1. Net torque on the shaft of the engine:

Mg=.. u,_ 5. =7,96 N.m.0t" '- 2 .3,.14. 100

Page 287.

2. The first approximation of the value of the electromagnetic

moment developed under one pole:

'.. '

.: . , ' | * *m l*. *. *a*.f~ ih t H m.l ,- **** d .. f. .,* , .L.*l• 
i

. ' ' : l , , I L I m . p -,, -:
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1. 12M, 1. 12-7.6a,' .2 6=4,46 N.m.

3. Electromagnetic loads:

ip = I - I0 A.'2; Bp = 1,0 T.

4. Diameter of rotor in accordance with formula (8-61):
4, 4M11) , 4.4.46Z>'91 -- 2 - .x.i 0. 0 97,5. -I0-1 x

DO), =(' 2 p -Bp = 2 3,14 -I -10'.. 1, 6.

5. The active length of rotor under one pole as per (8-60):; 97.5"10-a 1.0.-- --" S k.9"'O--'f .1,1= 38,3.10 -* .,. -

where it is accepted B8= 0,7 T, k, =1,l.

6. Reynolds number:
Re' )  = -(Di))i 2.p(Di '))'  2.3,14-100.(97,5.10 )' -418. 10

to 4v 4.35,65 10-"

7. Values of radial clearance in accordance with (8-73):

aN 0,14.(Re(V))-'" D')== 0, 14(418. 1O')-'"82.97,5. 10" -

=0,56. 10-' it.

We accept 8=1"10'3 m.

8. Thickness of metal shield and layer of the

electro-insulation:
- ,.-.

.= , .
s % ' = = ' A %

" .",% ."p". ' .. a! % ,-.. • ". ' . ' ' '_' % ,= _' ', ,'4 ' ' % % .m.--- ' ' .- =.
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9. Bore diameter of the magnetic circuit of stator on (8-75):

*D = DI) + 2(ag+ + &,,) =
=97,5. 10--'+2(l +0,3+0,3)- 10-' = 100,7. I0- .

10. Current in the compensator on (8-76):

.I)" = (O,5D') - 1j) jP

=3,14 (0,3" 100,7.10-2- 0,3- 10")'- 1. 7 850 A.

Page 288.

11. Outer diameter of compensative bifilar as per (8-74):

D" 2J 2' (100.7- 10-S)___ =174__10--l

" V4 V

where it is accepted j =0,5.1O' A/ma.

12. Magnetizing force of excitation winding on (8-72):

., *~2.2.1,05 .4,.0,o (1,6.10- .1,001.0,7 +0,3.10-'.1,2) = 2 970 A4x. 10'

wherea'-= 8,8&=1 .10'-I-0,3.10-'1=1,6.10-' x,moreover it is accepted:

ka 1,001; -,,= 1,2. kp., = 1,05; &,=0,3. 10-1

13. Section of winding on (8-70):

F, 2970
.Q3 T.7!-- 0.7.2.5 1 = 16,6.10- - '.

Duty factor and current density in the winding respectively ka=

-0.7 and Is=2.5.10' A/m 2.

-.-..

4. .
.;- .* "*. ***.
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14. Axial size/dimension of coil in the first approximation, on

(8-69):
0, 3

where the preliminarily taken relation of coil sides k,--==0,5.

The height/altitude of the window of magnetic circuit in this

case comprises:

he f 0,5 (D', - D) + h +2s,

-0,5 (174- 10-'-100,7-10- ')44,5- 57,5- 10"--2 -1,5-10- =68,4- 10- 1.

Axial size/dimension of winding on (8-68):

1,---b,-}-2sz=---57,5-10" %2.1,5.10-'=--60,5 • 10- 9 x;

he A 68.4.10-9 3r-= r -'-. 1,13.

Page 289.

For the purpose of the decrease of scattering we make more

precise the geometry of winding, after taking k,=0,4. In this case

• --" I.

" o " ' ." ' ' ' . ." " ,, ' ." , ." ...• , , . " " " t " . " , * " -" " " . ", ." r " -., .-..- , .' ." " , -" .' . ' .. ..' .-- .' .' -' .. -.'; ..' " . ' , . " " . ' .. .' . I
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•== ,04 =64,4.10-3 A,F.-" , 0.4
h( )- 0, 5 (D'"~ - D() + kebU-t+Zs,

-0,5(174- 10" - 100,7.10-3) + 0,4.64,4. 10-'+
+2.1,5-10-'=57,2.10-3 m;

1(')- bO,+2s-=64,4.10-'+2.1,5.10"3=67,4.10 -3 ;

h(l) 57,2. J0-

15. Overall length of rotor on (8-67):
i ).L"I) = p [21P) +/() 1 [2.38.3. 10- 3+ 67+410-1]=144.10"0 ..

Let us calculate the values of the second

* : approximation/approach.

.4

16. Simplified expression of moment/torque. After replacing in

formulas (8-20) and (8-21) the parameter I on L', it is possible to

make more precise the value of the moment/torque of hydraulic

resistor/resistance in the second approximation/approach. To more

simply use not (8-20) and (8-21), but the expression

1, . 11 - 10" p Re 0" 
182 (1 -_ 6.4+ 37LID3)C'()t- D,"1,/)D2 (I - Uh+4 L)/DP))=1D

=8,65-10-' p, (Re(1) - ' (1 - + '  3,7L(')/D()) (2 n)' DM'' -

S8,65- 10-1 838 (418. 1I0s)
- 4182 (1 - 3,R7. 144. 10-8

,-97,5.10.3 -X

X (2.3,14.100)'.(97,5. 10-3) =0,672

Key: (1). N.m.

--el

.°. . . *.c ...... R .'

• ° - .-,' , .. '... ''" .,.''''."'..,' -"-", .'L.. ' . '-" ,," ,v q" , ,*'-,, _. * -.%% " "'%e" J",; -, "," ""
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where we accept at first, that friction on faces of cylinder at

diameter D, is approximately/exemplarily equal to friction of shaft;

therefore we assume/set. 6,-.

17. Refined value of numerical coefficient (p. 2). In this case

=-!.0'0,845.

Page 290.

Taking into account bearing friction, coefficient can be taken as

ecual to 1.09.

18. Internal torque:

M2= 1,09M. =1.09.7.96 43 N -rm.rosa/

19. Second approximation/approach of the value of the diameter

of the rotor 4 -(2)/'O ..mi ]_./ 4-4.33 =97. 10-3

DO) = 2 V itpB, 2Y1 3.141-10O.1.0

Being congruent/equating the results, obtained in paragraphs 19

and 4, we see that the disaqreement between the value of the second

and first approximation is insignificant. This makes it possible to

take already second approximation/approach for the final result.

* The values of coefficients 1h. kq.&" are made more precise....

Z' . U.,S,.." ".: ?'v ." ?U " .. . ; ..... ,'." ,.* .. .. . .. ,.: .;.*..'.'- ....* ..- ... '.". '.,... .'. • ."v "..'.--
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after the calculation of magnetic circuit in accordance with the

-a-

indications, led in fhapter 3 and 4.
..

Coefficient h, is made more precise with the help of expressions

(8-71) (8-77) and (8-78).

The overall dimensions of machine are determined on the basis

(8-79)-(8-81) and are made more precise after the study of

construction/design.

20. The nominal voltage/stress of the machine

where zav- voltage drop in internal circuit of armature.

Let us calculate the main things of electric motor with assigned

magnitude U.-M IV.

With the help of dependence (8-64a) is determined the first

approximation of the value of the diameter:

-M= ' -T U 7 k.,izU(")

/ 10. 4 ,46-- 4 100-44 -6 1,06 --=91.10"-3

where the relative voltage/stress is preliminarily accepted

i,0, furthermore, it is accepted ,-0,56IM h.2e.I.

4og ,** !~

" o ° ° * * % % %%. o •. . , . .. °- • o . . . • . .
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Active length of the rotor
111) D( ) DU it _ 91.10-8 11o

4 , -- 4 .7 1,1 35,710

During the refined calculation the refinement of the quantity

m16 M EA

plays the determining role. In other respects the calculation is

analogous presented above.

P.5. Example of the calculation of the fundamental parameters of

unipolar engine with the disk rotor.

A. Assignment.

1. Initial data. f =2"103 W; n=50 r/s (3000 r/min); Us-

arbitrary; the operating mode prolonged; contact liquid - alloy NaK,

the parameters of alloy are analogous to those given in the example

P-1.

2. Structural and electrical diagram. Let us consider the

uncompensated machine with the circular (concentrated) contacts and

the rotor disk of constant thickness; rn,=l; mL-I; kj=I; excitation

independent.

.E

" i<"~~cY:K&. ~~.K.:CK;,.. .. ~. %'%h.
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B. Determination of the basic dimensions and parameters.

Let us calculate the values of first approximation.

1. Net torque on the shaft of the engine:

P.f Ps 2.10'
M1= ,-2- --- =6--5,

3 7 N-m.

2. Internal torque:

,o i.= .034,__ 1.03.6.37_=6,57 N-m.

Page 292.

Numerical coefficient is selected as being equal to 1.03, since

circular current pickups on the shaft and the periphery serve as the

source of mechanical losses mainly, in this case the moment/torque of

hydraulic resistor/resistance will be less than in the case of the

complete insertion/immersion of rotor into the liquid.

3. The diameter of the shaft:
;j') "-4. ,5 4,_- __,. _o""

D)-40 410' =21,3.10-' -.22.10 -'

where it is selected with big-4.10- m;
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0,5 (InPH HBCTPA)M ToKocbeme);

= 4.101 aiu 2;

%.(I)

.: = 1,5- 10' a/ 2.

Key: (1). during the bilateral current pickup.

4. Consumed current:

I")-,b(D('1 I4 1 3,14-4 -I 22 10"=.4.0 = 11 05 a.

5. The diameter of disk in accordance with (8-92):

DM ,,I Dill) j([',B +  (d(")' / LIA' + (,,)t=

8.6,57 (4 1 - =3 9 0 1
1 1 05 -_- -9__ , 1 - ___ 10 -  ,.

where it is accepted 86-0,5T;

d(l) = D', I)- +28,= - 22.10-3+2-1 .10-1=-24-10-' A.

Let us calculate the values of the second approximation/approach,

after taking b(=25.10 - 1 m; B=0.7 T.

6. Diameter of the shaft:
3^. 310'

D1 12 ) 4 (s) -L ---- 4.0,5.5-1 . 3 . * = 26,7.10-' .
jI) T-5 1,.06A

We accept D(2,-27-10-1 m.

7. Consumed current:

/ 2) _b( 2)D(,)')D ," 3,14-5.1- .27.10".4. 10' =1 695 a.

~ *:-~- *~**--* .. *.******%**. .~. ~. .
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8. Diameter of the disk:

, 2) B s95.- 7 + - - 9. 10- 9 1-212 - 0

where , -- ,+2 ,=.271.-,+2.I.o-- . mo-*.

9. Linear velocity on the periphery of rotor disk:

a- D(2)= 3,14- 212.10-'.50=334 m/s.

10. Current density of shaft in accordance with expression

(8-93): 12) .
i(2 ) = 4k w -0, =4.19 1,48.10$P al.'

ND'.. 0,5 3,14(2.7-10 IT-/,2

11. counter-emf of engine as per (8-94)

(D(2))2 _ 2.3,14.50.0,7.(2(2-)1-(2 " °)/-- 21
88 I .'w

E~ .- ,- 2 3 141

To further refinement is subject numerical coefficient (p. 2) by

calculating the mechanical losses of machine.

With the assigned magnitude of voltage/stress /u, for calculating

the basic dimensions it is necessary to select preliminarily relative

voltage/stress.&" and to use expression (8-95) it is analogous how

....:. this was done during the calculation of cylindrical engine.
*0*

I, 1 % . > :> V v .. k : ( . .. (., -b.'"'' " ,."'""', ... ¢''
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P.6. EXAMPLE OF THE CALCULATION OF THE MAIN DIMENSIONS OF ENGINE WITH

A HOLLOW ROTOR.

*A. Assignment.

1. Initial data.! p,-2.1 W; n-50 r/s; Lu,< J the current

pickup of circular liquid-metal on base of NaK (parameters of alloy

they are analogous to those given in the previous examples).

2. Structural and qlectrical diagram. Excitation independent;

Page 294.

B. Determination of main sizes/dimensions.

Let us calculate the values of first approximation.

1. Net torque of the engine:

A P, ,2.10a

2- 23, 1=6,37 N-m.

22 3 
°

.. 4
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2. Internal torque:
.4-.

M4) SW 1.03M, 1,03.6,37
"" " ' -- 1.1 -=6,57 N-m.

S; 3. Armature current

; -1 o=(a=A)
4. Diameter of shaft in accordance with (8-93)

1 kI=2V 2 3t14- =27,6 10-' .,"=2 1/51' -a/2,,5.8.

where k=0.5; j=1,5. 10 a/.u..

C:6 5. Diameter of opening/aperture for the shaft:

," + = 27,6- 10'+ 20,7 10 29. 10 u,.

6. The diameter of the hollow cylinder of rotor on (8-102)

T. W 1N+ _- i80.i.s7 @(290-)18810-

where it is accepted &=1.2 by T; e/I-=0.85.

7. Linear velocity on the surface of the rotor:

v=E---- n=314-18E 10-'-50=295 m/s.

Page 295.

8. The active length of rotor on (8-101):
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Io) DV)- b B. L (,EM) B,

1'.T 4(D(')- b) W,
188. 0-1 '-- 2- 0-' 1,2 (29-I-')2 1.2

- 0,..Q852--=6-1- 4 5-,7 08 -- 4 (188.10-3 - 2. 10-4)"0 -5 " O s " '

where it is accepted S,-0.7 T.

9. Against emf of machine on (8-103):

EM,} = 0,5 , LW,-B = (DO) - b) ') nB,,
= (188-10O-'-2.10"1)-56.-0-.3,14.50-0,7 --- 1,1

10. Current density in the rotor:
.01) 1800 1.

V 19 --'b 3 ,14.186.10- .2. 0- =1,54-101 a/A'

Further refinement is conducted analogously with that presented in

the previous examples.

P.7. EXAMPLE OF THE CALCULATION OF THE FUNDAMENTAL PARAMETERS OF

CYLINDRICAL NON-POLAR DYNAMO WITHOUT THE FERROMAGNETIC CIRCUIT.

A. Assignment.

1. Initial data. Power lp.-,50 kW; voltage/stress U--' V, linear

velocity on the surface of rotor v=200 m/s. The operating mode is

short-term; current pickup is liquid-metal.

2. Structural and electrical diagram. Let us select machine with

the combined (parallel and independent variable) excitation.

...,..

=y..:

.:
'a , * . " % -, ' .. " , " . '' - . " ., 4 ,, " , . "- '-,". '- ." -% ', - ., . ' . ', ' .
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The winding of separate excitation is intended only for guaranteeing

the relatively small of initial emf, which causes self-excitation.

The location of the spools of parallel excitation corresponds to the

diagram, given in Fig. 9-6. The coils of parallel excitation

single-turn (busbar/tire); between themselves are connected in series

and contrarily.

Relative geometric sizes/dimensions we accept the following (S

9-5):
S-o,25;R, j" - *= j- ,5 ,7; 7=3.

In this case the moduli/modules of the elliptical integrals:

. 4-0,97 0,992;

k"4A 4.0.97 - = 125=, 1 (0,97+)1 + (0,253) = 0,2.4,

Elliptical integrals in the function of moduli/modules are

determined on tables [82] or approximately on the curves, given in

Fig. 9-7.

B. Determination of main sizes/dimensions.

~i
.5.

",'it., .'', ; . . "".J'K "2..";- ..", " ". '."- . •"." . . ... " *. . ... .. * ,. V ....... * " - . . • • .. ". "
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3. Current of the generator:
Pu"-t=o. 5o,1<,

J= P_ 0--- = 50. 10' a.
U -I4. Air-gap diameter (S 9-5):

D ---= ( -- ) ( -0 . 0,13 ,

where d- _-- relative diameter of opening/aperture for the

shaft;

" -- A/mr - current density in the armature;

h,- I. (it considers field current). arau

" S . The active length of the armature:i5.
L-.D-1.5-0.13-0,195 A,

. where j o,-A,-.- design factor.

Page 297.

C. Verifying calculation by emf of generator.

6. Relative emf of armature on (9-15a):

.','2".
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.- 1, K. (k.,) - E (k.,) K (k.,) - E (k., )
* 5'I " ' \. k #

- k,,K (k,,) + kmK (k,,)] =4. 10-') a 0'97X
X[ 2 ( 3 .47- 1.023 1.695-1.4 %6 +0,992.3,47+0,5225.1,695--

S0,992.
= 1, .I 0 - 4  .

Key: (1). V/A.

7.Refined value emf.

On the basis (9-14) and (9-16)

,, , ( ., -M - M u .. . .[ _ _ _ _ _ __, _

IC ke) E ( s) -k j" - .0 .V' '9

_____ 1.695-1,456 \ •~

X[2 (1.95-128 -- 1' 1  )+0,5225-1,695] ==1,2" 10 V/A,

where

---- ~ ,+]--- +r-=7, -992
kg =0,79.

We accept ;-12-.1o-9 V/A.

D. Calculation of the coils of parallel excitation.

:,,. "
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8. Magnetizing force of coil and field current:

-2- 10-4- 8,8. 10' a,

where O.ule.,o. (is considered a voltage drop in internal circuit

of armature);

I, ,=8800 a, =1.

Page 298.

9. Sizes/dimensions of coil. a). The mean diameter of the

busbar:
D,=2R,=RD=0,97.0,13= ,126 ,a;

b). The cross-sectional area of the busbar:

" Fe 8.8-101 - -

- ~ ~~ -0- j= 2 '93-O '
--N>i where j.0. A/m2 - current density in the busbar (during the

short-term mode/conditions).

c). Width and the height/altitude of section. The section of

busbar we assume/set by square, then

b, ---h= VS",---'2,93.10-"=1,71.10-' A.

10. Resistor:
t p.,D. 3.14"0.0422.10- 0.126 =5,7-10-' ,

5,a 2, ~93. 10-1

where the specific resistor/resistance of copper at an expected

temperature t-370 0C

.4 -'.. ....
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p,, =0,017- 10" (-1+2"t)=0,017- 10"(1 -+-0,004-370)=
=-0,0422_-10-" U-M

• .-O0. 4 /deg - temperature specific resistance of copper.

11. Checking the value of field current:

' . = 8,78.1O' a.
1" a =1 -''n --' .5, .10_1

In this case

__I + 1, =(50 + 8,78). 1IOs
A1 L±! (0+.78fo' ,1,18,

I-7 50.10.
which is close to preliminarily given one (p. 4).

12. Checking the value of relative size/dimensioni 1.
" , = .s(b,., +6,)c*, 1.53 + IM.n . -. Th =0,26,

- 0 O,5D - 0,13

where the width of the electrode of contact on the surface of the

rotor in 59.1 0'
' Dj - 3.14-C3-9,4-10'- 0

I.-.9.4-10' A/m2 - current density;

-c.-1.05 - design factor;

I,-k-I.-Ii.50'I' . ot A - armature current

Page 299.

Consequently, calculated value b is close to that preliminarily

%-.
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selected.

13. Angular velocity of the rotor:

: ---. O,--5 = - 0T--=3080, rad/s.

14. Speed of rotation of the generator

a.[ . 3080_ n-=f2- -500 r/s (30 -10 3 r/rain)

P.8. EXAMPLE OF THE CALCULATION OF THE FUNDAMENTAL PARAMETERS OF DISK

Q NON-POLAR DYNAMO WITHOUT THE FERROMAGNETIC CIRCUIT.

A. Assignment.

V
1. Initial. Power P,-12 kW; voltage/stress U=1 '*; linear

velocity on the periphery of rotor v=300 m/s; the speed of rotation

of generator n=500 r/s.

The operating mode is intermittent, current pickup liquid-metal.

2. Structural and electrical diagram. Let us select machine with

the combined (consecutive and independent variable) excitation, k,-I

The winding of separate excitation is intended for the creation by

,,'.',- ~ vv ' v% ;' ; ? . .,:.-._,"..< ..,.. "kk",.","." ," ," '
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relatively small initial emf (in comparison with the voltage of the

* generator), which causes self-excitation. Field coils and the disk of

armature we place in one plane. Current pickup in the center of disk

is supposed concentrated.

Page 300.

B. Determination of the fundamental parameters.

3. Current of the armature:
P' 0 12'110s ,.1 u

1"= -= ..~~ 1 ,2. 101 a.

__ .4. Diameter and the calculated thickness of disk on the

periphery

D 300

S1.2-106b D M j 3,14.0,19.-4. 10- , 0

where. /,m-4.Io- current density in the disk.

5. Relative emf of generator on (9-26):

= 2; 2

eA= --- - k -k K(k)--! E --

4z -10-099 300,47 -- 2 V '
2z T-9-2 0992).,76,9 1,0M31- 10- @is.

Key: (1). V/A.

%
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where the modulus/module of the elliptical integrals

/ 4R. 1 -. 25
""- (RD + 0v

R.=1,25- a relative radius.

6. Refined value of relative emf. On the basis of expression

(9-24)

;A= - [K (kj)- (k )]=

-. 4x.I- 1-1300.V.T- (I
' (I,975 - 1,28)= 1,07 .I0-4 ea.

Key: (1). V/A..

where the modulus/module

=I - V- EDI - V - o,99 0 7 91 + ( - -- = I -_ _7 0 ,

We accept eA =i.07- 10-4 V/A.

Page 301.

7. Magnetizing force and the current of the coil of the series
excitation: F

=0 1.07-10- .0,78 (1.0 a
_ " ... ... . .. .(a -A )

where O-Ul.wo,7 (for the series-wound dynamo);

,,'-.. 1,----~-=12000 a; w--.
4-,%

i 1
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8. Sizes/dimensions of coil. a). The mean diameter of the

busbar:

Do= R D -= 1,25-0,19 = 0,237 .

b). The sectional area of the busbar:
F_L= - 12000 =_ 92.10v,-.. S, -- /., -1310 . . 04 '

where i =1310' A/m2 - current density of excitation.

c). Sizes/dimensions of section (widths and heights/altitudes):

b,= h= -8,9.10 = 0,0304 ..

In this case the calculated value

4 = = 0,5 (D+h) h, , (0,19+0.0304) 1,08 1,255,
R 0,5D - 0,19

" Jwhere k, =1.08 - the design factor, which considers the

height/ailtitude of collector shoe gear. Consequently, calculated

value 4, is close to the preliminarily selected value of a relative

radius ('p. 5).

Page 302.

9. Resistor of the series excitation:

p.,- D. - 3,140,0272" 10-.0,237 =2,2 10-' ohm

where the specific resistor/resistance of copper at an expected

" 'Z"~ temperature t=150OC:

rr
A .1%,O

LNA .,
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P., =0,017. 10-1 (1 +,Zt)=0,017(l +0,004415)=

=0,0272-10-1 O-m;

£.0,Q04

A 1/deg - temperature specific resistance of copper.

10. Voltage drop in the coil of series excitation.

W, = IR,. = 12. 1&0'.2,2 10-'0,264 V

11. Angular velocity of the rotor

.

.2,,.2.3,14-5W3140 rad/s. 4

Pages 303-308.
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